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Abstract. In this work we present an approach, based on a 

Knowledge Federation, for the management of the 

information regarding the life-cycle of Software Application 

ad IT services for organizations' operations. We need many 

information about software and IT to study the software 

product's life-cycle management, and to understand the life-

cycle of information, which is based on four phases: 

introduction, growth, maturity, and decline. We need a 

knowledge base about the products and their costs to 

understand how to manage the single software products. We 

will focus our attention on mapping software applications, 

Cloud Infrastructure, application maintenance, cost tracking 

and management in a whole system. Our approach is based on 

dynamic, real-time extraction of data from existing 

repositories, and on its dynamic retrieval, depending on the 

needs to be addressed at strategic level. This level of 

knowledge can be used to support decision making. 

Keywords: Software life-cycle Management, PLM, 

Knowledge Management, Software Engineering, Cloud 

Computing, IaaS.  

1 Introduction 

Large organizations have to manage hundreds, often 

thousands, of different applications that are the key for the 

organization's operations. Such a management of them is a 

core issue for these organizations, and software applications 

assume the role of assets where the organization’s knowledge 

is synthesized [21 - 23]. Product life-cycle Management 

(PLM) is generally defined as a strategic business approach 

for the effective management and use of corporate intellectual 

capital [31]. Software products differ from other products for 

many characteristic related to life-cycle [30]; a software have 

to be evolved with the organization and the new features, but 

it can be changed or updated relatively easy by using patches 

or released updates. The release frequency of a Software 

Product is very high; the evolution of the processes modifies 

the software. The maintenance phase is very large in the 

software's life-cycle. The custom applications have to be 

developed and maintained by the organization.  

Sogei manages highly sophisticated services, projects, 

technology and project management consultancies on behalf 

of the Italian Ministry of Economy &Finance (MEF) and 

other central, local, health services Administrations. Its 

activities cover two main areas: Management and 

development of IT services for the MEF, through technical 

and project consultancies Implementation, on behalf of the 

MEF, of the Program for the Rationalization of Public 

Expenditure in Goods and Services through the use of 

information technologies and innovative purchasing tools. 

The Cloud Platform in Sogei is based on the paradigm [32] of 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).  

Infrastructure as a Service is a model that provides a full 

computer infrastructure, hardware, Middleware, OS and 

virtualization software. Moreover, these cloud deployment 

models are Private in Sogei. They can't use a Public or Hybrid 

Cloud because Sogei has security and privacy constraints for 

the managed data. In this private model, the company realizes 

a cloud computing environment that allows to store the data 

within their operational structure, with obvious advantages in 

terms of security and privacy. In this case, the cloud services 

are accessible only by authorized end-users. This model 

allows to enjoy the benefits of public model, especially in 

terms of costs and scalability, and at the same time to have the 

guaranteed standards of management and security, typical of 

the private models.  

The management of these applications can be used at the 

tactical level where we consider the management of specific 

aspects of the application portfolio, such as functionalities 

dictionary, application maintenance, mapping between 

software and Cloud Infrastructure where the software resides, 

cost tracking and management, and the like. This portfolio 

contains a complex software [1-5] with subsystems or 

modules so that loads and features are strategically 
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distributed, typically according to power-laws, among 

different parts of the software [6-9], [33]. We need to manage 

also other information to have comprehensive views of the 

general situation, the overall costs and functionalities, and 

their trends. This strategic information must be obtained also 

at the department level. Moreover, the definition of the 

strategic information is not static, but new needs must be 

addressed continuously, so the system able to get it must be 

highly dynamic and configurable. Typical examples are 

software systems organized as software networks, where 

software units are connected in a software graph, and software 

metrics are power-law distributed [12-13], [16-17], [19-20].  

In this paper, we present an industrial application for a 

Software Application Management, based on Knowledge 

Federation, that we implemented for the Information Systems 

of the Italian Ministry of Economy and Finance. This 

application extracts the data from existing repositories and the 

data is manipulated based on the knowledge needs of the 

organization [21-26]. 

These studies resulted in a prototype system, called System 

Map Pilot, developed to demonstrate the feasibility of the 

approach, and which is currently in use in the organization. 

2 The data sources 

The study starts with the analysis of the available information 

in the organization.  

There are many software applications used in the organization 

(almost one thousand in our case). All these applications are 

customized, i.e. the specific role of the organization here 

considered (the Ministry), does not easily allow to use and 

integrate standard software as they could be components off-

the-shelf. There are also many information about the life-cycle 

of the applications. 

The information about the applications are managed by 

various systems, under different perspectives: 

1. Application maintenance and contractor activities 

monitoring (BIG): there is a ticketing system tracking and 

managing the applicative bug fixing and evolutionary 

maintenance requests. 

2. Configuration management (CMS, CMA): the hardware 

farm is based on multi-core processors, with extensive use of 

virtualized environments; this systems tracks how applications 

are replicated and mapped to the hardware, to virtual systems, 

to databases and to the network. 

3. Functionalities management (INFAP): the Organization 

keeps a list of all applications and of all their functionalities 

and size (in Function Points), together with their history. This 

repository has many uses, one of these concerns the size 

definition of an applications , i.e. its value. 

4. Cost and project management (SIGI): the costs of the 

various applications and maintenance activities is tracked 

through an ERP system. 

5. Contracts (DePF): the contracts made with the various 

suppliers are kept in a document management system (DMS), 

accessed through a dedicated portal. 

6. Test factory (LINCE): the applications must be tested on 

their functionalities before releasing and this repository 

contains test plans defined during previous phases. 

 

Figura 1 A schematic conceptual view of SMP. 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic view of the existing relations 

between the various systems holding the above described 

data. These systems hold real data, subject to continuous 

updating and also to frequent schema modifications. From 

time to time, even new databases are introduced, to address 

new needs or to substitute existing ones. For instance, an 

inventory of functions and services (INVAPP system) will be 

added to the sources list, but it is not available yet. Two large 

classes of problem have to be addressed for such software 

management in general: refactoring [13-15] and software 

maintenance for fault detection, since bugs may largely affect 

more complex software [10-11]. Due to lack of space, we will 

not deal with them in this work. We will only consider these 

systems as the source of the information we used as a starting 

point for our work. 

3  The information management 

From a conceptual point of view, the information we need 

could be summarized with the architecture represented in 

Figure 2. 
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Figura 2 Knowledge federation architecture. 

 

To define this knowledge we analyzed the original databases, 

chose the relevant data, and built macro-schema to reconcile 

the data. These data are tagged with meta-data carrying the 

relevant information about their meaning, so that they can be 

aggregated and analyzed dynamically. The data extracted 

from the various systems are linked through common 

identifiers, used throughout the systems.  

The consolidate information make a very useful knowledge 

base of information about the applications and their 

evolutions, costs and infrastructure. 

Fig. 3 shows the output produced by a query to System Map 

Pilot system and its information flow. Heterogeneous data 

sources, on the right side, cooperate to obtain the relevant 

business information of the left side. 

 

Figura 3 The output produced by a query to SMP. 

 

 

Figura 4 A schematic conceptual view of SMP. 

 

Figure 4 shows a conceptual map of System Map Pilot and of 

its information flows. Each main block shares a list of 

metadata, allowing to link one block to any other block 

plugged into the system.  

 

4  The Prototype of System Map Pilot 

We implemented a prototype version of System Map Pilot, 

that is presently working and is used within the organization. 

It is a prototype because its user interface is still quite rough, 

and because the intervention of a programmer is still needed 

to build new query capabilities in it. The system is used 

mainly to aggregate data at department level, to manage 

departments' budget and to optimize maintenance at 

department level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 shows a specific query: the time trend of Function 

Points developed for a specific Department, with and without 

considering the reuse level. Note the restructuring performed 

in 2010, that reduced the deployed FPs, with no decrease in 

the total number of available Fps. 

Figura 5 Total no. of Function Points developed for a 

Department, considering and not considering reuse. 
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5 Conclusions  

In this paper we described an Application Portfolio 

management system developed as a knowledge base to 

manage the information about hundreds, often thousands, of 

different applications that are the key for the organization's 

operations. We explored two main levels. We considered the 

management of specific aspects of the application portfolio, 

such as functionalities dictionary, application maintenance, 

mapping between software and hardware where the software 

resides, cost tracking and management. We considered also 

the comprehensive views of the general situation, the overall 

costs and functionalities, and their trends. This strategic 

information must be obtained also at the department level.  

The System Map Pilot developed is based on the extraction of 

data from the existing repositories depending on the needs to 

be addressed at strategic level and the organization. 

We showed how it is possible to tag data with meta-data 

carrying the relevant information about their meaning, so that 

they can be aggregated and analyzed dynamically, analyzing 

the original databases, choosing the relevant data, and 

building the view of the interesting knowledge. 

We showed how the data extracted from the various systems 

are linked through common identifiers, used throughout the 

systems. While this emphasizes a real-time access to data, it is 

also endowed with a cache holding the most recently obtained 

data, that is periodically updated. In particular, we found how 

this approach reduced the deployed Function Points, with no 

decrease in the total number of available Function Points. 
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Abstract

In recent years Ontologies have boomed as artifacts to
represent a domain and they are considered an important
key to the success of the Semantic Web. Thus, Humans and
Machines would be able to understand and share informa-
tion on the Web which are also important in the context
of Knowledge Management. Although the study of the re-
lation between Ontologies and Knowledge Management is
not new and this is applied in Knowledge Engineering, Se-
mantic Web Techniques such as Reasoners and Ontology
queries have been recently studied and applied. A Frame-
work based on Semantic Web Techniques can give more op-
tions for sharing, increasing, reusing, and capitalizing the
knowledge in organizations and companies. In digital cir-
cuits domain, a Semantic Web Framework can be employed
for teaching logic gates (and, or, not, xor, etc.), and this ap-
proach has been deemed as an effective way for capturing
and using the knowledge of the logic gates on assembling
circuit systems. This knowledge can be reused by new de-
velopers gaining time and reducing circuits manufacturing
costs. In addition, the correct assembling among logic gates
and the right output of a circuit can be validated by using
semantic techniques. In this paper, we describe a semantic
web framework based on a core ontology, a Pellet reasoner
and SPARQL queries for Knowledge Management based on
the domain of digital circuits. We use an example and a
prototype called Kukulcan to explain our approach.

1 INTRODUCTION

New methods for verifying and validating logic circuits
are neccesary during the design phase. These methods have
to ensure the funcionality expected by the circuits designer
before building it, and at the same time, simulating its be-

havior. This helps to prevent economic losses. Another
important factor to consider is the circuit models reusabil-
ity. The time for developing a complex circuit using a cir-
cuit repository decrease the cost of the project and reduce
the learning curve of new people in the project. In this
context, semantic technologies seem relevant. We can use
Ontologies[41] in order to represent a logic circuit base on
logic gates (and, or, not, etc.) and to verify a circuit design.
Each connection of the circuit can be validated by means
of ontology properties [41] and reasoners [40]. The new
knowledge obtained for each part of the circuit assembled,
can be stored in an ontology [32] by means of metadata, in
this way the knowledge is capitalized [39][33]. This knowl-
edge can be used by new developers or new members of
the project to reduce manufacture time. In consequence,
the company decreases costs. The circuits behavoir can be
modelled by SPARQL queries. In fact, a complex circuit
could be represented by one SPARQL query. The Ontology
written in OWL-DL [36][26] (is stored as an XML file) can
be exchanged among different systems and can be shared by
all people in the company by means of the company intranet
website.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we give the related work of ontologies based on logic
circuits domain. In Section 3 we briefly explain concepts
about Semantic Web, Ontologies, Core Ontologies, Rea-
soners, SPARQL queries and Semantic Web Techniques.
Section 4 describes our approach for the Verification and
Validation of logic circuits in a Semantic Factory Frame-
work. In Section 5 we show the feasibility of our technique
by describing an example and a prototype called Kukulcan.
Finally, in Section 6 we conclude our work.
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Figure 1. Semantic Web Techniques for Knowledge Managment in the Domain of Logic Circuits

2 RELATED WORK

There are several works about Ontologies and its rela-
tion with Knowledge Management and Knowledge Man-
agement Systems [1][6][34][15][31]. In the case of ontolo-
gies based on digital circuits for teaching is mostly repre-
sented by work of Robal et al.[38] who wrote an ontology-
based intelligent learning object for teaching the basics of
digital logic. Robal’s ontology is oriented for teaching the
basics of digital logic, our ontology can be used for teach-
ing, validating and verifying logic circuits based on logic
gates. An important method for verifying logic circuits is
found in the work of J.N. Hooker and H. Yan [25]. The
authors propose a new tautology checking algorithm for de-
termining the correct boolean function in a circuit. This
algorithm is non-numeric and equivalent to a numeric algo-
rithm obtained by applying Benders descomposition. This
proposal is similar to an integer programming problem,
which requires calculations and computational resources.
Although in our proposal the designer of the circuit does
not apply formal verification methods, ontologies are based
on formal logic (description logic [5][4]). In contrast to
Banders descomposition method, our proposal is a semi-
automatic verification method.

3 SEMANTIC WEB TECHNIQUES

The Semantic Web [12][11][37] is an extension of the
World Wide created by the british scientist Tim Berners-
Lee who defines it as ”a web of data that can be processed
directly and indirectly by machines” [9]. This is a collection

of standards, a set of tools [14], and a community that shares
data. Semantic Technology is a concept in computer science
which goal is to give semantics to data[20]. Supported by
semantic tools that provides semantic information about the
meaning of words (RDF, SPARQL, OWL, and SKOS). The
Web is a key focal. Semantic Web Techniques are methods
and techniques based on semantic tools which allow us to
manipulate information also. Semantic Web technologies
enable people to create data stores on the Web, build vocab-
ularies, and write rules for handling data [24].

3.1 Ontologies and Knowledge Management

Ontologies are the key for Semantic Web goals and they
are an important block of the semantic web stack [9]. An
Ontology [21][9][23][11][41] is defined by Gruber as ”a
specification of a conceptualization” [21]. An Ontology
defines the basic terms used to describe and represent an
area of knowledge, as well as the rules for combining terms
and relations used to define extensions to the vocabulary.
Thus, defines the vocabulary and the meaning of that vo-
cabulary, are used by people and applications that need to
share domain information. More specifically, an ontology
is a formal representation of knowledge with semantic con-
tent which allows the companies and organizations to obtain
information[17]. Such information can be retrieved by per-
forming SPARQL queries or using a rule-based inference
engine [42]. In our case, the logic circuits are the domain
area. Knowledge management was defined by Alavi and
Leidner [1] as ”a systemic and organizationally specified
process for acquiring, organizing and communicating both
tacit and explicit knowledge of employees so that other em-

Int'l Conf. Information and Knowledge Engineering | IKE'13 | 9



Figure 2. Classes, Instances, Properties and Data Semantization screen

ployees may make use of it to be more effective and pro-
ductive in their work”. A Semantic Web Framework can
comply with the above definition. For that reason, we have
selected this definition to support our approach in the field
of Knowledge Management.

3.1.1 Core Ontologies

In philosophy, a Core Ontology [13] is a basic and minimal
ontology consisting only of the minimal concepts required
to understand the other concepts. It must be based on a
core glossary that humans can understand. A Core Ontol-
ogy is a complete and extensible ontology that expresses
the basic concepts in a certain domain. In this work we
have built a core ontology which consists of a logic gates
glossary which developers of circuits understand well. We
consider that these kind of ontologies can be reused. The
ontology classes have been defined using n3 notation. On-
tologists of these kind of ontologies do not require a com-
plex methodology [17] to do it, in fact, following the On-
tology Development 101 [16] or An eXtreme method for
developing lightweight ontologies [27] are enough.

3.2 SPARQL Query Language

SPARQL is a query language for the Resource Descrip-
tion Framework (RDF) which is a W3C Recommendation
[43]. RDF Schema (RDFS) is extending RDF vocabulary
for describing taxonomies of classes and properties. It also
extends definitions for some of the elements of RDF, for
example it sets the domain and range of properties and re-

lates the RDF classes and properties into taxonomies us-
ing the RDFS vocabulary. We use Web Ontology Language
OWL which extends RDF and RDFS. Its primary aim is
to bring the expressive and reasoning power of description
logic to the semantic web. Querying language is necessary
to retrieve information [28] from input model (instances of
the ontology and its relations). Unfortunately, not every-
thing from RDF can be expressed in Description Logics
(DL) [5][4]. For example, the classes of classes are not per-
mitted, and some of the triplet expressions would make no
sense in DL. To partially overcome this problem, and also
to allow layering within OWL, three types of OWL are de-
fined (FULL, Lite and DL). At this moment, we only have
decided to explore semantic queries in SPARQL instead of
applying another action such as: production rules [42].

3.3 Reasoners

A reasoner [40] is a program which its main task is
checking the ontology consistency. It verifies if the ontol-
ogy contains contradictory facts, axioms or wrong prop-
erties among concepts. Besides, new knowledge can be
inferred after applyed it. The most popular reasoners are
Cerebra, FACT++, KAON2, Pellet, Racer, Ontobroker,
OWLIM. Pellet [40] is an open-source Java based OWL-
DL reasoner. In our verification process we use Pellet for
checking the consistency of the logic circuit ontology and
classify the taxonomy. We select the Pellet reasoner, be-
cause it gives an explanation when an inconsistency was
detected.
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Figure 3. 1-bit Full Adder

4 A SEMANTIC WEB FRAMEWORK

Kukulcan is factory framework of semantic models
which focuses on maximising the level of reuse in two di-
mensions: architecture design and logic circuits. One of
the most important features of this framework is enabling
knowledge reuse in logic circuits modelling using Semantic
web techniques [19]. The aim of this framework is to al-
low to develop logic circuits using a friendly interface and
a graphical arquitectural description language. Our main
contributions are twofold. First, we define a framework that
allows us to reusing logic circuit. Second, our approach
supports the validation of the output values obtained from
the logic circuit during the design phase. A prototype of
the framework involves a visual editor. Figure 4. The tool
makes use of the library Flamingo and the Ribbon compo-
nent [29] implemented in Java. We have used Jena API
[30][35] and Java language [18] for programming that and
NetBeans IDE 7.0 [10]. The process of verification, within
the Kukulcan framework, is done at very high level, using
the ontologies information among logic gates and circuits
to be assembled. Each logic gate is represented in a graphic
way. That information, introduced in the ontology during
the Data Semantization process, is evaluated and after that
the reasoner verify if it is correct. In Addition, we capture
the new knowledge in this new logic circuit, called ”Cap-
sule”. In our framework, a Capsule has a graphical rep-
resentation which is stored as a new logic circuit with its
own characteristics. The process to verify the assembling
among logic gates is easy for an user who building circuits.
He introduce his model into the framework by means of a
file or by the editor (the option Create Instances Vocabu-
lary). Kukulcan transforms his vocabulary (logic gates that
the user needs for building his circuit) from a text file into
an ontology instances. Then, the user only has to estab-
lish its relations using the ontology properties (object and
datatype) and he has to associate the logic gates instances
created with classes defined in the logic circuit Ontology.
This process is called Data Semantization See Figure 2.

4.1 A Core Ontology for Logic Circuits

We propose a core ontology called OntoCircuit which
has the minimum concepts (logic gates) neccesary to

represent the 1-bit Full Adder circuit. And, Or, Xor, Not,
Nand, Nor and Xnor are universal gates and they do not
require to be validate by experts. Besides, we only need
3 or 5 competency questions to validate the ontology
[22]. These are adventages in this kind of ontologies
which foment the reuse of them. Core Ontology is built
by means of classes and relations among concepts. The
Ontology is showed in Figure 2. A Logic Gates Ontology
was created for capturing and verifying information about
the input logic circuit models. This ontology consists of
3 classes (Circuit, Bits and Gate), 10 Object Properties
(hasInput1, hasInput2, hasInput3, isTypeGate, andOutput,
orOutput, notOutput, nandOutput, norOutput, xorOutput
), 1 Datatype Property ( hasName ) and 25 instances. The
notation n3 is used by the ontology, because is a valid
RDFS and OWL-DL notation. The Ontology use RDFS
and OWL-DL language [2][36]. They are fundamentally
based on descriptive logic languages. OWL-DL is a recom-
mendation of the W3C [43]. The OWL-DL ontologies have
the ability of: Automatic reasoning, Easy to be distributed
through many systems, Compatibility with web standards
for accessibility, Opening and extensibility.

4.2 Logic Circuits Verification: a Semantic Ap-
proach

Semantic verification and validation is the process which
uses an Ontology and Semantic Technologies (SPARQL
queries) to guarantee the correct construction of logic cir-
cuits with specific connections and outputs. The seman-
tics of assembling the logic gates are described with object
properties. An important aspect of the logic gates to con-
sider during the assembling is the Input and Output connec-
tions. A logic gate has one output, but different number of
input connections. The logic gate connections are based on
the output of one of them using as input in the others.

5 BUILDING A 1-BIT FULL ADDER
IN KUKULCAN FRAMEWORK

A 1-bit full adder is a logic circuit with 3 bit binary in-
puts (A, B, CIN) and two single bit binary outputs (OUT-
PUT, COUT). Having both carry in and carry out capabil-
ities, the full adder is highly scalable and found in many
cascaded circuit implementations. For that reason, we have
chosen this circuit in this work. The truth table using the
instance notation is showed in 4. This circuit is built with 5
logic gates (2 xor, 2 and, 1 or), as showed in Figure 3. The
logic circuit model used for describe an 1-bit Full Adder
circuit was made in Kukulcan Framework using its graph-
ical interface of logic gates, and is shown in figure 4. The
input model is created by the user who selects classes and
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relation among concepts and he creates the logic gates in-
stances (:and1, :and2, :xor1, :xor2 and :or). In this case the
input model only has 5 logic gates and we can create its
instances and relations among them using the Kukulcan’s
menus (create instances vocabulary).

5.1 Assembling Verfication using The Pellet Rea-
soner

The Core Ontology written in OWL-DL, allow us to de-
fine restrictions which Pellet can verify during the consis-
tency checking process. For instance, the following code
establishes that the and gate has only 1 output, because a
FunctionalProperty is defined for :andOutput Object Prop-
erty.

:andOutput a owl:ObjectProperty ;
rdfs:domain :Gate ;
rdfs:range :Bits ;

rdf:type owl:FunctionalProperty .

An interesting property of the ontology used in this work
is a blank node. It is a node in an RDF graph representing
a resource without URI or literal. We used it as variable. If
we put the same blank node, the result for this node has to
be the same. In our example below, :c1 and :c2 are blank
nodes (working as variables). The example shows how to
:xor1 and :and2 gates are forced to have the same input
( :c2).

:xor1 :isTypeGate _:c1. # :xor1 is a member
# of xor gates

_:c1 :hasInput2 _:c2. # :xor1 requires 2
# input values

A difference with Logic Programming Paradigm, we can
check our types using ontologies. In particular when we
create a new logic gate, for example :and2, we do not have
to introduce all input and output values. In this case, it
is only neccesary to establish the property relation :and2
:isTypeGate :and . Besides, the ontology allow us to see
circuits and gates saving in the ontology at the same time
because the Gate class is a subclass of Circuit.

:Circuit a owl:Class .
:Gate rdfs:subClassOf :Circuit .
:isTypeGate a owl:ObjectProperty ;

rdfs:domain :Gate ;
rdfs:range :Gate .

The disjointWith property allow to verify restrictions in
the input model. For example a logic gate is not a bit, these
two classes are different. Defining disjoint classes is also
possible [3].

:Gate rdfs:subClassOf :Thing ;
owl:disjointWith :Bits .

All instances created, properties (object and datatype) es-
tablished among instances, and blank nodes in the Ontology
are checked by the reasoner Pellet during the consistency
verification process.

5.2 Output Validation using a SPARQL Query

The second step after the reasoner have checked the on-
tology circuit consistency is to apply a SPARQL query for
validating the correct output of 1-bit fadder circuit. In our
case, we have defined a query which describes the circuit
and obtain the output for given input values. Of course, all
this process is transparent, for the user. He does not need
to know nothing about ontologies, reasoners or SPARQL
queries, only the manager of the ontology system has to
know about that. We can think that SPARQL is the ver-
sion of SQL for ontologies. Besides, we can use variables
in the queries, constraints, filtering information, logic op-
erators, if statements and more. Each triples (each line af-
ter) are linking by variables which begin with a question
mark. In this code ?type1 and ?AB are examples of vari-
ables. The same name of variable imply the same value
to look for in the query. We can execute and edit queries
in Kukulcan framework because the Jena API allowed us
to use SPARQL queries in our framework programmed in
Java language. The las step, when the logic circuit has been
verified and validated, consists on storing the project inde-
pendent of the ontology or include it in the core ontology. It
is important to note that these challenges increase the reuse
of this ontology and decrease the time in the development
of future circuits. Benefiting the economy of companies
(Knowledge Capitalization [33][39]). In our example, part
of the code included in the core ontology was:

:fulladder :hasName "1-bit full
adder"ˆˆxsd:string .

:fulladder :hasInput3 :0_0_0 .
:fulladder :hasInput3 :0_0_1 .
:fulladder :hasInput3 :1_1_1 .
:0_0_0 :fullAdderOutput :0 .
:0_0_0 :fullAdderOutput :1 .
:1_1_0 :fullAdderOutput :0 .

:

In the code above, there are mainly three properties: has-
Name, hasInput3 and fullAdderOutput. The meaning of the
hasName property is an string with the name of the logic
circuit. But the most interesting properties are hasInput and
fullAdderOutput. The first is formed by a circuit instance (in
this case called fulladder), second the name of the property
hasInput3 where the number 3 means that this gate receive
3 input values and finally with 3 bits values ending with a
period. The second property begins with the 3 bits values
following the fullAdderOuput property and finish with the
bit output value with a period. The colon before each ele-
ment and the ending period are only n3 notation [7][8].
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Figure 4. Consistency checking (1), Full Adder Truth Table (2) and SPARQL query execution (3)

6 CONCLUSIONS

Knowledge Management using Semantic Web Tech-
niques, in organizations and companies based on Digital
Circuits, is possible by means of core ontologies, reason-
ers, and SPARQL queries. Ontologies are usually expressed
in a logic-based language (Description-Logic), enabling de-
tailed, sound, meaningful distinctions to be made among
the classes, properties and relations. Core Ontologies give
more expressive meaning, maintains computability, do not
require the validation of experts or apply a complex method-
ology for its construction. This core ontology for logic cir-
cuits increase the reuse of it and decrease the time in the
development of future circuits. The use of an core ontol-
ogy of logic circuits allowed us to validate the output of
the 1-bit Full Adder and verify the correct assembling of its
gates using the Pellet reasoner and a SPARQL query with
semantics in comparison with a classic SQL query. The
queries on the ontology are simple and easy to do for all
users whereas a classic SQL query in a database requires
computational knowledge. In this paper we have presented
a Semantic Web framework called Kukulcan and described
Semantic Web Techniques used for Knowledge Managment
on the Digital Circuits domain.
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Extracting Human-readable Knowledge Rules in Complex
Time-evolving Environments

Pu Yang, and David L. Roberts
Department of Computer Science, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina, USA

Abstract— A production rule system is a reasoning system
that uses rules for knowledge representation. Manual rule
acquisition requires a great amount of effort and time from
humans. In this paper, we present a data-driven technique for
autonomously extracting human-readable rules from com-
plex, time-evolving environments that makes rule acquisition
for production rule systems efficient. Complex, time-evolving
environments are often highly dynamic and hard to predict.
We represent these environments using sets of attributes,
and transform those attributes to the frequency domain
which enables analysis to extract important features. We
extract human-readable knowledge rules from these features
using rule-based classification techniques and translating
the decision rules back to the time domain. We present
an evaluation of our methodology on three environments:
hurricane data, a real-time strategy game, and a currency
exchange. Experiments show extracted rules are human-
readable and achieve good prediction accuracy.

Keywords: Knowledge Acquisition, Production Rule, Human-
readable, Time Series Prediction

1. Introduction
A production rule system is one type of knowledge

representation and reasoning system. It provides AI by a set
of knowledge rules. These rules are a representation found
useful in expert systems and automated planning. There are
two ways to acquire the rules: manually and autonomously.
Manual rule acquisition needs expertise and is tedious and
inefficient, especially in a complex environment. This is
called “the knowledge acquisition bottleneck” [1].

Directly extracting time domain rules can be problematic.
Morchen [2] pointed out “A big problem when mining
in time series data is the high dimensionality.” Because
looking at each point in time in isolation ignores valuable
temporal information, sliding windows are used. However,
by enlarging the window to capture more interesting patterns
very high dimensional vectors result, introducing “the curse
of dimensionality” [3] which is a major challenge for all
rule-based classifiers. It seems feature selection can solve the
problem. Unfortunately selecting features in the time domain
introduces inaccuracies. Deng et al. [4] discussed how
feature filtering and wrapper methods lead to low-quality
feature subsets. Therefore, we avoid the aforementioned
problem by selecting features in the frequency domain.

We present a method for autonomously extracting human-
readable knowledge rules from time-evolving environments
that leverages techniques from signal processing and ma-
chine learning. To make the time series easier to learn from,
we transform the attribute values from the time domain to the
frequency domain using wavelet transformations. The time
domain is the traditional method of analysis in the AI or ML
field for time series data. The time domain describes how a
signal changes over time. On the other hand, the frequency
domain describes how much of a signal lies within a given
frequency range. The intuition behind transforming to the
frequency domain is that transforming time series to the
frequency domain keeps only the “clean” signals. Fugal [5]
stated that the frequency transformation separates noise from
the time series and keeps only the “clean” signals with more
information. Our insight is that using the frequency domain
representation of these informative features, we can build
rule-based classifiers to extract frequency domain knowledge
rules more easily and accurately, and that those rules can be
converted into easily human-interpretable knowledge rules.
To make these rules easily interpretable, we convert the
frequency domain knowledge rules back to time domain
knowledge rules which have a natural interpretation in terms
of the original attributes. The intuition behind translating
rules back to the time domain is that frequency coefficients,
which keep a significant amount of the information in the
original time series, can be translated back to the time
domain in a manner that preserves the important information,
but affords a more easily-understandable interpretation in
terms of the original features.

To characterize the practicality and accuracy of our
method, we tested it on three real-world time-series domains:
the North Atlantic hurricane database; a corpus of action
real-time strategy game replays; and financial exchange
prices. These data sets were used both to train our model and
to characterize its accuracy. A standard ML-style evaluation
of the results verified that the extracted human-readable
rules contained useful knowledge. Accordingly, our contri-
butions are: (1) leveraging frequency domain features to
create human-readable knowledge rules by translating the
rules back to the time domain; (2) producing knowledge
rules automatically, thereby dramatically reducing the effort
required to extract human-readable knowledge from data.
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Environment Time Series of 
Attributes

Frequency 
Domain Attributes

Rule-based 
Classifier

Human-readable 
Knowledge Rules
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filtered & built

translated back 
to time domain

Fig. 1: Workflow: The environment is modeled as attribute
time series that are transformed to the frequency domain.
Rule-based classifiers that use features extracted from the
frequency domain produce knowledge rules describing the
important features of the time series. Finally, the knowledge
rules are made human-readable by translating the output of
the rule-based classifier back to the time domain.

2. Related Work
Manual knowledge acquisition is the process of trans-

ferring knowledge from a domain expert to an agent by
encoding the acquired expertise in the agent’s knowledge
base. Sviokla et al. [6] and Turban et al. [7] indicated yearly
productivity of a manual knowledge engineer is limited to
hundreds of rules. To improve productivity, Wagner [8],
[9] described a few end-user expert systems that do not
rely on knowledge engineers, but (rightfully) acknowledged
the difficulties in maintaining these systems. Wagner [1]
also pioneered methods for breaking the knowledge acqui-
sition bottleneck through the application of the principles of
Bazaar-style, open-source development where knowledge is
acquired in an open, bottom-up manner with broad testing
before final adoption of the knowledge rules.

Autonomous knowledge acquisition is when agents build
a knowledge base by learning from data, generally with little
or no human involvement. Autonomous techniques have
focused on a number of areas including developments in
how knowledge rules are represented [10]. Kim et al. [11]
used codified expressions for knowledge acquisition. Other
techniques have focused on knowledge maintenance systems
like the Knowledge Base Management Systems (KBMS)
which is a development environment for knowledge-based
systems [12]. In KBMS the expert does not need a knowl-
edge engineer to encode rules because the KBMS automates
much of the process of application building. Finally, there are
techniques in autonomous knowledge acquisition which are
process focused. For example, Dhar [13] extracted certain
types of patterns from data or information stored at data
repositories. The extracted knowledge led to interesting
distributions of outcomes which are not directly observable
in the data. This type of work is most similar to our
approach. Our algorithm autonomously identifies knowledge
rules which are easily interpretable by humans.

3. Methodology
Our basic process (shown in Figure 1) is:
1) The environment is represented using representative

attributes, the values of which evolve over time. The
values may, or may not, evolve at regular intervals.

2) Samples of the time series are made uniform in length
by either up- or down-sampling and the values are
normalized. Using signal processing techniques, the
values are converted from the time domain to the
frequency domain, which reduces the time series into
a smaller, more manageable set of frequency domain
attributes that capture important trends in the data.

3) A rule-based classifier is applied to the frequency
domain attributes to output frequency domain rules.

4) The frequency domain rules are translated back into
the time domain—the original variables and values—
which retain the information in the frequency domain
rules, but afford easier interpretation by humans.

3.1 Time Series Environments
Time series contain values of attributes that change over

time, possibly at non-uniform intervals. Patterns in the ways
these attributes evolve over time form the basis upon which
we can draw conclusions. The challenge is to identify ways
in which we can extract information about those patterns that
enable humans to better understand what is happening in the
environments. This is exactly what our technique addresses.

To enable these conclusions to be drawn, we first must
identify and represent the important attributes of the en-
vironment. For example, a natural attribute representation
for hurricanes may include wind speed, longitude, latitude,
and air pressure samples taken at regular intervals during
the hurricane’s lifecycle. In a real-time strategy game, a
representation may include the agility, damage, intelligence
and strength of game characters—all attributes that relate to
the abilities of the characters and the outcome of the game.
Lastly, a natural choice for modeling a currency exchange
environment is as multiple time series of prices.

3.2 Standardizing Time Series
We are not guaranteed that the environments we are

modeling will result in time series that are all the same
length. It depends on the phenomenon being modeled. Due
to sampling variance, the amplitude of the observations may
vary as well. For example, a time series representing the
wind speed of hurricane KATRINA in Aug. 2005 has a range
between 30 and 175 mph and length of 30 observations. A
time series representing the wind speed of hurricane MARIA
in Sep. 2005 has a range between 35 and 115 mph and length
of 51 observations. To make the time series comparable
between observational instances, we re-sample to make them
uniform length and normalize the values.

To put all of time series into uniform length we compute
the average length of all the time series we have access to
for the environment we’re working in. Then we down- or up-
sample each of the time series to be that length. We assume
that the important information in the time series is contained
in the local maxima and minima values. When we down- or
up-sample the time series, we always keep the local extremal
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values and interpolate or smooth the values in between.
When up-sampling the time series, we interpolate additional
values between the extremal values. When down-sampling
the time series, we uniformly eliminate values between local
extremal values to decrease its length to the average.

Once the time series are of uniform length, we have
to normalize their values to account for uncertainty. We
normalize the values to be between 0 and 1 by the formula:

n(x, S) =
x−minS

maxS −minS
(1)

where x is the original value of time series S, maxS is the
global maximal value of the time series, and minS is the
global minimal value of the time series. n(x, S) is then the
normalized value of x. An example of a normalized time
series is presented in Figure 2 in the top-most series.

3.3 Transforming to the Frequency Domain
Attribute time series are often noisy, reflecting small

variances due to inaccuracies in measurements or the in-
fluence of spurious events that can safely be ignored when
modeling important trends. This noise can also lead to
spurious results in rule-based classifiers. Therefore, if we
can eliminate noise and extract features that represent the
important patterns contained in the data, we can likely get a
more accurate description of any knowledge contained in the
time series data. It can be challenging to filter noise in the
time domain because noise and valuable pattern information
are often conflated. Fortunately, the process of transforming
time series to the frequency domain can effectively separate
noise and important trends or patterns [2]. This process
leverages the fact that noise is reflected in time series as
high-frequency oscillations. In the frequency domain, these
oscillations are reflected in the high frequency bands. In
contrast, patterns or important trends produce low-frequency
movements in values, and are therefore reflected in the low-
frequency bands of the frequency domain. Due to these
differences, noise and patterns can be separated clearly when
converting from the time domain to the frequency domain.

Time-to-frequency analyses are a common tool used in the
signal processing field. There are many existing techniques,
including the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [14], fast
Fourier transform (FFT) [15], and discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) [5]. Among them, DWT has an advantage because
it can capture both frequency information and location (or
temporal) information about trends. Because of this, we use
the DWT to transform time series to the frequency domain,
thereby eliminating (or greatly reducing) noise in our data
and enabling us to extract informative knowledge rules.

DWT provides a compact time-frequency representation
of the data while maintaining the information content present
in the time series. To do so, the DWT separates a time
series into high-frequency noise and a low-frequency ap-
proximation, both represented by a set of coefficients of

Fig. 2: A discrete wavelet transformation decomposition of
a time series. The original time series is the top-most series.
The low frequency part of the series is a6 (second-from-
top). The high frequency parts are d6, d5, d4, d3, d2, and d1
(third-from-top to bottom respectively).

a “mother wavelet” function. There are lots of mother
wavelet functions. Among them, Haar wavelets are good
for capturing big jumps, or trends [5]. For example, in
Figure 2, the top-most time series represents an original
time series. Starting from the original time series, in level
1, the DWT process proceeds by computing two sets of co-
efficients: approximation coefficients and detail coefficients.
Approximation coefficients represent the low-frequency part
of the time series, which captures the global trends. Detail
coefficients represent the high-frequency part of the time
series, which capture the local oscillations (noise). To further
filter the noise, the DWT can be recursively applied to
the low-frequency approximation. Each recursive application
of the DWT eliminates half of the coefficients to create
successively more coarse approximations. In Figure 2, from
the bottom of the figure going up are the six successive
high-frequency detail series, and second-from-the-top is the
approximation series. As can be seen in the figure, this
approximation captures the global trends of the time series.

3.4 Extracting Frequency Domain Rules
After transforming time series to the frequency domain,

we construct a rule-based classifier using the DWT coef-
ficients as inputs. There are many rule-based classification
algorithms including RIPPER [16], CN2 [17], RISE [18],
and decision trees [19]. For the purposes of this work, we
have chosen to use decision trees to extract these frequency
domain rules, because, in a decision tree model, tracing a
path from the root to the leaves enables us to extract rules
much more easily than a more opaque method, like a support
vector machine or artificial neural network.

Usually the decision tree algorithm outputs a tree with
many nodes, and therefore has a lot of rules; however,
some of the branches do not represent enough observational
instances to be generalizable. So we have two criteria for
rules: confidence and support. Confidence is the percentage
of observational instances represented by the node in the
decision tree that are associated with a target label. Support
is the number of observational instances represented by
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the node in the tree. The higher the confidence, the more
accurate the rule is. The higher the support, the more
general the rule is. The combination of these two parameters
allows knowledge engineers to make a tradeoff between the
predictive power of the extracted rules and the number of
rules extracted. Too few rules and important knowledge may
be omitted. Too many, and spurious relationships may be
reported in the rules. Further, the complexity of the rules
can be controlled by the DWT level parameter. The more
applications of the DWT, the shallower the rules will be.

3.5 Translating to the Time Domain
The rules generated from a rule-based classifier are in

terms of the DWT coefficients in the frequency domain.
In this form these rules aren’t easily human-readable, and
most likely aren’t even in terms of the original environment
attributes. To obtain human-readable rules, we need to trans-
late frequency domain rules back to the time domain.

The rules read from the decision tree contain thresholds
that an approximation coefficient for an attribute should
be above or below. For example, a frequency domain rule
ai(attri)[E] > θ means the DWT approximation coefficient
of attribute attri in the E-th segment of the time series at the
i-th DWT level is greater than a value θ. The E-th segment
of the time series is determined by dividing the time series
into N equal length segments where N is the number of
DWT coefficients at the i-th level. Note that because each
successive application of the DWT results in half the number
of coefficients, each coefficient represents the value trends
of increasingly larger segments of the original time series as
i increases.

To convert any frequency domain rule to the time domain,
we identify two sets of time series. Let R= be the set of
time series with ai(attri)[E] = θ and R<> be the set with
ai(attri)[E] > or < θ (depending on the rule). If R= is ∅,
in the spirit of “support vectors” for support vector machines
we find the set with coefficient values closest to θ. We then
take the average time series value for attri during segment
E for both R= and R<>. The duration of each segment is
determined by dividing the length of the original time series
by the number of DWT approximation coefficients. Let G=

be the set of instances g which satisfy R=. We define

v=(attri)[E] =

∑N
j=1AV G(gj(attri)[E])

|G=|
(2)

to be the time series value of attribute attri in segment E for
observational instances in G=. Here, AV G(gj(attri)[E]) is
the average of original values of attribute attri in segment
E of the original time series for observational instance
gj in G=. We can compute v<>(attri)[E] similarly. If
v=(attri)[E] < v<>(attri)[E] then the corresponding time
domain rule is v(attri)[E] > v=(attri)[E]. Otherwise, it
will be v(attri)[E] < v=(attri)[E].

4. Experiments
We tested our approach on data from three real-world

domains: a corpus of data describing hurricanes in the
Atlantic Ocean, a corpus of replay log files from profes-
sional gamers playing an action real-time strategy game,
and historical data about currency exchange rates. Moreover,
we did a ML-style evaluation of the rules to validate that
the conversion process that yields human-readable rules also
yields rules that capture useful information. The validation
of the extracted rules with subject matter experts is left
for future work; however, the ML-style evaluation indicates
the extracted knowledge has predictive power. Further, the
reader should be able to determine whether or not the
extracted rules are human-readable.

For benchmarking, we also directly extracted rules from
the time domain by using a sliding window to generate
time series vectors, selecting relevant features and building
a decision tree to create rules. We tried 3 different sliding
windows (length 3, 4, and 5) and 5 different feature selec-
tion approaches (information gain, chi-square, hill climbing,
correlation feature selection (CFS), and random forest with
recursive feature elimination (RF-RFE)).

4.1 Hurricane Environment
The hurricane environment is a relatively smaller domain

than the others we present results from in this paper. Further,
the interpretation of the rules doesn’t require advanced train-
ing in climatology, so this domain provides a reasonable first
step for demonstrating the power of translating frequency
domain rules back to the time domain.

We obtained data from the North Atlantic hurricane
database (HURDAT) which is maintained by the National
Hurricane Center. HURDAT contains records of all hurri-
canes in the Atlantic Ocean, Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean
Sea from 1851 to 2010. According to the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), HURDAT “con-
tains the 6-hourly (0000, 0600, 1200, 1800 UTC) center
locations and intensity (maximum 1-minute surface wind
speeds in knots) for all Tropical Storms and Hurricanes
from 1851 through 2010.” The data for each hurricane is
represented as five attribute time series that correspond to the
five attributes of the storms: latitude, longitude, wind speed
in knots, direction of movement in degrees, and speed.

The average hurricane length was 12, 6-hour units, which
is equivalent to three days. We up- or down-sampled all time
series to be 12 samples long. We then recursively applied
the DWT twice to obtain three approximation coefficients
representing 1st one-third, 2nd one-third, and 3rd one-third
of a hurricane lifetime. To use the data for a predication
task, we labeled each of the time series with the binary label
landfall or NOT-landfall which indicates whether or not the
hurricane center reached the east coast of the United States.
We used five attributes represented by three approximation
coefficients each for a total of 15 approximation coefficients.
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Fig. 3: Map illustration of Rule2 and Rule4 in Table 1. The
horizontal line is latitude, vertical is longitude.

4.2 Hurricane Results

Table 1: Time domain rules for whether or not hurricanes in
the North Atlantic Ocean make landfall on the east coast
of the US. Hseg(x) means attribute x of the hurricane
during the seg one-third of the hurricane’s lifetime. For
instance, H2nd(lon) means the longitude of the hurricane
during the 2nd one-third of the hurricane ’s lifetime. Conf
means confidence of the rule. LF means landfall.

ID Conf Time Domain Hurricane Landfall Rules
1 0.703 H2nd(lon) > 75.2W , LF
2 0.862 H2nd(lon) > 76.3W ,H3rd(lat) > 26.5N , LF
3 0.919 H3rd(lon) > 77.0W ,H3rd(lat) > 26.4N , LF
4 0.944 H2nd(lon) > 76.3W ,H3rd(lat) < 26.5N , NOT LF
5 0.867 H2nd(lon) < 75.2W , NOT LF
6 0.950 H3rd(lon) < 68.4W , NOT LF

To extract the rules, we set confidence above 70% and
support above 100. There were 1,176 instances in the dataset.
The most significant extracted rules are presented in Table
1. Interestingly, of the five attributes (latitude, longitude,
wind speed in knots, direction of movement in degrees, and
speed), only latitude and longitude are represented in our
knowledge rules as predictive of hurricanes hitting the east
coast of the US or not. From the perspective of time the 2nd
one-third and 3rd one-third of hurricane lifetime are critical
to whether or not the hurricane makes landfall.

Due to space constraints, we are unable to discuss all of
rules in Table 1. The map illustrations of Rule2 and Rule4
are shown in Figure 3. In Rule2 and Rule4, latitude 26.5N
is the critical value to distinguish landfall or not. When
the longitude of a hurricane in the 2nd one-third of the
hurricane’s lifetime is to the west of 76.3W, the hurricane
may curve north or south. When curving north above 26.5N
during its 3rd one-third of the hurricane’s lifetime, it is likely
to hit the east coast of the US with probability 0.862. When
curving to the south below 26.5N during the 3rd one-third
of the hurricane’s lifetime, it is not likely to make landfall
with probability 0.944.

We performed 10-fold cross-validation to validate our
rules for this binary classification problem. If landfall is a
true positive (TP). If not-landfall is a true negative (TN).
The overall accuracy is 0.87; the sensitivity is 0.85; the

specificity is 0.89; the AUC is 0.87. The average length of
rules is 2 conditions. With the same confidence and support
threshold, the best of the 15 benchmarks is the use of a
sliding window of length 4 and random forest with recursive
feature elimination, which has accuracy 0.74, sensitivity
0.77, specificity 0.78, and AUC 0.88. The average length
of rules is 10 conditions. It should be easier for humans to
understand rules with fewer conditions.

4.3 Action Real-Time Strategy Games
For an action real-time strategy game environment, we

collected a total of 2,863 replays from games played between
06/21/2010 and 02/14/2012 from GosuGamers. GosuGamers
is an online community for Defense of the Ancients (a
popular action real-time strategy game) players covering
some of the largest international professional and amateur
gaming events. It contains an online database with replays
from professional tournaments. The replays contain the
information needed to create time series.

The game has two teams; each has five representative
attributes: Agility, Damage, Gold, Intelligence, and Strength.
Because the game is played with two teams, we had two
time series for each attribute for each game. To represent
each game in terms of one time series for each attribute,
we computed the difference between the individual team
attributes at each sample point. Therefore, each game was
represented as five time series comprised of the difference
in the base attributes.

Table 2: Entries indicate the percentage of rules containing
each attribute or game stage. The second through fifth
columns refer to the 1st one-fourth, 2nd one-fourth, 3rd
one-fourth, and 4th one-fourth of the game. The last five
columns refer to agility (agi), damage (dam), gold (gol),
intelligence (int), and strength (str). Conf is the confidence.

Conf 1st 2nd 3rd 4th agi dam gol int str
70% 75 100 37.5 0 12.5 100 0 12.5 37.5
80% 85.7 100 42.9 0 14.3 100 0 14.3 42.9
90% 100 100 60 0 20 100 0 20 60

The average game length was 256 events. We up- or
down-sampled the difference-team-capability time series to
be 256 samples long using the procedure described above.
We recursively applied the DWT six times to obtain four
approximation coefficients representing 1st one-fourth, 2nd
one-fourth, 3rd one-fourth, and 4th one-fourth of a game’s
lifetime. The four stages represented approximately 12 min-
utes of gameplay each. Then we used 20 approximation
coefficients (five attribute time series represented as four
approximation coefficients each) labeled with the winning
team as input to the decision tree.

4.4 Real-Time Strategy Game Results
There were a total of 2,863 instances in the dataset.

To obtain the rules from the decision tree, we used three
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confidence thresholds: 70%, 80%, and 90%. For each, we
used 200 for the amount of support needed. At the 70%
confidence level we identified eight rules, at the 80% level
seven rules, and five rules at the 90% confidence level.

Due to space constraints, we choose the two rules with
highest confidence values. dattr[seg] means the difference
of capability attr between Team1 and Team2 in seg
one-fourth of the game lifetime. agi, dam, str means
agility, damage, and strength. Rule1 (confidence 96%): “IF
ddam[2nd] > 59.7 THEN Team2 Lose” and Rule2 (con-
fidence 97%): “IF ddam[2nd] > 59.7, dagi[3rd] < −18.1,
and dstr[3rd] < −27.7 THEN Team2 Win”. In Rule1, if
the Team2 has a damage capability deficit greater than 59.7
during the 2nd one-fourth of the game lifetime, then the
Team2 will lose with 96% chance. However, if the Team2
can achieve agility advantage greater than 18.1 and strength
advantage greater than 27.7 during the 3rd one-fourth of the
game lifetime, then the Team2 can win with 97% chance
according to Rule2. Comparing Rule1 and Rule2, we can
conclude advantage of agility and strength in 3rd one-fourth
of the game lifetime can compensate for disadvantage of
damage in 2nd one-fourth of the game lifetime.

Table 2 contains a high-level overview of the rules at
each of the confidence levels. The entries indicate the
percentage of the rules each attribute or game stage appeared
in. Of particular interest is the importance of the damage
attribute and the 2nd one-fourth of the game lifetime. At all
confidence levels, every rule identified a test for the value of
the damage attribute during the 2nd one-fourth of the game
lifetime, indicating this value has the largest influence on the
outcome of the game. Also, of particular interest is the lack
of rules pertaining to the gold attribute. This indicates that
while gold is useful for increasing capabilities, it must be
used wisely or it won’t help a team win. Similarly, while all
rules contained statements about the 2nd one-fourth of the
game lifetime and the majority contained statements about
the 1st one-fourth of the game lifetime, fewer contained
statements about the 3rd one-fourth of the game lifetime
and none contained anything during the 4th one-fourth of
the game lifetime. This indicates that advantages are gained
before the end of the game.

Table 3: Evaluation metrics for game data. Classification
accuracy (CA), Sensitivity (Sens), Specificity (Spec), and
Area under the ROC curve (AUC).

Metrics 70% 80% 90%
CA 0.7860 0.8213 0.8817

Sens 0.8227 0.7981 0.8902
Spec 0.7485 0.8449 0.873
AUC 0.7856 0.8303 0.8853

We performed three-fold cross validation to validate the
accuracy of our model. The results are presented in Table
3. Because Defense of the Ancients is an adversarial game,
this is a binary classification problem: one team wins or
loses. If the team wins it is a true positive (TP). If the other

team wins it is a true negative (TN). We used four metrics.
Table 3 shows all values are above 0.74 for all confidence
thresholds and partitions. The average accuracy is 0.83. The
average length of rules is 3 conditions. The best of the 15
benchmarks is the use of a sliding window of length 5 and
correlation feature selection, which has accuracy 0.712. The
average length of rules is 15 conditions.

4.5 Currency Exchange Environment
We finally tested our method in a notoriously difficult to

model and predict domain. The financial environment is a
“challenge test” for our method. Additionally, we compared
our method to the classification accuracy of various MA
(moving average) techniques which are commonly applied
to financial time series analysis.

We used currency and metal prices from the OANDA
Corporation. Oanda reports price data using a 7-day daily
average. We chose six currency or metal pairs: US Dollar to
Euro (USDEUR), US Dollar to Canadian Dollar (USDCAD),
US Dollar to Chinese Yuan (USDCNY), US Dollar to British
Pound (USDGBP), US Dollar to Silver (USDXAG), and
US Dollar to Gold (USDXAU). We collected these data
from 01/01/1999 to 09/30/2012, a total 165 months. For
each currency or metal pairs, there are 165 price time series
labeled with “increase”, “equal”, or “decrease” that indicate
whether the price on the first day of next month is greater
than, the same, or less than the final day of the last month.

The average month is 30 days in length, so we up- or
down-sampled time series to be 30 samples long. Since it is
not obvious how many phases a monthly currency pair price
has, we recursively applied the DWT once, twice, and three
times to obtain 15-coefficient, 7-coefficient, and 3-coefficient
approximations. Then we used 15 approximation coefficients
labeled with increase, equal, or decrease as input features to
a decision tree model. We repeated the process with 7 and
3 approximation coefficients. So, for each currency or metal
pair, we have three sets of frequency domain rules according
to 15, 7, and 3 approximation coefficients.

4.6 Currency Exchange Results
There were 165 instances in the dataset. We used 70%

for the confidence level and 10 for the support level. Due to
space constraints, we choose the two USDXAG rules with
highest confidence values. P[start,end] means the average
price of start-th to end-th of the current month. Rule1
(confidence 95%): “IF P[1,5] > 0.0879 and P[17,20] >
0.09 THEN decrease” and Rule2 (confidence 95%): “IF
P[1,5] <= 0.0879 and P[24,30] <= 0.073 THEN increase”.
In Rule1, if the average price of first five days of the month
is greater than 0.0879, the average price of 17th to 20th
of the month is greater than 0.09, then the first day price
of the next month will be lower than the price of last day
in the current month with confidence 95%. In Rule2, if the
average price of first five days of the month is not greater
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than 0.0879, the average price of 24th to 30th of the month
is not greater than 0.073, then the first day price of the next
month will be higher than the price of last day in the current
month with confidence 95%.

Table 4: Accuracy summary of 10-fold cross-validation for
each currency pairs. H-x is the Haar mother wavelet at
the x DWT level. MAs (moving average series) include
autoregressive integrated moving average, simple moving
average, exponential moving average, weighted moving av-
erage, double-exponential moving average, and zero lag
exponential moving average. The value in the MAs column
is the highest prediction accuracy obtained using all of the
MA techniques. Guess is random guess. BestBM is the best
of the 15 benchmarks. The entries in bold face indicate the
highest prediction accuracy.

USD to H-1 H-2 H-3 MAs Guess BestBM
EUR 58% 58% 58% 44% 47% 50%
CAD 58% 57% 57% 47% 45% 57%
CNY 52% 59% 62% 41% 33% 53%
GBP 53% 53% 53% 49% 34% 48%
XAG 55% 91% 68% 40% 36% 58%
XAU 66% 49% 49% 44% 40% 48%

Average 57% 61% 58% 44% 39% 52%

Table 4 shows 10-fold cross-validation accuracy for each
currency pair using the three sets of rules our method
identified (using the three DWT levels). For the baseline
comparison, we have included various MA techniques and
a random guess. This is a ternary classification problem:
increase, equal, and decrease. The average accuracy of our
method over the six currency pairs and three DWT levels is
58.7%. The average accuracy of traditional methods (various
MAs) over the six currency pairs is 40.1%. The average
accuracy of random guess over the six currency pairs is
39%. The average accuracy of the best of the 15 benchmarks
over the six currency pairs is 52%. The entries in the table
that correspond to the highest prediction accuracy on each
data set are indicated in bold face. In all cases, those entires
were for one of our knowledge rule sets. Perhaps more
importantly, even our worst-performing sets of knowledge
rules, in each case, resulted in a classification accuracy
higher than the best performing MA method.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have introduced a data-driven method for

autonomously extracting human-readable knowledge rules
from complex, time-evolving environments that makes rule
acquisition much more efficient than manual knowledge
acquisition. The only knowledge engineering in our method
involves identifying and formatting the attributes for repre-
sentation as a time series. This process doesn’t require any
value judgements or expert opinions. The extracted rules are
both readable by humans and contain useful knowledge.

There are a number of exciting avenues for future re-
search. First, to further improve the rules by help of a
domain knowledge-driven approach such as a domain model

or ontology to filter high-quality rules. Second, to cooperate
with domain experts to further investigate the semantics of
the rules. Third, our method has three free parameters: DWT
level, confidence, and support threshold. In the future, we
hope to develop a better understanding of how to set those
free parameters. One approach is to use an optimization
algorithm, such as a genetic algorithm [20] or randomized
hill climbing [21], to determine the best values for these
parameters. This way, we can ensure that there is a solid
reasoning behind picking a specific threshold value or num-
ber of DWT coefficients.
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Abstract— Searching a large knowledge or information
space for optimal regions demands sophisticated algorithms,
and sometimes unusual hybrids or combined algorithms.
Choosing the best algorithm often requires obtaining a
good intuitive or visual understanding of its properties and
progress through a space. Visualisation in combinatorial
optimizers is more challenging than visualising paramet-
ric optimizers. Each problem in combinatorial optimisation
is qualitative and has a very different objective, whereas
parametric optimizers are quantitative and can be visualised
almost trivially. We present a method for visualising abstract
syntax trees in an interactive manner, as well as some certain
enhancements for evolutionary algorithms. We also discuss
the use of this in improving the convergence performance of
a Geometric Particle Swarm Optimiser.

Keywords: combinatorial information; knowledge engineering;
visualisation, genetic programming, optimization.

1. Introduction
Combinatorial optimization[1] and the search methods as-

sociated with it remain important aspects of information and
knowledge engineering. Obtaining a visual representation
and hence an understanding of algorithms in combinatorial
optimization remains a difficult challenge as the scale and
complexity of the problems one wishes to tackle increases.
A visual rendering of an algorithm can be an important
means of assessing its suitability for a particular problem,
particularly if the rendering can be formed in near interactive
time and the human user is able to form an impression of
an algorithm’s progress – or lack of it from a recognizable
visual pattern.

Much research has been dedicated towards furthering
combinatorial optimizers, with classical problems such as the
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [2], [3], the Knapsack
problem [4] and the Prisoner’s Dilemma [5]. The primary
focus of these problems is the search for a global optimum,
analogous to that of parametric optimizers such as Kennedy
and Eberhart’s Particle Swarm Optimiser [6].

John Koza’s pioneering work of 1994 [7], perhaps greatly
inspired by earlier work of John Holland on the Genetic
Algorithm [8] has seen the advent and widespread uptake
and use of of Genetic Programming (GP) [9]. GP is a tech-
nique used to evolve programs to solve particular problems.
Since the introduction of this algorithm, it has been used for

Fig. 1
VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF A GENERATION OF AGENTS USING A TREE

STRUCTURE.

solving many problems, such as evolving soccer Soft Bots
[10], [11] for competitions, model induction [12], intrusion
detection [13], modeling land change in Mexico [14], image
enhancement [15] and many more.

Many variations and improvements of the GP algorithm
have been proposed in the past including Cartesian GP [16],
distributed CUDA-based GP [17], a quantum-inspired linear
GP [18], Strong GP [19] (a restrictive version of GP), as
well as other GPU-based implementations [20], [21].

Visualisation of GP has typically been restricted to visu-
alisation of the fitness function itself. In simulations such
as soccer Softbots [10], [11], it is attractive to view the
behaviour of the robots themselves, as it gives a good indica-
tion of the running efficacy of GP. Based on this information,
one can sometimes infer modifications to parameters such as
mutation and crossover rates.

In analysis of GP and its related variations, quantitative
metrics typically take the place of visualisation. These also
give valuable insights into the behaviour of the algorithm.
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Techniques such as Landscape Analysis have long been an
area of research, and was applied to GP in 1994 by Kinnear
[22], the same year that GP was introduced by Koza [7]. In
the article by Kinnear, the author also discussed comparing
the difficulty of various fitness landscapes by plotting the
cumulative probability of success (CPS) for each. Gustafson
[23] presented a thorough analysis of diversity metrics
in Genetic Programming which include unique programs,
ancestral analysis, edit distances, and others.

Our efforts are focused on visualisation of the candidate
programs as they are modified by genetic operators. We
anticipated that this would assist in verifying the behaviour
of each operator, as well as tuning it so as to maximise
constructive recombination between candidates.

In Section 2, we describe the algorithms that we apply
our visualisation and metrics to. This includes the Geometric
Particle Swarm Optimiser using Karva for representation, as
well as a Genetic Programming implementation also using
Karva. In Section 3 we proceed to discuss our visualisation
method, and related metrics, and following this we present
and discuss some screen dumps of the visualisation. Finally,
in Sections 5 and 6, we discuss our methods, and conclude
with some possible future work.

2. Genetic Programming Background
We summarise the genetic programming algorithms of

interest to us in this work and give some background and
references on their main properties relevant to our test-bed
system and visual rendering implementation.

Our test-bed algorithms include a data-parallel imple-
mentation of Genetic Programming using Karva[24] for
representation of programs (which we shall denote K-GP)
[25], as well as a data-parallel Geometric Particle Swarm
Optimiser also using Karva (which we shall denote using
K-GPSO) [26]. We present here a brief overview of these
algorithms.

Karva is a program representation language developed by
Ferreira in her Gene Expression Programming (GEP) algo-
rithm [24]. GEP is attractive mainly for its representation,
which has inherent support for introns in its representation;
which brings it closer to the biological analogy of evolution.
It is also attractive for its extremely simple and elegant
crossover and mutation operators.

Since both K-GP and K-GPSO operate on the space
of Karva programs (otherwise known as K-expressions),
the main difference between these algorithms is in its
recombination phase. K-GP relies on a tournament selec-
tion operator, followed by simple one-point crossover and
point mutation. The K-GPSO operates using a multi-parent
crossover with the global optimum (gBest) and a personal
optimum (lBest), and a current position, analogous to the
original PSO. A perturbation in solution space is accom-
plished using point mutation. The weighted multi-parent
crossover operator we use is the one presented by Togelius

in his paper introducing Particle Swarm Programming [27]
from the concept of a Geometric Evolutionary Algorithm
first presented by Moraglio in his thesis of 2007 [28]. The
concept of a Geometric optimiser is essentially a method by
which a parametric optimiser such as the PSO by Kennedy
and Eberhart [6], [29] can be adapted for searching in an
arbitrary space.

Part of our interest in developing visualisations and met-
rics for Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) is the advent of the
very recent concept of Geometric EAs. Poli and colleagues
[30] have conceded that it is too early to assert the efficacy
of Geometric EAs over traditional related algorithms; which
has inspired interest in more metrics and visualisations, as
well as new algorithms such as the K-GP and K-GPSO.

Both the K-GP and K-GPSO are implemented on Graph-
ical Processing Units (GPUs) to improve wall-clock per-
formance, but as we are only concerned with convergence
performance, we omit a detailed discussion on this, and
instead refer the reader to [25], [26], [31] for more detail.

The fitness function we use is a modified Santa Fe
Ant Trail in 3D, where terminal symbols are: Move,
Right, Left, Up, Down, and non-terminal symbols (func-
tions) are: IfFoodAhead and ProgN2. The function
IfFoodAhead executes its first argument if there is food
directly ahead of the agent, and the second argument other-
wise. ProgN2 simply executes its arguments in order. The
object of this simulation is to obtain an agent which is as
effective as possible for picking up so-called “food” items
scattered throughout the space. We omit a more thorough
discussion of how this fitness function is implemented.

An example of a Karva-expression or k-expression which
encodes a certain candidate program is as follows:

0123456789
PPIPMMRMML

This program is shown as a visual interpretation in
Figure 2. It is a highly efficient program for solving this
particular problem. The first line of the code above is simply
an indexing convenience, whereas the second line is the
program itself. The string of symbols is interpreted into a
tree (as shown in Figure 2), and then executed in the normal
fashion. The tree is constructed level by level, and filling
arguments from the k-expression from left to right. This tree
is often known as the phenotype for a particular candidate,
whereas the string of symbols shown above is the genotype.
It is important to note that the symbol at index 9 is not
expressed in the phenotype, however, with an appropriate
mutation, this symbol can easily be re-introduced into the
phenotype.

Point mutation and one-point crossover is almost trivially
easy on a representation like this. Point mutation is simply
an exchange of one symbol with another uniform-randomly
chosen symbol. One-point crossover involves choosing a
random crossover site, and exchanging information between
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Fig. 2
A HIGHLY EFFECTIVE GENERATED AGENT. THE k-EXPRESSION FOR

THIS IS PPIPMMRMM.

two candidates about this point.
It is important, however, to maintain a head and tail

section in this expression, so that it is guaranteed that all
functions in phenotype will have enough arguments supplied
to them. Details of this is out of scope here, but it is
important to note that, like other Genetic Programming
approaches, Karva also has some idiosyncrasies.

3. Visualisation Method
Our method for visualising program space involves a

successive subdivision of a 2D grid, where each subdivision
represents the selection of a different codon or symbol.
We have specifically engineered this method for karva-
expressions, but it can easily extend to any other abstract
syntax tree representation including pointer trees.

Figure 1 shows an example of what a randomly initialised
population of candidate programs could look like. In this
example, a dot represents a single program. The space is
divided in a horizontal fashion, for selecting the first codon,
then vertical for the second codon, and so forth, until all
codons have been selected, at which point a dot is placed. It
is worthwhile to note that in doing this, we are effectively
viewing a combinatorial problem as a parametric one, where
differences in programs are represented as spatial differences
instead.

To further illustrate our method, we present Algorithms 1
and 2. Algorithm 1 shows the process by which we add an
expression to the tree-based data-structure of the visualiser.
Algorithm 2 is the method by which we actually draw the
data-structure to the screen. We keeps Algorithms 1 and 2

separate in the implementation, so that interactive use of the
program is more streamlined. The data-structure we use is
similar in concept to k-D trees, where space is successively
divided along each of the principal axes.

Also, to indicate candidate movement through this pseudo-
space in successive generations, we draw a line from the
previous candidate to the new candidate in each generation.
This makes certain dynamics of EAs more clear, particularly
the K-GPSO, which we discuss later.

In summary, for a new expression to be added to the
program space visualisation, the space is first divided into n
sections vertically, where n is the number of terminal and
non-terminal symbols. Each section represents a symbol. The
first symbol in the expression determines the section next
divided. Suppose this is the third section from the top. This
section is then divided into n sections in a horizontal fashion.
The next symbol in the expression determines which section
will then be divided further, and so forth. Finally, when no
symbols remain in the expression, a dot is drawn to indicate
the location of the expression.

Algorithm 1 Adding an expression to the data-structure.
with n candidate programs
with p as the top-level symbol drawable
set c = p
for i = 0 to n do

with m symbols per program
exp = programs[i]
for j = 0 to m do

nextindex = getCodonIndex(exp[i])
if p.children.get(nextindex) is null then
c = c.addChild(nextindex)
c.setLabel(exp[i])

else
c = c.children.get(nextindex)

end if
end for

end for

The visualiser is perhaps best used interactively. Keystroke
combinations allow the user to zoom in on specific locations
within the program space, and move around to better under-
stand how the algorithm under scrutiny works.

We have implemented our system using Java[32] and
the Java Swing [33] two-dimensional graphical library. The
operations we use to construct the tree visualisers could
however be implemented with any modern graphical system.
Java and Swing are convenient portable systems that can be
easily attached to our framework and set up with simple
graphical programmatic utilities.

4. Visualisation Results
We present a number of visual frames of various al-

gorithms along with a commentary on what convergence
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Algorithm 2 Drawing the tree-based data-structure to the
screen recursively.

with m symbols per program

render(top-level)

FUNCTION render(c)
for i = 0 to linecount do

lines[i].paint()
end for
if children is not null then

vector2d mystart = getMyStart();
vector2d myend = getMyEnd();
if orientation == Horizontal then

drawDivisionsHorizontal(mystart,myend)
else

drawDivisionsVertical(mystart,myend)
end if
for j = 0 to childrencount do

render(children[j])
end for

else
drawPoint(mycentre)

end if
END

actions that are visible. In particular, we now compare
the characteristics of the K-GP and K-GPSO in terms of
convergence. Figure 3 show successive generations of the
K-GP. These figures show that the K-GP is very effective
at maintaining diversity. This will become more clear when
we discuss the K-GPSO.

Figure 4 shows the second frame of a sample generation
in the K-GPSO optimiser. Immediate impressions that this
image conveys is the clear use of a global optimum which is
used in crossover. It also indicates that there may be an issue
in population diversity. In [26], we discussed the parameters
φp, φg and ω, and mentioned that they are best set to static
empirically obtained values. This is as opposed to weighted
values depending on the fitness values associated with the
gBest, lBest, and current candidates. The problem with the
latter is it is very common for the fitness distance between
any candidate and the global best to be disproportionately
high. This would cause the crossover point to be chosen so
that it is simply the entire gBest candidate being replicated.

To make this more clear, we show a plot of the unique
candidates by generation for the sample run in Figure 5.
Having a good number of unique programs is important to
ensure adequate diversity for future crossover operations.
The difference in diversity by generation for the K-GP
and K-GPSO algorithms is conclusive. We believe that an
improvement upon diversity statistics in the K-GPSO would
bring about a better convergence rate.

After observing the scores from the sample generation of
the K-GPSO, a large number of the programs obtained a
score of zero. Essentially, in the flow of the algorithm with
score-weighted crossover, this would result in a replication
of the global best. Ideally what is necessary, is a higher
mutation rate.

Firstly, we adopted a much higher mutation rate of 0.3, (as
opposed to 0.1), which did not improve the convergence of
the algorithm. The standard deviation of the results was too
high to be considered a reliable optimiser. Unique diversity
in the population was not maintained, since 0.3 was still
too low. The problem with increasing mutation probability
further, is that the algorithm would fail to converge at all,
as the better solutions would almost certainly be mutated to
lower fitness values.

We then experimented with lowering the crossover rate.
This was more fruitful, and resulted in a much lower
standard deviation among average mean fitness values. A
crossover probability of 0.1 seemed to improve the conver-
gence rate. A crossover rate this low does not perform well
for genetic algorithms, however. Figure 6 shows frame 2 of
a sample generation with this modification. In comparison
to Figure 4, what is clear is that most of the population
remains stationary. The reason why this performs better, we
believe, is due to the more paced movement of particles
towards the global best. It is also possible that this K-GPSO
algorithm is simply not well suited to this objective function,
especially considering that there is some error associated
with the function itself.

Figure 7 conveys a sense of how the visualiser might
respond to interaction. The top-level program space is shown
on the left (generation 100 of a sample run of K-GPSO), and
successive zooming in on the area where the most candidate
programs are quickly indicates the global best without a
doubt. A subtle feature of this is that the lines indicate
both a previous program, and a succeeding program. The
previous program is represented by a grey dot, whereas the
new program is a blue dot. This does add an indication of
movement about the global optimum.

5. Discussion
A number of observations on algorithmic behaviours can

be made from the visual renderings we obtained.
Most of the insights we obtained from the visualiser seems

to give more and more credit to Poli and McPhee’s concept
of Homologous Crossover [34], where crossover preserves
information already shared between candidates. The problem
we observe with the K-GPSO is that the global best weighted
score is often so great in comparison, that it is simply
duplicated.

While the visualisation itself does assist in a qualitative
manner, it is far more useful when used interactively. Zoom-
ing and movement across the program space is very useful,
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Fig. 3
GENERATIONS 1-4 (TOP), 5, 10, AND 100 (BOTTOM) OF A SAMPLE RUN OF THE K-GP.

Fig. 4
A VISUALISATION OF AN EARLY FRAME OF A GENERATION IN THE

K-GPSO OPTIMISER.

especially for gaining insight into how the algorithm behaves
on a microscopic level.

Representing programs in this fashion has some draw-
backs however. Spatial distance in the visualisation has no
bearing over crossover and mutation operators in their ability
to move candidate programs through space. These concepts
do not share a similar concept of spatial distance to that

Fig. 5
DIVERSITY PLOT OF THE CUDA GP AND GPSO ALGORITHMS BOTH

USING K-EXPRESSIONS.

of the visualiser. This can result in a more difficult to
interpret visualisation at times, as crossover and mutation
may translate a certain candidate very far away from the
original, while the program may only differ in one symbol.

Indicating movement through this program space for
the K-GP (Karva Genetic Programming) algorithm is less
meaningful than for the K-GPSO (Karva Geometric Particle
Swarm Optimiser) . The reason for this is in the imple-
mentation of tournament selection, where, depending on the
outcome of the two tournaments, the candidates used in the
end may be unrelated to the originals chosen.

Nevertheless, the use of this visualisation has led us to
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Fig. 6
VISUALISATION OF FRAME 2 OF THE K-GPSO WITH MODIFIED

PARAMETERS, AT THIS FRAME, 907 UNIQUE PROGRAMS ARE PRESENT.

identify what we believe to be the main problem underlying
the K-GPSO. The lack of program diversity in this algorithm,
especially using weighted scores for multi-parent crossover,
results in a great diversity deficiency. Our efforts to correct
the K-GPSO saw limited success. From these observations,
it seemed that using static values for the parameters in the
K-GPSO is not conducive to avoiding local minima issues.
Using weighted values according to scores does bring a
limited improvement.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In summary, we have presented an effective visualisation

technique for Genetic Programming and its variants. We
applied this to our K-GP (Karva Genetic Programming)
and K-GPSO (Karva Geometric Particle Swarm Optimiser)
algorithms and discussed the merits of this visualisation, and
we also presented various modifications to these algorithms
inspired from visual cues.

In the past, abstract syntax trees have mainly been anal-
ysed using quantitative methods. Visualisations were mostly
restricted to the objective function itself, which does give
limited information regarding the relative efficacy of candi-
date programs. We believe that a visualisation such as this
gives effective visual cues that inspire improvements.

We have been able to make a number of qualitative obser-
vations concerning the algorithms under study by spotting
emergent patterns and following visual cues that a interactive
human user can readily make, but which would be hard to
easily encode a supervisory pattern recognition program to

identify. This emphasises the importance of a human-guided
optimizer, implemented to work in near real-time.

We anticipate that future work could involve using Graphi-
cal Processing Units to further speed the process of rendering
images, so that it can be used in real time. It could also
be very beneficial to build in landscape analysis to this
visualiser to perhaps produce a colour-coded image indi-
cating higher fitness values, or even emit a 3D plot of the
landscape itself. There is also scope for rendering trees in
three dimensions. Generally 3D rendering is more expensive
in terms of computational cost but potentially can pack more
and more complex information onto a rendering for a human
to spot patterns and changes.
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Abstract - National Science & Technology Information 

Service (NTIS) collects national R&D information through the 

connection system in real time with specialized institutions 

under government ministries for R&D information service. 

However, because the information connection between the 

research management systems in each ministry (institution) 

and the NTIS is different, it is not easy to operate the 

connection system, and immediate data collection is thus not 

ensured. This study aims to propose an information 

connection model to be applied on the NTIS-like systems. To 

do this, we examine methods or styles of information 

connection and compare strength and weakness of connection 

methods. In this paper we also understand issues or 

characteristics of the methods through analyzing current 

information connection methods applied on the NTIS. 

Therefore, we design a rule-based information connection 

platform to minimize the information connection issues. Based 

on the platform, we also propose an information connection 

model. 

Keywords: Information Connection, Information Sharing, 

Rule-based Connection, NTIS  

 

1 Introduction 

 National Science & Technology Information Service 

(NTIS) was developed for improving efficient research and 

development throughout the cycle from planning R&D to 

using the outcome thereof [1]. For this purpose, each 

representative institution under the government ministries and 

agencies comprehensively manages its R&D information for 

connection with the NTIS for the purpose of real-time 

collection of national R&D information (periodical update 

when collecting and changing the information at the time of 

project agreement). The NTIS has currently built a real-time 

connection system with representative institutions under 

government ministries and agencies [2].  

 However, since the connection criteria of each institution 

with external systems are different, the NTIS is connected 

with the research management system of each institution in 

various manners, to collect R&D information. Accordingly, 

immediate data collection is not ensured, and various manners 

of connection contribute to inefficient operation/maintenance.  

 This study aims to propose an information connection 

model to be applied on the NTIS-like systems. To do this, we 

examine methods or styles of information connection and 

compare strength and weakness of connection methods. In this 

paper we also understand issues or characteristics of the 

methods through analyzing current information connection 

methods applied on the NTIS. Therefore, we design a rule-

based information connection platform to minimize the 

information connection issues. Based on the platform, we also 

propose an information connection model to be applied on the 

NTIS-like systems.  

2 Related works 

2.1 Technologies of information connection 

 For information connection between systems, P2P, EAI, 

ESB or combinations thereof are currently applied [3]. 

Features and characteristics of each method are described 

below. 

① P2P: 1:1 connection between individual systems, and 

cannot be extended or reused. However, because 

connection between individual systems is simple, a 

connection system is easily built in conformity with features 

of each system. 

② EAI: Individual applications are connected to the central 

hub by means of an adapter, and are connected to other 

applications through the central hub. This significantly 

improves typical complex connections. However, this 

method uses vender-dependent technology and adapter 

costs should be paid for each connected application. 

③ ESB: This method was developed to avoid weakness of 

non-standard EAI (Hub & Spoke) and SPOF (Single Point 

Of Failure). However, because the current ESB solution 

market is controlled by the EAI solution providers, the 

tendency is that the previous EAI solutions are 

supplemented and developed. In general, this method is 

used for service connection. 

 

 Table 1 describes the strength and weakness of each 

technology in terms of complexity, extensibility, flexibility, and 

integration cost, etc. 
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Table 1. Comparison of connection technologies 

 
Strength Weakness 

P2P 

-Easy application to simple 

interworking between systems 

in a non-complex 

environment.  

-As the number of systems to 

be connected increases, the 

cost for maintenance may 

sharply increase.  

-Low extension capability and 

flexibility. 

EAI 

-Easy extension in introducing 

new applications.  

-Increased productivity and 

convenience for development 

and maintenance.  

-High cost of establishment 

and maintenance.  

-Central hub failure affects the 

entire system.  

(Single Point of Failure) 

ESB 

-Reduced integration cost 

because standard technology 

is used and service units can 

be reused.  

-Loose connection in a bus 

type contributes to high 

extension capability and 

flexibility.  

-High cost of initial 

establishment.  

 

2.2 Styles of data provision (collection) 

 When systems of other organizations are connected, 

independency of system operation and system/data security of 

the organizations can be also an important issue. Therefore, 

the subject of data provision (collection) can be considered as 

an important factor in building and operatiing a connection 

system. Connection depending on the subject of data provision 

(collection) is divided into the push method and the polling 

method [4]. 

① Push method: an information source (information provider) 

who owns and manages original information pushes data 

into information targets (information consumers) in a given 

cycle according to the information provision policy. 

Therefore, information connection in this method is by a 

subject of information provision who leads information 

connection. This method is in favor of operation and 

security of data and institution systems for information 

providers, but does not ensure immediate information 

collection for information providers. 

② Polling method: this is to access information providers 

(systems for information sources) when an information 

collector requires the information to bring required 

information. Therefore, this is a method of connection in 

which the subject of information collection leads 

information connection. This method ensures immediate 

information collection, but is not preferred by information 

providers in terms of operation independency and security 

of internal systems because information sources are directly 

accessed from external systems. 

 

Table 2 describes the strength and weakness of provision 

styles in terms of security, maintenance, performance, and 

dependency, etc. 

Table 2. Comparison of data provision styles 

 
Strength Weakness 

Push 

-High security in system 

connection between 

systems of institutions.  

-Independent connection 

with external systems in 

system operation.  

-Information providers lead 

connection.  

-Because information 

providers lead information 

connection, integrated 

management of systems to 

be connected is not easy.  

-Information connection 

varies with institution by 

institution, maintenance is 

not easy.  

Polling 

-Because information 

collectors lead information 

connection, integrated 

management is easily 

implemented according to 

information collection 

policies.  

-Immediate data collection 

is ensured.  

-Security is vulnerable in 

system connection.  

-Because performance may 

be affected by connection 

with external systems in 

system operation, 

information providers do 

not like this method.  

 

3 Analysis of the NTIS connection 

system  

 We analyzed the case of NTIS. The NTIS established an 

information connection system with research management 

systems of representative institutions under government 

ministries and agencies in order to connect and collect national 

R&D information. In this case, the push method is applied as a 

connection method to enable each representative institution to 

have the right of providing data appropriate for the connection 

policy and system environment thereof with external systems, 

and to have the ownership of the data owned by each 

representative institution. That is, data are provided by means 

of DB connection according to a given cycle for data items 

defined in the national R&D information standard. However, 

the principle of providing data on a daily basis if data are 

created is not ensured by adding an approval procedure for 

data provision to the automatic connection process in actually 

operating the connection system. Also, although data are 

provided in the push method, the DB link method and the 

unidirectional EAI method are applied to each institution 

depending on each institution environment. More details are 

shown in Table 3 to show implemented connection systems in 

various types. The reason of application is because the method 

of data provision is determined and implemented in various 

types according to the preference of each institution (for tasks 

or system environment) when the push method is applied. This 

results in no assurance of immediate data provision, and also 

makes monitoring and operation of the connection system 

difficult. 
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Table 3. Information connection styles in the NTIS 

Method Type Description  

DB  

Link 

View 
Direct connection to a DB in a 

connection server of an institution. The 

procedure Inquiry/Send is used.  

Snapshot 
The copy of institution DB table 

refreshes the connection server DB in a 

given cycle.  

DB  

Trigger 

Trigger is established to reflect relevant 

changes on the connection server DB in 

updating the institution DB.  

DB  

Trigger+ 

JDBC  

Trigger is established to reflect relevant 

changes on the connection server DB in 

updating the institution DB (based on 

Java, etc.).  

DB  

Script 

Uses script to send data from an 

institution DB to the connection server in 

a given cycle.  

Procedures 
Transmits data from an institution to the 

connection server DB table by means of 

the procedure.  

EAI Program 
Transmits data by means of the EAI 

program of each ministry (institution) 

(unidirectional).  

 

4 Design of an information connection 

model using rule-based connection 

platform 

 The current NTIS information connection system has 

been established in the P2P style through the DB link or the 

unidirectional EAI method as described in the chapter 3. 

However, it is necessary to improve the connection system in 

a standardized method for immediate provision, integrity, 

efficient connection system monitoring and operation of data 

connection. It is also important to design the method based on 

easily managable rules. In this study, parts which can be 

functionally standardized in information connection between 

the NTIS and specialized institutions under ministries and 

agencies are identified to design them as a major functional 

module of the connection platform. We design a rule-based 

information connection platform to be applied on the NTIS-

like information connection systems. Based on the platform, 

we also propose an information connection model. 

4.1 Rule-based connection platform 

 Rule-based connection platform should be basically 

designed on standardization for information connection among 

heterogeneous systems. The sections from which data are first 

acquired in connection with each institution are divided into 

variation areas for the purpose of information connection 

based on standardization, and the next phases are identified as 

standard functional areas. That is, as shown in Fig.1, the R&D 

information is first transferred to the connection DB from the 

institution’s system DB. This section is defined as a variation 

area. Subsequent data processing in the connection DB and 

data transmission to the integration DB is defined as a major 

function of a common area which can be standardized. 

 

Figure 1. Basic steps of information connection 

 Therefore, it is necessary to build the connection 

platform as a function to overcome variability of each 

institution in the variation areas and to process the functions in 

the common area. To this end, the connection platform 

includes functions of connection rule processing, mapping, 

connection error processing, and creation of update 

information and monitoring information. Fig.2 shows system 

architecture of a connection platform which includes the 

aforementioned functions. 

 

Figure 2. Rule-based connection platform 

 Fig. 2 shows the connection platform which is composed 

of rule processing (preActors), connection processing 

(Workers), and parallel task processing control (Controllers), 

and which performs connection of the common areas 

according to the rule predefined in the Rule File. 

① Schema mapping (Mapper): this is carried out between an 

institution DB schema and the NTIS standard collection 

schema according to the schema mapping rule defined in 

the Rule File for the data transferred from the institution. 

Code mapping is also carried out from the code value in 

the institution DB to the code value in the NTIS 

integration DB according to the code mapping rule defined 

in the Rule File.  
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② Comparison of data (Comparer, I/U/D Handler): this is to 

compare the data transferred from an institution with the 

data transferred in the previous cycle to decide whether to 

update the data. On the basis of comparison result, the 

system in the connection institution system displays 

I(Insert), U(Update), or D(Delete) to indicate that the 

relevant data is new, updated or deleted data.  

③ Connection error processing (Error Checker, Error 

Handler): this is to check errors in connection, for example, 

key errors, errors in essential connection items, code 

conversion errors, data conversion errors, data format 

errors, data length errors, etc. Details of the checked 

connection errors are created to be an error DB. Normal 

data are then stored as an OrgDB to be transmitted to the 

NTIS integration DB.  

④ Connection monitoring information creation (Monitor): 

information is created about whether connection normally 

operates, for example, the number of connection data, 

details of updated data, execution of the connection 

module according to the schedule, or how much new data 

has been provided.  

⑤ Rule Parser: this enhances data mapping through rule based 

processing. The Rule Parser interprets the Rule File which 

specifies schema mapping, code mapping and rules that 

should be observed when data are provided from an 

institution to the NTIS.  

⑥ Scheduler: information connection is performed 

periodically or in real time depending on information type. 

Therefore, the function to control the information 

connection execution cycle is provided. Three types of 

execution scheduling is provided, including manual 

execution (immediate execution) by an operator, periodical 

execution and execution after standby for a given period of 

time in consideration of the features of NTIS connection.  

⑦ Data Cacher: information frequently used, for example, 

schema information and code mapping tables, is internally 

cached to improve connection capability. Data are deleted 

after a given period of time.  

⑧ Operation environment (Controllers): this controls listing 

tasks to be processed for optimized resource management 

and function processing by means of multi threads, and to 

carry out the tasks according to the processing sequence. 

Controllers also provide access to storages to store the 

connection result in the DB or a file. 

 

 The connection platform designed as such can improve 

data processing speed through internal data caching. It can 

enhance data mapping through rule-based data processing, and 

can operate and maintain the connection system by 

producing/changing rules. It sorts data sources from targets to 

manage data history, and systematically checks data errors. It 

can address difficulty in connection monitoring due to 

different connection methods between institutions, and 

processes data update information. 

4.2 Information connection model using rule-

based connection platform 

 On the basis of the rule-based connection platform 

designed in 4.1, information connections in the push method, 

and in the EAI method or the polling method by agents can be 

implemented. Therefore, two types of information connection 

models were designed and the two types of connection models 

were compared with respect to the important issues 

considered in information connection by the NTIS with the 

representative specialized institutions.  

① P2P & Push method using the connection platform 

For standardized information connection, the connection 

platform was defined, which processes the information 

connection rule, performs encryption, and creates 

connection error and monitoring information. The 

connection standard platform contributes to addressing 

limitations by different information connection methods of 

each institution. That is, although each institution provides 

data in a different method (entire relevant data or some of 

changed data), it is possible to identify details of data 

change, and to create consistent error and monitoring 

information. Consistent connection also contributes to easy 

management of information connection. This connection 

method, however, can provide data to a connection system 

at times desired by an institution. Fig.3 shows this method 

as described above. 

 

Figure 3. Connection in P2P & Push method  

 

② Agent & Polling method using the connection platform 

This is a method of connection to apply the Polling method 

which uses an agent to bring institution data while 

information connection is based on standardization. This 

method enhances the efficiency of using connection server 

resources, and ensures the initiative of data collection to 

ensure immediate data collection. Integrated connection 

system management can be also implemented. The system 

for jointly using administrative information employs this 

method. Fig.4 shows this method as described above. 
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Figure 4 Connection in Agent & Polling method  

 

Finally, Table 4 shows the strength and weakness of two 

connection methods in information connection. Of course, 

most external connection institutions prefer connection by the 

‘P2P & Push’ methods because security is a key factor to 

determine their connection method. However, in consideration 

of the strength described in Table 4, it is necessary to employ 

a connection method which implements the aforementioned 

strength. Therefore, in this study, the method of ‘Agent & 

Polling’ using rule-based connection platform is suggested for 

future NTIS information connection. To this end, it is 

necessary to establish schemes for strengthening security, and 

to establish access supported by policies and strategies. 

Table 4. Comparison of the connection methods  

 
P2P & Push Agent & Polling 

Connection 

speed 
Same Same 

Storage  

capacity 

Great 

*Because each institution 

uses its own data 

provision method, data 

pre-processing is thus 

required. 

Not great 

Management 

efficiency  

Because information 

providers are the subject 

of information 

connection, integrated 

management is not easy. 

Because information 

collectors are the subject of 

information connection, 

integrated management is 

easy. 

Immediate 

connection  
Not ensured. Ensured 

Security 

Relatively high 

(in terms of institution 

systems) 

Relatively low 

(in terms of institution 

systems) 

 

5 Conclusions and future works 

 This study examined methods or styles of information 

connection and compare strength and weakness of connection 

methods. We also analyzed the current NTIS information 

connection system established with representative specialized 

institutions under government ministries and agencies. On the 

basis of this, the variation area and the common area were 

identified to design a connection platform for the functions of 

the common area. We also examined methods In this paper we 

also understand issues or characteristics of the methods 

through analyzing current information connection methods 

applied on the NTIS. Therefore, we designed a rule-based 

information connection platform to be applied on the NTIS-

like information connection systems. Based on the platform, 

we also proposed an information connection model. 

 It is necessary to expand rule-based connection platform 

to establish a flexible and extensible connection system. In 

addition, it is necessary to develop a connection guideline for 

standardizing information connection. 
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Abstract - This article discusses the questions of the use of 

stochastic models in the description of an educational process, 

which includes such parts as obtaining, loss (forgetting), and 

self-organization of educational information. The probability 

approach used by the authors led them to the deduction of 

differential equations of the second order of the type of the 

Kolmogorov equation. It also allowed the authors to formulate 

the boundary value problem of the management of the 

educational process. The solution to this boundary value 

problem allows to define the necessary volume of the 

educational information transferred to the object of training 

during one step of the educational process in order to make 

the process the most effective which means that the targeted 

educational level will be reached for the least number of steps. 

The solution of the boundary problem also permits creating 

necessary preconditions for the management of the 

educational process. 

Keywords: Modeling, mathematics, management, education, 

self-organization.  

 

Introduction 

Paraphrasing Ian Stewart’s expression about ruthless 

nonlinearity of the world surrounding us, it is possible to 

assert safely that each person, being a part of this world, is not 

less ruthlessly nonlinear and complicated. Therefore from the 

methodological point of view the use of the theory of complex 

systems and nonlinear dynamics for the solution to a wide 

range of social, medical, psychological, pedagogical and other 

problems is justified Haken, Stein, Chua, Mainzer [1-4].  

Nonlinear modeling and the computing experiment 

contribute to finding effective levers of control for such an 

important process as an educational process is. This article 

studies the dynamics of the process of education and searches 

the ways of its efficient control.  

Owing to the presence of the human factor which 

action has psychophysical nature, it is possible to classify 

training and management of training as stochastic processes 

[5, 6] which under certain conditions could be considered as 

semi-Markov processes.  

  

Formalization of the Model of Management of 

Educational Process 

In order to create a model of the process which 

manages the formation of disciplinary thinking let us take 

some imaginary discipline in the frameworks of which an 

educational process or knowledge transfer will be performed. 

This imaginary discipline under study can be conditionally 

introduced as a set of interconnected elements and also 

conditionally divided into semantic test units. 

The following operating factors define the condition of 

the object of the educational management process at each 

phase. Under the object of training, we understand either 

individual trainees or groups of trainees: 

 Purposeful influence on the trainees, which leads to 

the increase of the volume of their knowledge (educational 

level). The volume of the educational information transferred 

during one step of training is individual for each object of 

training (a trainee) and depends on their abilities and 

background knowledge. 

 Casual processes leading to loss of the educational 

information (forgetting) during each step of training. Loss of 

knowledge (forgetting) is also an individual characteristic 

parameter of a trainee. 

 Information self-organization as a process of 

occurrence of the harmonious system of the trainee’s 

knowledge, thanks to which the previously obtained 

knowledge becomes the source of new knowledge.  

In order to evaluate the indicators of learning 

efficiency, it is necessary to study the information processes, 

which take place during the training and define their 

characteristics. In our opinion, the effective models of 

educational management can be received if the following 

assumptions are used: 

1. It is necessary to consider any process of education 

as a step-by-step process, during each step of which, a trainee 

receives a certain individual portion of educational 

information.  

2. Owing to specificity of human’s memory, each 

person can forget certain quantity of the received information.  

3. Knowledge self-organization takes place while 

allocating the basic ideas, skills, and discipline concepts [7]. 
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4. The educational information organized in the 

mentioned above way can become by itself a source of new 

knowledge. 

Let us consider some conditional trainee indicating 

them with the letter i. Let us also consider that this i - trainee 

is supposed to reach the educational level Li (where Li – is the 

sum of all semantic test units, or conditional points which the 

i-trainee should have (know) by the end of their training).  

Let us enter the time of duration of one step of training 

equal to τ0. We consider that all trainees visit their classes 

with identical periodicity. However, they can receive different 

quantity of educational information during their classes and 

they forget it differently during the time of τ0. Thus, let us 

establish that the i-trainee, which has been educated during 

the period of time τ0, receives ε of educational units and 

forgets ξ of educational units (received during any of the 

previous steps of training). 

After each step of education, the trainee passes into 

one of k-possible conditions, which are set by that quantity of 

the educational information, which the trainee possesses at 

present time (k can accept value from 0 to L). Let us introduce 

the concept of probability of the trainee’s level of knowledge 

in some value. 

Let after some number of steps of training h: Px - ε, h 

,where h is the probability of the fact that an i-trainee 

possesses the level of knowledge equal to (x - ε) units; Px, h – 

is the level of knowledge equal to x-educational units and Px + 

ξ, h – is the level of knowledge equal to (x + ξ) educational 

units. At one step of training τ0 , ε - units of the educational 

information can be received and ξ - educational units can be 

forgotten. 

Thus, it is possible to enter the probability Px, h+1 of the 

fact that at the following (h+1) step of training the trainee will 

know x-units of the educational information which will be 

equal to (see Fig. 1): 

 

𝛲𝑥,ℎ+1 = 𝛲𝑥−𝜀,ℎ + 𝛲𝑥+𝜉,ℎ − 𝛲𝑥,ℎ   (1) 

 
Fig. 1 The scheme of possible transitions between 

educational conditions for i -trainee at h+1 step of training in 

nonlinear model 

Let us enter t = hτ0, where t – is the time of the process 

of training, h – is the number of the step, τ0 – is the duration of 

one step. Passing from h to t, we will spread out the equation 

(1) as a Taylor series and, considering in the right and left 

parts of the received equation no more than the second 

derivatives, we will receive: 

𝜏0
𝜕𝛲(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜏0
2

2

𝜕2𝛲(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2 +. . . = (𝜉 − 휀)
𝜕𝛲(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜀2+𝜉2

2

𝜕2𝛲(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥2     (2) 

The member of the equation of the kind 
𝜕𝛲(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
 – 

defines the general change of the condition of the educational 

level in some period of time. The member of the equation of 

the kind 
𝜕2𝛲(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2  – describes the process at which the received 

knowledge is structured (self-organized knowledge) and it 

becomes itself the sources of additional knowledge for the 

trainee. The member of the equation of the kind 
𝜕3𝛲(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡3  – is 

insight, the member of the equation of the kind 
𝜕𝛲(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥
 – 

describes a structured transition either into the condition when 

knowledge increases (휀 > 𝜉) or when it decreases (휀 < 𝜉). 

The member of the equation of the kind 
𝜕2𝛲(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥2  – describes a 

casual change of the condition of the level of education 

("washing out" of the received knowledge or the trainee’s 

uncertainty in it). 

 

The Formulation of the Boundary problem in 

Knowledge Management Process 

Considering the function P(x,t) as continuous, we will 

pass from the probability of P(x,t) to the probability of density 

ρ (x,t) and we will formulate the boundary value problem, the 

solution of which will describe the training process. 

At the condition of the educational level of the trainee 

where x = L, the educational process can be finished. The 

probability of finding out such condition will be distinct from 

0. However, the density of probability defining the stream of 

the educational information in a condition when x = L is 

supposed to be equal 0 (we stop training, meaning we stop 

providing the stream of educational information), i.e.: 

𝜌(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑥=𝐿 = 0    (3) 

We will choose the second boundary condition 

proceeding from the following reasons: the condition of x = 0 

defines the total absence of knowledge of the trainee. The 

probability of finding out such condition can be distinct from 

0. However, the density of probability defining a stream of 

demands in the condition when x = 0 is supposed to be put 

equal to 0 (as we aspire to avoid this condition but even if it 

does not turn out this way, the volume of knowledge cannot 

be left in the area of negative values), i.e.: 

𝜌(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑥=0 = 0    (4) 

Considering that ε and ξ do not depend on x and having 

entered the designation, when 𝑎 =
𝜀2+𝜉2

2𝜏0
, 𝑏 =

𝜀−𝜉

𝜏0
, and 𝑐 =

𝜏0

2
 

we will receive: 
𝜕𝜌(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑎

𝜕2𝜌(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥2 − 𝑏
𝜕𝜌(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥
− 𝑐

𝜕2𝜌(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2    (5) 

As at the moment of time t = 0 the condition of the i-

trainee can be already equal to some value of x0 (which is 

defined by the background knowledge of the trainee), then the 

entry condition can be set as: 

𝜌(𝑥, 𝑡 = 0) = 𝛿(𝑥 − 𝑥0) = {
1, 𝑥 = 𝑥0

0, 𝑥 ≠ 𝑥0
    (6) 

As the entry condition contains the delta function, the 

solution for ρ(x,t) breaks into two areas:  

( ρ1(x,t) at x > x0 and ρ2(x,t) at x ≤ xo ).   (7) 

 

The Solution of the Boundary Value Problem in 

Education Management Process 

At first, let us find the solution to the equation (5), 

without taking into account the possibility of the synergetic 
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effects of knowledge self-organization.  

Using the methods of operational calculation for the 

density of probability 𝜌1(𝑥, 𝑡) and 𝜌2(𝑥, 𝑡) of the detection of 

the educational level of the i-trainee in one of the values on a 

segment from 0 to L, we will receive the following solutions 

to the equation (5): 

 

𝜌1(𝑥, 𝑡) =

2

𝐿
e

− 
(𝑥0−𝑥)+

𝑏𝑡
2

2𝑎
𝑏 ∑ (−1)𝑛+1 sin (𝜋𝑛

𝑥0

𝐿
) sin (𝜋𝑛

𝐿−𝑥

𝐿
)𝑒

− 
𝜋2𝑛2𝑎𝑡

𝐿2𝑀
𝑛=1  

when x > x0   (8) 

 

𝜌2(𝑥, 𝑡) =

2

𝐿
e

− 
(𝑥0−𝑥)+

𝑏𝑡
2

2𝑎
𝑏 ∑ (−1)𝑛+1 sin (𝜋𝑛

𝑥

𝐿
) sin (𝜋𝑛

𝐿−𝑥0

𝐿
)𝑒

− 
𝜋2𝑛2𝑎𝑡

𝐿2𝑀
𝑛=1  

when x ≤ x0   (9) 

 

 Then we will receive the solution to the equation (5) 

for the case of knowledge self-organization. For the density of 

probability 𝜌1(𝑥, 𝑡) and 𝜌2(𝑥, 𝑡) it is possible to receive the 

equations (10, 11) in this case: 

 

𝜌1(𝑥, 𝑡) =

2

𝐿
e

−
(𝑥0−𝑥)

2𝑎
𝑏 𝑒

−
𝑡

𝜏0 ∑ (−1)𝑛+1 sin (𝜋𝑛
𝑥0

𝐿
) sin (𝜋𝑛

𝐿−𝑥

𝐿
) ×𝑀

𝑛=1

𝑐ℎ {𝑡√
1

𝜏0
2 −

𝑏2

2𝑎𝜏0
− 2

𝜋2𝑛2𝑎

𝜏0𝐿2 } when x > x0   (10) 

 

 

𝜌2(𝑥, 𝑡) =

2

𝐿
e

− 
(𝑥0−𝑥)

2𝑎
𝑏 𝑒

− 
𝑡

𝜏0 ∑ (−1)𝑛+1 sin (𝜋𝑛
𝑥

𝐿
) sin (𝜋𝑛

𝐿−𝑥0

𝐿
) ×𝑀

𝑛=1

𝑐ℎ {𝑡√
1

𝜏0
2 −

𝑏2

2𝑎𝜏0
− 2

𝜋2𝑛2𝑎

𝜏0𝐿2 } when x ≤ x0    (11) 

 

The Analysis and Discussion of the Received 

Models 

The equations (8-11) describe the behavior of the 

probability density while detecting the condition of the 

educational level (the volume of knowledge) of the i-trainee in 

one of the values on a segment from 0 to L. 

 If to calculate the integral P(L,t): 

𝛲(𝐿, 𝑡) = ∫ 𝜌2(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑑𝑥 + ∫ 𝜌1(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑑𝑥
𝐿

𝑥0

𝑥0

0
   (12) 

then the function P(L,t) will set the probability of the 

fact that the condition of the educational level by the moment 

of time t will be on a segment from 0 to L, i.e. the threshold of 

the necessary educational level L will not be achieved. 

Accordingly, the probability Qi (t) of the fact that the 

necessary threshold L will be reached by the moment of time t 

can be defined as follows: 

𝒬𝑖(𝐿, 𝑡) = 1 − 𝑃(𝐿, 𝑡)   (13) 

The Case when there is no knowledge self-

organization. Let us analyze the behavior of the probability of 

the achievement of the necessary threshold of the educational 

level I (t) at ε > ξ. We take any values of x0, ε and ξ.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Dependence on time of the probability (Qi (t)) of 

the achievement of the necessary educational level L  

 (in the model without knowledge self-organization)  

 

 In all cases, we receive the variants of the known S – 

shaped curve, which is characteristic for a logistical display 

(Fig. 2). The probabilities of the achievement of the necessary 

educational level (Curves 1-5) become distinct from 0 starting 

only at some moment of time and they move towards bigger 

values of time with the increase of value ξ – which indicates 

the quantity of the lost educational information and thus, it is 

rather a logical result.  

The Case when knowledge self-organization is 

possible. For the analysis of the model considering self-

organization of knowledge in the educational process, let us 

take the following parameters: x0=50, ε=15 and ξ = 7 (τ0 = 1 

week) as an example. Fig. 3 illustrates the dependence on time 

of the probability )(tQi  of the fact that the educational level 

reaches the set threshold by the moment of time t. Curve 1 is 

for 751 L , Curve 2 is for 802 L , Curve 3 is for 853 L , 

Curve 4 is for 904 L  , and Curve 5 is for 1005 L . 

 
Fig. 3 Dependence on time of the probability (Qi (t)) of 

the achievement of the necessary educational level L  

 

The basic difference from the earlier received results is 
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the fact that in the case of knowledge self-organization the 

probability of the achievement of the set educational level 

becomes distinct from 0 immediately when the training 

begins. 

The second essential difference is that the jump of the 

probability of the achievement of the set educational level, in 

which the condition when the lower the observed educational 

level L is, the earlier and more considerably the observed 

jump of the probability of the achievement of the necessary 

educational threshold occurs. Spasmodic growth of the 

probability of the achievement of the necessary educational 

level (the analogue of phase transition of the second order) 

testifies to the structural reorganization of thinking of the 

trainee. The formation of emergent property is considered 

disciplinary thinking, which will help the trainee operate 

effectively, based on the obtained by him/her knowledge.  

The third important difference from the first model is 

that in case of knowledge self-organization, the received 

knowledge gets structured and it also becomes a source for 

new necessary knowledge. That in turn raises the probability 

of the achievement of the desired educational level for a 

shorter period.  

Thus, the offered models expand the horizon of the 

trainee’s possibilities as well as of the organizers of the 

educational process, and they allow choosing that model of 

training which in the best way corresponds to the problems of 

the current or projected educational process.  

By the means of the methods of imitating modeling, 

the received results allow to define the necessary quantity of 

the educational information ε, which is transferred to the 

object of training (depending on their characteristics) during 

one step of training with the purpose of making the process 

more effective (the set educational level would be reached for 

the least possible number of steps). 

Prognostic possibilities of the model demonstrate us 

that having evaluated a) the abilities of the trainee to synthesis 

of the studied material, and b) the trainee’s initial level of 

knowledge and the quantity of the educational information 

received and lost during each step of training, it will make it 

possible to create for each trainee their individual graphs of 

the dependence on time of the probability of the achievement 

of the necessary educational level. The information received 

by the means of such graphs allows efficient management of 

the development of the educational process. It also allows to 

control the speed and the character of the growth of the 

educational level as well as to choose the strategy of the 

correction of the educational process.  

The research of the model continues and if we follow 

Edgar Poe’s statement that creativity submits to the accurate 

logic scheme, then it would be extremely interesting to 

receive the solution to the equation, which describes the 

moment of inspiration. 
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Abstract - Most academic information has its creator, that is, 
a subject who has created the information. The subject can be 
an individual, a group, or an institution, and can be a nation 
depending on the nature of the relevant information. Most web 
data is composed of a title, an author, and contents. A paper 
which is under the academic information category has 
metadata including a title, an author, keyword, abstract, data 
about publication, place of publication, ISSN, and the like. A 
patent has metadata including the title, an applicant, an 
inventor, an attorney, IPC, number of application, and claims 
of the invention. Most web-based academic information 
services enable users to search the information by processing 
the meta-information. An important element is to search 
information by using the author field which corresponds to a 
personal name. This study suggests a method of efficient 
indexing and using the adjacent operation result ranking 
algorithm to which phrase search-based boosting elements 
are applied, and thus improving the accuracy of the search 
results of author name. This method can be effectively applied 
to providing accurate search results in the academic 
information services. 

Keywords: Author name search, Information Retrieval, 
Indexing, Search Algorithm, Boosting 

 

1 Introduction 
Personal names on the web are an important element which 
accounts for 30% of all search engine queries, and search by 
means of personal names is an important function in web 
applications [1][2].  
 All current information is produced by a creator, who is 
referred to as an author for a paper, an applicant, an inventor, 
and an attorney for a patent, a research participant for 
research reports, an inspector and an analyzer for trend 
analysis data, in terms of academic information. The creator 
of information referred to as such various names can be an 
individual, an institution, a group, a nation, or a computer 
system, for example, a crawler [2]. 
 The creator of academic information is mostly a 
personal name. For example, in more than approximately 95% 
of all data, the creator field, including authors, applicants, and 
research participants, is described by personal names, the 
format of which is shown in Table 1, as can be found in 

papers, patents, theses, research reports, industrial standards, 
science and technology work forces, trend analysis 
information, and factual information for the National 
Discovery for Science Leaders service provided by the KISTI 
(Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information). 
 
Table 1. Exemplary metadata for personal name in academic 

information 
Category Classification Format  

Korean 
paper author Park, Sung-Joon ; Kim, Ju-Youn ; 

Kim, Young-Kuk 
Overseas 
paper author Zhou, Fushan ; Yang, Deng-Ke ; 

Molitor, R.J. 

Patent  inventor Sakurada, Masahiro ; Yamanaka, 
Hideki ; Ohta, Tomohiko 

Research 
report reporter Ryu, Beom-Jong ; Kim, Jin-Sook ; 

Jin, Doo-Seok 
Trend 
analysis analyzer Rohak Park ; James Lee 

 
 The academic information search service on the web 
undergoes the process of indexing data required for search. 
Person names are data which cannot be decided with 
compound words and postpositional words, so most academic 
information search services carry out delimiting white spaces 
or separation in delimiters in indexing the author name field. 
Also the process of indexing data in English undergoes 
stemming, singular and plural number processing, etc. 
However, for personal names in English, indexes are extracted 
by tokenizing data in white spaces or delimiters. Web of 
Science, Scopus, the NDSL science and technology 
information integration service, and most academic 
information services enable information to be searched 
through the author name field for paper search. In particular, 
Scopus or the NDSL provides an independent function for 
finding author names through Find Author after building and 
indexing an author name DB [3].  
 This study describes an efficient method of indexing for 
searching author names focusing on the NDSL or NTIS 
service, and refining the process of search. Section 2 
describes related studies; Section 3 describes issues associated 
with searching author names; Section 4 describes a method 
suggested in this study; and Section 5 gives a conclusion. 
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2 Related studies 
 While searching personal names is considered 
increasingly important in all web document searches, 
including academic information services, news, and other 
knowledge information, an issue involved is that indexing and 
searching technology based on simple strings and tokenizing 
by white space can provide information including inaccurate 
personal names. If data is provided for identifying the author 
name included within the academic information, and a given 
personal name notation is provided, accurate search results 
can be achieved. However, a prerequisite is the record linkage 
method for connecting different records that show the same 
personal name, and a process of author identification for 
forming a group of entities represented from identification 
properties, for example, language analysis, paper titles, e-mail 
addresses, journal names, and institutions to which authors 
belong [4][5][6]. Various personal name notations should also 
be standardized. However, there is currently no system for 
building and using author identification data for searching 
personal names, or for extending personal name queries into 
various notation formats for searching. 
 The Web of Science, Scopus, the NDSL site, and other 
exemplary academic information service providers provide 
the function of personal name or author search, which is 
included in the basic search field in addition to title, contents, 
and source fields. All white spaces included in a user query 
are processed with the AND operator, and include inaccurate 
search results if the relevant query is a personal name. In the 
NDSL and Scopus, the double quotation marks can be used in 
order to process phrase search for personal name queries. 
However, this method still results in inaccurate information in 
the author field in which a plurality of person names is written. 

3 Issues involved in author name search 
3.1 Inaccurate search result 
 In the paper, author and co-author names are listed with 
delimiters as shown in Table 1. Indexing the author name 
field is carried out by tokenizing white spaces and possible 
special delimiters ( ; - , . ) to produce indexes. Table 2 shows 
an exemplary indexing result for an author name field. 
 

Table 2. Result of indexing author name 

Original data 1 Park, Sung-Joon ; Kim, Young Kuk. ; 
Song, Byung-Soo 

Indexes 1 park sung joon kim young kuk song byung 
soo 

Original data 2 Aron Culotta ; Pallika Kanani ; Robert 
Hall ; Michael Wick ; Andrew McCallum 

Indexes 2 aron culotta pallika kanani robert hall 
michael wick andrew mccallum 

  
 All search systems convert application user’s queries to 
those that can be processed by a search engine. Most search 

applications in the NDSL or NTIS translate a white space of 
user query to AND operation for search engine. If personal 
names in Korean are used as a query, search accuracy does 
not matter because the white space is not included at person 
name in Korea, but unwanted search results are obtained if a 
query is in English. The words ‘park’, ‘sung’, and ‘joon’ are 
unwanted search results because they exist regardless of the 
order and the position of the author field of the relevant paper 
if the query is ‘Park Sung Joon’, as shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 3. Exemplary inaccurate search result 
User query Park Sung Joon 
Search engine 
query in NDSL 
or NTIS service 

(AU:Park) and (AU:Sung) and (AU:Joon) 
where ‘AU’ is author name search field 

Wanted search 
result 

Park, Sung-Joon ; Kim, Ju-Youn ; Kim, 
Young Kuk 

Unwanted 
search result 

Park, Dong In ; Kim Sung-Joon ; Oh, Seung 
Wan 
Park, Sung-Chul ; Lee, Young-Joon ; Choi, 
Min-Ki 
Kim, Sung-Hae ; Lee Joon ; Park, Myoung-
Soo 

 
 The phrase search may be applied at this case in order to 
exclude the unwanted search results shown in Table 3, but 
search results not wanted by users still exist. For example, if a 
user intends to search papers by a person called ‘Kanni 
Robert’, papers with an author list are presented as a search 
result if the query words are adjacent with a delimiter(,) as 
shown below, and it is obviously a result not wanted by the 
user. 
 
ex) Pallika Kanani, Robert Hall, Michael Wick, Andrew 
McCallum 

3.2 Inefficient indexing in NDSL service 
 The NDSL includes ‘Find Author’ function which is one 
of the paper search functions. ‘Find Author’ contributes to 
searching author names in all author lists of about 56 million 
papers. This is subject to the following pre-processes: 
 
① Extract metadata from a paper 

② Check redundant author name at the character level 

③ Create an author name for sorting 

④ Extract the first character for searching an initial sound 
(the alphabet in case of English) 
⑤ Load author information onto the Oracle DB table 

⑥ Index the author information and then provide searching 
function 
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 The number of author records of which the redundancy 
was extracted from 56 million paper records in the NDSL and 
then removed by string processing is approximately 22 
million. Approximately 50,000 pieces of paper information 
are acquired weekly, which means that independent author 
information continues to be created at the rate of 40%. It is a 
waste in terms of indexing and management to additionally 
index author names which already exist in the paper index 
information in order to implement Find Author. This has a 
negative impact on search speed and disk load in hardware. 

4 Proposed Method 
4.1 Improving accuracy of search result 
 Searching an author name is required within units of 
semicolons (;) which are used to divide listed personal names 
in order to exclude unwanted search results. A limiter is 
specified to enable the search operator to operate only in the 
relevant delimiter. That is, the delimiter (separator) property 
is specified with a semicolon for all metadata fields described 
as personal names in all academic information, such as papers, 
patents, research report, and analysis trend information for 
indexing. In this case, phrase search brings search results only 
when there are successive indexes matching the sequence in 
the semicolon as shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Accuracy of result through index property change and 

phrase search 
user query Won-Jae Lee 
search engine 
query (AU:“Won-Jae Lee“, mode="PHRASE") 

result of 
suggested 
phrase search  

Sung-Jae Chung ; Won-Jae Lee ; Keun-
Shik Lee ; Moon-Sun Chang 

 
 The same personal name can always be written the same 
way in Korean, but the notation thereof in Roman characters 
is not always the same. In many cases, the order of the 
surname and the first name, characters of the names and 
detailed alphabets do not always match. For writing the name 
of ‘Michael Wick’ and ‘김철수’, although there is a rule of 
notation in Roman characters for writing personal names, it 
may be different depending on personal tastes or the 
requirements of writing paper as shown in Table 5. 

 
Table 5. Many expressions on person name or Romanize 

Korean 
Michael Wick M. Wick ; M., Wick ; ML Wick ; M Wick 

김철수 

Kim Chul Soo ; Kim, Chul-Soo ; Chul-Soo 
Kim ; Chul Soo Kim ; Kim, C. S. ; Kim, 
Chulsoo ; Kim Chul Su ; Chul-Su Kim ; 
Kim, Chulsu ; Kim. Choel-Soo 

 

 The context is the name of a person is not unique in that 
about 100 million people share 90,000 personal names [1][2]. 
It is impossible to get a search result of ‘M. Wick’ or ‘ML 
Wick’ with a search word of ‘Michael Wick’ without 
extending the characters and type of personal name, 
measuring and matching string and phonetic similarity in 
order to supplement different notations for the same personal 
name in terms of the search system while the step of author 
identification is not carried out. That is, when a user uses one 
of the above notations as a query to find all papers by 
‘Michael Wick’, the issue of author identification should be 
involved in order to find all results of different notations. 
However, this study does not handle the issue of author 
identification. This study intends to suggest author names in 
different notations only with the metadata not analyzed and 
processed, and with a search method, and to suggest the result 
of notations of which the query string is the same but in a 
different sequence.  
 If a delimiter is specified in an index property and 
phrase searching is carried out, this process ensures an 
accurate search result shown in Table 4. However, if the 
sequence of notations in Roman characters for the last name 
and the first name of personal names in Korean or an 
abbreviation is used for last name in Roman expression, even 
the same personal name is not included in the search result. 
To address this issue, the near search is combined among the 
operators supported by most search engines with the phrase 
search, and the boosting factor is applied to improve the 
search method. 
 

 
Figure 1. Algorithm for improving search results 

 
 Using the search algorithm in Figure 1 results will 
include a search for ‘Chul-Soo Kim’ if the query is written as 
‘Kim, Chul-Soo’. Because the phrase search depends on the 
sequence of writing query words, the phrase search result in 
which the user query was used is combined with the search 
result for adjacent operation which operates in a delimiter, 
and the ranking algorithm is then applied. Because the user 
wanted a matching result with ‘Kim Chul-Soo’ which is 
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correct for the sequence of the words, the phrase search result 
is boosted to the higher layer through ranking.  
 First, the paper list including the author name exactly 
matching the personal name query by the suggested algorithm 
is suggested. The papers including the author name in which 
the sequence of notations for the surname and the first name 
changes according to the notations in Roman characters is 
also suggested. The search algorithm in the search engine 
FAST of the NDSL system is written as shown in equation 1. 
 

 

)),mod,:(
)),1,mod,:(

),mod,:((

yesboostallPHRASEequeryAU
NNEARequeryAU

PHRASEequeryAUORXRANK

==
==
=

 (1) 

 
 If the sequence of notations for the surname and the first 
name changes but they indicate the same personal name in 
writing personal names of Koreans or foreigners, a result 
suggesting the relevant papers is significantly more efficient 
for users. An experiment was carried out in the following 
condition in order to prove usability of paper search results to 
which this result improvement algorithm was applied. In our 
testing, search 1 is an existing method of searching author 
names in which the white spaces are processed with AND. 
Search 2 is a method of carrying out the phrase search only in 
the delimiter described in Table 4. Search 3 is a method of 
search based on the suggested algorithm described in Figure 1. 
 
- search target : 56,752,186 papers provided by the NDSL 
service. 
- 50,000 personal name (written in English) query test sets. 
- search 1 : processes white spaces with AND. 
- search 2 : phrase search in a delimiter. 
- search 3 : combines phrase search with near search in a 
delimiter. 
 

Table 6. Exemplary experiment data for improving search 
results 

User Query 

Number of results 

(A)-(C) (C)-(B) Search 
1 

(A) 

Search 
2 

(B) 

Search 
3 

(C) 
Lee, Won-Jae 4,863 321 332 4,531 11 
Hwang, Woo-Suk 174 57 59 115 2 
Kim, Young-Jin 13,545 682 712 12,833 30 
Choi, Jin Young 4,628 291 299 4,329 8 
Lee, Jong Ho 5,475 491 507 4,968 16 
Ahn, Kang-Min 375 27 28 347 1 
Eun-Hee Kim 3,756 0 199 3,557 199 
Kim, Dae-Jung 2,102 107 115 1,987 8 
Choi, Jung 13,597 1,226 1,238 12,359 12 
Choi, J. H. 34,678 3,032 3,153 31,525 121 
Park Jae Hyun 3,459 205 288 3,171 83 
Oh, Jae-Eung 126 90 91 34 1 

Tom P 1,930 262 267 1,663 5 
Alex, S. 1,547 354 361 1,186 7 
James K 13,828 3,193 3,201 10,627 8 
 
 Table 6 shows the number of paper search results by 
each search method. If the query is 'Lee, Won-Jae', 4,863 
paper results with all of ‘lee’, ‘won’ and ‘jae’ are obtained 
regardless of the sequence and position thereof, according to 
the algorithm of search 1. According to the result of search 2, 
there are 321 results in which ‘lee won jae’ is positioned in 
sequence within semicolons in the author field among 4,863 
papers. This is regarded as an accurate result for the user 
query. However, search 3 corresponding to the suggested 
algorithm provides 11 more paper results which include 
'Won-Jae Lee'. This cannot ensure the identified real same 
personal name, but is considered as a very useful search result 
in consideration of the method of writing personal name 
strings. (A)-(C) in Table 5 are search results not related to the 
user query. (C)-(B) are the paper results with the author name 
the same for the personal name in which the characters used in 
writing the personal name are the same but the sequence of 
the surname and the first name is changed.  
 Table 7 shows the average of paper search results for 
50,000 queries for personal names. The number in ((A)-
(C))/(A) means that the existing paper search by using the 
author field results in about 86% inaccuracy, and provides 
search results not wanted by the user. The suggested 
algorithm does not include inaccurate search results in paper 
search by means of personal names, and even includes 
different notations for the same personal name which are 
approximately 9% shown by the number in ((C)-(B))/(C) in 
the search results. 
 

Table 7. Improved performance for search results 
Average results  ((A)-(C)) / (A) ((C)-(B)) / (C) 

search1 
(A) 

search2 
(B) 

search3 
(C) ((A)-(C)) / (A) ((C)-(B)) / (C) 

7,433 884 975 0.868 0.093 
 

4.2 Efficient indexing 
 Author names are first searched in the author field 
included in the paper information without searching an 
independent author list. The personal name grouping 
information is then created from the paper result set to list the 
papers which have more authors in sequence. Table 8 shows 
the result of searching personal names. This method does not 
need a process of indexing 22 million author names extracted 
from 56 million papers only for finding authors. Therefore, 
this method reduces approximately 28% of the volume of 
indexing, and improves approximately 10% of disk storage 
efficiency for storing index binaries. 
 
- (1) Sum of paper and author information indexes : approx. 
78 million indexes  
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- (2) Indexes of papers : approx. 56 million indexes  
- Index volume improvement : ((1)-(2))/(1) = 0.282 
- (3) Capacity for storing paper and author information 
indexes : 840GB 
- (4) Capacity for storing paper indexes : 750GB 
- Disk capacity improvement : ((3)-(4))/(3) = 0.107 
 

Table 8. Exemplary personal name search results 
(A Korean character ‘김철수’ is expressed ‘Kim Chul Soo’ in 

English) 
User query Kim Chul Soo 

Author field 
of paper 
search result 
(7 papers) 

김철수 ; 김주연 ; Kim, Chul-Soo ; Kim, Ju-
Youn 
김철수 ; 박명수 ; Chul-Soo Kim ; Myoung-
Soo Park 
김성해 ; 김철수 ; Kim, Sung-Hae ; Kim, 
Chul-Soo 
Kim, Chul-Soo ; Kim, Sung-Hae 
Lee, Joon ; Kim, Chul-Soo ; Han, Hee-Jun 
Chul-Soo Kim ; Ki-Won Lee 
Chul-Soo Kim ; Jong-Suk Lee ; Ki-Won Lee 

Author name 
search results 
through 
grouping 
information 

Kim, Chul-Soo (4) 
Chul-Soo Kim (3) 
김철수 (3) 
Ki-Won Lee (2) 
Kim, Sung-Hae (2) 
김성해 (1) 
Lee, Joon (1) 
Han, Hee-Jun (1) 
Kim, Ju-Youn (1) 
김주연 (1) 
Myoung-Soo Park (1) 
박명수 (1) 
Jong-Suk Lee (1) 

 

5 Conclusions 
 All information has creator data in the form of author 
names (authors for academic information, inventors, 
researchers, applicants, or analyzers). Searching personal 
names is one of the important functions in search services 
through the web. Most academic information systems for 
metadata of personal names cannot often provide accurate 
search results because of the same indexing and searching as 
other information, for example, titles, abstract, etc.  
 This study described a method of searching information 
and improving the accuracy of search in consideration of 
various personal name notations and properties in order to 
refine searching personal names in the academic information 
services. An efficient index design was also described for 
finding personal names, which was proved to reduce 
approximately 28% of index capacity and 10% of disk 
capacity in the NDSL science and technology information 

integration service. A method of effectively providing users 
with useful information, for example, co-authors and involved 
researcher lists in searching personal names was described. 
Figure 2 shows our paper search system based on our 
proposed personal name search method. 
 

 

Figure 2. Paper Search based on proposed method 
 
 It is necessary to further study a method of analyzing 
metadata including personal names, e-mail addresses, and 
institutions for which the relevant person works to combine a 
plurality of properties and to apply the concept of author 
identification, in order to provide academic information 
related to the relevant person identified in the real world. 
More useful academic information services can be 
implemented by combining accurate metadata search by using 
a search engine with the result of author identification. 
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Abstract - The skyline query problem has become an 
important issue in the database area. Given a set of data 
points in a multidimensional data space, the skyline query 
returns the points that are not “dominated” (detailed in the 
paper) by any other point. A common approach for this type of 
query is to construct an R-tree for the database and find the 
skyline points by using this tree. However, the nature of R-tree 
may increase the I/O cost in some circumstances. In this paper, 
a novel tree, named the G-tree, is devised to upgrade the 
performance of a skyline query. This tree is designed based on 
the Gaussian function and able to overcome the difficulties 
that R-tree has in the skyline problem. A set of simulations in 
the end of this paper demonstrates the efficiency of utilizing 
the G-tree in the skyline problem. 

Keywords: Database, Skyline, Tree Structure 

 

1 Introduction 
  In recent years, skyline algorithms [1] have been widely 
applied in database searches. These algorithms allow users to 
select their prefer objects. For example, if a user were 
planning a seaside holiday, he/she could search a hotel 
database. It is assumed that this database would provide hotel 
prices and the distance from each hotel to the beach, as shown 
in Table I. Figure 1 shows the results of mapping the hotel 
data to biaxial coordinates where the x axis is price and the y 
axis is distance from the beach. The figure shows that Hotel F 
is better than Hotel L in both price and distance to the beach 
(i.e., F dominates L). Users will therefore select Hotel F 
rather than Hotel L. Compared to Hotel F, Hotel B is closer to 
the beach but has higher prices. The two hotels therefore 
cannot be compared (i.e., incomparable). Skyline algorithms 
operate by identifying all non-dominated data points. In this 
case study, the skyline data points are B, F and G, as these 
hotels are not dominated by any other hotels.  

 Skyline algorithms can be divided into two types, which 
are non-index-based algorithms and index-based algorithms. 
Non-index-based algorithms were developed first and the 
Block Nested Loops Algorithm (BNL) [1] and Divide and 
Conquer Algorithm (DAC) [1] are two of the more well-
known algorithms. However these algorithms often have 
excessive I/O costs [5] because they require all data to be 
scanned in order to obtain the skyline answer. Researchers 

then began using index-based algorithms to reduce the I/O 
costs of skyline algorithms. Rather than reading all data, this 
type of algorithm only reads those data points that may 
potentially become skyline data, thereby reducing I/O costs. 
Index-based algorithms include the Nearest Neighbor (NN) 
algorithm [4] and Branch and Bound Skyline (BBS) 
algorithm [5]. The BBS algorithm is currently the most 
widely used skyline algorithm.  

 The BBS algorithm utilizes an R-tree index [3]. Figure 2 
presents an R-tree constructed from Fig. 1. The figure shows 
that in the R-tree similar data points are bundled into the same 
node. These nodes generally have the minimum area during 
construction and are termed the minimum bounding rectangle 
(MBR). With the assistance of the R-tree, the BBS algorithm 
needs only to read the MBR data points that intersect with the 
skyline when conducting a search, as shown by the grey-
highlighted region in Fig. 3. As illustrated, the BBS algorithm 
is only required to read B, D, F, G, J, L, N, R, and S in e3, e4, 
e6, and e9 to conduct its search. Naturally, this reduces I/O 
costs.  

 However, the R-tree is not the most suitable index for 
the BBS algorithm because it has two disadvantages which This work was supported by NSC under the Grant NSC 100-2221-E-006-

249-MY3. 

TABLE I. THE HOTEL DATASET 
Hotel Price Distance Hotel Price Distance 

A 10 5 I 9 9 
B 7 2.5 J 9 3 
C 9 4 K 6.5 7 
D 6 8.5 L 6 3.5 
E 4.5 9 M 10 10 
F 4 2.8 N 5 8 
G 1 7.5 R 2 8.7 
H 7 8 S 4.4 7.4 
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Fig. 1. The hotel dataset. 
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raise I/O cost. They are (1) repetition in the MBR increases 
the frequency with which data must be extracted and 
processed. As shown by Fig. 2(a), when we need to use Node 
N, because N falls into two overlapping MBRs (e6, e7), we 
must load e6 and e7 before we can ascertain that N is 
positioned in e6. Rather than directly reading e6, the need to  
read additional data from e7 unnecessarily increases I/O cost 
[6]. (2) Correlation between data points within the same node 
is low. This is because the R-tree constructs the MBR based 
solely on area and does not consider the correlations among 
node data. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the MBR e5 formed by A 
and C and the MBR e3 formed by F and J both have an area of 
1. However, F and J have almost no correlation to speak of. 
This is to say that when the skyline algorithm reads an MBR, 
it may also simultaneously read many non-correlated data 
points, thereby increasing I/O cost. The above discussion 
shows that using the R-tree in the BBS algorithm may 
unnecessarily increase I/O costs. The following sections 
outline our development of an entirely new data structure to 
replace R-tree and improve the efficiency of skyline queries.  

 This study developed a Gaussian function-based data 
structure called the Gaussian-tree (G-tree) to process skyline 
queries. Compared to the R-tree which is based on node area, 
the G-tree is constructed in accordance with the Gaussian 
function. In the G-tree, the node where each data point is 
located is clearly shown and data within the same node is 
strongly correlated. Consequently, applying the G-tree to the 
BBS algorithm can reduce costs. The remainder of this paper 
is organized as follow: Section 2 defines skyline and 
describes several previous skyline processing methods. 
Section 3 outlines the design of the G-tree, while Section 4 
explains the methods and advantages of applying the G-tree 
to the BBS algorithm. Section 5 provides experimental results 
and lastly Section 6 presents the conclusions of this study.  

2 Definitions and related works 
2.1 Definitions 
 Definitions of skyline are as follows: 

 Definition 1. p dominates q. A point p =(p[1],p[2], ...,p[d]) 
is said to dominate q=( q[1],q[2], ...,q[d]) if and only if 

p[i]≤q[i] for 1≤ i ≤ d and there exists at least one dimension j 
such that p[j]<q[j].                  ■ 

 Definition 2. Skyline. A point p is a skyline of S if and only if 
there does not exist a point q (q ∈ S) that q dominates p.  ■ 

2.2 Related work 
 There are two approaches to solving the skyline problem, 
which are non-index-based algorithms and index-based 
algorithms. Unlike non-index-based algorithms, index-based 
algorithms use an index structure such as the R-tree to 
improve performance. The following section discusses some 
of the most well-known algorithms in these two categories. 

 The first non-index-based algorithms were the block 
nested loop (BNL) algorithm and divide-and-conquer (DAC) 
algorithm [1]. These two algorithms did not perform well due 
to overly high I/O cost. Scholars next proposed bitmap 
algorithms [2] which mapped all data points to a bitmap and 
utilized bit-wise operation to enhance efficiency. The greatest 
problem with this type of algorithm is that all data must be 
converted to binary format before processing, which is a 
difficulty also faced by all non-index-based algorithms. All 
data points must be read and this generates extremely high 
I/O cost, prompting the development of index-based 
algorithms as a solution. Data is first processed by an index 
structure and categorized to negate the need to scan all data 
during the operation of a skyline algorithm. The most well-
known index-based algorithm is the branch-and-bound (BBS) 
algorithm [5]. The BBS algorithm uses the R-tree to 
categorize data which eliminates the need to read all data and 
reduces I/O cost. The BBS algorithm is described in detail in 
Section 4, in order to identify the respective advantages and 
disadvantages of using the R-tree and the G-tree in the BBS 
algorithm. 

3 G-tree algorithm 
 This Section is divided into two parts. The first part 
describes the structure of the proposed G-tree while the 
second part introduces the G-tree algorithm. 
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 (a) An index result of the R-tree (b) The tree structure of the R-tree.   
 Figure 2 An example of R-tree.  Fig. 3. The loaded MBRs and points in the 
 BBS algorithm. 
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3.1 G-tree structure 
 Because the G-tree is based on the Gaussian function, 
before introducing the G-tree we will outline the Gaussian 
function. The Gaussian function is a normally distributed 
density function, as shown in (1), 

 f(x) = 1
σ√2π

e
-(x-u)

2
/2σ2

 (1) 

 Figure 4 illustrates the Gaussian function using axis 
coordinates, where u is the mean of the function that 
determines the location of the bell-shaped curve and σ is the 
standard deviation of the function that determines the width 
of the bell curve. The structure of the G-tree is described in 
the following. 

 Figure 5(a) shows the G-tree results built on the scenario 
in Fig. 1. Figure 5(b) illustrates the corresponding node 
relationship. Note that for ease of explanation, this study only 
used two-dimensional examples. Three-dimensional or high-
dimensional structures and operational methods can be 
inferred from the two-dimensional scenarios. The G-tree 
includes two types of nodes: internal nodes and leaf nodes. As 
shown in Fig. 5(b), e1 is an example of an internal node and 
includes other internal nodes such as e3, e4, and e5; e5 is an 
example of a leaf node and incudes data points such as A, C, 
and J. In addition, Fig. 5(a) shows that neighbouring nodes 
are included in the same oval, which in this study is termed 
the Minimum Bounding Gaussian function (MBG). Figure 
5(c) shows that MBG comprises two Gaussian functions f(x) 
and f(y). The mean and standard deviation of f(x) are ux and σx, 
respectively, and the mean and standard deviation of f(y) are 
uy and σy, respectively. The MBG comprises three different 
parameters and one function, being mean (ux,uy), standard 
deviation (σx,σy), boundary α and the correlation equation 
between this node and any data point. The boundary of MBG 
is shown by the dotted line in the figure. The correlation 
between this node and any point on this line equals α. The 
correlation between any point in the database and this MBG 
can be calculated using (2), 

  Pq= 1
2πσxσy

�e-(σy
2(qx-ux)

2
+σ𝑥2(qy-uy))

2
)/2σx

2σy
2
�  (2) 

 However, because the cost of (2) is very high, it should 
ideally be excluded from subsequent algorithms. After 
observing (2), we found that if point q(qx,qy) and the mean of 
an MBG (ux,uy) are beyond three standard deviations, then the 
relationship Pq between q and this MBG would approach 0 
and would not fall within this MBG. We therefore eliminated 
the use of (2) to calculate the probability of q falling within 
this MBG. 

3.2 G-tree algorithm 
 The G-tree comprises three sub-algorithms which are 
the search algorithm, insert algorithm, and delete algorithm. 
These are outlined in the following. 

3.2.1 G-tree search algorithm 
 A flow chart of the G-tree search algorithm is presented 
in Fig. 6 and is divided into three parts. Assuming that the 
search point is Q (qx,qy), the first step is to identify the node 
that Q falls within three standard deviations. These nodes are 
indicated by R. The second step is to calculate the real 
possibility Pqr (r ∈ R) that Q falls within the R nodes. The 
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Fig. 4. An example of the Gaussian function. 
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node with the highest Pqr is the node that includes Q. The 
third phase is to determine whether the node is a leaf node. If 
so, the leaf node is accessed to find Q and the search 
algorithm is completed. If not, we return to step 1 to continue 
searching for the sub-nodes of this internal node. 

 Next, we use Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) as examples to further 
explain the search algorithm. If point D is to be searched, we 
first insert D and the uppermost layer node of the G-tree into 
the algorithm, in which this node includes e1, e2. Next we 
consider the possibility that D falls within e1, e2. Because the 
distance between D and e1 on x, y exceeds three standard 
deviations, D cannot fall within e1. The x, y dimensionality of 
D and e2 is less than three standard deviations, so D may fall 
within e2. Because e2 is the only node that D has any 
possibility of being included, e2 is determined to be the node 
that includes D. Lastly, because e2 is not a leaf node, we must 
recalculate to determine the MBGs into which e2 D might fall. 
e2 comprises four nodes, e6, e7, e8, and e9. We first consider 
whether D falls within three standard deviations of e6, e7, e8, 
or e9, and the results show that D could only be included in 
nodes e7 and e8. Next, we separately calculate the real 
possibility that D falls within e7 and e8. PDe7 is less than PDe8, 
which indicates that D must fall within e8. Finally, as e8 is a 
leaf node, the search function is ended. 

3.2.2 G-tree insertion 
 The insertion algorithm for the G-tree is shown in Fig. 7. 
The insertion point is specified as I. We first apply the search 
algorithm to find a suitable insertion node. Assuming that this 
node is N, there are three possible cases for N. 

Case 1: N does not exist. In this case, the algorithm will 
construct a new I-centered MBG and identify the internal 

nodes that this node can be inserted into. If the distance 
between I and all the MBGs exceeds three standard deviations, 
then I cannot be inserted into any node, in which case we 
construct a new I-centred MBG e. After e is constructed, the 
algorithm searches the parent node of e. Lastly, the algorithm 
is used to check the MBGs surrounding e and the data points 
therein are re-allocated in accordance with (2) to nodes with 
the strongest correlation. 

Case 2: N does exist but N has already reached maximum 
capacity. In this situation, I is inserted into N and then N is 
split into N1 and N2, where the centre of N is the central point 
of N1 and the furthest point of N is the center of N2. Next, the 
data points surrounding N are re-allocated (2) to the nodes to 
which they are most strongly correlated. 

Case 3: N exists and has not yet reached maximum 
capacity. In this case, I is directly inserted into N. 

3.2.3 G-tree deletion 
 Assuming that the point of deletion is D, the deletion 
algorithm must first find the node where D is located and then 
determine whether D is the center of this node. If not, the 
algorithm directly deletes D from this node. Otherwise, the 
algorithm first marks the node center as virtual and then 
deletes D. 

 The section above outlines the basic operation of the 
Gaussian function-based G-tree. The next section describes 
the application of G-tree to the skyline algorithm. 

4 Applying G-tree to the skyline search 
algorithm 

 In this Section, we discuss how the G-tree and R-tree are 
respectively used to complete the BBS algorithm and 
compare the advantages and disadvantages of each. 

4.1 R-tree and BBS algorithm 
 The process of applying the R-tree to the BBS algorithm 
[5] is shown in Fig.8. The algorithm comprises three data 
structure, which are the R-tree, a heap, and a list. The heap is 
used to store temporary data in the algorithm and may include 
points or MBRs. For ease of explanation, we will refer to 
these as elements. The list is used to store skyline answer data. 
All the skyline sets indicated by S and any point in the set is 
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expressed as s (s∈ S). The algorithm is divided into two parts; 
in the first part, the algorithm inputs internal nodes under the 
root node into the heap. Note that the elements in the heap are 
arranged in ascending order according to their Manhattan 
distance [5]. In the second phase, the uppermost element e of 
the heap is extracted and checked for domination with each 
point in S. This will produce one of three types of results: 

Case 1: If the e is dominated by the existing skyline answer s, 
then the algorithm deletes e from the heap. 

Case 2: If e cannot be dominated by the existing skyline 
answers and is an MBR, then the algorithm expands e and 
places its internal nodes or data points into the heap. Next, the 
algorithm repeats part 1. 

Case 3: If e cannot be dominated by the existing skyline 
answers and is a data point, then the algorithm will input e 
into S and delete it from the heap. 

 The BBS algorithm is completed when all the elements 
in the heap have been checked (i.e., the heap is empty). At 
this point, S is the final skyline answer. 

 Table II is extended from Fig. 2 as an example of 
applying the R-tree to the BBS algorithm. In Step 1, the 
algorithm extracts the root node of the R-tree and adds e1 and 
e2 to the heap according to their Manhattan distance. In Step 2 
the first element e1 is extracted from the heap. Because S is Φ, 
e1 cannot be dominated by the existing skyline, which 
matches the scenario in Case 2. Consequently, e1 is expanded 
into e3, e4, and e5. These MBRs are inserted into the heap 
based on their Manhattan distance. Step 3 - Step 20 repeats 
the above-described processes. As Steps 4, 11, and 20 are a 

further interpretation of Cases 1 and 3, these steps are further 
discussed below. 

 In Step 4 the first element F is extracted from the heap. 
However, S is empty; therefore, F cannot be considered as 
dominated by the existing skyline, which matches Case 3. 
Therefore, F is the skyline answer and we input F into S. In 
Step 7, the first element in the heap is L, and from Fig. 2(a) 
we can derive that L will be dominated by F as described in 
Case 1. Consequently, L is eliminated from the heap. In Step 
20, if the heap is empty then the skyline algorithm comes to 
an end. The final skyline answer is S={F, G, B}. 

4.2 G-tree and BBS algorithm 
 This section explains how to use the G-tree in the BBS 
algorithm. Firstly, because MBG is an oval, the BBS 
algorithm cannot be directly inputted as in the rectangular 
MBR. Before applying the G-tree to the BBS algorithm, we 
must first record the minimum dimensional values of each 
MBG. 

 An extension of Fig. 5(a), Table III is an example of 
using the G-tree to complete the BBS algorithm. The 
methodology of this table is largely similar to that of Table 2. 
Due to space limitations this study does not expound further 
on this example. The paragraphs below use Tables 2 and 3 to 
compare the advantages and disadvantages of the G-tree and 
the R-tree. 

 Step 3 of Fig. 2(a) shows that both F (which is 
correlated with the skyline) and J (which is not correlated 
with the skyline) are read when e3 is expanded. However, in 
Step 3 in Fig. 5(b) and Table III, only F is read when e3 is 

TABLE II. BBS ALGORITHM: EXAMPLE FOR R-TREE 
Step Heap Action Skyline (S) 

1 Φ Access root Φ 
2 <e1, 6.5> <e2, 8> Expand e1 Φ 
3 <e3, 6.8> <e2, 8> <e4, 8.5> <e5, 13> Expand e3 Φ 
4 <F, 6.8> <e2, 8> <e4, 8.5> <J, 12> <e5, 13> Move F to S {F} 
5 <e2, 8> <e4, 8.5> <J, 12> <e5, 13> Expand e2 {F} 
6 <e4, 8.5> <e6, 8.5> <e9, 9.4> <e7, 11.5> <J, 12> <e5, 13> <e8, 18> Expand e4 {F} 
7 <e6, 8.5> <e9, 9.4> <B, 9.5> <L, 9.5> <e7, 11.5> <J, 12> <e5, 13> <e8, 18> Expand e6 {F} 
8 <G, 8.5> <e9, 9.4> <B, 9.5> <L, 9.5> <e7, 11.5> <J, 12> <N, 13> <e5, 13> <D, 14.5> <e8, 18> Move G to S {F, G} 
9 <e9, 9.4> <B, 9.5> <L, 9.5> <e7, 11.5> <J, 12> <N, 13> <e5, 13> <D, 14.5> <e8, 18> Expand e9 {F, G} 

10 <B, 9.5> <L, 9.5> <R, 10.7> <e7, 11.5> <S, 11.8> <J, 12> <N, 13> <e5, 13> <D, 14.5> <e8, 18> Move B to S {F, G, B} 
11 <L, 9.5> <R, 10.7> <e7, 11.5> <S, 11.8> <J, 12> <N, 13> <e5, 13> <D, 14.5> <e8, 18> Delete L from Heap {F, G, B} 
12 <R, 10.7> <e7, 11.5> <S, 11.8> <J, 12> <N, 13> <e5, 13> <D, 14.5> <e8, 18> Delete R from Heap {F, G, B} 
13 <e7, 11.5> <S, 11.8> <J, 12> <N, 13> <e5, 13> <D, 14.5> <e8, 18> Delete e7 from Heap {F, G, B} 
14 <S, 11.8> <J, 12> <N, 13> <e5, 13> <D, 14.5> <e8, 18> Delete S from Heap {F, G, B} 
15 <J, 12> <N, 13> <e5, 13> <D, 14.5> <e8, 18> Delete J from Heap {F, G, B} 
16 <N, 13> <e5, 13> <D, 14.5> <e8, 18> Delete N from Heap {F, G, B} 
17 <e5, 13> <D, 14.5> <e8, 18> Delete e5 from Heap {F, G, B} 
18 <D, 14.5> <e8, 18> Delete D from Heap {F, G, B} 
19 <e8, 18> Delete e8 from Heap {F, G, B} 
20 Φ End {F, G, B} 
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expanded. This indicates that by using the G-tree we can 
avoid loading data points that are not correlated with the 
skyline in the BBS Algorithm.  

 In Steps 7 and 9 of Fig. 2(a) and Table II, it is evident 
that because the nodes of the R-tree are highly repetitious, the 
skyline may have multiple intersecting MBRs. For example, 
the skyline between G and F will intersect with MBRs e6 and 
e9. Therefore in Steps 7 and 9 e6 and e9 must be expanded. 
However in Step 3 of Fig. 5(b) and Table III, the same stretch 
of skyline only intersects with a single MBG. For example, 
the skyline between G and F will only intersect with e6, which 
means that only e6 must be expanded. Combining the G-tree 
rather than the R-tree with the BBS algorithm reduces I/O 
cost because the repetition between MBGs is avoided. 

5 Performance 
 This section describes a number of experiments 
conducted to verify the effectiveness of the G-tree, using 
three types of data distribution [2] [5] that are frequently 
employed for skyline purposes. These are the independent 
dataset, the anti-correlated dataset, and the correlated dataset. 
Generally, the anti-correlated dataset is the worst case for the 
skyline problem, as it produces the highest number of skyline 
results. The correlated dataset is the best case because it 
produces the fewest skyline results. The independent dataset 
is considered a general case [2] [5]. Our first experiment dealt 
with the time relationship between data size and skyline 
searching. The second dealt with the time relationship 
between node size and skyline searching. We did not test for 
cardinality in this simulation because skyline search time 
shows linear growth in accordance with cardinality. 

 The parameter range is presented in Table IV, with the 
default parameters marked in bold. All of our experiments 
were conducted using Intel Core i5-750 2.6GHz,4GB main 
memory, windows 7 64bit. The C compiler was used for all of 
our programs. 

 We first analyze the time relationship between 
dimensionality and skyline searching. Figures 9(a), 9(b), and 
9(c) show the time costs of using the independent dataset, 
anti-correlated dataset, and correlated dataset, respectively. 
Four phenomena are observed in these figures. First 
regardless of data form, the time required to compute the BBS 
algorithm was shorter when using G-tree compared to R-tree. 
The data points in the R-tree MBRs are not usually strongly 
correlated, and as a result, when each MBR is expanded, the 
BBS algorithm must process many non-correlated data points. 
In contrast, the data points in the G-tree MBGs are usually 
highly correlated which saves the BBS algorithm from having 
to process non-correlated data. It is more effective to compute 
the BBS algorithm using the G-tree as compared to using R-
tree. Next, after observing the experimental results of the 
three dataset types, we found that regardless of whether we 
used the G-tree or R-tree, the skyline search times were as 
follows: anti-correlated dataset > independent dataset > 
correlated dataset. The anti-correlated dataset is the most time 
consuming because it has the most skyline answers and so 
must read more nodes and search more frequently for 
dominated data points. The correlated dataset requires less 
time because it has the least skyline answers, which means 
that the I/O cost required to complete the search is reduced. 
Third, in most cases, the time cost of both the G-tree and the 
R-tree grows exponentially with dimension, because the I/O 
cost required for the dataset skylines also grows exponentially 
[2][5]. However, in the R-tree of the anti-correlated dataset, 
although time cost also increases with dimension, it 
converges to a fixed value. This is because in a high-
dimension anti-correlated dataset, almost all the nodes must 
be inserted. In these circumstances, the I/O cost of using the 

TABLE III. BBS ALGORITHM: EXAMPLE FOR G-TREE 
Step Heap Action Skyline (S) 

1 Φ Access root Φ 
2 <e1, 6.5> <e2, 8> Expand e1 Φ 
3 <e3, 6.8> <e2, 8> <e4, 8.5> <e5, 12> Expand e3 Φ 
4 <F, 6.8> <e2, 8> <e4, 8.5> <e5, 12> Move F to S {F} 
5 <e2, 8> <e4, 8.5> <e5, 12> Expand e2 {F} 
6 <e4, 8.5> <e6, 8.5> <e7, 11.8> <e5, 12> <e8, 13> <e9, 18> Expand e4 {F} 
7 <e6, 8.5> <B, 9.5> <L, 9.5> <e7, 11.8> <e5, 12> <e8, 13> <e9, 18> Expand e6 {F} 
8 <G, 8.5> <B, 9.5> <L, 9.5> <e7, 11.8> <e5, 12> <e8, 13> <e9, 18> Move G to S {F, G} 
9 <B, 9.5> <L, 9.5> <R, 10.7> <e7, 11.8> <e5, 12> <e8, 13> <e9, 18> Move B to S {F, G, B} 

10 <L, 9.5> <R, 10.7> <e7, 11.8> <e5, 12> <e8, 13> <e9, 18> Delete L from Heap {F, G, B} 
11 <R, 10.7> <e7, 11.8> <e5, 12> <e8, 13> <e9, 18> Delete R from Heap {F, G, B} 
12 <e7, 11.8> <e5, 12> <e8, 13> <e9, 18> Delete e7 from Heap {F, G, B} 
13 <e5, 12> <e8, 13> <e9, 18> Delete e5 from Heap {F, G, B} 
14 <e8, 13> <e9, 18> Delete e8 from Heap {F, G, B} 
15 <e9, 18> Delete e9 from Heap {F, G, B} 
16 Φ End {F, G, B} 

 TABLE IV. A SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS 
Parameter Range of value 

Dimensionality (d) 2、3、4、5、6 
Data size (s) 100k、100m 
Node size (n) 50、100、150、200 
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R-tree for the BBS algorithm does not differ significantly, 
which is why time cost converges. 

 Next we discuss the time relationship between node size 
and skyline searching. Figures 10(a), 10(b), and 10(c) show 
the time costs of using the independent dataset, anti-
correlated dataset, and correlated dataset, respectively. As 
demonstrated, regardless of node size, the G-tree was far 
more time-efficient than the R-tree, and this difference 
became more pronounced as node size increased. This 
phenomenon can be attributed to two reasons. First, Unlike 
the R-tree, the G-tree does not need to process multiple data 
points which are not correlated with the skyline. Second, 
Nodes in the R-tree are repetitious and become even more so 
as node size increases. This results in a high volume of 
intersection among MBRs, which means that more MBRs 
must be expanded, which in turn raises I/O costs and time 
cost. In the G-tree however, nodes are not distinctly 
repetitious even when node size increases. This means that 
fewer MBGs intersect with the skyline and translates into 
lower I/O cost and time cost. 

6 Conclusions 
 This paper introduced a novel index structure G-tree to 
upgrade the performance of a skyline query. The 
disadvantages of using the R-tree in the skyline algorithm 
were explored in the paper. The structure and algorithms of 
G-tree were introduced. Some analyses were given to explain 
the merits of using the G-tree in the skyline algorithm. Finally, 
the performance study confirmed the efficiency of using the 
G-tree in the skyline algorithm. In our next step, we plan to 
apply the G-tree in other type of skyline query and 
demonstrate that G-tree is more suitable for all types of 
skyline queries than R-tree. 
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 (a) Independent dataset. (b) Anti-correlated dataset. (c) Correlated dataset. 

Fig. 9. Time relationship between dimensionality and skyline searching. 
 

 
 (a) Independent dataset. (b) Anti-correlated dataset. (c) Correlated dataset. 

Fig. 10. Time relationship between node size and skyline searching. 
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Abstract - A collaborative retrieval, based on the concept of

sharing between users, is increasingly used to

facilitate the research and to satisfy the needs. In this

context, we suggest to improve the performance of

collaborative research, taking account of the

annotations as a new source of information

describing the documents. In our contribution, we

suggest to apply the relevance feedback to expand the

user query. We also suggest a new approach based

on co-occurrence to extract the relevant terms from

annotations in the semi-structured documents

returned by the collaborative retrieval systems.

Experiments have shown their interest especially for

the top ten documents returned by the system that

have exceeded a value of 70% as the improvement

rate.

Keywords: Collaborative retrieval system, co-occurrence,

annotation, relevance feedback.

1 Introduction
Information retrieval has been one of the main human

activities for a long time. Learn quickly and

effectively find information in its environment has

always been a necessity. To achieve this result, a

development of the mode of work is done from

autonomy to cooperation. This evolution has been

shown to improve the performance of the research,

particularly as regarding the number of found

relevant information and the time taken to perform

the search. Working in collaboration allows the

sharing of historical research and the formulation of

collaborative applications. This can be done in

several ways including annotations that involve

assigning a set of keywords. Despite this

collaborative environment, the user still has many

problems to express his needs by the bad choice of

terms for his modest knowledge. It is in this context

that we suggest to improve the performance of

collaborative research using the relevance feedback

to expand the original query. This technique consists

of extracting terms from documents considered

relevant and considers a new query extended. It has

already been applied in classical IR [16] and semi-

structured Information Retrieval [6] and has shown

its interest. In our research work we consider

annotations as a new source of information because

it allows us to describe the document with judgments

of the users. However, the works of searches that are

based on the annotations can give results relatively

preferment, since the annotations can be performed

by experts or non-specialist users.

Thus the relevance feedback, using annotations in a

collaborative framework, brings us to solve two

main problems, namely the choice of annotations

that are carriers of data to consider and the extraction

of relevant terms as they may be reinjected to extend

the query?

Several researches have been interested in the

validation annotations. We have focused in this work

on the extraction of relevant terms used in the valid

annotations. To do this, we suggest an approach

based on co-occurrence of words annotations.
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The next section presents a literature on the methods

developed for a better collaborative research. We

then describe our approach to extract information in

section 3. In Section 4 we describe the experiments

performed and results obtained. Finally, in Section 5,

we discuss the perspectives of our work.

2 Related Works
The development of the work mode from autonomy to

cooperation has shown an improvement in search

performance of the users in several researches works

[3] [4], regarding the number of relevant information

found and the time needed to perform the search.

Collaborative search can reduce the search time to

share histories with others.

Indeed, the collaborative work can be done in a

synchronous manner through instant messages or in

an asynchronous manner through email and

annotations. Collaborative search can reduce the

search time by users of the same profile, to formulate

collaborative queries through dialogue and mutual

consultation of queries sent and the search results

received by everyone. It also allows sharing search

histories by displaying search results in order of

relevance. Several techniques are used in this

context: among the most popular tools for sharing

results and personal judgment are the annotations.

According to several studies, the annotation can be

performed by the contents of the document or from

an external source to the document [7] [10]. Despite

the importance of annotations for its link binding to

the document, annotations can be carried out by

specialist users or non-specialists. In this context,

several research projects were conducted to

determine whether the annotations are considered

"correct" or not setting a platform for social

validation and judgment of 173 participants [2].

To improve the performance of the collaborative research,

we find that the main approaches are based on

historical research or on support systems or

suggested the profiles of the users [11] [15].

We note that the problem is always a problem of data

mining, which has been developed in several works.

We can mention the work of Omri [13] which is

based on the flexible systems of knowledge

extraction and are capable of to facing the vagueness

and uncertainty of the extraction process. Other

works have been trying to develop systems for

extracting knowledge from the Web [5] or more

precisely from Wikipedia [1]: These methods are

based on the grammatical analysis of words for a

specific language.

In our work, to extract the relevant terms of valid

annotations for relevance feedback, we made use of

the concept of semantic terms. We are interested in

exploiting an approach based on the co-occurrence

of terms and the calculation of relevance will be

performed according to a possibilistic model.

3 An approach based on co-occurrence
for Information extraction
3.1 Motivation

Our objective is to enrich the initial query composed of

simple user’s keywords by relevance feedback in

order to find relevant information. In view of the

importance of the annotations in Collaborative

Research, we have considered them a new source of

information that can really describe the document.

Since the relevance of a term is not certain: we talk

about a degree of relevance which expresses a

preference of the user. We use the theory of

possibility which translates the uncertainty, then the

notion of possibility. Our model is based on a

possibilistic network to present the various

dependency relationships. This approach will be

detailed in the next section.

While examining the annotations, we distinguished the

appearance of the original query’s terms in the latter.
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It is in this context that we thought of distinguishing

the two types of appearance: the terms that appear

just before or after a term of the query and the terms

that appear from a distance of d > 1 from term of the

query. Thus, we calculate the relevance of a term of

the annotation.

3.2 Architecture of the model

We suggest a model based on a possibilistic network

(Figure 1) which nodes represent documents D

composed of several annotations Ai. Each annotation

can be made of a set of terms Ti. The query Q is an

original user query which also consists of a few

terms as Nj. Arcs represent the dependency

relationships.

The nodes Ai represent elements "Annotation". Each node

Ai is a binary random variable taking the values in

the set dom(Ai) = {ai, ⌐ai}. The instantiation Ai = ai

means that the Ai is relevant to the document D. The

instantiation Ai = ⌐ai means that the Ai is irrelevant

for the document D. The instantiation Wi = ⌐wi

means that the word Wi is not representative of Mi

parent node to which is connected. Each variable Ai

depends directly on parent node is the root node D in

possibilistic network. Thus, each variable Wi, Wi ϵ
W = {W1, W2, …. Wn} depends only on the parent

node is an annotation. We consider that W(A) is the

set of words constituting the annotation A and W (Q)

is the set of words constituting the query Q.

Figure 1. The model based on possibilistic network

3.3 Calculation of relevance according to the
possibilistic model

The relevance of a term is based on the following two

definitions: Definition 1: A term of the annotation is

considered necessarily relevant if it is juxtaposed to

a term which appears in the query. Definition 2: A

term of the annotation is considered potentially

relevant if it is in co-occurrence with a term

constituting the query.

The relevance in our case is defined by the co-occurrence

and proximity of the term of the annotation in

relation to the term constituting the initial query. The

concept of co-occurrence refers to the general

phenomenon by which words may be used in the

same context [9]. So the co-occurrence reflects that

the presence of a word constituting the query gives

an indication of the presence of another word of the

annotation. While the proximity translates that a

word is juxtaposed with the word of annotation

which appears in the query.

To evaluate the relevance of a term by co-occurrence we

calculated the index of co-occurrence of two terms: a

term of the query and a term belonging to a valid

annotation. The index of co-occurrence measures the

relationship between the words, more this index is

higher, more the terms are semantically related.

Specifically, more the index is higher, more the term

annotation is seen necessary to be added to the

original query. In our work, this index is expressed

in the distance. In this case more the terms are

related, more the distance is weak. In general, the co-

occurrence index ignores the order of words. In the

framework of our model the co-occurrence

frequency C of a term ti of the query Q is represented

by a vector C(ti) = (ci1, ci2, …, ci|A|). Each component

cij is the frequency of co-occurrence of the term ti if

the query Q with a term aj of the annotation [14]. We

have built in this case a data matrix in which each

row of the vector represents the different terms (t1,
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considered necessarily relevant if it is juxtaposed to
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term of the annotation is considered potentially

relevant if it is in co-occurrence with a term
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relation to the term constituting the initial query. The
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phenomenon by which words may be used in the

same context [9]. So the co-occurrence reflects that

the presence of a word constituting the query gives

an indication of the presence of another word of the

annotation. While the proximity translates that a

word is juxtaposed with the word of annotation

which appears in the query.

To evaluate the relevance of a term by co-occurrence we

calculated the index of co-occurrence of two terms: a
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relationship between the words, more this index is
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3.3 Calculation of relevance according to the
possibilistic model

The relevance of a term is based on the following two

definitions: Definition 1: A term of the annotation is

considered necessarily relevant if it is juxtaposed to

a term which appears in the query. Definition 2: A

term of the annotation is considered potentially

relevant if it is in co-occurrence with a term

constituting the query.

The relevance in our case is defined by the co-occurrence

and proximity of the term of the annotation in

relation to the term constituting the initial query. The

concept of co-occurrence refers to the general

phenomenon by which words may be used in the

same context [9]. So the co-occurrence reflects that

the presence of a word constituting the query gives

an indication of the presence of another word of the

annotation. While the proximity translates that a

word is juxtaposed with the word of annotation

which appears in the query.

To evaluate the relevance of a term by co-occurrence we

calculated the index of co-occurrence of two terms: a

term of the query and a term belonging to a valid

annotation. The index of co-occurrence measures the

relationship between the words, more this index is

higher, more the terms are semantically related.

Specifically, more the index is higher, more the term

annotation is seen necessary to be added to the

original query. In our work, this index is expressed

in the distance. In this case more the terms are

related, more the distance is weak. In general, the co-

occurrence index ignores the order of words. In the

framework of our model the co-occurrence

frequency C of a term ti of the query Q is represented

by a vector C(ti) = (ci1, ci2, …, ci|A|). Each component

cij is the frequency of co-occurrence of the term ti if

the query Q with a term aj of the annotation [14]. We

have built in this case a data matrix in which each

row of the vector represents the different terms (t1,
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t2,…, tm) constituting the query Q, and each column

of the vector represents the different words (a1, a2,

…, an) constituting a valid annotation. For each term

in the query of co-occurrence a value is calculated

with every word of the annotation. The figure 2

represents the matrix found.

a1 a2 a3 …. an

t1 c11 c12 c13 …. c1n

t2 c21 c22 c23 …. c2n

…. …. …. …. …. ….

tm cm1 cm2 cm3 …. cmn

Figure 2 : Example of co-occurrence matrix

3.4 Association of Terms

Our objective is to improve the performance of

collaborative retrieval systems using valid

annotations of documents returned by a search

system. Our work consists mainly of selecting the

correct annotations of documents resulting from a

user query to extract the relevant terms according to

our model, reformulate and compare. These

documents can be text, image or video. Once the

terms are extracted, we calculate values Cij. The

values Cij are evaluated using the following formula:

= ( , | )
To give a representative sense of a word of a valid

annotation for a relevant document, we used the

factor fp ie frequency of appearance of the pairs of

words. It is from this value that we can measure the

association of co-occurrence.

Calculating the frequency of occurrence of pairs of terms

is calculated using the following formula:

( , | ) = ∑ ( , ).. ( )
With size(A) is the size of annotations valid and Occ(t , a )

is the number of occurrences at a distance d from the

term t of query and the terms a constituting a valid

annotation A. It is defined by the following formula:

( , ) = /..
To give an importance to the position of appearance of a

term a1 of an annotation A with respect to a term t1

of the initial query, we considered in our work the

distance d. The distance is determined by the number

of words between t1 and a1 given by the formula:

( , ) = ( ∈ [ , ]) = . .
For a query term t1 and a word of a valid annotation a1,

we can calculate their presence and their absence. These

data are presented in the following possibility table:

Table I: Possibility table for calculating the degree of association between t1 and

a1

a1 present a1 absent

t1 present Val1 Val2

t1 absent Val3 Val4

The calculation of the degree of association is based on

the data in Table 1 which contains the frequency of

appearance of a pair of words: a term in the query

and a word from a valid annotation. The value Val1

represents the number of times the term t1 and the

word a1 appear together, the value Val2 represents

the number of times the term t1 appear without the

word a1, the value Val3 represents the number of

times the word a1 appears without the term t1 and the

value Val4 represents the number of times any of the

two words appear.

We have defined in this framework that the context must

include a term in the query and a word of a valid

annotation to consider that they appear together. The

co-occurrence in this context is seen as the tendency

of a term in the query and a word that appears in a

valid annotation.
(2)

(1)

(3)

(4)
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To estimate the semantic dependency between a query

term t1 and a word a1 from a valid annotation, we

used the possibility defined as follows:

 The possibility that the term t1 and the word a1 both:

E11 = Poss1 ∙ Poss2 ∙ N

Witch, Poss1 is the possibility that the term t1 appears,

and Poss2 is the possibility that the word a1 appears,

defined as follows:

Poss1 = (Val1 + Val2) / N

Poss2 = (Val1 + Val3) / N

With Val1, Val2 and Val3 are the values represented in

Table 1. In our work, Val1 is calculated by the

formula (2), N is the total number of valid

annotations, Val3 is equal to zero while Val2 is

calculated by the formula (3).

4 Experiments and results
Our objective in this section is to measure the

contribution of the relevance feedback based on

annotations.

4.1 Evaluation framework

To do so, we have considered the environment of the

following evaluation:

 A collaborative retrieval system: We chose the

« YouTube » which is a popular and social system

and which can offer a collaborative service of

annotation of Multimedia resources.

 A collection of document: It will be built by the

documents returned by the system itself and which

will be saved for the extraction of different parts

already described in the previous sections.

We started with 9 queries in different areas and the

judgment was made by students and researchers.

To evaluate our approach, we used the precision rate for

the 5, 10 and 20 first documents using relevance

feedback residual. The use of residual diagram is

able to show the actual impact of relevance feedback

(instead of freezing method). In the residual

evaluation, the documents which are used for the re-

injection are removed from the collection. For each

query, the number of judged documents is marked

until the first relevant document is judged. In the

following, the results based on the test correspond to

the residual value.

To evaluate the efficiency of our approach, we calculated

the rate of improvement TA for different queries as

follows:

= −
With TA (5) the rate of improvement is to show the

importance of relevance feedback of the top five

documents and TA (10) and TA (20) to show the

performance of respectively the top 10 and the top

20 documents found. The new precision and the old

precision are respectively the results of the research

after relevance feedback and basic results, in the

same residual collection.

4.2 The impact of co-occurrence for the
extraction of relevant terms

In this section, we study the impact of co-occurrence

criterion to extract the relevant terms of the

annotation judged "correct". For each term of each

query, we calculate the frequency of appearance of

pairs of annotation terms. To reformulate a query,

we added the term with the highest score without

taking into account the terms already included in the

original query. Table 2 contains the results compared

with basic execution.

According to Table 2, we note that the precision is

improved compared to the original query particularly

in the top 10 returned documents. It reaches an

(6)

(7)

(5)

(8)
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average of 0.27 against 0.19 using the original query.

This confirms the usefulness of annotations.

Table II: Precision of the query reformulated by adding a term the highest

score

5 Docs 10 Docs 20 Docs

Average initial precision 0.2 0.19 0.18

Average precision after

Reformulation

0.23 0.29 0.30

4.3 The impact of the number of terms to
extract

Although there is an improvement by the addition of a

single term, we have tried to reformulate the initial

query by adding two terms of the highest score. The

calculation of the average precision rate of the query

reformulation is represented in Table 3.

Tableau III: Average precision by adding two terms

5 Docs 10 Docs 20 Docs

Precision Initial 0.2 0.19 0.18

Precision after Reformulation 0.35 0.33 0.32

According to Table 3, we note that the addition of a

second term improves the initial results, with a rate

that is higher than that obtained with the addition of

a single simple word. The precision rate was able

reach a value of 0.35 for the top 5 documents while

it is equal to 0.33 for the top 10 documents and 0.32

for the top 20 document.

The comparison of the precision rate of the various

measures is shown in Figure 3.

We note from Figure 3 that the initial precision rate has

not exceeded the 0.2 then he could reach 0.35 by the

addition of two terms to reformulate the initial query.

Figure 3: Comparison of precision rate

To compare the interest of the extraction of one or several

relevant terms in both cases of reformulation, we

suggest studying the rate of improvement for both

cases. This is shown in Table 4.

Table IV: Improvement rate

TA (5) TA (10) TA (20)

Added a term 15% 53% 67%

Added 2 terms 75% 74% 78%

We note from the table 4 that there is an improvement in

the case of the addition of a term. But this

improvement has increased to 78% with the

extraction of two relevant terms.

5 Conclusion
We have suggested a new approach for relevance

feedback in collaborative information retrieval. We

used the "valid" annotation as a source of

information. We have exploited the notion of co-

occurrence between terms constituting the user query

and the terms of annotations of documents resulting

of the first search. We evaluated our approach by

computing the precision rate and the improvement

rate for the 5, 10 and 20 first documents. The results

are encouraging, since we found a better

improvement by the addition of two terms of the

highest score and in particular for the top 10

documents returned by the system. As a perspective

for our work, we intend to continue this work by
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broadening our test database and checking the

stability of these results.
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Abstract— Many probabilistic XML data models have been
proposed to store XML data with uncertainty information,
and based on them the issues such as structured querying are
extensively studied. As an alternative to structured querying,
keyword search in probabilistic XML data needs to be
concerned. In this paper we addressed the issue of keyword
search on probabilistic XML data. The probabilistic XML
data is viewed as a labeled tree, and a concept of Minimum
Meaningful Fragment (MMF) is defined as the searching
result. A MMF is a minimum subtree of the probabilistic
XML data which has a positive probability of containing
all keywords. To sort the MMFs a novel scoring function
mainly considering the degree of uncertainty information is
presented. We propose a system to compute top-k searching
results efficiently based on the scoring function. The exper-
iments shows the efficiency for our system.

Keywords: Probabilistic XML Data, Keyword Search

1. Introduction
Recently, there is a growing interest in researching XML

data with uncertainty. In the last few years, a plethora of
probabilistic XML data models have been proposed [4],
[7], [1], [2], [5], [3], and most of them are modeled in
trees. B. Kimelfeld et al. performed an elaborate survey of
them in [6]. They also presented a flexible model called p-
documents in [5], trying to cover all existing ones. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no research about keyword
search in probabilistic XML data before this. However, it
is very natural to employ keyword search over probabilistic
XML data. As a typical scenario, integrating heterogeneous
XML data not only generates a mass of uncertainty in the
result, but also lets the schemas go out of control. As an
effective information discovery technique keyword search is
very suitable to such a case [9].

On the other hand, many effective approaches have been
proposed to do keyword search on XML data, and the
most popular ones of them are the SLCA (Smallest Lowest
Common Ancestor) method [8]. In SLCA method the XML
document is viewed as a rooted, labeled, unordered tree and
a searching result is defined as a subtree of it that: (1) the
labels of whose nodes contain all the keywords, (2) none of
its subtree satisfies the first condition except itself. The root
of such a subtree is called a SLCA node. Similarly, ELCA
method is trying to find a set of ELCA nodes which is a
superset of all SLCA nodes. There is a naive way to find all

ELCA nodes, and this will help us to understand the concept
of an ELCA node: first, retrieve all SLCA nodes and remove
all the subtrees rooted in them from the tree; second, repeat
the first step until there is no SLCA node can be found.

To evaluate queries on probabilistic data, a well known
model adopted is the possible world model in which each
possible world of the original data is a piece of determin-
istic data with its existence probability. The query will be
executed upon each possible world and some deterministic
results can be obtained. Afterwards all the same results
are clustered into one with their corresponding possible
world’s probabilities being summed up. At last, a group
of separate results are obtained and each is attached with
a value to indicate its probability of existence. The same
model is adopted by us. The searching object is defined as a
Probabilistic XML Tree which is a family from p-documents
(denoted as PrXML{ind,mux} in [5]). In a naive way, we
generate all the possible pieces of the tree and calculate the
probabilities, then evaluate the keyword search on them and
retrieve the ELCA nodes. Each ELCA node is considered
as a searching result, and the probabilities of the same
result are added up. Since the number of possible worlds is
exponentially large, we provide another efficient approach
to retrieve all the ELCA nodes and get their probabilities.
Also, we prove the correctness of the approach.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives some preliminary definitions. Section 3
presents some basic formulas for calculating the uncertainty
information. In Section 4, we propose the ranking model for
results Afterwards, the algorithms of finding top-k results
and system are given in Section 5. Experimental results are
exhibited in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries

We define the searching object as a tree structure called
Probabilistic XML Tree. The formal definition of a proba-
bilistic XML tree is as follows.

Definition 1. (Probabilistic XML Tree) A probabilistic
XML tree (PXT) p is an 8-tuple p = (O, D, E, root,
L, λ, σ, ω), in which:
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- O is a finite set of ordinary nodes;
- D is a finite set of distributional nodes;
- E ⊆ (O ∪D)× (O ∪D) is an edge set constructing a

tree structure along with all nodes in O ∪D;
- root ∈ O is the root node of the tree;
- L is a finite set of labels;
- λ : O → L is a surjective function that returns the label

of an ordinary node;
- σ is a function that returns a real number in (0, 1] for

any node as its occurrence probability on the premise of its
parent being present;

- ω : D → {ind,mux} is a function that retrieves the
distribution type of any distributional node;

- ∀di ∈ D: (1) di has at least one child node, (2) suppose
ω(di) = mux and children(di) is the set of di’s child-
nodes, then

∑
v∈children(di) σ(v) ≤ 1.

An example of a PXT is illustrated in Figure 1 (a). For
those edges without numbers attached, the corresponding
nodes all have a default probability as 1. Now we define
the concept of a PXT’s possible worlds which are called the
possible documents of it.

Definition 2. (Possible Document of Probabilistic XML
Tree) For a PXT p = (O, D, E, root, L, λ, σ, ω), m is a
subtree which satisfies: (1) the root node of m is root; (2)
for any distributional node d in m that ω(d) = mux d can
have at most one child node in m. A corresponding possible
world can be easily built by removing all the distributional

nodes in m and connecting the ordinary nodes directly.
Figure 1 (b) illustrates three of the possible document

of the PXT in Figure 1 (a). The calculation for each
distributional node is described as follows.

Given a distributional node di, C is the set of its child
nodes. Suppose we choose a subset from C as C ′ and C ′ is
the set of di’s children that are not in C ′. If ω(di) = ind,
then apparently the probability of choosing the subset C ′ is∏
v∈C′ σ(v)

∏
v∈C′(1 − σ(v)). Otherwise if ω(di) = mux,

there are only two cases to choose child nodes. Case one is
to choose any child, and the second case is choosing none. If
choose ci from C, then the probability is simply σ(ci) itself.
And when choose none of the children, the probability will
be 1−

∑
v∈C σ(v).

Let pw(p) be the set of all the possible documents of p
and g is any one in it. We use Pr(g) to denote the probability
of g, then it can be easily proved that

∑
g∈pw(p) Pr(g) = 1.

Definition 3. (Minimum Meaningful Fragment) A mini-
mum meaningful fragment (MMF) of searching W in p is
a subtree m = (O, D, E, root, L, λ, σ, ω) of p which
satisfies: (1) the labels of nodes in K ⊆ D contain all
keywords in W . (2) ∀ni, nj ∈ K, lca(ni, nj) ∈ O or
lca(ni, nj) ∈ D,ω(lca(ni, nj)) = ind. (3) no subtree of
m is also a MMF except m itself.

We use MMF as searching results. It is for two reasons:
First, we do believe the structure is the most important
property of XML keyword searching results needs to be kept
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intact. Second, an integrated result is much more preferred
than a number of random documents generated by possible-
worlds model.

3. Calculating the Uncertainty

In this section we present the scoring function for results
and indicate how to calculate each score. For a certain PXT
and any two different nodes ni and nj in it, we classify
the relations between them in three cases: (1) ancestor-
descendant (denoted as ni ≺ nj if ni is an ancestor node of
nj), (2) parent-child, which is actually a special case of the
first relation, and (3) otherwise (ni ⊀ nj and nj ⊀ ni). If
ni is the parent node of nj , in the light of the semantics of
local and global probabilities we have σ(nj) = Pr(nj |ni),
and then σ(nj) = Pr(ni|nj) × Pr(nj)/Pr(ni) through
the Bayes’ Theorem. Since nj only exists when ni surely
does, Pr(ni|nj) = 1. Hence, Pr(nj) = σ(nj) × Pr(ni).
Furthermore, in terms of this formula we can calculate the
global probability of any node by multiplying the local
probabilities of all nodes on the path from the node to the
PXT’s root. For instance, in Figure 1 it’s easy to find that
Pr(n11) = 0.9×0.5×0.8 = 0.36 and Pr(n23) = 0.4×0.5 =
0.2.

Definition 4. (Probability Dependency Tree and Set) For
a certain PXT p = (O, D, E, root, L, λ, σ, ω) and any
node set N ⊆ O and N 6= ∅, another PXT p′ =
(O′, D′, E′, root′, L′, λ′, σ′, ω′) can be formed from p by
keeping the original root (let root′ = root) and using all
nodes from descendants(N) as leaf-nodes. The function
descendants(N) returns a node set N ′ ⊆ N , and N ′

contains all the nodes which don’t have any descendant
node in N . p′ is called the Probability Dependency Tree
of N in p, and O′ ∪ D′ is called the Probability De-
pendency Set of N in p. Moreover, they are denoted as
pdt(N) and pds(N) respectively. For example, in Figure
1 pdt({n3, n5, n6, n8, n11, n13}) is a part of the original
PXT which still keeps the root n1 and uses nodes in {n6,
n11, n13} as leaves. Then, pds({n3, n5, n6,
n8, n11, n13}) is the set of sequential nodes from n1 to n13.

Given any node set N , to compute Pr(
⋂
ni∈N ni) and

Pr(
⋃
ni∈N ni) we conclude the possibilities of the distri-

butions between nodes into three cases. First, ∀ni, nj ∈ N ,
ni ⊀ nj and nj ⊀ ni: lca({ni, nj}) is a mux distributional
node. Second, ∀ni, nj ∈ N , ni ⊀ nj and nj ⊀ ni:
lca({ni, nj}) is an ordinary node or an ind distributional
node. Third, other situations. In other words, for all nodes in
pdt(N), either only mux distributions exist between siblings,
or only ind distributions do, or some distributions are mux
ones while some are ind ones. Two integrated formulas are
introduced as follows. For a node set N with n random

nodes in a PXT, we have:

Pr(
⋂
ni∈N

ni) =


∏

ni∈pds(N)

σ(ni) only ind

0 otherwise
(1)

and

Pr(
⋃
ni∈N

ni) =


∑
ni∈N

(
∏

nj∈pds(ni)

σ(nj)) only mux

F otherwise
(2)

in which

F =
n∑
k=1

((−1)k−1
∑

I⊂{1,...,n},|I|=k

Pr(
⋂
j∈I

nj))

is a formula of the Inclusion-Exclusion Principle.

4. Ranking
In this section, we investigate the extra factor needed

to be considered when ranking the results of searching
probabilistic XML data comparing to the ranking models
in conventional XML keyword search approaches.

Before discussing how to score a MMF, let us review
the ranking models in conventional XML keyword search
researches. For convenience, we name a node whose label
contains some keyword as a keyword node. When searching
results are regarded as XML fragments with various kinds of
structures, most of the former researches employed simple
approaches considering intuitive factors of these structures.
Commonly accepted factors are: result size (amount of
all nodes), number of keyword nodes, number of distinct
keywords, and the compactness (number of keyword nodes
divided by result size). When applying keyword search tech-
niques to retrieve meaningful information from probabilistic
XML data, an extra factor needs to be imposed on the
scoring function to reflect the uncertainty degree in results.
Since the factor is proposed from a totally different aspect,
the conventional ranking factors are orthogonal to it.

For a MMF r not all its random documents are mean-
ingful to users. We define a concept of Meaningful Random
Document as follows.

Definition 5. (Meaningful Random Document) For a PXT
p and a keyword set W , one of p’s MMF is r. Then, a
random document of r can be generated in two steps. First,
for any distributional node di in r whose ancestor nodes are
all ordinary ones, either remove di and all its descendant
nodes from r, or (1) choose any number of di’s children
and connect the subtrees rooted in them to di’s parent
if ω(di) = ind, (2) choose exact one child and connect
the subtree rooted in it to di’s parent if ω(di) = mux.
Second, implement the first step repeatedly until there is no
distributional node. Finally, a random document of MMF is
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called a meaningful random document (MRD) if the labels
of nodes contains all keywords in W .

We use mrd(r) to denote the set of meaningful random
documents of r. For any rd ∈ mrd(r), suppose the proba-
bility of rd is RP (rd, r) and D is the set of distributional
nodes in r considered when generating rd. Then, apparently

RP (rd, r) =
∏
di∈D

P (di, rd) ,

in which: if ω(di) = ind and none of di’s child is chosen,

P (di, rd) =
∏

nj∈children(di)

(1− σ(nj)) ;

else if ω(di) = ind and nodes in C ⊆ children(di) are
chosen,

P (di, rd) =
∏
nj∈C

σ(nj)×
∏

nk∈children(di),nk /∈C

(1−σ(nk)) ;

else if ω(di) = mux and none of di’s child is chosen,

P (di, rd) = 1−
∑

nj∈children(di)

σ(nj) ;

else if ω(di) = mux and di’s child cj are chosen,

P (di, rd) = σ(cj) .

Formally, for a MMF r in which rt is the root, we define
the degree of uncertainty in r as the Uncertainty Score of r
denoted as US(r), and

US(r) = Pr(rt)×
∑

rd∈mrd(r)

RP (rd, r) (3)

This is actually the extra factor reflecting the uncertainty
degree of searching results, and Pr(rt) is taken into account
because the existence of rt is the precondition of calculating
the uncertainty information of r. As mentioned the scoring
functions of other intuitive factors are orthogonal to US(r),
thus we define a compositive function for other factors
as OS(r). Finally, we have the ultimate scoring function
score(r) of a MMF r as follows.

score(r) = US(r)α ×OS(r)β (4)

5. Retrieving Top-k Results
5.1 Indistinguishable Set and Score Bounds

As mentioned in Section 2, our ultimate purpose is: given
a PXT p, a keyword set W , and a positive integer k given by
users, finding k MMFs with the largest ranking scores. When
calculating the ranking score for a MMF r (US(r)×OS(r)),
OS(r) (the number of keywords in r) is quite easy to obtain
while US(r) is not. Actually, to figure out the uncertainty
score for each MMF is a nontrivial task. Therefore, the
key problem here is: how to obtain top-k results with
computing as less uncertainty scores as possible. We propose
a simple yet effective ranking algorithm as follows: when

retrieving a MMF, lower and upper bounds of its score are
calculated, which costs negligible time; at the same time
an Indistinguishable Set of MMFs is maintained; after the
results-finding process the top-k results are affirmatively in
the set, then the real scores of the MMFs in this set are
calculated and top-k results are obtained through any popular
sorting algorithm.

Definition 6. (Indistinguishable Set) For any MMF r,
suppose ub(r) and lb(r) are the upper-bound and lower-
bound functions of r respectively (which means lb(r) ≤
score(r) ≤ ub(r)). Given a certain positive integer k and a
MMF set R which satisfies |R| > k, we can sort the MMFs
in R by the upper bounds in descending order and get a
list ubl(R), also we can sort them by the lower bounds in
descending order and get a list lbl(R), then R is called a
k-indistinguishable-set (k-i-set) if: the upper bound of the
last MMF in ubl(R) is greater than or equal to the lower
bound of the kth MMF in lbl(R). This kind of set is called an
indistinguishable set because in a top-k search results cannot
be distinguished from it yet. The detail of the procedure is
presented in Section 5.2.

Definition 7. (Tightest Meaningful Tree) Let K be the set
of all keyword nodes in the MMF r, then a PXT is called the
Tightest Meaningful Tree generated from r if it uses lca(K)
as root and the nodes in descendants(K) as leaves. The
tightest meaningful tree of r is denoted as tmt(r).

Upper Bound 1. Suppose rt′ is the root of tmt(r), then
Pr(rt′) is an upper bound of US(r). Since rt′ is an ancestor
of any keyword node (or itself could be one), US(r) =
Pr(E) = Pr(E|r′)× Pr(r′) ≤ Pr(r′).

Upper Bound 2. Pr(
⋃
ni∈children(rt′) ni) is used as the

second upper bound, in which children(rt′) is the child-
node set of rt′ in tmt(r).

Upper Bound 3. Using the same proof from upper bound
2, a smaller upper bound can be deduced. We use a function
ancestors(K) to get a keyword-node set K ′ ⊆ K, and K ′

contains all the nodes in K which don’t have any ancestors
in K. Obviously the nodes in ancestors(K) separates all
the keyword nodes below (only rt could be an exception).
Consequently, we can have the upper bound 3 as the middle
one of following inequation:

US(r) ≤ Pr(
⋃

ni∈ancestors(K)ni

) ≤ Pr(
⋃

ni∈children(rt′)

ni)

(5)

Next three lower bounds of US(r) are introduced. As we
will see the lower bounds are set more casually.

Lower Bound 1. Suppose a random set R ⊆ K, R contains
all keywords and |R| = t as the number of keywords. Thus,
we have Pr(

⋂
ni∈R ni) ≤ US(r).

Lower Bound 2. For any keyword in the R of lower
bound 1, apparently a higher place of it in the tree often
brings a higher probability. So, for each keyword-node set
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of a keyword we choose the one which has a shortest path
to the root. Therefore a set R′ is obtained, and we have
Pr(

⋂
ni∈R′ ni) ≤ US(r).

Lower Bound 3. Actually we can get a lower bound more
casually. If E(N) is used as the DNF logic formula which
denotes “the probability N containing all keywords". Then,
obviously for any N ⊆ K we have Pr(E(N)) ≤ US(r),
and based on N a subpart of the MMF can be generated
and afterwards a new uncertainty score can be figured out.
Apparently, it is significant to choose a small number of
N and get a close value to US(r), however there is one
thing should be noticed that whatever a keyword-node set is
chosen, it must contain all the keywords.

5.2 System Overview
Here, we proposed the overview architecture for our

algorithms.
The system gets the keyword query from users, and

perform query algorithm on the target PXT.
Firstly, the system retrieved all MMFs satisfying the

query. As a keyword searching result MMF is defined as
a subtree of the PXT, to retrieve a MMF is equal to finding
its root. Hence, For the target PXT, we use the procedure
get_m_roots to denote finding the roots of all MMFs that
satisfying the query.

Then, for these candidate MMFs, we are filtering out some
candidates which are definitely not in the top-k results using
Score Bounds introduced in the previous section. The system
use the procedure update_iset in the indistinguishable set
and eliminate these candidates from the set.

Finally, the system calculates the actual ranking scores for
candidates in the indistinguishable set and output the top-k
results to the users.

These procedures are illustrated in details in the following
section.

5.3 System in details
The procedure update_iset(r,R) illustrates the process

of updating and maintaining the indistinguishable set.
To implement the results-finding algorithm, for a PXT p as

the searching object we code all the nodes in it with Dewey
Code and build an inverted list for all terms in the labels
of all the ordinary nodes. For any term (input keyword), we

can find a list storing the Dewey codes as the occurrence
positions in the tree in pre-order. For any node ni in p, a
function pre(ni) is defined to get the sequence number of
ni in pre-order. Thus pre(ni) < pre(nj) means ni is at a
position top-left to nj in the tree. Furthermore, two mapping
tables are also built to store the types of a distributional
nodes and the local probabilities.

procedure update_iset(r,R)
Input: k, i-set R, ubl(R), lbl(R), MMF r
Output: ∅

1: if |R| < k
2: insert r into R;
3: insert r into ubl(R), lbl(R) at the right places;
4: else
5: lk = the kth item in lbl(R);
6: if ub(r) ≥ lb(lk)
7: insert r into R;
8: insert r into ubl(R), lbl(R) at the right places;
9: lk = the kth item in lbl(R);

10: for each r′ in ubl(R) (from tail to head)
11: if ub(r′) < lb(lk)
12: remove r′ from R, ubl(R), and lbl(R);
13: else
14: break;

As a keyword searching result MMF is defined as a
subtree of the PXT, to retrieve a MMF is equal to finding
its root. For a PXT p and a set of keywords W =
{w1, w2, . . . , wt}, Ki is the set of keyword nodes whose
labels contain wi in p. We use m_roots(K1, K2, . . . , Kt)
to denote the procedure of finding the roots of all MMFs of
searching all the keywords in p, and if only the keywords
{w1, w2, . . . , wt−1} are considered then the corresponding
roots are m_roots(K1, K2,
. . . , Kt−1). We use K ′ to denote the list of the roots, and
the nodes in K ′ are regarded as keyword nodes whose labels
contain a new keyword w′. Then the MMF roots of searching
{w′, wt} in p are m_roots(K ′, Kt). It can be easily proved
that:

m_roots(K1, K2, . . . , Kt) = m_roots(K ′, Kt)

Apparently, through conducting the formula recursively
we can turn the problem into finding the MMF roots for two
keywords m_roots(Ki, Kj). Suppose ni is a certain node in
Ki, ∀nj ∈ Kj , pre(nj) < pre(ni), and ω(lca({ni, nj})) 6=
mux, we call the one with the largest pre(nj) as the left
neighbor of ni in Kj . Similarly, ∀nj ∈ Kj , pre(nj) >
pre(ni), and ω(lca({ni, nj})) 6= mux, we call the one
with the smallest pre(nj) as the right neighbor of ni in
Kj . Moreover, the left and right neighbors of ni in Kj are
denoted as ln(ni,Kj) and rn(ni,Kj) respectively. Then,
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the procedure of getting the MMF roots for two keywords
wi and wj is as follows.

The approach of finding all MMFs is similar to the algo-
rithm proposed in [8]. The only difference is the definition of
two neighbor nodes. Finally, the algorithm of finding top-k
MMFs is given.

procedure get_m_roots(Ki, Kj)
Input: Ki, Kj , and R = ∅
Output: R

1: mr = the root of the PXT;
2: for each node ni in Ki

3: if lca({ni, ln(ni,Ki)}) ≺ lca({ni, rn(ni,Ki)})
4: l = lca({ni, rn(ni,Ki)});
5: else
6: l = lca({ni, ln(ni,Ki)});
7: if pre(mr) ≤ pre(l)
8: if mr � l
9: add mr in R;

10: mr = l;
11: return R ∪ {mr}

Algorithm Finding top-k MMFs
Input: the PXT p, keyword set W = {w1, w2, . . . , wt}
Output: top-k MMFs with the largest scores

1: R = ∅; // i-set
2: when considering the last two keyword sets;
3: for each MMF r retrieved
4: update_iset(r,R);
5: compute the ranking sore for each MMF in R;
6: sort R according to scores;
7: return top-k MMFs in R with largest scores;

6. Experiments
The main purposes of our experiments include: (1) to

show the efficiency of calculating the scores (2) to estimate
the efficiency of the algorithm retrieving top-k MMFs pro-
vided in Section 5. The hardware environment of the exper-
iments is a laptop with a 2.1GHZ Duo-CPU and 2G RAM
running Windows XP. All programs are developed in Java
6.0. We added the uncertainty information into the encrypted
TreeBank data set (document size 82M, containing 2437667
nodes, max-depth 36, and average-depth 7.9) to build a PXT
as the searching object. A certain amount of distributional
nodes with random types are inserted into the original XML
tree, afterwards any child node of them are given a random
real number in (0, 1]. We call the generated PXT as the P -
TreeBank data set, and a vocabulary containing frequent
terms is built upon it. To get more exact results, some
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Fig. 3: Average number of keyword nodes in a MMF

keywords are randomly chosen from the vocabulary and then
utilized to search the P -TreeBank. For a certain number
of keywords, the process is conducted for many times, and
then average values are figured out as the final experimental
results.

6.1 Calculating ranking scores
As we can see, when computing the ranking score for any

MMF it is set to be conducted automatically each time a new
MMF is generated or a MMF is modified. It means at any
time we are considering a tightest meaningful tree. Figure 3
illustrates the average number of keyword nodes in MMF for
each certain number of keywords. For a MMF r, suppose K
is the set of keyword nodes in r, then apparently in the worst
case calculating US(r) will cost O(|K| × 2|K|). Although
the computation complexity could fall to O(|K|) through
employing the strategies, we cannot calculate the score with
the brute approach when |K| is really large. Actually it is
found that the time cost becomes unbearable when |K| >
27. From the semantics of a MMF, we can see that such
condition is really hard to fulfill except some extreme cases.
For example all the keyword nodes are siblings and share
an ind distribution. Figure 4 shows that the time cost of
calculating the uncertainty score will rise when there are
more keyword nodes and more distributional nodes in the
MMF. The cost doesn’t grow in geometric progression as in
a first thought, because many ancestor-descendant relations
exist between the distributional nodes, and in this case much
less random documents are generated.

6.2 Retrieving top-k MMFs
To estimate the efficiency of the top-k results finding

algorithm, 5 integers are selected as k (10, 20, 30, 40,
and 50), and for each k the size of indistinguishable set is
counted. Due to the difficulty of calculating ranking scores,
the smaller the i-set size is, the higher efficiency we will get.
Figure 5 shows the results when different bounds are used.
“u-bound 2 & l-bound 2” means utilizing the upper bound
2 and lower bound 2 defined in Section 5, “u-bound 3 &
l-bound 3” indicates using upper bound 3 and lower bound
3. The average amount of all the MMFs is 12834, thus we
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can see the dramatic abatements of the MMFs needs to be
considered to retrieve top-k results when upper bound 3 and
lower bound 3. Also, from their definitions it’s easy to find
that these four bounds all have negligible costs.
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Abstract - Although conventional energy resources are 
widely used for electricity generation globally as well as 
in Turkey, the renewable energy resources that do not 
deteriorate environmental quality and economic efficiency 
are increasingly favored to meet the energy demands in a 
sustainable way. Alternatively, limitations on land 
availability and high initial investment costs impede the 
development of renewable energy resources. This paper 
proposes a decision model based on fuzzy multiple 
objective programming for electricity generation planning 
in Turkey. Conflicting objectives with their corresponding 
importance degrees are taken into account to improve the 
quality of decision making process. Linguistic variables 
are employed to represent the qualitative data concerning 
energy alternatives and the importance degree of each 
objective. The proposed methodology enables to illustrate 
the trade-off between economic, environmental, social, 
and political factors in energy planning. 

Keywords: Decision analysis; Decision support system; 
Energy alternatives; Fuzzy data; Fuzzy multiple objective 
programming. 

1 Introduction 
 The worldwide energy consumption has been 
increasing rapidly due to the rise in population, 
industrialization, and technological development. The 
consumption of electricity and the economic development 
maintain a direct relationship. Indeed, considering the rise 
of the income per capita and the demographic growth, the 
demand for electricity will reach very high levels in 
developing countries.  
 Satisfying the world’s electric power requirements, 
we strongly depend on the systems based on the fossil 
fuels, which represent nearly 81% of total world 
consumption.  U.S. Energy Information Administration 
estimates that about 19% of world electricity generation 
is from renewable energy, i.e. resources constantly 
replenished, like the sun, the wind and the hydro power, 
with a projection of nearly 23% in 2035. 
 The production and the consumption of electricity in 
Turkey have increased rapidly during the past 20 years. 
The needs for the energy sources used for the electricity 
production, where the production cannot satisfy the 
demands, are provided via imports. Turkey is a country 
where the local resources of energy are limited. The 

Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources (MENR) 
estimates that the ratio of imported energy will be 68% in 
2015 and 70% in 2020. Thus, we have to re-examine our 
energy policy carefully to prevent the energy crisis which 
can occur in the future.   
 For this reason, this paper focuses on the detailed 
evaluation of diverse energy resources for electricity to 
identify the most suitable planning for Turkey. Energy 
planning decisions are complex due to the fact that 
various criteria that are in conflict must be considered in 
decision making process. As energy planning decisions 
require considering multiple conflicting criteria 
incorporating vagueness and imprecision with the 
involvement of a group of experts, energy resource 
planning is an important multi-criteria group decision 
making problem. Recently, the focus on global 
environmental protection has resulted in the use of multi-
criteria decision making (MCDM) methods in energy 
systems [1, 2]. 
 In the literature, there are few papers that evaluate 
different energy alternatives for Turkey. Gungor and 
Arikan [3] employed a fuzzy preference model for energy 
policy planning of Turkey. Topcu and Ulengin [4] used 
the PROMETHEE method in order to select a suitable 
electricity generation alternative for Turkey. Erdogmus et 
al. [5] employed analytic network process (ANP) for 
evaluating fuel alternatives. Kaya and Kahraman [6] 
determined the most appropriate renewable energy 
alternative for Istanbul using an integrated VIKOR-
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) methodology. Talinli et 
al. [7] used fuzzy AHP and conducted a comparative 
analysis of three different energy production process 
scenarios for Turkey. Lately, Erol and Kilkis [8] applied 
AHP for energy resource planning for the district of 
Aydin in Turkey. These studies provide a ranking of 
alternatives by employing different decision making 
tools. As an improvement over earlier studies that 
identify a rank-order of the alternatives, in here we 
determine the most appropriate electricity generation 
planning for Turkey through a multiple objective 
programming framework that yields the utilization rates 
for the energy alternatives. 
 Generally the energy policy consists of an 
institutional structure, in which the decisions are based on 
capital and operating costs, CO2, SO2 and NOx emissions, 
safety and reliability, sustainability, suitability, and 
foreign dependency of energy resources. Capital costs 
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include expenses for tangible goods such as the purchase 
of plants and machinery, as well as expenses for 
intangibles assets such as trademarks and software 
development. Operating costs are the expenses which are 
related to the operation of a business, or to the operation 
of a device, component, equipment or facility. Renewable 
technologies have high capital expenditure, and low 
operating expenditures. These characteristics make them 
more attractive in the long-term, though less attractive in 
a competitive setting when cost minimization is aimed. 
 Albeit the new legislation has not resulted in 
substantial changes in the environmental policy strategy, 
it has caused a significant progress. The total 
internalization of the environmental cost is conditioned 
by an exhaustive evaluation of the social cost of the 
damage and the natural resources exploitation. The 
external cost is imposed on the company and the 
environment, but not represented by the energy producers 
and the consumers, thus it is not included in the market 
price. The criteria regarding external cost are taken into 
account with CO2, SO2 and NOX emissions [9]. 
 The needs of the developing countries must be 
translated in terms of energy sustainability as well as 
considering its economic, social and environmental 
dimensions. Indeed, it is possible to estimate the relative 
sustainability of the energy technologies on the basis of 
their resource consumption. 

The safety of the energy resources can be defined as 
the possibility to have energy in sufficient amounts, in 
various forms and for reasonable prices for the consumer. 
The reduction of the supply breaks in imported energy is 
considered only as an aspect of the energy safety. The 
reliability of the electricity provisioning has a significant 
priority. In the industrialized countries, the consumers 
demand 100% reliability, whereas those of the developing 
countries often suffer frequent breaks. 
 It is necessary to consider suitability in energy 
cooperation. The use of energy strictly depends on the 
government policy. The use of the energy resources must 
be compatible with political, legislative and 
administrative structure. As for Turkey with heavy 
dependence on energy imports, some energy resources 
like natural gas and oil possess uncertainty since the 
political instability among countries are likely to affect 
the imports [9]. 
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 provides a brief presentation of the 
conventional and renewable energy resource alternatives. 
Section 3 introduces a fuzzy multiple objective 
programming framework. Section 4 presents the 
application of the proposed methodology for electricity 
generation planning in Turkey. The concluding remarks 
are given in the final section. 

2 Energy sources used for electricity 
production 

 Turkey has become one of the fastest growing 
energy markets in the world parallel to its high economic 
growth realized in the last decade. The Turkish Electricity 
Transmission Company estimates that Turkey’s demand 
for electricity will increase at an annual rate of six percent 
between 2009 and 2023. The growing energy demand in 
Turkey is one of the significant factors along with market 
liberalization and the country’s potential role as an energy 
terminal in its region. Turkey’s ambitious vision of 2023 
envisages elaborate targets for the energy sector in 
Turkey. These targets include increasing installed 
capacity from 54,423 MW in 2010 to 125,000 MW and 
increasing share of renewables to 30 percent [10]. 
 In this research, the potentially viable electricity 
resources considered for Turkey are coal, oil, natural gas, 
nuclear, wind, solar power, biomass, hydropower, and 
geothermal. These energy resources can be classified into 
two major categories as renewable and non-renewable. 
Renewable energy resources are constantly replenished, 
unlike coal, oil or gas, which have finite reserves. 
Renewable energy can therefore be consumed in a 
sustainable way. Solid fossil fuels (coal), oil, natural gas 
and nuclear power are non-renewable. These are all 
conventional energy resources [5]. Imported fossil fuels 
currently play an important role in Turkey’s electricity 
generation [11]. 
 Coal is a highly efficient and cheap energy resource 
for Turkey, and as of today there are 12.4 billion tons of 
coal reserves, but only 3.9 billion tons can be used. 
Although fossil fuels are highly efficient and cheap, fossil 
fuel extraction and conversion has several environmental 
impacts. Fossil fuels can be seen as one of the major 
contributors to global warming, greenhouse gases and a 
cause of acid rain; thus, expensive air pollution controls 
are required [5]. 
 The main oil company in Turkey is Turkish State 
Society of Oil, which roughly accounts for 80% of 
Turkey’s oil production. Since the beginning of the last 
century, the petroleum has become the most important 
energy source. However, as a result of several energy 
crises and the dramatic increase in the price of oil, other 
sources of energy have gained importance [12]. 
 The natural gas is a fossil source of energy, which 
has been in a strong progress since the seventies. Due to 
its economic and ecological advantages, the natural gas 
has become more attractive for a number of countries, 
and also it has been one of the most important energy 
sources [13]. Although natural gas is generally accepted 
as a fossil fuel, it is generally examined separately from 
coal, lignite and oil since its related CO2 emissions and 
contribution to global warming figures are much lower 
than fossil resources [5]. Turkey has plans to increase 
natural gas use for electricity production.  
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 The nuclear energy does not generate greenhouse 
gases such as CO2, SO2, NOx. On the other hand, it 
generates radioactive waste. The nuclear fuel is 
inexpensive and easy to transport. Although there is no 
emission of gas, it carries health risks both for the human 
kind and the environment. The storage of nuclear waste is 
a major problem. First-aid organizations and systems of 
storage are necessary but their costs are very high [14]. 
For the continuity of electricity generation, nuclear power 
plants are safer and have higher availability compared to 
thermal power plants. It is targeted that nuclear power 
plants will have a minimum of 5% share in electricity 
production in Turkey by 2020. In May 2010, an 
intergovernmental agreement was signed between Turkey 
and Russia regarding the construction of a nuclear power 
plant in Mersin-Akkuyu. 
 The wind causes no emission, and it is free and 
available. A windy site with no or a low level of 
turbulence, with wind predominantly blowing from one 
direction, or directions at 180° to one another, is a perfect 
site for a wind turbine. It works well in coastal areas and 
on high ridges. The site must be far away from the 
dwellings and the bird’s migration routes. It is noisy to 
generate the power by the wind and the equipment is 
expensive to maintain. It also requires expensive means 
for the storage of energy like large batteries [5]. Turkey 
has a considerable potential for the electricity production 
from wind. With Turkey Wind Energy Potential Atlas 
(REPA), which was realized in 2007, it is calculated that 
Turkey has a minimum wind energy potential of 5,000 
MW in regions with annual wind speed of 8.5 m/s and 
higher, and 48,000 MW with wind speed higher than 7.0 
m/s. Turkey’s installed wind energy capacity reached the 
level of 802.8 MW as of the end of 2009. After the 
inurement of the renewable energy law, licenses were 
granted to 93 new wind projects which deliver a total 
installed capacity of 3,363 MW. Out of these projects, 
powers plants which correspond to an installed capacity 
of 1,100 MW are now under construction. 
 Hydropower is a technology widely used for the 
electricity generation. It is capable of delivering strong 
power. It is entirely renewable and does not cause any 
CO2 emission. Once a hydroelectric plant or a 
hydroelectric dam is built, the operation cost is very little. 
On the other hand, the plant can affect the landscape and 
it can damage the fish [5]. The geographic position of 
Turkey is favorable for the hydroelectric energy 
generation. Turkey has approximately 1% of the total 
world’s hydroelectric potential. Turkey's technically 
feasible hydroelectric potential is 140 GWh/year. 
 It is also possible to use photovoltaic (PV) modules 
as a resource of electricity production. PV modules 
produce electricity directly from light without emissions, 
noise, or vibration. The sunlight is free but the cost of 
power generation is exceptionally high. Solar energy has 
a low energy density, which requires a large surface for 
the generation of small amount of energy [4]. Having a 
high potential for solar energy due to its geographical 

position, Turkey's average annual total sunshine duration 
is calculated as 2,640 hours (daily total is 7.2 hours), and 
average total radiation pressure as 1,311 kWh/m²-year 
(daily total is 3.6 kWh/m²). On the other hand, there are 
several disadvantages of PV modules, high cost being the 
primary disadvantage. However, in the near future, it will 
be cheaper especially in the Mediterranean region due to 
more direct sunlight [5].With the decrease in the cost of 
using PV modules and increase in their efficiency, PV 
dependent energy generation is expected to increase in 
Turkey. 
 Biomass is a principal energy source in Turkey. It is 
used to meet different energy needs, including electricity 
and heating system for the industrial plants. The biomass 
energy includes fuel wood, agricultural residues, 
livestock wastes, charcoal and other fuels drawn from 
biological sources [15]. 
 Geothermal energy is the heat energy obtained from 
hot water, steam and dry steam and hot dry rocks, which 
is formed when heat accumulated in deep subterranean 
rocks is carried by fluids and stored in reservoirs. 
Geothermal resources mainly form around active fault 
systems, and volcanic and magmatic units. Modern 
geothermal power plants based on geothermal energy are 
also regarded as a clean source of energy since emission 
of CO2, NOx and SOx gases are considerably low. As 
Turkey is located on the Alpine-Himalayan belt, it holds a 
substantially high geothermal potential. Turkey ranks the 
seventh in the world and the third in Europe concerning 
geothermal energy potential [10]. Geothermal potential of 
Turkey is about 31,500 MW. While 1,500 MW of 
Turkey’s geothermal energy potential is assessed to be 
suitable for electricity generation, as of the end of 2009, 
Turkey’s installed power of geothermal energy reached 
around 77.2 MW. 

3 Fuzzy multiple objective decision 
making procedure 
In this section, a fuzzy multiple objective decision 

making framework that incorporates imprecise and 
subjective information inherent in the energy planning 
process is presented.  

Define X as the set of energy alternatives to be 
considered and Y as the set of objectives employed to 
determine the level of utilization of the energy 
alternatives. There exist objectives to be maximized 
denoted by Zk and the ones to be minimized represented 
by Ws. Employing these definitions, the model 
formulation is as follows:  
 

Max ( ) ( , ,...., )Z  1 2 lx y x y x y x     

Min ( ) ( , ,...., )W    1 2 rx y x y x y x     
subject to  (1) 

 *X  x x 0 Ax b   
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where l is the number of objectives to be maximized, r is 
the number of objectives to be minimized, 

 ( 1,...., )k lky ,  ( 1,...., )s r sy  are n-dimensional 

vectors, b is an m-dimensional vector, A  is an m x n 
matrix, , , , k sy y A b   ’s elements are fuzzy numbers, and 
“*” indicates " ",  " "   and  " "    operators. The 
formulation given above is a fuzzy multiple objective 
linear programming model. Here, the coefficients of the 
constraints and the objective functions are fuzzy numbers. 
Triangular fuzzy numbers are useful means for 
quantifying the uncertainty in decision making due to 
their intuitive appeal and computational-efficient 
representation [16, 17]. In this paper, we assume that all 
of the fuzzy coefficients in the model are triangular fuzzy 
numbers represented by Q  = 1 2 3( , , )q q q  with the 
membership function as follows: 
 

 
1 2 1 1 2

3 3 2 2 3

( ) / ( ) ,
( ) ( ) / ( ) ,

0 ,
Q

x xq q q q q

x x xq q q q q

otherwise


   

    



  (2) 

If ( )LQ 
 and ( )UQ 

  are defined as the lower bound 

and the upper bound of the -cut of Q , respectively, then 

the -cut of Q  can be expressed as 
 

 
   
 1 2 1 3 3 2

( ) ,

        ( ) , ( )

L U
Q Q Q

q q q q q q

  

 

    
    

  
 (3) 

The importance degree of each objective can be 
incorporated into the formulation using fuzzy priorities 
[18]. The general representation for the membership 
function corresponding to the importance degrees can be 
given as  
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 For a given value of , using the maxmin approach, 
the formulation that incorporates fuzzy priorities of the 
objectives is stated as a deterministic linear problem with 
multiple objectives as   

 
Max  

subject to  (5) 

( )I k kZ     

( )I s sW     

x X  

 0,1   
0jx  , 1,...,j n  

 
where " " is the composition operator,   is the grade of 
compromise to which the solution satisfies all of the fuzzy 
objectives while the coefficients are at a feasible level , 
and X denotes the set of system constraints. Employing 
the -cuts of the constraints and the objectives, and the 
fuzzy priorities of the objectives, the model can be stated 
as 
 

Max  
subject to  (6) 
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3 3 2 1
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2 1
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x X  
 1,0  

0jx , nj ,...,1  
 
where *( )kZ 

 , *( )sW 
  and ( )kZ 

 , ( )sW 
  are the ideal 

and anti-ideal solutions respectively, which can be 
obtained by solving the model for each objective 
separately subject to the constraints.  
 The “min” operator is non-compensatory, and thus, 
the results obtained by the “min” operator indicate the 
worst situation and cannot be compensated by other 
members that may be very good. A dominated solution 
can be obtained due to the non-compensatory nature of 
the “min” operator. A compensatory operator such as the 
arithmetic mean operator would be more desirable; 
however, the solution obtained using the arithmetic mean 
operator might be unbalanced. This problem can be 
overcome by applying a two-phase approach employing 
the arithmetic mean operator in the second phase to 
assure an undominated solution [19].  
 Lee and Li [20] proposed a two-phase approach, 
where in the first phase they solve the problem 
parametrically for a given value of , and in the second 
phase, they obtain an undominated solution using the 
value of  determined in phase I. In this paper, a 
modified version of the algorithm proposed by Lee and Li 
[20] is employed as follows: 
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Phase I. 
Step 1.  Define  = step length,  = accuracy of 

tolerance, k = multiple of step length, c = 
iteration counter. Set k := 0, c := 0. 

Step 2.  Set c := 1 – k .  
Step 3.  Solve the problem for c to obtain c and xc. 
Step 4a.  If c - c >  then c := c + 1, k := k + 1, go to 

step 2. 
Step 4b.  If c - c < - then  := /2, k := 2k – 1, go to 

step 2. 
Step 4c.  If   cc  then go to step 5. 
Step 5. Output c, c, and xc. 
 
Phase II. After obtaining the values of  and  according 
to the procedure given above, we can solve the following 
problem in order to obtain an undominated solution for 
the situation where the solution is not unique. 
 

Max 
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x X  

 ', 0,1k s   ,  k = 1, …, l; s = 1, …, r 

0jx  , 1,...,j n  

4 Electricity generation planning in 
Turkey 
Nine alternatives including fossil fuels, nuclear 

power and renewables, namely coal (x1), oil (x2), natural 
gas (x3), nuclear (x4), wind (x5), photovoltaic (x6), biomass 
(x7), hydro (x8) and geothermal (x9) are considered for 
electricity generation planning in Turkey.  

Sustainability (Z1), safety and reliability (Z2) and 
suitability (Z3) are the objectives to be maximized, 
whereas capital cost (W1), operating cost (W2), CO2 
emission (W3), SO2 emission (W4), NOx emission (W5) 
and foreign dependency (W6) are the objectives to be 
minimized. 

An effective way to express sustainability, safety 
and reliability, suitability and foreign dependency of the 
energy alternatives, and importance degrees of the 
objectives, which are difficult to assess by crisp values or 
random processes, is using linguistic variables. A 
linguistic variable can be defined as a variable whose 
values are not numbers, but words or sentences in natural 
or artificial language. The concept of a linguistic variable 
appears as a useful means for providing approximate 
characterization of phenomena that are too complex or ill-
defined to be described in conventional quantitative terms 
[21]. The value of a linguistic variable can be quantified 
and extended to mathematical operations using the fuzzy 
set theory. In this paper, foreign dependency, 
sustainability, safety and reliability, and suitability are 
expressed using linguistic variables “very low (VL)”, 
“low (L)”, “medium (M)”, “high (H)” and “very high 
(VH)”. These linguistic variables can be represented by 
triangular fuzzy numbers as depicted in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig 1. A linguistic term set where VL :(0, 0, 0.25), L :(0, 0.25, 

0.5), M :(0.25, 0.5, 0.75), H :(0.5, 0.75, 1), VH :(0.75, 1, 1) 

The evaluation of the energy alternatives with 
respect to qualitative factors is conducted by a committee 
of three experts. Using expert opinion, upper bounds ( ju ) 
for potential use of the considered energy alternatives in 
year 2017 are determined as 0.30, 0.10, 0.50, 0.03, 0.10, 
0.03, 0.10, 0.25 and 0.03, respectively.  
 After rearranging formulation (6), the following 
mathematical programming model is obtained: 
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 After introducing the importance degrees of the 
objectives given in Table 1, we employ formulation (8). 
The step length () and the accuracy of tolerance () are 
set to be 0.05 and 0.005, respectively. The algorithm 
delineated in the previous section yields the results given 
in Table 2. 
 

Table 1. Importance degrees of the objectives 

Objective Type Importance 
degree 

Membership 
function 

Capital cost Min Medium (0.2, 0.5, 0.5) 
Operating cost Min High (0.5, 0.7, 0.7) 
CO2 emission Min Very high (0.7, 1, 1) 
SO2 emission Min High (0.5, 0.7, 0.7) 
NOx emission Min High (0.5, 0.7, 0.7) 
Foreign dependency Min Medium (0.2, 0.5, 0.5) 
Sustainability Max High (0.5, 0.7, 0.7) 
Safety & reliability Max High (0.5, 0.7, 0.7) 
Suitability Max Medium (0.2, 0.5, 0.5) 
  
 According to the results given in Table 2, the most 
suitable value of the  parameter is 0.8375, for which  is 
equal to 0.842371. Here,  indicates the level of 
possibility at which all fuzzy coefficients are feasible, and 
 is the compromise solution among the objectives. In 
case of a unit increase in , the limitations on the 
coefficients become stronger. The algorithm reaches a 
compromise solution by maximizing  while keeping the 
coefficients at the highest possible feasibility level. The 
compromise solution is obtained when  and  are close 
enough within the limits of the accuracy of tolerance, i.e. 
    . 

 In order to ensure an undominated solution, the 
model is solved using the  value determined at the end 
of Phase I and the arithmetic mean operator by employing 

formulation (7). Undominated solution for the electricity 
generation planning is given in Table 3. The results of 
Phase II indicate that six out of nine objectives are fully 
satisfied  ' ' '

1 2 3 1 4 5 1           , and the 

degree of compromise obtained using the arithmetic mean 
operator is equal to 0.947456. 
 The results given in Table 3 favor renewable energy 
alternatives and indicate the use of wind, hydro and 
geothermal at their potential upper bounds. On the other 
hand, environmental challenges, sustainability, safety and 
health considerations degrade the popularity of fossil 
fuels to meet the energy requirements. 

5 Conclusions 
 As the global energy consumption increases rapidly, 
decision support tools to arrive at better solutions in 
energy planning have gained outmost importance through 
time. In this paper, a fuzzy multiple objective 
programming framework that considers economic, 
environmental, social and political factors is employed 
for electricity generation planning in Turkey.  
 The proposed approach enables to incorporate 
conflicting objectives with imprecise data into the 
decision framework, and thus improves the quality of 
decision process for electricity generation planning. 
Another contribution of the proposed approach is that one 
can distinguish between the importance of each objective 
for evaluating energy alternatives by integrating the 
objective’s membership function and the membership 
function corresponding to its importance degree 
employing the composition operator.  
 It is also worth noting that the fuzzy multiple 
objective programming framework presented in here 
possesses advantages compared to decision making 
approaches using fuzzy number ranking methods. First, 
the proposed approach avoids the troublesome fuzzy 
number ranking process, which may yield inconsistent 
results for different ranking methods. Moreover, fuzzy 
multiple objective programming approach enables system 
constraints such as upper bounds for potential use of 

Table 2. Results of the phase I of the decision algorithm 
c c c - c x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 
1 0.708135 0.291865 0.104481 0.00 0.460269 0.03 0.10 0.025250 0.00 0.25 0.03 

0.95 0.738252 0.211748 0.097549 0.00 0.465861 0.03 0.10 0.026589 0.00 0.25 0.03 
0.9 0.792557 0.107443 0.082727 0.00 0.480549 0.03 0.10 0.026724 0.00 0.25 0.03 

0.85 0.832580 0.017420 0.072484 0.00 0.490026 0.03 0.10 0.027490 0.00 0.25 0.03 
0.8 0.871259 -0.071259 0.062632 0.00 0.499089 0.03 0.10 0.028279 0.00 0.25 0.03 

0.825 0.852237 -0.027237 0.067459 0.00 0.494667 0.03 0.10 0.027874 0.00 0.25 0.03 
0.8375 0.842371 -0.004871 0.069985 0.00 0.492329 0.03 0.10 0.027685 0.00 0.25 0.03 
 

Table 3. Undominated solution for the electricity generation planning 
     x*

1
 x*

2
 x*

3
 x*

4
 x*

5
 x*

6
 x*

7
 x*

8
 x*

9
   

0.8375 0.842371 0.004871 0.069985 0.00 0.492329 0.03 0.10 0.027685 0.00 0.25 0.03 0.947456 
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energy alternatives to be incorporated into the decision 
process, which is a key aspect lacking in decision aids 
using fuzzy number ranking methods. 
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Abstract 

Decision support systems are information system that 

developed by utilization models, data, information, and 

collected knowledge for help the manager in solve the not 

made and simulated problems. Define a specific 

methodology for each project is needed. In this research by 

evaluation the decision support system and introduce well 

developed framework for category decision support system. 

We want to make a connection between these 

methodologies and classifications of this system.  

Keywords: decision support system, developed framework, 

decision support methodologies. 

 

1-introduction: 

Decision support system are systems that developed 

by tools and technique to support high level 

management decisions. Among the most important 

advantages of decision support system can refer to 

quick and easy access to the information, quick 

calculation, simple use, simple user interface, further 

communication with manager, ability to offer 

complex reports, and save a lot of information. 

The researcher of decision support methodologies 

believe that development process of these types of 

systems is with certain features and activities, that 

distinguishes them from trading systems development 

process. So development method of decision support 

system is with special consideration efforts and 

researches to define appropriate methodologies in 

area of decision support system. Although there have 

been ups and down, but been the subject of research 

in recent years. Researcher had conducted that related 

to analytically comparison and study and apply to 

identify strengths and weaknesses. The main 

methodologies were designed from 1978 to 1991. 

Within a few years of hiatus, in the years from 1996 

to 2005 some other methodologies defined based on 

previous methodologies. Although more than 30 

methodologies about development decision support 

systems had represented so for, however lack of a 

unified and standard methodology is beheld. The 

major problem of all existence special methodologies 

of development decision support system is project 

ably and it is eligible to apply for various scale 

system development during the past few years. Terms 

like used for business intelligence, data mining and 

etc. for the notification and supporter of decision 

makers Decision backup system is not a new 

consideration, but its complex and developed.  

 

A good frame work shows some part of issue and 

also the relationship between them.  In this article 

tries to introduce some frames for charting DSS like 

DSS data oriented , model oriented, knowledge 

oriented, communication oriented, inner organization, 

outer organization, based on web and its features. 

Frame use an organized theory and idea to show how 

ideas are related. The big deal is to design some titles 

to help ordering individuals and also data. Decision 

system is not a new topic. But it is complicated and 

also in changing process. A good frame work shows 

some part of issue and also the relationship between 

them. 

In other word, today’s developments process of 

decision support systems for a multinational 

organization is different from that for a small 

organization. So every organization needs its own 

methodology for its projects and must define that. 

This study continues as this way: in the second 

section we review the development decision support 

systems methodologies. In the third section we 

review the needs developed frame work. In fourth we 

introduce the developed framework. In part sixth we 

examine the relationship between this framework and 
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methodologies. In seventh part we check the related 

works and at the end we conclude.  

 

2. A review of development decision support 

systems methodologies.  

Various methodologies defined for decision support 

systems. In general there are three categories about 

decision support methodologies.  

 

First group – based decision methodologies: 

This kind of methodologies is old and deals with 

issues of management decisions. In this kind of 

methodologies general steps defined for decision. So 

the major weakness for these methodologies is in 

attention to engineering consideration about design 

and construction a decision support system. The most 

famous methodologies of this group [7] functional 

mapping, [8] decision graph [9] decision oriented 

DSS development process can be noted. 

Second group – based on systems engineering 

methodologies: These kinds of methodologies in the 

course of building a decision support system also 

helped by engineering software and other tools to 

define a specific process to develop the decision 

support system. So it has a bit of distance of general 

based decision methodologies. Nevertheless the 

methodologies of this group also remain we within 

the definition of life cycle, and abstracts away the 

details and phases of the intermediate steps. These 

methodologies: [10, 11] end user development, [12, 

14] prototyping system development life cycle, are 

the most famous methodologies of this group. 

Third group – accumulated methodologies: the 

methodologies of this group are combined with 

methodologies from 1, 2 group. These methodologies 

are combination of consideration relating to decision 

support and consideration of engineering software , 

and activities defined in their process are complete 

than two previous groups. Although this group of 

methodologies are more interested to the audience of 

this area nevertheless except some methodologies, 

yet these methodologies have a general description 

about their various phases and don’t attention to 

details and this matter make use them difficult 

[2].This group of methodologies are more famous for 

their more mature, more coverage the aspects of 

decision support systems, their effectiveness on 

decision support methodologies. General description 

of this group of methodologies is in table 1. 

3- Reasons for requirement to developed 

framework  

DSS is tries to give speed and improve the processes 

between persons who decide or related to decision – 

makers. For managers and designers of DSS it is 

necessary to be aware about the classification of 

decision support systems, so they can improve 

communication for development systems for 

awareness and support the decisions. There are large 

volume frameworks for categorizing decision support 

systems.  More than 20 years ago Strive Alter 

introduced one of the frameworks. It seems need to 

more general frameworks compared to alter 

framework. Because, decision support systems from 

present his study and framework have become more 

widespread and diverse. In 1980, Strive Alter 

presented his categorization about decision support 

systems. 

Seven categories that they are still up for debate some 

of DSS, but not necessary for all of them. It is how 

that decision support systems can classify according 

to general operation that performers, apart from the 

issue, functional area, and shape decision. Seven 

classes that he presented from the DSS are including: 

file receiver systems, data analysis systems, 

information analysis systems, accounting and 

financial models, descriptive models, optimization 

models, suggested models. For keep the number of 

categories in a controllable framework can and 

should be merging. Alters’ typology led into three 

board types of backup systems. Years that three 

primary types of alters DSS had named data-oriented 

and next three types named model-oriented. Alter 

also suggested a type of DSS that named smart DSS 

or knowledge – oriented. The aim of present DSS 

developed framework is to help persons to collect, 

evaluate, and choose for support and inform to 

decision – makers. 

 

4- Representing developed framing: 

If someone classify decision support systems that 

used more than other, has a good help to category a 

large number of software packages and systems. 

Framework focus on a main dimension with five 

types of DSS and 3 laterals demonstrate. Primary 

dimension is the completing the dominant technology 

or decision support system stimulant. Next 

dimensions included of: target user, special purpose 

system, initials developed technology. Some DSS 

classified as combine-oriented system with more than 

a DSS part. 
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5- Classification decision support system: 

First group – data –oriented DSS: The data – 

oriented DSS are the first kind of overall decision 

support systems. These systems are consists of file 

receiver and management reporting system , storage 

and data analysis systems, executive managers 

information systems ,and the systems that support the 

distance systems. Business intelligence systems are 

sample of data-oriented DSS. Data –oriented DSS 

emphasis on access and change ability in structured 

large data base, specially use in time series of data 

within the company and often extend data. 

Data warehouse systems that let to changing data by 

computer tools, or create and deploy for perform a 

specific task, or provide more efficient by general 

tools and other factors. 

Second group- model oriented DSS: It’s consists of 

systems that use accounting and finance models 

descriptive models and optimization models. The 

model oriented DSS emphasis on achieve to model, 

create and change it. Base levels of performance are 

possible by simple statistical and analytical tools. 

Model-oriented DSS utilize data and factors that 

provided by the decision makers to help them in 

analysis of the situation, but sometimes the data are 

not concentrated. The large database usually not to 

need model oriented DSS. 

Third group-knowledge oriented DSS: Finding 

new terms for this group is still ongoing. The best 

term for this case is knowledge oriented.  Sometimes 

it seems be more appropriate and even better to use 

the Alters’ term ‘’management expert system’’. The 

knowledge oriented DSS can suggest or command do 

some tasks. 

This DSS are individual computer systems that have 

expertise in solving specific problems. The term 

‘’expert’’ contain have knowledge in a field, ability 

to understand the problem in that and have skill to 

solve problem such as these. Data mining concept, 

applies in this case. This relationship refers to 

analytical applications that search the hidden patterns 

in database. Data mining is a process that produce 

data of piles of data that their content are relate. The 

used tools for create knowledge oriented DSS, 

sometimes called <<intelligent support decision 

methods >>. Its can be use up of data meaning tools 

that have main data and knowledge components 

fourth group – document oriented DSS: Recently, a 

new kind of DSS, as document oriented DSS or 

knowledge management system created to help the 

managers in marketing, document management, and 

unstructured web pages. A document oriented DSS 

integrate variety of storage and processing 

technologies preparation a perfect, retrieved, and 

analyzed document. Web provided access to huge 

volumes of database (database are combining of text 

documents, pictures, sounds and mores). Procedures 

and policies, catalogue of production features, 

historic documents of company, are samples of 

documents that available by document oriented DSS, 

and also contain of minutes of meeting, the company 

notes and important agreements. A search engine is 

powerful auxiliary tool for decision making, and in 

communication with document oriented DSS. 

Fifth group – group and communication oriented 

DSS: 

Group decision support systems (GDSS), have been 

discussed long ago but this time can be define board 

categories communication – oriented DSS or 

groupware. Fifth of total of decision support systems, 

is include of communications and this is techniques 

for decision support and assistance and there is not in 

Alters’ classification. So it’s necessary to introduce 

these systems as a specific DSS. Group DSS, is a 

type of mixture decision support system that 

emphasis on use communication and decision – 

making models. Group decision support system is 

interactive system based on computer that tries to 

make it easy to solve the problem of decision makers 

that works together. Groupware support the 

electronic communications, timing, share documents, 

and other activities that associated with group 

productivity and decision support. 

A large number of capabilities and technologies as 

group DSS, e-mail, billboards, and video 

conferencing, are in this category of framework.  

Sixth group – within and outside the organization 

DSS: Customers and suppliers are the almost new 

aims for DSS users that cause of new technology and 

rapid growth of internet. This type of DSS that 

targeted for user outside the organization we called it 

within organization DSS. Internet has created 

connection like for many variety of within 

organization that also consists of DSS. Within the 

organization DSS provides the access to the internal 

network of organization, and also provides the 

advantages and authority to use a special DSS. 

Companies can create a data oriented DSS to access 

suppliers or model oriented DSS for access to 

customer to design or select a product. 

They are the most outside organization DSS that are 

for personal use in a organization, as independent 

DSS, or for group of managers in company as group 

DSS, or designed for widely use in commercial. The 
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prefix ‘’outside’’ means that DSS is used in a 

particular organization, and the prefix ‘’within’’ 

means DSS is widely used. 

Seventh group –DSS with special performance or 

public purpose: most DSS are designed for support 

specific business function or use in variety of 

marketing industries. These decision support systems 

called special performance DSS or particular industry 

DSS. A special performance DSS as a budgeting 

system may purchase from a vendor or ordered for 

use in general purpose. The seller develops DSS for 

functional area of business like marketing and 

finance. 

Some DSS designed to assume the task of deciding in 

specific industries like scheduling crew in an airline.  

a DSS with a specific task has important role in 

solving daily problems or repetitive decisions . the 

DSS with specific  function or task can classify and 

understand based on components of prevailing DSS 

as a model oriented DSS , data oriented , suggested 

DSS. A DSS with specific function or task keep up 

and guide knowledge relevant to a decision about 

tasks that organization offers (for example: 

production task or marketing) these DSS classify 

base on the goal. Specific performance DSS helps to 

group or person that does specific decision. 

DSS software with general goal , support tasks like 

project management , decision analysis , or business 

planning most decision support with general goal , 

sometimes know  as generator DSS. 

The generator DSS designed based on the way that 

can be used in the creation or product in the faster 

utilizations, they are not complete utilization and not 

have a specific language, but contained in a mixture 

of language, user interface, reporting abilities, 

graphics comforts, and facilities like them and they 

can give them to users, to whenever its needed in 

order to build a new DSS [15] 

Eight group-based on web DSS: eventually, 

development of this technology may be in range of 

central computer, a local network, or web-based 

structure. All a general DSS that discussed can 

extend by web technologies, these system called 

web-oriented DSS. A web-oriented DSS is a 

computer system that shows the information of 

decision support or provides decision support tools 

for managers. 

The marketing analyzers used web explorer as 

Mozilla or internet explorer. The server computer 

that is host of DSS programs connect with user’s 

computer. In most companies, web-oriented DSS has 

same meaning with internal network or extensive 

trade DSS. Internal network support altar number of 

manager who use the explorers in network space. 

managers are accessing to databases , and analyzing 

tools increase used for create within the organization 

DSS that support customer and distributers decision . 

web or internet technologies are  guidelines for create 

DSS , but some outside organization DSS  create 

with elementary programming language, like 

enabling technology for central computers. When 

target users are customers and other external users. it 

seems that the term “ within organization”  is suitable 

for this DSS  when all users have internal DSS for 

company , the term of “outside organization “ is 

appropriate describer .As noted , the decision support 

systems can category base on DSS gal . Most of DSS 

have more limited, more focused, and more special 

dual than general goal.  

It is can be use of DSS components dominant, 

targeted users, goal, and developed technology for 

classify a special system. For example can create a 

model oriented DSS, within the organization, product 

design based on web. 

6- Relationship between DSS categories and 

methodologies: 

According to the definition model oriented DSS and 

regard to three group methodologies, this type of 

DSS it is among the first batch of classification of 

decision support system. 

The first methodology just help to decide and indeed 

deals with general issues that is correspond with the 

data oriented DSS. Model oriented DSS used models 

for furtherance goal, so take place in second category 

of methodologies because have been established 

based on model. Because the knowledge-based DSS 

are advanced and expert, and help to decide and also 

command they belong to third category of 

methodologies.  

Third  category of methodologies are combined with 

two other categories , so it’s more complete and with 

model and analysis that perform by software 

engineering tools works better in suggest to 

managers. 

Document oriented DSS must helped by software 

engineering to help the managers , because use of this 

DSS storage and document management , and 

process needed to software analysis that software 

engineering tools are related to second category of 

methodologies. 
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- Group DSS and communication oriented are 

the third category of methodologies. 

Because they are the combination of 

communications. 

- Inside and outside organization DSS used 

both of model oriented and data oriented, 

use internet and communications too, by 

conclusion these can be image that belongs 

to third category. 

- DSS with special performance or public goal 

regard to these DSS use in project 

management and decision support analysis 

and programming belongs to third category. 

Since needs to both of design model and 

software engineering. 

- Web-based DSS, because this DSS used in 

network, and network built up according to 

models and communications are belongs to 

third category that are complete category of 

methodology. 

 

7-related works: 

Data oriented DSS, document oriented, and 

knowledge oriented needed technical data base. 

Model oriented DSS may use a simple data base, but 

model elements are so important. Even data oriented 

is running the designer have to notice to users 

interests in using DSS at new and unpredictable 

situation. Although important difference creates 

because of special tasks and extent DSS, but all of the 

decision support system have technical elements and 

mutual goal that support decide. Database of data 

oriented DSS is a collection of historical and current 

structured data from different sources that organized 

for easy achievement to analysis. 

Data elements can be developed in such a way that 

unstructured documents be in document oriented 

DSS, and also knowledge in a form of rules and 

templates be in knowledge oriented DSS. 

To create understanding of structured data or 

document in database use of decision support 

management tools that are computer tools. Statistical 

and analytical models are the main elements in model 

oriented DSS.  

Each model oriented DSS following special goal and 

for this reason different models must be use, select 

the appropriate models is one of the important issues 

in design. Also the program that used for create 

specific models must organize required data and 

users relationships. 

 

Information derived from models also sometimes 

analyzes and evaluate by decision makers. knowledge 

oriented DSS use special models  for processing roles 

or defining relationship  in data DSS architecture and 

elements of network design specify  how organize 

hardware , how software data distributed on system . 

And how the system elements integrated and 

connected together. Now, the important issue is that 

how can access DSS on web explorers, in internet 

inside companies, and also on internet. 

Networking is a key pivot of communication oriented 

DSS. 
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weakenesses Strengths Name of methodogy 

 Is not based of activity, and to 

define the architecture not well 
define activates. 

 Don’t define required rules and 

products to methodology 
activities. 

 Don’t notice some important 
aspects of decision support 

development like consideration 

related data sources. 
 

 According to third category of methodologies 

defined a methodology based on architecture and 
covered short comings in term of architecture. 

 By  definition on concepts creates container , 

containerized and core of architecture that 
support separation of policy from mechanism 

nicely , and provides independence of the life 

cycles because by this order container and 
containerized development performs as 

independent 

 Architecture oriented : development is based on 
system architecture .container architecture (data 

sources), containerized (decision support system), 
and core (interface between the container and 

containerized ) 

 This to create a strong relationship between the 
issues related to DSS and software engineering 

issues. 
 

Gochet 

 Its activities and levels are not 

fully defined – 

 Don’t define roles and necessary 

products for methodologies 

activity 

 Don’t notice some important 

aspects of decision support 
development, like consideration 

related to data sources. 

 

 Based on supplementary prototyping. 

 Rockon as grandfather of other decision support 
methodologies, and while is old but it is very 

implemented. 

 

Design cycle 

 Activities and levels are not fully 
defined. 

 Do not define roles and 
necessary products for 

methodologies activity. 

 Do not notice some important 
aspects of decision support 

development, like consideration 
related to data sources. 

 

 Based on supplementary prototyping 

 Frequent feedback and interaction between 

individuals, during the development process to 

solve shortcomings. 

 

Romc 

 Do not define roles and 
necessary product for 

methodology activities. 

 Do not notice some important 
aspects of decision support 

development, like consideration 
related to data sources. 

 

 Based on supplementary prototyping , 

 Based on interaction between decision maker and 

computer creator. 

 Frequent feedback and interaction between 

individuals, during the development process to 

solve shortcomings. 
 

Dse 

 Weakness can’t be found. it 
seems BIR is complete 

methodology in area of decision 

support system development. 

 

 Architecture oriented 

 Supplementary prototyping 

 Review meeting at the end of release version. 

 Due the legacy system to operation of the 

reusable assets. 

 Define essential roles and activities in the way of 
development. 

 

BIR 

 Weaknesses cannot be found. 

 

 strength : defined base on  RUP  methodology 

 Based on supplementary prototyping. 

 

DSS-Unified process 

 

Table 1. Aggregation methodologies of decision support system development 
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Conclusion 

For perform each project, definition of methodology 

is needed .this matter is applies about decision 

support system development. In this study by review 

decision support methodology and provide a 

framework for category these system, we have 

established good relationship between these two 

categories. Nevertheless mythologies of decision 

support system development have not reached 

puberty and mainly remain in the defining the life 

cycle. 

The area of decision support system suffering of 

widespread use of DSS word in different ways. 

Apprise and communication use same definitions. 

each decision support system not similar , and both of 

researchers and managers needs to a framework of 

concept to  support the decision makers by 

information technology this article provided a  

framework for name and category system that 

support deision makers. A special decision support 

system most discuss and explain based of four 

descriptors. Factor or factors of dominant technology, 

targeted user, specific goal of system, and developed 

primary technology. 
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Abstract - This paper introduces methods for visualizing the 

results of Entity Resolution processes. They allow users to 

visualize the results from any resolution process. These tools 

will also help users to compare results from different rules-set 

in the process of Entity Resolution in Entity Identity 

Information Management.  This will facilitate finding false 

positive and false negative errors. These methods have been 

applied to the results produced by OYSTER, an open source 

entity resolution system. 

Keywords: Entity Resolution, Entity Identity Information 

Management, Visualization Tools, Information Visualization  

 

1 Background 

Entity Identity Information Management (EIIM) is a 

component of entity identity management (EIM) that utilizes 

data structures, data integration, and entity resolution (ER) 

methods and algorithms. EIIM aims at maintain entity identity 

integrity. Entity identity integrity requires that each entity in 

the domain should have one and only one representation in the 

system, which is called an identity. [1] Figure 1 shows a high-

level view of EIIM components and processes. 

 

Figure 1: EIIM Components and Interactions. 

Figure 1 makes it clear that steps 4, 5, 7, and 9 are 

related to the resolution process. It is apparent that ER is the 

core process for EIIM. Entity resolution is the process of 

determining whether two records in an information system are 

referring to the same object or to different objects. The term 

entity describes the real-world object, a person, place, thing, 

etc. A reference is a collection of attribute values for a 

specific entity. According to the requirements of entity 

identity integrity in EIIM, the fundamental law of ER is that 

two entity references should be linked if and only if they are 

equivalent [2]. 

2 Problem Statement 

In EIIM, the primary goal is to achieve and maintain 

entity identity integrity.  Entity identity integrity is essential a 

one-to-one correspondence between the entity identity 

structures (EIS) in the information system and the real-world 

entities in the domain of interest. In practical applications, 

EIIM managers are responsible for evaluating the degree of 

entity identity integrity existing between EIS and real-world 

entities. For large amounts of data, it is hard for EIIM 

managers to perform this task by simply browsing and 

evaluating EIS at random.  

In addition, for certain EIIM tools such as OYSTER, the 

EIS are written to storage as XML documents that can be 

accessed and updated in a future runs [2]. This requires an 

EIIM manager to understand XML in order look through and 

evaluate the EIS. Programming skills may also be needed in 

order to measure the degree of identity integrity. Even for the 

managers who have a solid foundation and experience in 

programming and data analysis, it is difficult to find the false 

negative errors if the references for a single identity are 

spread across several EIS. 

Moreover, EIIM is a cyclical process not a one-time 

process. Consequently, EIS are not produced once, but are 

constantly improved based on better understandings of the 

data and the matching logic that compares the references. The 

matching logic is usually implemented as one or more 

matching rules [3]. Matching rules are the primary 

determinate in maintaining entity identity integrity in the ER 

process. Another problem occurs when EIIM managers 

change results in an attempt to improve the level of entity 

identity integrity.  Isolating and observing the differences in 

the results produced by two different rule sets can be difficult.   

There are numerous techniques that can solve part of the 

above two problems, but few use information visualization. 

Information visualization directly addresses the requirements 

of human perception to help users analyze complex 

relationships. Humans have the ability to recognize the spatial 

configuration of elements in a picture and notice the 

relationships between elements quickly. This highly 

developed visual ability allows people to grasp the content of 

a picture much faster than they can scan and understand text 

[4]. Information visualization methods could save EIIM 

manager’s time, and help them to make quick and accurate 
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decisions, thus saving money for corporations or 

organizations. Moreover, even for people who do not know 

programming at all, information visualization tools provide 

them with the tools for information and data analysis in EIIM. 

3 Information Visualization Methods 

There are two information visualization methods to 

completely address the above two problems respectively: 

Treemap and Graph. Treemap methods solve the problem of 

visualizing EIS. EIIM managers can elucidate differences 

between EIS from different cycles of EIIM through Graph 

methods. 

3.1 Treemap Methods 

Treemapping is a visualization method for presenting 

hierarchical data by using nested rectangles. It maps 

hierarchical information to a rectangular 2-D display in a 

space-filling manner [5, 6], which is shown in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: A treemap 

Treemaps have three significant features: 

1) Each box on the chart may be contained in another box, 

hence the hierarchical view. 

2) The size is usually determined by the relative size of a 

parameter in comparison to the full size of the chart (i.e. 

the 'bigger' the value of X, the bigger it is on the chart). 

3) The color shows another dimension in the parameters, 

like a movement in time [7]. 

Even though EIS do not have a strong hierarchical 

relationship, the second and third features of treemaps show 

huge advantages for visualization of EIS. In EIIM, combining 

two references or EIS that are not equivalent is a false positive 

error. In contrast, failing to combine two references or EIS 

that are equivalent is a false negative error [1]. It is easy to 

infer that the EIS with bigger size are prone to have false 

positive errors while the EIS with smaller size are 

comparatively easy to get false negative errors. So it is a very 

important feature of treemaps that they can show the size of 

EIS by drawing a collection of rectangular bounding boxes 

whose sizes are entirely dependent on the number of 

references of EIS. 

In addition to rectangle sizes, the color of each rectangle 

in treemaps can represent other features of EIS. For example, 

cohesion of EIS can be represented by the color of each 

rectangle in treemaps. In computer programming, cohesion 

refers to the degree to which the elements of a module belong 

together [8]. Similarly, the cohesion of EIS represents the 

degree to which the references comprising one EIS have 

similar values. Colors are set to vary due to the cohesion of 

each EIS, so EIIM managers can see the EIS with low 

cohesion and high cohesion immediately from color. 

3.2 Graph 

Graph visualization is based on the mathematical theory 

of networks and graph theory. A graph consists of vertices, 

also called nodes, and of edges (the connecting lines between 

the nodes). Directed graph is a graph, or set of nodes 

connected by edges, where the edges have a direction 

associated with them [9]. 

Due to the direction edges, directed graph is suitable to 

illustrate differences between EIS produced by ER processes 

with different rule sets. For example, two EIS A and B are 

produced in first EIIM cycle and then in second EIIM cycle 

EIS A and B are resolved as equivalent. Therefore, they 

integrated into a single EIS C. This difference can be revealed 

as a directed graph in Figure 3(a). The other case where EIS 

A in first EIIM cycle is resolved to two EIS, B and C, in 

second EIIM cycle is shown in Figure 3(b). For cases where 

EIS do not have any changes within several EIIM cycles, 

those changeless EIS are ignored most of the time because 

EIIM managers often focus more on differences than 

agreements. 

The graph methods can also be used to compare ER 

results with a truth set. In Figure 3(a), if EIS C is the truth, the 

EIS A and B shows that the ER process made a false negative 

error. In Figure 3(b), if EIS B and C are the truth, EIS A 

illustrates a false positive error in this ER process. 

 

Figure 3: Directed graph 
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Figure 4: Treemap Identity Viewer Display 

4 Implementation with OYSTER 

OYSTER (Open sYSTem Entity Resolution) is an ER 

system developed by the Center for Advanced Research in 

Entity Resolution and Information Quality (ERIQ) at the 

University of Arkansas at Little Rock. OYSTER provides 

access to a variety of entity resolution algorithms as well as 

support for EIIM and persistent entity identifiers [10]. 

Two information visualization methods, Treemap and 

Graph, have been applied to the EIS produced by OYSTER. 

In OYSTER, EIS are written to storage as XML documents, 

and each EIS is enclosed in an <Identity> element of an XML 

document <root>. OYSTER assigns each EIS a unique 16-

character identifier known as an OYSTER ID [10]. 

4.1 Treemap Identity Viewer Prototype 

The interface of Treemap Identity Viewer Prototype is 

shown in Figure 4. This prototype demo can be found online 

at https://sourceforge.net/p/treemapidentity/. This prototype 

implements treemap methods from JTreeMap API [7]. 

In this prototype, treemaps of EIS with OYSTER ID 

inside rectangles accordingly is shown in the upper part of the 

interface. When a user clicks a certain EIS rectangle in 

treemaps, a window showing the raw data from references of 

this EIS will pop up. The colors inside the treemap are 

determined by the cohesion of EIS. The bigger cohesion in 

EIS, the lighter the treemaps, and the darker rectangles show 

the smaller cohesion. The cohesion of EIS in the prototype is 

calculated by the formula 

 



i iAccohesion )(  (1) 

Where  is attribute domain, represents certain 

attribute, and  

 
pairstotal

recordsequalofpairs

iAc )(  (2) 

Pairs here refer to pairs of records independent of order. 

For example, one EIS has two attributes, first name and 

last name, and four records. The first names of four records 

are “Jim”, “Jim”, “Jim”, and “James”, so 

5.0
6

3
)1( 

pairstotal

recordsequalofpairs
Ac  

The last names of the records are “Jones” “Jones” 

“Jolson” “Jove”, so  

17.0
6

1
)2( 

pairstotal

recordsequalofpairs
Ac  

Therefore, the cohesion of this EIS is 0.5+0.17=0.67. 

Additionally, the search field and the slider for the size 

filter are both located in the middle of the panel. The search 
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function employs Apache Lucene 4.1.0 [11] to: scan all 

references from the input XML file to build indices.  This 

allows the user to find EIS whose references contain the query 

words. Furthermore, users can limit the size of EIS using the 

size filter. The treemaps view will adjust according to the size 

setting. 

4.2 Identity Cross Comparator Prototype 

Figure 5 shows the interface of the Graph Identity Cross 

Comparator Prototype. The demo can be downloaded from 

the link http://sourceforge.net/p/graphicc/. The technology 

implementation of the graph in this prototype is JGraphX 

Version 1.11.0.0 [12]. 

The prototype’s interface is divided into two parts: graph 

and table. The table part located on the lower half of interface 

shows OYSTER ID and size of respective EIS from two ER 

processes. When the user clicks any OYSTER ID from the 

left table, that row will be selected and changed to green in 

color. At the same time, the graph part in the upper half of 

interface will show the graph of this EIS as green in color and 

one or more EIS which share the same references with the 

selected EIS from the other ER processes as orange in color. 

The selection from the right table also works in the same way 

as the left table. 

There is the “Function” menu item in the menu bar of the 

interface. There are two functions under this menu item. The 

first function can hide the equal EIS from both left and right 

tables.  This function was added because changes are the main 

point for this analysis. The equal EIS here refers to the EIS 

which are constant in two ER processes. The equal EIS not 

only occupies table space, but will waste the users’ time when 

analyzing. This hidden function helps with users’ analysis. 

The other function is calculating Talburt-Wang Similarity 

Index (TWI). The TWI of similarity is defined as 

 
||

||||

V

BA
TWI


  (3) 

Where A and B are two partitions of a set S and V is the 

set of overlaps between A and B [2]. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper discusses using information visualization 

methods to help EIIM manager to evaluate entity identity 

integrity. The treemap and graph information visualization 

methods are presented to help to solve the following questions. 

 How to visualize the results from Entity Resolution 

through raw data of output from ER? 

 How to compare results from different rules-set in the 

process of ER in EIIM to find the false positive and false 

negative errors? 

Application of these two methods to the results produced 

by OYSTER shows that information visualization methods do 

make sense on analyzing the ER results, and improving entity 

identity integrity in EIIM. And the visualization methods 

display huge potential to provide convenience for EIIM 

 

Figure 5: Graph Identity Cross Comparator Display 
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manages after being tested by few researchers in University of 

Arkansas at Little Rock. 

6 Future Work 

For the two information visualization methods, Treemap 

and Graph, there are prototyped demos now. More trials and 

testing with humans will be executed in the future to 

determine the effectiveness of these tools. 

On the other hand, more functions will be added to make 

the tools more robust. For example, the formula to calculate 

the cohesion needs to be studied in more depth for Treemap 

Identity Viewer, as well as additional calculation functions for 

calculating the similarity of EIS from different EIIM cycles. 

Additionally, zoom-in and zoom-out functions will be added 

to Treemap view to make the program more user-friendly. 

Moreover, compatibility to different systems, devices and the 

big data is another challenge for the tools.  
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Abstract -This paper describes methodology for creating a 

truth set for the evaluation of entity resolution (ER) results.  

The methodology combines the techniques of benchmarking 

and truth set development into an iterative, easy to use 

process.  The paper also describes how the truth set developed 

by the methodology can be applied to calculate five key 

measures of ER outcome. 

 

Keywords: Entity Resolution Rules, Benchmarking in Entity 

Resolution, Refining rules in Entity Resolution, OYSTER, 
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1 Introduction 
Entity Resolution (ER) is the process of determining 

whether the two references to real world objects in an 

information system are referring to the same object or two 

different objects [1].  References referring to the same real-

world entity are said to be equivalent. An ER process tries to 

infer which references are equivalence by apply matching 

rules that compare the similarity between the values of certain 

attributes in the records.   

The fundamental law of ER is that an ER process 

acting on a set of records (entity references) should link two 

records if and only if the two records are equivalent.  Most ER 

systems represent these inferred decisions by appending 

special values, called link identifiers, to the records.  All 

records that share the same link identifier value are those that 

the ER process has inferred to be equivalent.  

Even though the goal of ER is to link equivalent 

references, there is almost always some degree of error.  There 

are two types of ER process errors.  The first is linking records 

that are not equivalent, called a false positive error [2].  The 

second is failing to link records that are equivalent, called a 

false negative error.  Because most records pairs are not linked 

in a typical ER process, false negative errors are usually the 

most difficult to find and count. 

Many measurements have been proposed to assess 

the accuracy of ER results.  These include False Positive 

Rates, False Negative Rate, Precision, Recall, F-measure, 

Accuracy, Talburt-Wang Similarity Index, Pairwise 

Comparison, Cluster Comparison and others [3].  The 

computation of these measures is driven by certain statistics 

and counts that describe the ER results.  The values are not 

always obvious or easy to obtain.  The purpose of this paper is 

to describe a methodology that combines two common ER 

analysis techniques in order to obtain these values.  The two 

analysis techniques are benchmarking and truth set 

development.  

 

2 Evaluation by Benchmarking  
Benchmarking is when an ER process outcome is 

compared against a previously established ER outcome that is 

regarded as reliable.  Benchmarking is commonly undertaken 

when an organization is considering changing its approach to 

ER.  For example, a business that has its own internally 

developed ER process that has been in use for some time is 

considering changing to a commercial or open source ER 

system [4].  Typically evaluating the new system is done by 

selecting a test file and processing it through the existing 

system.  Then the same file is processed by the new system, 

and the differences are analyzed. 

In this scenario, the results from the existing system 

serve as a benchmark to measure the new system.  

Benchmarking has two primary characteristics, it is a relative 

measure, and it is a population measure. Benchmarking is a 

relative measure in that even though the existing system may 

be providing acceptable results, it typically not 100% accurate.  

Many times the reason for considering a new system is the 

recognition that there are problems with the existing system 

that need to be addressed.  In this case there is an expectation 

that the new system will provide different results, and that the 

differences will be better. 

Another important feature of benchmarking is that it 

can be used to measure an entire population of entity 

references.  The new system can be evaluated against the 

existing system over all of the same data configurations that 

actually occur in the system.  The negative aspect is that for a 

large dataset, the number of differences can also be very large 

making it impractical to manually inspect each difference.  In 

general, the approach to benchmarking evaluation is that the 

places where the existing and new systems agree represent 

good results.  The analysis is focused on the differences, in 

particular, to verify whether each difference is a correction or 

an error made by the new system.  If the overall analysis of 

differences shows that the new system makes more corrections 

than errors, then the outcomes produced by the new system are 

judged to be better than the outcomes from the existing 

system. 

However, there are two problems with this type of 

measurement.  The first is that even though benchmarking can 

be applied to a large population, when there are a large 

number of differences, sampling is still required in order to 

reduce the number of differences that must be analyzed to a 

reasonable number.  The second problem is that just because 

the existing and new systems agree to link or not link a pair of 

references, it does not mean that the decision is correct.  The 

linking decision can still be a false positive or false negative 

error made by both systems.  

 

3 Evaluation by Truth Set 
Truth set evaluation, sometimes called certified 

record or golden record evaluation, is an alternative to 

benchmarking evaluation.  It reverses benchmarking in that 

the first step is the manual verification of equivalence among a 
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set of records.  The result is a set of records (the truth set) for 

which each pair of records has been verified to be equivalent 

or not equivalent.  The records are manually linked into 

clusters known to be referencing the same entity.  Truth set 

evaluation has two primary characteristics, it is an absolute 

measure, and is necessarily a sample measure. 

The big advantage of truth set evaluation is that it is 

an absolute measure against the truth rather than relative to 

another ER outcome.  The obvious problem with truth set 

development is that the records must be manually verified. 

The verification dictates that a truth set can only be developed 

for a sample of the records in the entire population.  Just as in 

statistical sampling in general, for the truth set to be helpful it 

must somehow represent all the data configurations that might 

occur in the general population. 

However truth set sampling is different than general 

statistical sampling.  In statistical sampling, the focus is on 

values in each individual record, but for ER sampling the 

focus is on the relationship between records.  For example, if a 

small random sample were taken from a large dataset with a 

relatively low match rate, all of the pairs in the sample are 

likely to be true negative pairs.  The probability of selecting a 

set that includes true positive, false positive, or false negative 

pairs is very low.   

In the case of truth set sampling, the real goal is to 

sample entities rather than the references.  The desired 

characteristic of an ER truth set is that includes all of the 

references for the same entity for some sample of the entities 

in the population.  This is where benchmarking and truth set 

development are complementary.  The following section 

describes how these can be used together.  

 

4 Benchmarking in Truth Set 

Construction 
The following description assumes the context of 

benchmarking evaluation where there are two ER processes in 

place.  One is an existing system (System A) considered to 

have somewhat reliable results and a new ER system (System 

B) that gives different and presumably better results.  Another 

assumption is that there is at least one large dataset (Base 

Dataset) of entity references that refer to the population of 

entities being managed. 

4.1 Initial Seeding of the Truth Set 
The first step in the construction of truth set is to 

process the Base Dataset with System A.  The links applied by 

System A will be called A-links.  Next the Base Dataset is 

processed with System B to apply B-links.  This should be 

done in such a way that both links are preserved in the 

references, i.e. each reference record has both an A-link and a 

B-link.  

Next sort the base dataset in order by A-link.  After 

the base dataset is sorted by A-link, extract a sample of the 

records using the method of systematic sampling where every 

N-th record is extracted for a fixed value of N.  The value N 

will depend upon how many records are desired in the initial 

sample.  Because the truth set will have to be manually 

inspected, it is better to be conservative and select a small 

number of records for the initial sampling of no more than 100 

records.  If a larger truth set is desired, the same process can 

be repeated to increase the size of the truth set. 

4.2 Union of A and B Clusters 
The next step is to add to the truth set all of the 

records that are linked to each of the initial seed records by 

either A-links or B-links.  Since each seed record has both an 

A-link and a B-link, it is an easy matter to locate and bring 

into the set all of the records in the Base Dataset that share 

those same links.  If both the A and B systems have similar 

recall, then most of the records retrieved in the process will be 

the same.  However, there will likely be cases in which the 

seed record is linked to another record that has a different B-

link or vice versa.  After this process is completed, the truth 

set should comprise the union of the A-link clusters and the B-

link clusters that contain the initial seed records. 

4.3 Inspection for False Positives and Addition of 

True Links 
Next each union cluster should be inspected to 

determine if any of the links made by either System A or B 

represents a false positive link with respect to the initial seed 

record of the cluster.  This assumes that the person or persons 

performing the inspection possess enough direct knowledge 

about the entities to make a correct decision or at least have 

ready access to other experts that have this knowledge.  For 

example, in the case of student records, this might be teachers 

or administrators who personally know the students.  Simply 

making the decision based on matching similarity without 

direct knowledge is not sufficient.   

Once all of the false positive records have been 

identified, they should be removed from the truth set and the 

remaining records in each cluster should be assigned a third 

link.  This third link, called the True-link is manually created 

and assigned in such a way that each record in the cluster has 

the same True-link value, and records in different clusters 

have different True-link values.  Again the True-link should 

be separate from, and in addition to, the A-link and B-link 

values in the record. Figure 1 describes the process so far: 

 

 
Figure 1: Creation of True Positive Clusters 

 

Figure 1 shows where each 11
th

 record has been 

selected from the Base Dataset.  It also shows where the first 

record (R11) has been joined to three other records that share 

the same A-link value of A1 and the same B-link value of B1.  

Upon inspection, the joined record R10 proved to be false 

positive link and was discarded.  The remaining true cluster 

comprises only three records, the original seed record R11, the 

joined record R12 with a common A-link, and the joined 

record R35 with a common B-link.  These records are all 

assigned the True-link value of T1. 

4.4 Search for False Negatives 
The process should assure that the truth set has only 

clusters of true positive records.  However, it is likely that 
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there still some true positive links that neither System A or B 

were able to find.  The next step is to mount a search for these 

false negative records and add them to the true clusters.  

One systematic approach is to relax the matching 

rules in System A or System B and inspect any new records 

that are linked to the seed records that are not already in the 

union cluster from the previous step.  Rules can be relaxed by 

introducing approximate match or by omitting certain 

attributes.  For example suppose than one of the standard rules 

for System A is an exact match on first name and exact match 

on last name.  Changing from exact match to an approximate 

match such as the Levenshtein Edit distance or Soundex 

would likely bring in more matching records.  Although many 

may be false positives, it may also uncover some number of 

false negatives that were cause by misspelling or other data 

quality issues.   

Alternatively, this single rule might be replaced with 

two rules, one that matches only on first name and another that 

only matches on last name.  This change would bring together 

all of the records with either the same first name or the same 

last name.  Although it would create more false positives than 

the previous approach, thus creating more work in inspecting 

the records, it may also be more effective in finding false 

positives than simply relaxing the match on either first or last 

name.  This method also has the advantage that it finds 

matches among all of the records, not just particular records. 

Searching for false positive records for a particular 

seed record is best done using done by loading the Base 

Dataset into a relational database and running queries based on 

data values in the seed record.  This can be particularly 

effective, especially those that include “wild card” or “like” 

functionality.  Whenever a false negative record is found that 

is not already in the TruthTable, then the records should be 

added to the TruthTable and labeled with the appropriate 

TrueLink value. 

 

5 ER Measures Based on Truth Set 
Table 1 shows an example intersection matrix that 

compares the clusters of an ER process (Process B) to the 

Truth Set over a set of 22 records.  The matrix shows that the 

Truth Set has 4 true clusters that comprise the rows of Table 1 

and are labeled T1 to T4.  Process B has produced 5 clusters 

that comprise the columns Table 1 and are labeled B1 to B5. 

 

Table 1: Partition Intersection Matrix 

Process B  

vs. Truth Set 

 

B1 

 

B2 

 

B3 

 

B4 

 

B5 

 

T1 2 1 0 0 1 4 

T2 0 3 2 0 2 7 

T3 0 0 4 2 0 6 

T4 0 2 0 2 1 5 

 2 6 6 4 4 22 

 

The cell at the intersection of each row and column 

contains the number of records in the intersection of the 

clusters.  The non-empty intersections are called the overlaps 

between the two partitions generated by Process B and by the 

Truth Set. For example the first cell of the table contains the 

value 2 which means there are 2 overlaps between T1 and B1.  

If C(n, k) represents the combinations of n things 

taken k at a time, then for 22 records there are C(22, 2)=231 

possible record pairs that can be linked together by an ER 

process.  In addition the number of overlaps (11 in Table 1), 

the intersection matrix also provides four key counts of record 

pairs.  These are 

 TP, the number of true positive pairs – pairs linked by the 

process that are true links 

   ∑(∑  si     

 

   

)    where si   is the count in row i and colu n  

n

i  

 

 FN, the number of false negative pairs – pairs not linked 

by the process that are true links 

   (∑ (ti  )

n

i  

)      where ti is the si e o  cluster  i 

 FP, the number of false positive pairs – pairs linked by the 

process that are not true links 

   (∑ ( i  )

n

i  

)      where  i is the si e o  cluster  i 

 TN, the number of true negative pairs – pairs not linked 

by the process that are not true links 

    (   )           where   is the total nu  er o  records 

From Table 1 these values are TP=15, FN=37, 

FP=28, TN=151.  These factors drive several measures of ER 

outcome.  Some of these are listed below [2]. 

    

 ccuracy 
     

           
   or  a le   the  alue is      

  recision 
  

     
   or  a le   the  alue is      

  ecall 
  

     
   or  a le   the  alue is      

  peci icity 
  

     
   or  a le   the  alue is      

The Talburt-Wang Index (TWi) [1] also measures the 

similarity between two partitions.  However, the TWi is based 

only on the number of overlaps (V) and does not use the TP, 

FP, FN, and TN counts. The TWi takes on values from 0 to 1. 

If A and B are two partitions of a set S, the TWi similarity 

between A and B is defined as  

  i 
√| | | |

| |
   or  a le   the  alue is       

 

6 Conclusion 
The ability to evaluate ER outcomes is essential in 

any continuous improvement cycle such as the TDQM define-

measure-analyze-improve cycle [5].  The process described 

for truth set development is a practical and effective way to 

generate a truth set that can underpin these evaluations.  In a 

recent education study, this process was used to create a truth 

set of more than 3,800 records. The truth set was used to 

evaluate the results of entity resolution performed on student 

data.  
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Abstract- This paper describes methods to provide clerical 

review indicators for Entity Resolution (ER) systems that use 

Boolean match rules. These clerical review indicators are 

generated by the use of a supplemental probabilistic scoring 

algorithm. Four scoring methods that generate a 

probabilistic match score are discussed. When this match 

score is combined with a predefined threshold, an ER system 

can suggest possible near matches for clerical review. This 

allows the user a method to more effectively address false 

negative resolutions made by the system. 

Keywords- Scoring Rules; Attribute Weights; Clerical Review; 

OYSTER; Boolean Rules 

1 Introduction 

Entity Resolution (ER) is the process of determining 

whether two references to real-world objects in an 

information system are referring to the same object, or to 

different objects [5]. Real-world objects are identified by 

their attribute similarity and relationships with other entities. 

Some examples of attributes are First Name, Last Name, and 

Social Security Number (SSN) for references about people or 

Latitude, Longitude, Description, Name for references to 

places. ER has also been studied under other names including 

but not limited to record linkage [1], deduplication [3], 

reference reconciliation [6], and object identification [4]. 

 

ER systems take entity references and make matching 

decisions based upon the degree to which two references have 

similar attribute values. However, there are two families of 

entity resolution rules that can be used to make these 

matching decisions. The first and most commonly used type 

of rules employee Boolean rules [12, 13] to perform 

“matching” to make match/no-match decisions for reference 

pairs. Boolean rules are used most often due to the fact that 

the attributes and match functions are clearly spelled out 

which allows the user to easily understand them and provide 

more configuration control to the user or system 

administrator. Many ER systems follow the Fellegi-Sunter 

Model for record linking [11] in which record pairs are 

judged to be “link” or “non-link” pairs depending upon which 

attribute values agree or disagree. In addition to the “link” 

and “non-link” decisions, the Fellegi-Sunter Model also 

introduces the concept of a “possible link”. These three states 

are determined by setting a LOWER and UPPER threshold 

and determining the state of the link as: 

 

 If R > UPPER, then denote pair as a “link”. 

 If LOWER <= R <= UPPER, then denote pair as a 

“possible link”. 

 If R < LOWER, then denote pair as a “non-link”.  

 

Where R is the probability of a match between a record pair. 

It is this “possible link” state that is discussed in this paper 

and the probability associated to the record pair in this 

“possible link” state is referred to as the clerical review 

indicator.  

 

Since most ER systems use Boolean match rules, there 

is no inherent ability to identify the clerical review indicator 

and only function by identifying the “link” and “non-link” 

pairs. For example, the pattern that two student enrollment 

records agree on first name values, last name values, and 

date-of-birth values but disagree on school identifier values 

might be designated a link rule, i.e. the decision is that the 

records refer to the same real-world entity (student). These 

decision making methods that give a yes or no (match/no-

match) decision are called Boolean matching rules.  

 

The second family of ER rule uses mathematical models 

to compute a probabilistic numerical match score which 

represents the distance between a record pair. Probabilistic 

scoring methods are becoming more common but are not as 

easy to understand by users and provide them less control of 

the configuration since probabilistic methods are mostly 

predefined algorithms that only accept some form of 

threshold value to make match decisions.  

 

Although there are a variety of algorithms for 

implementing ER processes, at a basic level they all involve 

making decisions about the similarity of the references.  ER 

systems make the match/no-match decisions and assert their 

decisions by appending an identifier value, called a “link” to 

each record representing a reference.  Equivalent records are 

assigned the same links. This paper suggests a hybrid ER 
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system that will allow probabilistic scoring methods to 

supplement standard Boolean match rules by identifying a list 

of “near matches” that require a level of clerical review.  

2 Problem Definition 

Boolean rules are used in most ER systems because 

they are easy to understand, however, one weakness is that 

they do not inform users of “near matches”. Being strictly 

match/no-match decisions the Boolean rules do not inherently 

contain the mechanisms required to identify these “near 

matches”. Boolean ER systems have the capability to resolve 

a set of input references against themselves or an entity 

repository and generate a resulting repository of entity 

clusters through linking. Although this knowledge is useful to 

the requestor, it may also be prudent for the system to provide 

a list of the most closely related potential matches as well as 

the matches determined by the Boolean matching rules. This 

can be done in the form of a list containing the reference 

identifier, a link, and the probabilistic score value between 

the source reference and the reference in the link. These 

potential matches can be beneficial for various reasons; one 

such reason is that if the source reference does not contain the 

correct combination of attribute values, it is possible that 

none of the Boolean match rules will have the ability to link 

the reference to any entity cluster in the repository. However, 

with the correct algorithm, potential matches can still be 

identified which may allow the user to manually assert a link 

that the ER system could not do automatically without user 

intervention. 

 

These potential matches can be found through the use of 

a probabilistic scoring algorithm that can calculate a 

normalized score, such that 0 <= score <=1, for a reference 

pair.  By incorporating these scoring methods into an existing 

ER system that uses Boolean rules, the concept of review 

indicators can be introduced to the system. These review 

indicators are the scores which provide a list of “near match” 

candidates which could not be identified by the Boolean 

Rules. These review indicators can be used for clerical 

reviews that allow the user to apply assertion techniques [5] 

to resolve the false negative errors made by the ER system. 

 

This paper discusses two (2) variations of a probabilistic 

scoring algorithm that can, with a high degree of accuracy, 

provide review indicators for a list of potential matches to be 

reviewed.  

3 Probabilistic Scoring 

Scoring is the process of assigning a numerical value 

(normalized between 0 and 1) that predicts the probability 

that a reference in the entity repository matches the source 

reference. The score can be run on all of the references that 

are specified as possible matches by the index, but do not 

fully match based on the specified Boolean match rules. After 

scores are calculated, any scores that meet the predefined 

threshold could then be returned, as the review indicator, in a 

review list to the requestor along with the record identifier 

and the link to which it is a likely match. This type of 

probabilistic score can help requestors find possible matches 

beyond what can be identified by Boolean matching rules.  

 

3.1 Scoring Prerequisites 

In ER, one of the first things that must be done is 

profiling of data to verify the data quality. This allows for a 

knowledge expert to cleanse the data prior to building the 

initial entity repository. One of the profiling statistics that is 

generated by most profiling tools is the population frequency 

of each attribute that compose the entity references. This 

population frequency is calculated for each attribute (n) as: 

 

     
   

  
            

 

In this formula, FCn represents the non-null/non-blank field 

count for a given attribute and RC represents the total record 

count in the entity reference population (a count of all 

references that make up all the entity clusters).   

The population frequency of each attribute is significant 

in the proposed probabilistic score methods in that it is used 

as a modifier that assigns a significance to each attribute. This 

is based on the idea that a more heavily populated attribute 

will provide more value to the resulting score value than a 

sparsely populated attribute and thus should carry a higher 

significance.    

 

This population frequency is calculated based on the 

references located in the entity repository in which the input 

references are compared against if one is available otherwise 

it must be calculated by preprocessing the set of source 

references. This value can be calculated and held in memory 

along with the entity repository when the entity repository is 

initially loaded. This allows the population frequency to be 

readily available when each score is calculated.  

 

The second value that is required for the proposed 

probabilistic score methods is an attribute flag. This attribute 

flag (AFn) is calculated for each reference that is processed 

the system. The attribute flag stores a simple Boolean value 

(1 or 0) and is calculated for each attribute as: 

 

    {
         

         
              

 

The last value that is required is not actually used in 

calculating the score values but is used in selecting which 

scores are considered strong enough to represent a likely 

match and are strong review indicators for the review list that 

is returned. This is a threshold value that should be provided 

to the ER system by a knowledge expert and must be tuned 

based on the data the score is being generated for.  

 

Both the population frequency and the attribute flag 

values are used in each of the following proposed scoring 

methods to generate the score values. 
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3.2 Population Frequency Weight 

This method of scoring uses the population frequency 

(PF) of each attribute in conjunction with the attribute flag 

(AF) and a Normalized LED [9] function to calculate a score 

value that relates an entity reference in the entity repository to 

the input reference in terms of a numerical score value 

 

This method works by defining a set of attributes to be 

used in the scoring algorithm by setting a use (Un) value 

which is associated to each attribute. This value is a Boolean 

(1 or 0) value which in turn is used as a multiplier in the 

scoring algorithm to signify “Use (1), or Don’t Use (0)”.    

 

A Population Frequency Weight score is calculated 

through the following algorithm: 

 

1. Retrieve the PFn value for each attribute. 

2. Calculate the AFn value for each attribute. 

3. Calculate the LEDn value for each corresponding 

attribute pair for the reference pair 

a. i.e. LEDn = LED(IRn, CRn) 

4. Set the Un value for each attribute. 

5. Perform the following calculation for the pair of 

reference:  

              
∑             

 
               

∑         
 
       

      

 

Where IRi is the input reference attribute and CRi is the 

comparing reference attribute.  

 

This algorithm can be implemented as three different 

methods: 

 

All-Attribute Scoring – uses every reference attribute that 

exists in the input reference except unique ID fields. This 

method sets the Un value of every attribute to 1 and provides 

an all-encompassing score value that considers all possible 

attribute values in its final decision.  

 

Rule-Attribute Scoring – uses every reference attribute that 

exists in the input reference except unique ID field and are 

used in any of the Boolean match rules specified for the ER 

system. As stated previously, an ER system uses a set of 

Boolean match rules to make match/non-match decisions for 

reference pairs. This sub-method works on the assumption 

that if the knowledge expert included an attribute in any of 

the defined Boolean match rules, that the attribute must be an 

identifying attribute for the references in the dataset. An 

identifying attribute is defined as any attribute that 

contributes some personal information that can be used to 

resolve the reference to a unique entity. This method sets the 

Un value of each attribute that is used in any of the defined 

Boolean match rules to 1 and all others to 0. Used as a 

method to calculate reliable scores for data that contains a lot 

of non-identifying attributes. 

 

Selected-Attribute Scoring - uses only the attributes that are 

specified by a knowledge expert when configuring the ER 

system or in some systems configurations by the requestor 

and are present in the input reference. This method sets the Un 

value of each attribute that is specified to be used to 1 and all 

others to 0. Provides a score that allows the knowledge expert 

to configure exactly which fields they want to be used when 

generating score values for reference pairs 

 

3.3 Probabilistic Weight 

This scoring method is similar to the All-Attribute 

Scoring application of the Population Frequency Weight 

scoring method in that the process of generating a score is 

based on all reference attributes that exist in the source 

reference that are not unique ID fields (unique keys). This 

type of scoring works on the assumption that some attributes 

may identify a probable match more efficiently than other 

attributes and should have a larger impact on the final score 

generated for the reference. It also allows for adjustments to 

be made to the score for attributes that have a low PF but are 

important indicators of matching. (i.e. the School Assigned 

Identifier (SAI) only has 32% populated but when present, 

has 10 times more likelihood to indicate a match than a 

Middle Name field that is 99% populated). 

 

For this Probabilistic Weight scoring algorithm a weight 

algorithm was selected that generates both an agreement and 

a disagreement weight [10]. The weights (wn) are calculated 

as: 

 

   

{
 
 

 
     (

  

  

)                                              

    (
      

       
)                                

 

 

Where: 

 

                                                        
                                                 

 
These weight calculations require a truth set so for this 

method, an ER system must already have an entity repository 

which can be considered the truth set for the already resolved 

entities clusters. Given this entity repository, mn and un can be 

calculated as follows: 

 

1. For each attribute in the entity reference, define the 

following: 

a. An - Agree count – count of record pairs that 

the attribute being considered matches and 

both records in the pair are in the same entity 

cluster. 
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b. Dn - Disagree count - count of record pairs 

that the attribute being considered matches 

and the records in the pair are in different 

entity clusters. 

2. For each record pair (RxR) do the following: 

a. Increment An - If attribute n match between 

the records in the record pair and the 

references belong to the same entity cluster. 

b. Increment Dn - If attribute n match between 

the records in the record pair and the 

references do not belong to the same entity 

cluster. 

c. Increment M - If both references belong to the 

same entity cluster 

d. Increment U - If the references belong to 

different entity clusters. 

3. The formulas for mn and un can now be re-written as 

follows: 

    (
  

 ⁄ )              

    (
  

 ⁄ )              

 
For this algorithm, the weight is split into agreement (an) and 

disagreement (dn) and the formulas now become: 

 

        (

  
 ⁄

  
 ⁄
)                             

       (
(  

  
 ⁄ )

(   
  

 ⁄ )
)             

 

For the purposes of the Probabilistic Weight scoring 

method proposed in this paper, the weight must be 

normalized such that 0 <= wn <= 1. To do this the agreement 

and disagreement weights of each attribute must be updated 

as follows once the above formulas are used to get the initial 

weights.  

 

    
                  

                             
             

 

    
                  

                             
             

 

 

Where NAn is the normalized agreement weight and NDn is 

the normalized disagreement weight. The absolute value of 

the minimum value of the set of disagreement weights is used 

since the disagreement weights are always negative.  

 Once the weights are calculated and normalized, a 

Probabilistic Weight score is calculated through the following 

steps: 

 

1. Retrieve the PFn value for each attribute. 

2. Calculate the AFn value for each attribute. 

3. Calculate the LEDn value for each corresponding 

attribute pair for the reference pair 

a. i.e. LEDn = LED(IRn, CRn) 

4. Retrieve the weight of each attribute where:  

    {
                        
                        

             

 

5. Perform the following calculation for the pair of 

reference:  

              
∑             

 
               

∑         
 
       

       

 

Where IRi is the input reference attribute and CRi is the 

comparing reference attribute.  

 

This probabilistic score method provides the weight to 

skew the impact of each attribute based on knowledge of 

resolutions that have already occurred between reference 

pairs.  

4 Experiments  

To test the various scoring methods discussed in the 

previous section, two (2) different sets of data were used. In 

addition to the data sets, two (2) tools were used to test the 

effectiveness of the various scoring methods. These tools 

consisted of the OYSTER system, and a custom built scoring 

system designed around the four proposed scoring methods.    

 

4.1 OYSTER 

OYSTER (Open sYSTem Entity Resolution) is an open 

source project sponsored by Center for Advance Research in 

Entity Resolution and Information Quality (ERIQ) and the 

University of Arkansas at Little Rock [5].  OYSTER was 

originally designed to support instruction and research in ER 

by allowing users to configure its entire operation through 

XML scripts executed at run-time.  The resolution engine of 

the current version (3.3) supports probabilistic direct 

matching, transitive linking, and asserted linking [2, 7]. 

OYSTER builds and maintains an in-memory repository of 

attribute values to identities that allows it to manage identities 

quickly and efficiently.  Because OYSTER has an identity 

management system, it also supports persistent identity 

identifiers.    

 

OYSTER is driven by multiple XML scripts that tell the 

system where to locate the input repository, how the input 

source files are structured, and what match rules should be 
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used to determine matches. OYSTER can be configured, 

through these XML files, to handle: 

 

 Record Linking 

 Identity Resolution 

 Identity Capture/Update 

 Five types of Assertions 

 

When configured for assertions, OYSTER provides a method 

for users to override decisions made by the Boolean 

Resolution Engine.  These assertions are the mechanisms 

which allow false negative matches identified during clerical 

review to be fixed in the entity repository. 

 

One of the most noticeable features of OYSTER is its 

ability to handle an Identity Update architecture which 

effectively allows OYSTER to combine Identity Capture and 

Identity Resolution into a single run. This allows for a 

repository of identities to be defined and maintained.  

 

OYSTERs Resolution engine functions through the use 

of Boolean match rules and supports various matching 

algorithms such as: Normalized LED [9], SOUNDEX [14], q-

Gram Tetrahedral Ratio [15], and many others.  

 

OYSTER source code and documentation are freely 

available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/oysterer/.  

 

4.2 Test Data 

The first set of test data is comprised of synthetic data 

that was created as the input for a class project for an Entity 

Resolution course. Quality issues were deliberately 

introduced to this synthetic dataset to view the effects of 

lower quality data on the discussed scoring methods. The 

second set of data is a set of real world data that was provided 

by the state’s Department of Education. This data cannot be 

disclosed in detail but the results of the experimentation are 

provided later in this paper.    

4.2.1 Synthetic Data 

The synthetic dataset consists of records that are created 

to mimic student person records. A random sample of 4,300 

records was selected from the dataset. The references consist 

of the following attributes: RefID, Fname, Mname, Lname, 

Suffix, SAI, DOB, and Phone #. 

 

The first step is to generate a set of match rules to be 

used in an OYSTER run to generate a truth set.  The rules 

consist of 4 rules: 

 

 Rule 1 

o SAI – Exact match 

o Lname – Exact_ignore_case 

 Rule 2 

o Fname - Soundex 

o Lname - Exact_ignore_case 

o DOB - Exact_ignore_case 

 Rule 3 

o Fname - Soundex 

o Lname - Exact_ignore_case 

o Mname - Exact_ignore_case 

 Rule 4 

o Fname - NICKNAME 

o Lname - Exact_ignore_case 

o Mname - Exact_ignore_case 

 

After the OYSTER run completed it was found the 

4,300 references resolved into 1,550 entity clusters. From the 

link index that was produced by the OYSTER run a count of 

matches for each of the 4,300 references was calculated by 

counting the number or references that were clustered with 

each reference.  

 

Next, Rule 3 was removed and OYSTER was run 

against the same dataset. It was found that 47 references out 

of the 4,300 were no longer linked and were placed into 

individual entity clusters. These 47 represent false negative 

results for this run. These 47 references were extracted into a 

new dataset and used as a list of source references to be run 

through the scoring tool against the original 4,300 references 

and their match count generated by the scoring tool was 

compared against the match count generated for these records 

by the first OYSTER run. 

  

The scoring tool generated the information shown in 

Table 1 about the 4,300 references in the entity repository. 

Table 1: Synthetic data PF and Weights 

Attribute PF 
Agreement 

Weight 

Disagreement 

Weight 

Fname 0.9333 0.386308 0.024562 

Mname 0.7404 0.22573 0.016748 

Lname 1 0.47589 0 

Suffix 0.0016 0.599105 0.041901 

SAI 0.9537 1 0.010654 

DOB 0.3828 0.34999 0.039992 

Phone 1 0.739681 0.039913 

 

The OYSTER run identified that the 47 references 

contained a total of 150 matches in the 4,300 reference 

population. The scoring tool identified the match counts 

shown in Table 2 for each of the four scoring methods. 

Table 2: Synthetic Data Result Comparisons 

Count Source Threshold Count Percentage 

identified 

OYSTER N/A 150 100% 

All-Attribute Score 0.7 131 87.33% 

Selected-Attribute Score 0.7 130 86.66% 

Rule-Attribute Score 0.7 144 96% 

Probabilistic Weight Score 0.95 122 81.33% 

    

It was found that due to the quality of the data, the 

threshold had to be lowered to find the best amount of 

matches. All the matches represented in the counts above 

were verified to be accurate. The Percentage Identified 
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represent the probability for which the corresponding score 

algorithm would return a list of review indicators to the user. 

4.2.2 Student Data 

The data is comprised of student enrollment records. 

There are 3,234,292 student references with each containing 

40 attributes (inclusive of the ID field). 

 

Twelve rules were created for the OYSTER run and 

OYSTER generated 526,012 entity clusters. The PF and the 

agreement and disagreement weights of each attribute 

calculated by the scoring tool cannot be shared in this paper. 

Next, one rule was removed and OYSTER was run again 

against the full population. This rule provided 332 references 

that no longer clustered and a random sample of 100 records 

was selected from these 332 references to be used as input for 

the scoring tool. These 100 records were run against the 

3,234,292 references and the counts in Table 3 were 

generated for the 100 input references. 

Table 3: ADE Data Result Comparisons 

Count Source Threshold Count Percentage 

identified 

OYSTER N/A 688 100% 

All-Attribute Score 0.8 629 91.4% 

Selected-Attribute Score 0.8 632 91.8% 

Rule-Attribute Score 0.8 632 91.8% 

Probabilistic Weight Score 0.955 625 90.8% 

 

The data quality of the references in the student dataset 

is very good so the thresholds did not need to be set as low as 

they were for the synthetic data. These thresholds should be 

determined by a knowledge expert so that the algorithms 

return the most probable matches. All the matches 

represented in the counts in Table 3 were verified by hand to 

be accurate. This verification was the reason a small (100 

references) random sample was selected.  

4.2.3 Further Analysis 

During testing of the various algorithms many runs were 

performed on both the synthetic and student datasets in the 

attempt to find the optimal threshold to be used for the 

scoring method on the dataset. After each run was complete, 

the output was analyzed looking for the point in which the 

scoring algorithm stopped producing false positive results. 

Because a probabilistic scoring algorithm inherently will 

score some non matches with relatively high scores, the 

objective is to find the point where the false matches stop 

while there is still a high level of true matches returned as 

review indicators for the user. The charts in Figure 1 and 

Figure 2 depict the various thresholds tested for each of the 

proposed methods.  

 

 Chart a = All-Attribute Score 

 Chart b = Selected-Attribute Score  

 Chart c = Rule-Attribute Score 

 Chart d = Probabilistic Weight Score 

 

Multiple runs were performed and show the optimal 

threshold. It would have been entirely acceptable to select a 

lower threshold and simply return the possible matches but 

the attempt was made to depict the accuracy of the algorithms 

at which all the matches returned are true matches.  

  

 
Figure 1: Synthetic Data True/False Matches 

 

 
Figure 2: Student Data True/False Matches 

 

Another finding is that by using the Probabilistic 

Weight score, the resulting scores shift strongly towards 1 for 

matching references and the majority of non-matching 

references had a score that dropped quickly into the 80 

percentile range or lower. The Probabilistic Weight score 

could provide more confident results in the upper bounds of 

the normalized score range. It does however provide less of a 

range of control for the values since even a 0.5% shift in the 

threshold can cause a dramatic increase in the false matches 

in the real-world data.   

5 Conclusion 

It was found that the all-attribute score is a very robust 

and straight forward scoring method that can be applied to a 

wide range of data sets with nearly any level of data quality. 

This method is most useful for systems in which there is no 

knowledge expert that can confidently identify specific 

identifying attributes or in situations where it is decided that 

all the data has some significance to the reference. For both 

the synthetic and student data, the all-attribute score was able 
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to correctly identify close to 90% of the correct match results 

and assign them an appropriate score.  

 

The selected-attribute score also performed well in that 

it actually provided slightly better results than the all-attribute 

score method in each test. This is a viable alternative to the 

all-attribute score when there is a knowledge expert that can 

provide enough certainty about the attributes to disable the 

use of some of them in the scoring algorithm.  

 

The rule-attribute score produced good results on the 

test data by using only attributes that are present in the rules 

used in the OYSTER runs. This method produces some of the 

best results but could be of limited use in an interactive 

system in which there are no constraints as to which attribute 

values the requestor must populate in their request. 

 

Lastly, the probabilistic weight score did not outperform 

the other methods but it showed potential in the way it 

skewed the match scores. The true match scores were skewed 

almost entirely into the upper 90 percentile and false matches 

were skewed down into the 80 percentile or lower. 

  

Although Entity Resolution (ER) systems are designed 

specifically to resolve entities into entity clusters, there is a 

gap in their capabilities since the systems that use Boolean 

rules cannot provide a list of “near matches” based on their 

clerical review indicator. It was found that all of the proposed 

methods in this paper are viable options for supplying the 

system with this flexibility. Each of the different probabilistic 

scoring methods has its own strengths and can be applied in 

different situations to closely meet the needs of the 

underlying data. These probabilistic scoring algorithms can 

be used not only as review indicators but could also be used 

as part of the Boolean match rules as one of the comparators. 

i.e. FirstName = exact, LastName = exact, and Score > 0.8. 

This type of rule could be used to make deterministic 

decisions in any ER system.  

6 Future Work 

The next step is to explore alternative similarity distance 

measures (nLED in the above methods) that automatically 

take into consideration the most common types of 

discrepancies found in the student data. For example, the 

transpositions of characters and nicknames. If the attribute 

values in the attribute pairs are found to fall into either of 

these categories then the similarity measure should be 1. e.g. 

nLED(sam,asm) = 0.333 but since it is a transposition, this 

should return a 1.0 in the context of generating a score for the 

reference pairs. 
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Abstract - The foundation is a cosmetic makeup 

applied to the face before other makeup is applied. In 

this research effort, a novel algorithm used to assist 

the selection of the optimal cosmetic foundation 

makeup color is presented. The algorithm is 

implemented as a mobile application on iPhone’s iOS 

platform.  The selection process is done by: (1) 

Intelligent segmenting of a pre-selected facial image 

into different skin regions, (2) Selecting (done by user) 

one of the facial region (or regions), (3) Merging 

regions based on their size and adjacency, if 

applicable, (4)  Clustering the regions into 16 different 

colors using the k-means algorithm, (5) Selecting and 

averaging the top 4 clusters, (6) Mapping the average 

on a standard industry color table of cosmetic 

foundations, (7) Applying the identified color to the 

facial image.  Results are shown for numerous samples 

from standard videos and images taken from the 

cameras used on the iPad. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The interest in mobile devices has exploded in 

recent years, especially the usage of the Apple’s 
iPhone and iPad [3]. These devices allow users to 

capture pictures and live video in instantaneously while 

processing these images in real-time by an App. The 

App described in this paper is applied to the Cosmetic 

Chemistry make-up substance known as Foundation. 

Foundation make-up is applied to the user’s face 

initially before any other make-up products are 

applied.   The challenge many users have in applying 

Foundation is selecting the best color that matches 

their facial skin. Often a trial and error process is 

utilized where several different colors are 
experimented with before a color is chosen. But the 

process is far from optimal and mistakes are often 

made when selecting and applying foundation colors. 

The purpose of this app is to eliminate most of the 

uncertainty involved when selecting the best 

foundation color. A novel algorithm implemented for 

this app consists of the following steps: 

1. Automatic segmentation of facial regions into 

objects. 

2. Quantize colors of largest facial region to 16 

clusters. 

3. Color matching is performed between dominant 

facial region and other facial regions 
4. Adjacent facial regions are merged based on the 

color matching. 

5. The four dominant colors are selected from all 

color regions 

The dominant colors are matched with a table of 

possible foundation colors provided by a major 

cosmetic manufacturer. 

 

2.  Image Segmentation 
 

There are several image segmentation algorithms 
available in the literature, thus providing many 

different possibilities for this step in our system as in 

[1,7,8,9,10,11,12,13]. The image segmentation process 

used in this system is fully described in an earlier work 

of the authors [4,14] and is applied to each image when 

detecting facial regions.  Examples of the image 

segmentation applied to standard test images are shown 

below in Figure 1. The images shown in Figure 1 are 

extracted from the standard MPEG-4 videos Susie, The 

Foreman, and Miss America. These videos are very 

commonly used for research as well as the images 
extracted from them. These same images – Susie, The 

Foreman, and Miss  America, are stored in the Cameral 

Roll of the iPad and subsequently tested by the 

algorithm described in this paper. The algorithm’s 

results for these images are displayed in Table 1 of 

Section 7.  Note the different facial regions considered, 
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along with many other different objects such as 

clothes, hair, and background features. This image 

segmentation algorithm does a superior job in fully 

dividing the pictures into real-world objects.  

 

3. Color Quantization and Matching 
  

The next step in the process is to quantize the 

facial regions colors to a manageable number and then 

match the colors to a set of pre-defined colors as set by 

the manufacturer. There are tens of thousands of 

unique colors in a given image and perhaps millions of 

unique colors across several frames of a video 
sequence.  The quantization of all possible colors to 

only a few levels is an important simplification step, 

since the comparison so many different color 

possibilities prove difficult when identifying the 

optimal foundation color to be applied to a facial 

region.  

 

 

Fig 1: Segmentation Results for Test images 
 

The largest facial region undergoes a standard k-

means clustering algorithm [7] and 16 quantized colors 

are extracted from this initial object.  The motivation 

behind using 16 colors is because it has been found 

that most realistic facial regions can be represented by 

this many discrete labels - thus shading, textured 

regions, etc can be modeled most accurately this way.  

Before clustering, the original RGB pixel colors are 

converted to the CIE- L*a*b* color space which has 

been shown to be perceptually uniform and therefore 
preserve more accurate distances than the RGB color 

space, thus providing superior results [1].  The 

clustering results on the CIE-L*a*b* colors are then 

converted back to the RGB colors. The color feature 

utilized in this measurement consists of all quantized 

RGB colors. 

 The quantized colors in the largest facial region 

are then compared with the actual colors in the other 

facial regions. The colors will be classified in one of 

two ways: 

1. An existing color found in the largest facial region 
2. A new color not found in the facial region 

In the following discussion, the symbol pcn will 

be used to represent the actual color in an additional 

facial region whereas pcp represents the corresponding 

matching color in the largest facial region. A new color 

is identified in the additional facial regions by (1) 

given by 

|| - || > max|| - || +pcn pciµ µ ασ   (1) 
 

where µ is the mean of the cluster that pcp belongs to, 

pci is the ith color belonging to this cluster with i =1, 

2,….N, and N is the total number of colors grouped 

with the cluster.  σ is the standard deviation of the 
distances computed between µ and the colors in its 

cluster and is given by (2) as: 

 || ||

( 1)

N

i

pci

N

µ

σ

−

−

∑
=         (2) 

and α is a scaling factor.  We have found that α equal 
to 2 works well for the application considered in this 

work. This color-matching step is illustrated in Figure 

2. 

 
 

Fig. 2: Illustration of Color Matching Algorithm 

 

In the example shown in Figure 2, pcn is classified 

as a new color.  
 

 

 

Fig. 3: Original Region Labels from Segmentation 

 

4.  Region Merging Algorithm 
 

A step that merges smaller facial regions with the 
larger, adjacent region is needed to provide optimal 
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facial segmentation.  The region merging algorithm 

introduced in this section demonstrates that small color 

samples extracted near the boundaries of adjacent 

facial regions provide an excellent criteria for merging 

the areas.  The algorithm utilized in this system relies 

on the dominant (quantized) colors when comparing 
adjacent regions.  Therefore, the adjacent facial regions 

are merged based on how similar their colors are to the 

largest facial region. The example shown below is for a 

standard image. The algorithm is summarized as: 

1. The regions created by the image segmentation are 

extracted.  The regions (and their corresponding 

labels) as well as their contours overlaid onto the 

original color frame are shown in Figure 3. 

 

2. All neighboring segments for each region are 

determined and only those neighboring segments 

that are larger are considered as merging 
candidates.  The main concept is that smaller 

regions are only merged with larger, bordering 

regions.  For example, region 12 has larger 

neighboring segments 5,11,16 and 17, whereas 

region 17 has larger adjacent segment region 5.  

3. Each region’s quantized colors are then compared 

with the quantized colors of each of its larger, 

neighboring segments.  The smaller region will be 

merged with the larger one if their quantized 

colors are sufficiently close [5].  The steps 

utilized in this process are outlined as follows: 
a. A windowed area running the length of the 

adjacent boundary between neighboring 

objects is selected for each region.  Each area 

provides a representative sample of the 

quantized colors for the object.  Colors 

selected at their adjacent boundary provide 

the best measurement on whether the objects 

should be merged, thus minimizing the 

effects from outlying colors.  The sampled 

regions usually have a maximum width of 5 

pixels and are parallel to the entire length of 

the boundary.  Additional points are selected 
when the sampled regions consist of 25 

pixels or less.  Examples of these sampled 

regions are shown in Figure 4 for selected 

neighboring objects. 

 
 

  
 

b. Each quantized color (i.e., discrete label) and 

its corresponding concentration  (measured in 

percentage) are extracted from each sampled 

area within each region. Only those quantized 

colors with a concentration greater than 5% 

are considered. 
c. If the majority of the quantized colors of the 

smaller region match those of the larger 

region, the larger region is then selected as a 

candidate for merging with the smaller one. 

4. Step 3 is repeated for all larger neighboring 

objects and all candidates for merging with the 

smaller objects are maintained [2]. 

5. The candidate which best matches the smaller 

object’s quantized color concentration is then 

selected as the best matching region for merging.  

The smaller region is then marked for merging 

with the larger region – but the actual object 
merging is not done at this time. 

6. Steps 1 – 5 are repeated for all remaining objects. 

7. All smaller objects previously marked for merging 

are then merged with their best matching 

neighboring objects. 

 

The results of this algorithm as applied to the 

original segmentation, Figure 3, is shown in Figure 5. 

 

  
 

Fig. 5: Region Merging Results 
 

5.  Dominant Color Selection 
 

The color feature utilized in this measurement 

consists of all quantized RGB colors having a 
concentration greater than 5% extracted from a given 

object. These colors are also referred to as the 

dominant colors of the object. The Dominant Colors is 

one of the standard MPEG-7 features [6] and provides 

one of the simplest but effective attributes for matching 

similar colors.. The previous sections demonstrate the 

algorithm that quantizes/matches the color regions of 

the facial regions. The color processing to detect those 

colors with 5% or more concentration is illustrated 

below in Figure 6. The threshold of 5% is chosen by 

the MPEG-7 and is shown to provide the best results 
for matching image regions that are comprised of 

similar colors. 

Fig. 4.  Selected Regions 
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Fig. 6: Detection of Dominant Colors 

 

6.  Foundation Color Matching 
 

The dominant colors extracted from the merged 

facial regions are next matched with a foundation color 
chart. The foundation color chart consists of the all 

possible colors available for the foundation make-up.  

An example of a color chart is shown below in Figure 

7. 

The dominant colors extracted from all merged 

facial regions must undergo a processing step before 

the matching can be performed. The steps required for 

the matching is summarized using the following steps: 

 

 

Fig. 7: Color Chart for Foundation 

 

1. The CIE-Lab color space for all dominant colors is 

detected. 

2. Each Foundation color from the color chart in 

Figure7 is also converted to CIE-Lab color space. 

Each color is considered a set of dominant colors. 

3. A similarity measurement between the average 
dominant colors and Foundation colors are 

computed as below in (3): 

 

1        
ci pi

i

ci

T
CC

T

∩
= −   (3) 

where Tci is the set of dominant colors in the merged 

regions, while Tpi is the set of dominant colors in the 

color chart. The Color Chart’s color that maximizes the 

Common Color measurement (CCi) is selected as the 

best matching color from the foundation color chart. 
 
 

7.  Testing and Results 
 

The algorithm has been implemented in the form 
of an iPhone/iPad App. The initial display of the 

application referred to as the Home display is shown in 

Figure 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 8: Startup View for iPad App 

Note the content tab. The user can take a new 

picture via the iPad camera using the Camera tab. An 
example for this screen is shown below in Figure 9: 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Picture Taken Using App 
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Fig. 10: Picture and Foundation Color Chart 

 

Once the picture has been taken, the user can 

process the picture by pressing the Process Picture 

button as shown below in Figure 10: 
The color chart is shown below the picture.  The 

user is given the option to select the color and test on 

automatically segmented facial regions, or the user can 

choose the completely automated mode where the best 

matching foundation is color is chosen by the app. 

The following table computes the results for the 

three standard images which were tested by this 

algorithm. These images were selected from the 

standard MPEG-4 video database and have been tested 

previously by the author’s image segmentation 

algorithm given in [4].  

In Table 1, the #Objects column refers to the total 
number of regions automatically segmented in the 

image – facial, clothing, hair, etc. The Facial column 

refers to the number of objects pertaining to only facial 

regions of the subject. The Correct column compares 

the automatically selected foundation color with the 

appropriate one chosen manually for each facial 

region. The results in the table below are computed 

only for the facial regions – the other regions such as 

hair, clothing, eyes, lips, etc. are not considered in the 

table shown below.   

 
Table 1:  Results 

 

Image #Objects  Facial Correct 
Percent 

Correct 
Ms America 12 9 8 97.1% 

Foreman 23 12 10 91.3% 

Susie 9 6 5 90.9% 

 

The algorithm applied the correct foundation color 

over 90% of the time for the 3 cases tested.   Some 

regions were misclassified due to imperfections in the 
image segmentations algorithm for the facial regions. 

For instance, some facial regions included portions of 

other regions such as hair, clothing, etc. 

8. Conclusion and Future Research 
.  

 This proposed algorithm automatically selects the 

best matching cosmetic foundation color for a given 

facial region which has been automatically segmented. 

The results are very promising and illustrate that the 

algorithm is properly choosing the best foundation 

color over 90% of the time. 
 One challenge the algorithm has is properly 

classifying the facial region from non-facial regions. 

This unfortunately is currently being done in a manual 

fashion rather than automated at this time. A future 

research plan is to enhance the algorithm so facial 

regions are automatically identified based on standard 

features. The standard features would be extracted 

from the MPEG-7 facial attributes and integrated with 

our current algorithm for properly classifying the 

automatically segmented regions as facial/non facial. 

 Once the facial regions have been properly 

identified, the next algorithm enhancement would be to 
merge all facial regions in to one object. – the face. 

This one object would provide much more appealing 

results and would provide a more pleasing experience 

for the users of our app. An incremental step would be 

to allow the user to manually select the facial regions 

presented to her and allow these to be merged into one 

large object. 

 Additional testing needs to be done concerning the 

usage of the Dominant Color feature as the primary 

means for matching skin pigments. Additional color 

features as described by the MPEG-7 standards [8]  as 
color histograms [9] and color layout [10] are available 

and should be tested as well. These additional 

attributes could also be combined with the current 

dominant color feature in a type of voting algorithm as 

well. 

 The foundation chart shown in Fig. 7 is taken from 

L’Oreal Corporation and pertains only to the 

foundation colors used by their company. More robust 

testing in the future should involve additional 

foundation color charts from other manufactures such 

as Cover Girl, Revlon, etc.  
 A more extensive set of test images should also be 

used in future testing.  Many standard images exist in 

the MPEG-4 video database and these images could be 

used as well as the three illustrated in this work. A 

complete database consisting of at least 10 such images 

should be utilized to provide a thorough set of results 

and data. 
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Abstract—For the successful monitoring and 
combatting of Serious Organised Economic Crime 
(SOEC) and fraud, further integration of Member 
States systems across Europe is needed. This paper 
describes a system for strategic intelligence 
management providing a more coherent and 
coordinated approach for detecting and deterring 
SOEC and fraud. The EMPRISES framework 
increases the effectiveness of communication between 
Member States by developing an agreed common 
language (taxonomy) of SOEC and fraud with 
automated multi-lingual support. By appropriating 
and applying existing business tools and analysis 
techniques to the illegitimate businesses of SOEC and 
fraud, this new system can support Member States to 
better target these crimes and the criminals involved. 

Index Terms—strategic intelligence management, 
serious organised economic crime, fraud, business 
techniques, illegitimate businesses 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Serious Organised Economic Crime (SOEC) 

and the associated activity of fraud are growing 
multinational businesses without respect of national 
borders. In the European Union (EU) alone these 
criminal activities cost member states billions of 
Euros annually. The ability to discover and develop 
sophisticated new weapons to detect and fight these 
crimes is thus an imperative. At present, however, 
each European police force and Financial 
Intelligence Unit (FIU) has its own Financial SOEC 
and fraud monitoring system. This severely 
hampers effective detection and deterrence of these 
crimes. To be effective at the multinational level 
requires a collaborative strategy across national 
systems based on the comprehensive integration of 

national systems into one multilingual pan-
European system. Such a system would federate the 
large volume of SOEC and fraud information into a 
single shared inventory of SOEC and fraud. This 
inventory would employ a pan-European taxonomy 
of SOEC and fraud capturing even low-level and 
low intensity activities, hence, providing member 
states with a comprehensive, common language. It 
is with this objective in mind that we propose the 
Economic criMe PReventIon for a Strengthened 
European Society (EMPRISES) framework as a key 
strategic intelligence asset for law enforcement 
agencies in combating financial and economic 
crime. 

II. DEVELOPING AN ENTERPRISE 
ARCHITECTURE OF SOEC AND FRAUD 

SOEC and fraud can be described in the 
framework of Enterprise Architectures (EA). SOEC 
consists of ‘business’ enterprises just like any other 
legitimate enterprise, with the difference, however, 
that the transactions it engages in are inherently 
unbalanced in their favour. Put simply, SOEC 
enterprises consider breaking the law as a normal 
cost of their ‘business operations’. Fraudsters 
follow the same semantics. Victims to these 
transactions can be individuals, businesses, 
organisations or societies as a whole. It is this 
economic risk and its adverse effects on others that 
distinguish the structure of SOEC and fraud from 
other forms of economic activity. Yet, this feature 
not only serves to differentiate SEOC and fraud 
from other business activities, it can also be used as 
a first step to identify and stop their activities.  
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The EMPRISES framework employs state of the 
art knowledge of EA to obtain a clearer 
understanding of SEOC and fraudulent transactions. 
With this the EMPRISES framework provides a 
solid basis for the application of EA procedures to 
SOEC and fraud by revealing their fundamental 
enterprise anatomy. Subsequently, their supply and 

consumer chains can be identified and trapped, 
and/or potential victim(s) alerted. The general 
framework is based on best practices from the Open 
Group Enterprise Architecture Framework 
(TOGAF) [1]. The diagram above is an adaption 
from TOGAF to 1llustrate the general structure of 
SEOC and fraud systems including their 
protagonists (i.e., the criminal enterprises), their 
involuntary agents (i.e. the victims) as well as the 
Local Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) and EU-wide 
and National Enforcement Bodies aiming to combat 
these activities.. 

III. THE SOEC AND FRAUD TRANSACTION 
CONCEPT IN THE EMPRISES FRAMEWORK 

The conceptualisation of SOEC and fraud 
transactions in EMPRISES is based on the 
Transaction Concept that is based on the Resource-

Events-Agents (REA) framework [2]. The 
Transaction Concept (TC) identifies the ‘real-
world’ agents in enterprise transactions including 
how they transact (the economic events) and what 
they transact (the economic resources) [3, 4, 5]. The 
TC highlights the value and costs of each 
transaction as well as its effect on the local, national 

or international ecosystem. This approach captures 
the adverse effects on EU economies for each 
economic resource in a SOEC or fraud transaction, 
however large or small (e.g., overall social and 
political impact in the wider ecosystem or loss of 
state revenues). In the EMPRISES framework an 
economic event thus details the victim(s) 
(individual, corporate or jurisdiction) as well as the 
effects of illegal exchanges of resources for each 
type of victim. The model differentiates agents 
according to their location as either inside or outside 
agents. The inside agent is the illicit propagator of 
the SOEC or fraud, the outside agent refers to the 
victim. Adding these semantics distinguishes the 
‘good’ from the ‘bad’ according to the 
consequences of the transaction.  

The Transaction Concept also captures the 
pragmatics as well as semantics of SOEC, thus 
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minimising the impact of ‘cat-and-mouse’ games as 
the SOEC enterprises or fraudsters try to beat the 
detection system [6, 7]. To capture and represent 
this complex information, EMPRISES will make 
use of Conceptual Graphs (CGs) [8]. CGs offer 
conceptual structures. They align the creativity of 
humans with the productivity of computers, 
providing knowledge capture and reasoning at this 
semantic level. Additional rigour is provided at the 
mathematical level by including a further 
Conceptual Structure in form of Formal Concept 
Analysis (FCA) [8]. 

To understand the direct and indirect economic 
impacts of SOEC and fraud, the Transaction 
Concept will be combined with Computable 
General Equilibrium (CGE) analysis. CGE is well 
respected in many fields and used, for instance, in 
fiscal studies [9, 10, 11]. CGE analysis has 
demonstrated its capacity to capture the intrinsic 
mechanisms of the economy to translate 
inefficiencies through all the productive structures 
and institutional sectors. Introducing previously 
identified economic distortions and computing their 
chained effects in the whole economic system will 
thus allow a more accurate estimation of the full 
impact of SEOC and fraud on states [12]. In the 
context of EMPRISES, a pilot system in form of a 
Pan-EU Monitoring System (PEUMS) will be 
realised. In a first step, the EMPRISES PEUMS (E-
PEUMS) aims at the integration of existing LEA 
systems in five Member States, namely Finland, 
Poland, Spain, Turkey, and UK. 

IV. THE EMPRISES PAN-EU MONITORING 
SYSTEM (E-PEUMS) 

EMPRISES will be implemented based on the 
E-PEUMS architecture taking advantage of existing 
solutions, particularly FIU.NET and SIENA. 
FIU.NET for Europe together with the Egmont 
Group works on coordinating and facilitating 
information exchange between Financial 
Investigation Units (FIU) on a national and 
international level. Most EU member states are 
currently members of FIU.NET. FIU.NET allows 
members to exchange information on economic 
crimes using their bespoke MA3tch system. This 
system allows FIUs to share data in an anonymous 
way among all members or between specific 
members by converting data into uniform 
information. Representatives from member states on 
FIU.NET range from the Serious Organised Crime 
Agency (SOCA; a law enforcement but not police 
agency) in the UK to SEPBLAC in Spain 
(coordinated by Bank of Spain) to the National 
Intelligence Unit of the Finnish Police Service.  

EUROPOL’s SIENA system provides a similar 
platform for the exchange of operational 
information between EUROPOL and its partners in 
the form of structured data. This system aims to 
coordinate and assist all member states to maximise 
collective data sharing and analysis and thus to 
allow a more detailed and comprehensive picture of 
available information and intelligence. SIENA uses 
Analytical Work Files (AWF) to process and 
analyse data/intelligence it receives from its 
members. Using this data it supports and helps to 
coordinate member states on a high strategic level 
to help tackle serious cross-border criminality. 

At present both systems work independently. 
Still, both organizations acknowledge the need for 
closer cooperation given the high level of finances 
associated with serious organised crime. 

V. THE ADDED VALUE OF THE EMPRISES 
SYSTEM 

The objective of EMPRISES is to provide an 
integrative interface to existing databases such as 
FIU.NET and SIENA. The EMPRISES end-user 
monitoring systems will allow access, for instance, 
through the Finish National Police Results Data 
System (PolStat), the Police Information System 
(Patja), the West Yorkshire Police intelligence 
analysis system in the UK, or the Central 
Intelligence Analysis Unit in Spain.  

For this several steps need to be taken to reach 
beyond existing infrastructures. A known difficulty 
of traditional RDBMS systems is to represent 
complex relationships, transactions, actions and 
events. EMPRISES will employ state-of-the-art 
RDF triple-store ontology to tackle this issue [14, 
15]. This ontology will hold the SOEC and fraud 
inventory and taxonomy, referred to as the 
EMPRISES SOEC and Fraud Knowledge 
Repository. Thanks to its knowledge-based 
architecture, this semantic-web technology is far 
better suited to express the relational complexity 
and conceptual, human-based nature of the problem 
domain [16]. As both RDF and UMF are XML 
dialects, a simple RDF/UMF conversion will take 
place as part of data transfer.  

EMPRISES will also provide an easy frontend 
for querying the integrated databases. The RDF 
query language SPARQL is a powerful tool to 
exploit the expressivity of ontology, yet normally 
requires considerable user expertise. EMPRISES 
will develop simple, intuitive SPARQL Wizards 
and APIs for all of its SPARQL Endpoint tools to 
facilitate highly complex queries also for less 
experienced users. This frontend will build on 
existing approaches used in FP7 projects such as 
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CUBIST [16]. For the economic evaluation of 
SEOC and fraud, EMPRISES will create a set of 
financial functions (macros) using the recently 
added SPARQL aggregation functions [15]. 
EMPRISES will further exploit the popularity and 
ease of use of existing spread-sheet software, such 
as Microsoft Excel, by building SPARQL plug-ins 
for data visualisations such as charts, plots and 
graphs. By using a simple, ontology-based 
visualisation of the SOEC and fraud repository, 
end-users will have a clear view of the underlying 
data structure and relationships therein. New FCA-
based visual analytics will allow extended inventory 
queries of the underlying SOEC and fraud ontology, 
allowing semantic, relational, hierarchical, recursive 
and propagating queries well beyond the current 
state of the art in traditional data base systems. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Sharing data and collaborating in the 

development of pan-European tools and techniques 
is vital to effectively combat SOEC and fraud. Yet, 
although basic data exchange is taking place in the 
EU, there is currently no central repository of 
SOEC and fraud for EU member states. EMPRISES 
will support new forms of cooperative analyses by 
creating a suite of new tools, technologies and 
techniques to provide new methods of monitoring, 
detection, evaluation and deterrence of SOEC and 
fraud. Functionalities include, amongst others, the 
investigation of effective interventions in SOEC and 
fraud (e.g., to inform new guidelines and methods 
of combating and deterring such crimes), the 
reporting of SEOC and fraud trends, the 
identification of differences in EU/Country based 
legislation and tax law, the identification of 
common modus operandi, situation assessments, 
economic evaluations of damaged markets, alerts 
about newly organised investment fraud schemes, 
predictions of new types of crime by extrapolation 
of trends and new crime methods, visualizations of 
the management structure of known groups and 
gangs as well as early warnings about new SOEC 
and fraud by matching SOEC's components in 
several member states. Global and EU businesses, 
governments and markets can add the EMPRISES 
architecture to their current sophisticated models, 
tools and techniques to better detect trends and 
predict opportunities. This combined approach can 
thus provide LEAs with better insights and 
understanding of the crimes and criminal groups 
that they are investigating and a more powerful way 
of detecting and deterring such crimes.  
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Abstract - The use of “data closeness” for clustering, 

concept generalization, and imprecise query 

processing has been frequently reported in the 

literature.  In this paper, however, we introduce the 

use of “data closeness” for building a prediction 

tool.  To do so, we: (1) Generate the workable 

neighborhood system for every record, Ri, of  a 

training set, (2) build and expand the “record tree” 

for Ri using its workable neighborhood system,  (3) 

Extract a neighborly rule from each expanded record 

tree, and (4) Use the rules for prediction. The 

empirical results revealed that the predictive power 

of the neighborly rules is comparable with that of 

ID3and Rough Sets. 

 

Keywords: Machine Learning, Neighborhood System, 

Workable Neighborhood System, Record Tree, 

Expanded Record Tree, and Neighborly Rules.   

 

1. Introduction 
 
During a machine learning process the patterns of 

interest in a dataset are learned by observing 

similarity, dissimilarity, or the closeness of data [1].  

For example, if two specific values belong to two 

different attributes are frequently observed together 

within the dataset, the two values may be identified 

as a pattern of interest.  In this research effort, we are 

interested in learning from the closeness of data.  To 

explain it further, frequently observing a group of 

close values of one attribute in a given dataset   with 

a group of close values of another attribute in the 

same dataset may also represent a pattern of interest.  

The learning methodologies overwhelmingly ignore 

the closeness observations within a dataset simply 

because of its inherent low level of certainty.    

Nevertheless, these patterns are worthy of 

investigation if one can compensate for the low level 

of certainty. 

  Generally speaking, the closeness of data is 

primarily used as a generalization tool and not as a 

prediction tool.  The goal of this paper is to (1) 

expand the neighborhood system as a methodology 

that discovers the patterns of interest based on the 

closeness of data, (2) expresses the patterns in form 

of neighborly rules, and (3) use the rules as a 

prediction tool.   

 The rest of the paper is organized as follow: The 

previous works is provided in Section 2, the 

methodology is covered in Section 3, the empirical 

results are discussed in Section 4, and the conclusion 

and future research are the subject of Section 5. 

 

2. Previous Works 
 
The closeness of data, neighborhood, plays a major 

role in clustering techniques [2, 3, 4], processing of 
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imprecise queries [5], and generalization of the 

concepts [6, 7, 8]. 

 In clustering techniques, all the records of a 

dataset that are close to a seed in terms of values 

collectively make a cluster.  One may look at 

members of a cluster as generalization of the seed.   

 Motro sued the closeness of data to implement 

the imprecise queries (goal queries.)  For example, 

implementing the query of “Get the list of Chinese 

restaurant in a town is easily done by using a data 

language to issue a query against a given restaurant 

database.  However, finding the list of gourmet 

restaurants close to the Armstrong campus is not easy 

to find because we assume that (a) the gourmet 

restaurant type is not included in the database and (b) 

the physical distance of the restaurant to the 

Armstrong campus cannot explicitly be found in the 

database.  The only way that this imprecise query can 

be answered is through finding restaurants that their 

food is close to be considered as a gourmet food and 

their distances from Armstrong campus are within a 

neighborhood radius.  

 The concept of sophomore students may include 

a set of student records that their number of passed 

courses is within an interval.  The half of the interval 

makes the neighborhood radius [9]. 

 The closeness of data also used in conjunction 

with the Rough Sets [10, 11, 12] to make the upper 

approximation space produced by the Rough Sets 

more useful.  That is, Rough Sets approach delivers 

better local possible rule. 

 In short, closeness of data is used frequently for 

generalization and to the best of our knowledge it has 

not been used as prediction tool.  

  

3. Methodology 
 

Neighborhood system, learning from a neighborhood 

system, and generation of neighborly rules are 

presented in the following three sub-sections. 

 

3.1. Neighborhood System 
 

Let us start with some formal definitions for better 

understanding of the neighborhood system concept. 

 

Definition 1: Let U be universe of objects. For xU, 

the neighborhood of x is n(x) = {y | yU and dist(x, 

y) ≤ t}, Where dist(x, y) is a distance function and t is 

a threshold value. 

 

Definition 2: Let T be the set of all the possible 

values for the distance threshold of t, the k=|T| 

neighborhoods of x collectively make the 

neighborhood system of x and denoted as NS(x).     

 

If i and j are two possible values of distance threshold 

t such that  ti <tj then ni(x) is closer to x than [nj(x)-

ni(x)] and it is denoted as ni(x)  [nj(x)-ni(x)] 

 

Definition 3: Let NS(x) and NS(z) be two 

neighborhood systems generated for k possible 

values of distance threshold of t, 

a) NS(x)  NS(z) ={ni(x)  ni(z)} i  

Where ni(x)  NS(x) and ni(z) NS(z)  

 

b) NS(x)  NS(z) ={ni(x)  ni(z)} i   

Where ni(x)  NS(x) and ni(z) NS(z)  

 

|NS()| may be too large to have a practical use.  As a 

result, we need to trim NS() to have a workable 

neighborhood system.    

 

Definition 4: NS(x) is a workable neighborhood 

system if NS(x) includes only three neighborhoods of 

nclosest(x), ncloser(x), and nclose(x) for which the 

threshold values are t, t  ϵ and t2ϵ , where t ≠0 and 

ϵ value depends on x.  If x is a discretized value, then 

ϵ  is an integer; otherwise, it is a real value. 

 

Let S be an information system, as defined by Pawlak 

[13], Table1.   

 

Table 1: An Information System 

 

Records A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 Decision 

R1 1 2 1 3 4 1 

R2 1 1 2 2 2 1 

R3 2 2 3 1 2 2 

R4 1 2 1 3 2 1 

R5 3 3 2 2 3 2 

R6 3 1 3 1 2 3 

R7 2 1 1 2 1 3 

R8 3 2 2 3 3 3 

 

The attribute Aj has the value of vji for the record Ri 

of S.  The workable neighborhood system for Ri 

considering only Aj is denoted as NS
Aj

(Ri) = 

{rp|vjpNSAj(vji) and  NSAj(vji) is a workable 

neighborhood system of vji.  The neighborhood 

system for Ri considering all q attributes of A1, …, 

Aq is: NS
A1, …, Aq

(Ri) =  NSAj(Ri) for j =1 to q.  The 

record Ri is referred to as the seed and the closest, 

closer, and close neighbors of record Ri are referred 

to as granules of the seed. (Note: If t = 0 be used then 

n
closest

(x) includes records that are duplicates of Ri.  

We assume that there are either no duplicate records 

in S or duplicate records have been replaced by only 

one copy. )  
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 As an example let us determine the workable 

neighborhood for the seed R1: NS
A1. . .A5

(R1).  We find 

neighborhood R1 in reference to each of its attribute 

values and then get their intersections that represents 

the neighborhood system of R1.  We start with 

attribute A1: 

 

NS
A1

(R1) = {rp|v
A1

pNSA1(1)} 

  

We use t = 0.1, t =1.1, and t = 2.1 (the ϵ value is = 1) 

to identify the workable neighborhoods of closest, 

closer and close values to R1 in reference to v11=1. 

 All the records in S for which their A1 value is 

in the range of [0-1.1] make the closest neighborhood 

of R1, {R1, R2, R4}. All the records in S for which 

their A1 value is in the range of [0-2.1] make the 

closer neighborhood of R1, {R1, R2, R3, R4, R7}.  All 

the records in S for which their A1 value is in the 

range of [0-3.1] make the close neighborhood of R1, 

{R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8}.  Following the same 

process one can build the workable neighborhood 

systems for all attribute values of record R1. 

nclosest(R1) =   nclosest(Ai) ={}  (for i = 1 to 5) 

ncloser(R1) =   ncloser(Ai)= {}  (for i = 1 to 5) 

nclose(R1) =   nclose(Ai) = { R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R8}  

(for i = 1 to 5) 

Therefore, NS(R1) = {nclosest(R1), ncloser(R1), 

nclose(R1)} = {{}, {}, {R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R8}}. 

 

 

3.2. Learning from the Neighborhood 

Systems 
 

The following two-step pre-processing is applied on a 

given dataset D: 

 Only one copy of the duplicated records in D 

are kept. 

 Conflicting records are removed from D.  

(Two records are conflicting if they are exactly 

the same except for their decision values.) 

 The dataset D, then split into a pair of training 

and test sets.  The test set includes the same 

percentage of the records for each decision value in D 

and the records are chosen randomly.   After 

removing the records of the test set from D, the 

records for the training set are chosen such that for 

each decision value the same number of records exist 

in the training set to support an unbiased training 

process. 

 For each record of the training set, the workable 

neighborhood system is generated.  If the number of 

records in the training set is M, then there are M 

Closest, Closer, and Close neighborhoods (one per 

record).  For each record, R, a certainty factor, CF, is 

calculated for its Closest(R), Closer(R), and 

Close(R). Formula 1 shows the calculation of the CF 

for the Closer(R) neighborhood. 

 

             
 

           
  (1) 

 

Where, G is the number of records in the Closer(R) 

that have the same decision as R. 

 The following algorithms can be applied on any 

of the three M neighborhoods of the workable 

neighborhood system of the training set. These 

algorithms are used to build a tree for each record, 

record tree, of the training set. However, if the record 

tree for record Ri of the training set includes records 

Rj, and Rk, for example, then Rj and Rk will not have 

their own trees.  

 Let us consider only the M Closer 

neighborhoods of the training set records.  The record 

tree for the record Ri is built as follows: 

a. The record Ri is the root of its tree 

b.  All the records in Closer(Ri) make its children. 

c.  Each child may serve as root of a new sub-

tree—if it is qualified.   

d. This process continues until the record tree 

cannot be expanded further.   

The qualification for expansion of a child is 

determined based on the records of the Closer(Child) 

neighborhood.  We use two different sets of 

qualifications. As a result, we introduce two 

algorithms (TREE-ONE and TREE-TWO) that they 

may produce two different record trees for a given 

record.  The qualifications used in the algorithm 

TREE-TWO are more restricted.  The record trees are 

the basis for generating neighborly rules. 

 

Algorithm TREE-ONE 

Given: A training set with M records and M Closer 

neighborhoods (one per record). Each Closer 

neighborhood has its own certainty factor, CF.  

N is a set of M Closer neighborhoods and Ed is a 

threshold value. 

Objective: Building record trees for each record of 

the training set. 

1. Repeat steps 1-7 while N is not empty 

2. Identify a record, R, in N such that its Closer(R)  

has the highest CF value;  If there is a tie, then pick 

the one that its Closer neighborhood has the 

highest cardinality.  If the tie has not been resolved 

yet, then select R randomly from the records that 

are tie. 

3. Build the record tree of R in which: 

/*R is the root, All the records in Closer(R) make 

the children of the root*/ 

CFTree = CFCloser(R);  

Create average record, AR, such that the value for 

attribute Ai of AR is the average of the attribute 
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values of Ai of all the records in the record tree of 

R; 

4. Repeat steps 5-6 while the record tree can be 

expanded 

5. Repeat step 6 while a child of the same tree level 

has not been processed/*Breadth first expansion*/; 

6. Process a new node, r, of the tree by: 

(i)  Expand node r /*records in the Closer(r) make 

the children of r.*/ 

(ii)  Remove those children of r that have already 

appeared as a node somewhere in the tree; 

(iii) If the Euclidean distance of a child record of r 

from AR record is greater than the threshold 

value of, Ed, then remove the child;   

7. Update AR and its CFTree ; 

8.  N = N- (all the Closer neighbors of those records 

that are in the record tree of R); 

End; 

 

The algorithm TREE-TWO is the same as the 

algorithm TREE-ONE with one extra sub-step in 

Step 6.  As a result, we show only the Step 6 for the 

Algorithm Tree-TWO 

  

6. Process a new node r of the tree by: 

(i)  Expand node r /*records in the Closer(r) make 

the children of r.*/ 

(ii)  Remove those children of r that have already 

appeared as a node somewhere in the tree; 

(iii) If the CF for the remaining children of the sub-

tree in which r is the root is  0.67 then undo 

the expansion of r; 

(iv) If the Euclidean distance of a child record of r 

from AR record is greater than the threshold 

value of, Ed, then remove the child;   

The threshold of 0.67 is the minimum acceptable 

value because it says that the decision for at least 2/3 

of the remaining records in the Closer(r) agrees with 

the decision of r.  

 

2.3. Generation of Neighborly Rules 
 

Use of both algorithms generates a set of AR records. 

Each AR record has the same number of attributes as 

any of the records in the training set.   The attribute 

Ai of an AR record is the average of all Ai attribute 

values of the records participating in the underlying 

record tree.  

 Let us assume that every AR has n attributes of 

A1 . . . An.  In addition, let us assume that for one 

particular AR, the attribute values are (a1, . . ., an), the 

root of the underlying record tree is Ri, the decision 

for Ri is dj, and CFTree = .  The AR may be 

converted into a neighborly rule as follow: 

 

(A1= a1 & . . . & An = an)  dj (CF = ) 

 

Conversion of AR records produced by the two 

algorithms delivers two different sets of neighborly 

rules.  All the rules with the CF  0.67 will be 

removed from the sets.  The reason behind such 

action is that the effects of the rules with lower CF 

are almost as good as flipping a coin to predict an 

outcome.   

 The nature of the neighborly rules is different 

from those rules that one can extract directly from the 

records of a training set.  The difference lies on the 

fact that the neighborly rules are extracted from the 

neighborhood of the records and not the records 

themselves.  As a result, these rules are applied 

differently.  To explain it further, let us assume that 

decision for a test record, R’, needs to be predicted 

using a set of k neighborly rules.  The total distance 

of each rule from R’ is calculated using formula 2. 

 

Total Distance = (|Ai-A’i|) i (2) 

 

The winner rule is the one with the smallest total 

distance.  The predicting decision for R’ is the 

decision associated with the winner rule and the 

certainty prediction of the decision is equal to the 

certainty factor associated with winner decision. 

 

4. Empirical Results 
 

Two datasets are used to examine the prediction 

power of neighborly rules generated by the 

neighborhood system.  The first dataset is a small one 

and it is a collection of data regarding blue color 

workers of an aluminum factory.  The dataset has 134 

records and fourteen attributes.  The dataset was 

cleaned by removing: 

a. The extra copies of a duplicated record, 

b. The records with missing data, and 

c. The conflicting records (i.e. records that 

only differ in their decision.) 

The dataset has been reduced to 53 records after 

cleaning.  

 The second dataset is a set of 1018 chemical 

agents and their properties.  The number of properties 

for each record is 240 plus a decision. Whether the 

agent produces liver cancer in human or not serves as 

the decision for the agent record.    

 Each dataset has been split into pairs of training 

and test sets using the following process.  Fifteen 

percent of the records for each decision value are 

randomly selected to serve as a test set.  From the 

remaining records in the dataset equal number of 

records from each decision is selected randomly to 

serve as a training set.  This process is repeated to 
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generate all possible training and test sets that satisfy 

one major restriction.  The restriction is that none of 

the records of dataset can serve in more than one test 

set.  The creation of the training and test pairs stops 

when a test set cannot be generated without violating 

the restriction.  Since the test set of every pair is 

different from the next pair, then so the training set.  

   

Table2: The prediction results for both datasets 

using cross validation 

 
Cross Validation  

Approach 

Using Rules 

Generated by 

TREE-ONE 

Using Rules 

Generated by 

TREE-TWO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dataset 

#1 

Average % of 

Correct 

Classifications 

 

76.4 
 

82 

Average % of 

Incorrect 

Classifications 

 

24 
 

18 

Average % of 

not 

predictable 

 

0 
 

0 

Average % of 

False 

Positives 

 

17 
 

10 

Average % of 

False 

Negatives 

 

7 
 

8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dataset 

# 2 

Average % of 

Correct 

Classifications 

 

73 

 

81 

Average % of 

Incorrect 

Classifications 

 

25 

 

18 

Average % of 

not 

predictable 

 

2 

 

1 

Average % of 

False 

Positives 

 

6 

 

6 

Average % of 

False 

Negatives 

 

4 

 

5.5 

 
The two different sets of neighborly rules generated 

by applying algorithms TREE-ONE and TREE-TWO 

on every training sets.  The resulting rules from each 

training set were used to predict the decision for the 

records of the corresponding test set.  The average of 

the correct classifications for all test sets was used to 

represent the prediction power of the proposed 

methodology.  Results for both datasets are shown in 

Table 2.  In addition the average number of false 

positives and false negatives were calculated that are 

also shown in Table 2.  

 Since the number of the records in the first 

dataset is small, cross validation produces small test 

sets that may be objectionable.  However, we also 

used both the re-sampling and k-1 testing approaches 

that are more proper for small datasets.  The re-

sampling approach is done as follow:  A training set 

is randomly generated from the cleaned dataset.  

There is equal number of records for each decision in 

the training set.  The training set serves as a new 

dataset.  After the rules are generated from the new  

set, different test sets are built out of the new dataset 

as follow.  Each test set is generated by re-sampling 

the new dataset.  The number of the records in the 

test set is the same as the number of records in the 

new dataset.   The results of the proposed 

methodology performance using re-sampling are 

shown in Table3. 

 The k-1testing approach is done as follow:  One 

record at a time from the cleaned dataset is set aside 

as a test set and a training set is generated from the 

remaining of the records in the dataset.  The results 

are also shown in Table 3. 

 

Table3: The prediction results for only the first 

dataset using re-sampling and K-1 

testing approaches.  

 
 Using Rules 

Generated 

by TREE-

ONE 

Using Rules 

Generated by 

TREE-TWO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Re-

Sampling 

Average % of 

Correct 

Classifications 

 

72 

 

81 

Average % of 

Incorrect 

Classifications 

 

28 

 

17 

Average % of 

not 

predictable 

 

0 

 

0 

Average % of 

False 

Positives 

 

22 

 

5 

Average % of 

False 

Negatives 

 

6 

 

12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

K-1 

Average % of 

Correct 

Classifications 

 

72 

 

77 

Average % of 

Incorrect 

Classifications 

 

27 

 

22 

Average % of 

not 

predictable 

 

0 

 

0 

Average % of 

False 

Positives 

 

11 

 

10 

Average % of 

False 

Negatives 

 

16 

 

12 
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To establish the predictive power of the proposed 

methodology, its performance was compared to that 

of Rough Sets [12, 13] and ID3 [14]. The results of 

applying Rough Sets, ID3, and the algorithm TREE-

TWO on both datasets, are shown in Table 4.  Reader 

needs to be reminded that the results shown for the 

algorithm TREE-TWO in reference to dataset 1 and 

dataset 2 are produced by the cross validation 

approach and K-1 testing approach respectively.  

Therefore, the results for ID3 and Rough Sets are 

reported for the same testing approaches in Table 4.  

 

Table4: The prediction results for ID3, Rough sets, 

and the algorithm TREE-TWO: (a) Results 

for Dataset 1and (b) Results for dataset 2. 

 

 

(a) Results for Dataset 1 

 

 ID3 Rough 

Sets 

TREE-TWO 

Average % of 

Correct 

Classifications 

 

79 

 

72 

 

82 

Average % of 

Incorrect 

Classifications 

 

14 

 

18 

 

18 

Average % of 

not predictable 

 

7 

 

9 

 

0 

Average % of 

False Positives 

 

4 

 

9 

 

10 

Average % of 

False Negatives 

 

10 

 

8 

 

8 

 

(b) Results for Dataset 2 

 

 ID3 Rough 

Sets 

TREE-TWO 

Average % of 

Correct 

Classifications 

 

77 

 

68 

 

84 

Average % of 

Incorrect 

Classifications 

 

10 

 

20 

 

16 

Average % of 

not predictable 

 

13 

 

12 

 

0 

Average % of 

False Positives 

 

7 

 

12 

 

9 

Average% of 

False Negatives 

 

3 

 

8 

 

6 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Research 
 

Closeness of data that is the backbone of the 

Neighborhood systems has been used almost 

exclusively to generalize concepts, clustering 

techniques and processing of imprecise queries.  

However, we tried to use the neighborhood systems 

as a prediction tool that produces neighborly rules.  

The application of rules that were obtained from two 

different algorithms (algorithms TREE-ONE and 

TREE-TWO) reveals that: (a) the rules obtained from 

expanded record trees generated by algorithm TREE-

TWO have a better performance than the rules 

obtained from the product of the algorithm TREE-

ONE, (b) neighborhood systems have a high potential 

to be used as a prediction tool, and (c) The predictive 

power of the proposed system is comparable b the 

predictive power of ID3 and the Rough sets 

approach. 

 As future research, development of a new 

algorithm is in progress that expands the record trees 

using the depth first expansion—in contrast with the 

breadth first expansion reported in this paper. 
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Abstract: Spatial data mining organizes by location what 

is interesting as such, specific features of spatial data 

mining (including observations that are not independent 

and spatial autocorrelation among the features) that 

preclude the use of general purpose data mining 

algorithms  poses a serious challenge in the task of 

mining meaningful patterns from spatial systems. This 

creates the complexity that characterises complex spatial 

systems. Thus, the major challenge for a spatial data 

miner in trying to build a general complex spatial model 

would be; to be able to integrate the elements of these 

complex systems in a way that is optimally effective in 

any particular case. We have examined ways of creating 

explicit spatial model that represents an application of 

mining techniques capable of analysing data from a 

complex spatial system and then producing information 

that would be useful in various disciplines where spatial 

data form the basis of general interest. 

 

Keywords: Spatial data; Complex systems; Patterns 

mining; Spatial models; Spatial database 

1 Introduction 
Spatial data mining is the quantitative study of 

phenomena that is located in space. This means that there 

is an explicit consideration of the location and spatial 

arrangement of the object to be analysed [9].We have 

focused on the unique features that distinguish spatial 

data mining from classical data Mining, and present 

major accomplishments of spatial data mining research, 

especially regarding predictive modelling, spatial outlier 

detection, spatial co-location rule mining, and spatial 

clustering. Spatial data mining organizes by location what 

is interesting therefore, the main purpose of spatial data 

mining is to search for interesting, valuable, and 

unexpected spatial patterns; which can be useful in so 

many application domains. Most often than not the 

pattern discovered always provide a new understanding 

of the real world as such, the search must be a non-trivial 

one and should be as automated as possible with a large 

search space of plausible hypothesis.  Attention to 

location, spatial interaction, spatial structure and spatial 

processes lies at the heart of activities in several 

disciplines today and as such demands the urgent 

development of tools capable of analysing and managing 

such data which typically can only be represented by 

means of geometric features, for instance, consider the 

examples of spatial data described by [23] as (a) 

Percentage cover of woody plants along a line division; 

(b) Land cover from some rangeland types within a 

specified area of a coastal region; these include some 

special cases of spatial data. Finding implicit regularities, 

rules or patterns hidden in spatial databases is an 

important task for example in geo-marketing, traffic 

control or environmental studies [6]. The ultimate goal of 

spatial data mining is to integrate and further extend 

methods of traditional data mining in various fields for 

the analysis and management of large and complex 

spatial data. The underlying concept is based on the fact 

that spatial data types (e.g points, lines, polygons and 

regions) are not supported by the conventional database 

management system. Studying spatial data management 

helps us to discover the relationship between spatial and 

non-spatial data and to be able to build and query a 

spatial knowledgebase.  

 

1.1 Related research 

Geospatial data is the data or information that identifies 

the geographic location of features and boundaries on 

earth (such as natural or constructed features), oceans etc. 

Spatial data are usually stored as co-ordinates and 

topology that can be mapped. They are often accessed, 

manipulated and analysed through geographic 

information system. Spatial data mining and geographic 

knowledge discovery has emerged as an active research 

area focusing on the development of theory, 

methodology, and practice for the extraction of useful 

information and knowledge from massive and complex 

spatial databases, Therefore, there is an urgent need for 

effective and efficient methods to extract unknown and 

unexpected information from spatial data sets of 

unprecedentedly large size, high dimensionality, and 

complexity [18]. According to [13] geographic 

information systems contain high level spatial operators 

that are uncommon in conventional database management 

system (DMS). This has led to an increased development 

of research issues that focus on technologies, techniques 

and trends that identifies properties that a spatial data 

model, dedicated to support spatial data for cartography, 

topography, cadastral and relevant applications, should 

satisfy. These properties concern the data types, data 
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structures and spatial operations of the model [22]. In 

their work, [15] asserted that for every spatial data object, 

the attribute data are referenced to a specific location; 

which means that they are highly dependent on location 

and also influenced by neighbouring object (which has 

given rise to the mining of collocation pattern between 

spatial objects). Existing DBMS do not support complex 

spatial relations that exist between spatial objects thus to 

achieve this, the functionalities of the DBMS should be 

extended to incorporate the facilities of these complex 

spatial relations into their query language by providing 

for the DBMS a model of how to process and optimize 

queries over spatial relations [4]. Spatial database 

management refers to the extraction of implicit 

knowledge, spatial relations or other patterns not 

explicitly stored in spatial databases. Traditional data 

organisation and retrieval tools can only handle the 

storage and retrieval of explicitly stored data [15]. The 

importance of handling a spatial database derives from 

the need to deal with geometric, geographic or spatial 

data (i.e data related to space). According to [22] one 

remarkable feature of a spatial database is based on the 

fact that the management of geographic data is split into 

two distinct types of processing, one for the spatial data 

and another for the attributes of conventional data and 

their association with spatial data. In other words, 

according to [12], spatial database systems deals with the 

fundamental database technology for geographic 

information systems and other applications and querying 

this database is to connect the operations of a spatial 

algebra (including predicates to express spatial 

relationships) to the facilities of a DBMS query language.  

 

2 Methods of mining spatial 

patterns 
 

The major activities involved in mining spatial patterns 

include:  

1. Dataset Preparation 

 

2. Initial Data Exploration  

3. Predicting Process And Mining Predictions 

In this work, we looked at modelling (PREDICTIVE), 

querying and implementing a spatial database for event 

prediction using basic spatial data mining algorithm. 

The term spatial database system is associated with a 

view of a database as containing sets of objects in space 

rather than images or pictures of a space. Consequently, 

mining spatial patterns from a complex spatial system 

would basically involve the description of the two 

categories of data obtainable in all geographic data (i.e 

spatial data and attribute data). In doing this, some of the 

major issues to consider include: data description, data 

manipulation and data representation. 

2.1 Data description    

2.1.1 Describing spatial data 

 Properties of location in a map are often 

―autocorrelated” (patterns exist)  

 

 Spatial data types are complex (e.g points, lines 

and polygons)  

 

Spatial data denotes continuous feature 

 

 Spatial operators include (overlay, re-class, 

distance etc.) 

  

2.1.2 Describing non-spatial data 

 Data deals with simple domains e.g numbers 

and symbols 

 

 Data describe discrete object 

               Data are independent of each other  

 

These descriptions identify properties that a spatial data 

model, dedicated to support spatial data for cartography, 

topography, cadastral and relevant applications, should 

satisfy. These properties concern the data types, data 

structures and spatial operations of the model as listed 

below: 

 Spatial operations (spatial query, 

layering/overlaying, buffering) 

 

 Spatial data which describes location (where) 

 

 Attribute data  which specifies characteristics  at 

that location (what, how much, and when) 

 

 

2.2 Spatial Data Representation 

  
Representing spatial data in the form that the computer 

would understand requires grouping the data into layers 

according to the individual components with similar 

features (example layer could be waterlines, elevation, 

temperature, topography e.t.c). 

In general, two distinct data structures are considered 

when representing spatial data digitally these include; (i) 

raster data structure (ii) vector data structure.  

 

 

2.2.1 Raster data structure 

 

According to [21], raster cell is usually a square, but 

could theoretically be another regular polygon that is 

able to fully cover an image area without leaving 
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holes in the covered region, e.g. a triangle, hexagon 

or rectangle. Raster data structure according to [11], 

is similar to placing a regular grid over a study 

region and representing the geographical feature 

found in each grid cell numerically: for example, 1 

for loamy, 2 for clay and so on.  A raster consists of 

a matrix of cells (or pixels) organized into rows and 

columns (or a grid) where each cell contains a value 

representing information, such as temperature (as 

you can see in the figure below) 

 

  
Figure 1: example of a raster data representation 

 

 
2.2.1 Vector data structure 

 
Vector data structure represents geographic objects with 

the basic elements points, lines and areas, also called 

polygons. From the description given by [11], vector data 

is based on recording point locations (zero dimensions) 

using x and y coordinates, stored within two columns of a 

database. By assigning each feature a unique ID, a 

relational database can be used to link location to an 

attribute table describing what is found there. 

 

2.3 Spatial Data Types 

[25] Observed that in trying to discover pattern in real 

world data, the different models in which real world data 

is organised and the pattern discovery technique to be 

applied to this models must be considered. Data types of 

a spatial set are the major element of a spatial database as 

we have described by the examples below. 

Continuous data types: elevation, rainfall, ocean 

salinity 

 

Areas data types: 

 unbounded: land-use, market areas, soils, 

rock type 

 bounded: city/county/state boundaries, 

ownership parcels, zoning 

 Moving: air masses, animal herds, schools 

of fish 

 

Networks data types: roads, transmission lines, 

streams 

 

Points data types: 

 fixed: wells, street lamps, addresses 

 moving: cars, fish, deer 

 

 

 

2.4 Data manipulation  

The main application driving research in spatial database 

systems are GIS. Hence we consider some modelling 

needs in this area which are typical also for other 

applications. Examples are given for two dimensional 

space (length and breadth), but almost everywhere, 

extension to the three - or more-dimensional case is 

possible. There are two important alternative views of 

what needs to be represented: 

  

 Objects in space:  in this case, we are interested 

in distinct entities arranged in space each of 

which has its own geometric description allows 

us to model, for example, cities, forests, or 

rivers 

 

 Space: here, we wish to describe space itself that 

is describing every point in space. Models 

thematic maps describing e.g. land use/cover or 

the partition of a country into districts. 

 

 

 

 

3 Knowledge discovery task in 

spatial data mining 
 

The essence of data mining is to demonstrate the possible 

contribution of general KDD methods that are not 

specifically designed for spatially referenced data. 

Knowledge discovery in a spatial database involves 

finding implicit regularities, rules or patterns hidden in 

spatial databases. These are grouped under several basic 

categories in terms of the kind of knowledge to be 

discovered. Spatial data mining encompasses various 

tasks and, for each task, a number of different methods 

are often available, which could be computational, 

statistical, visual, or some combination of them. Some 

common spatial data mining task includes: 
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• Spatial classification/prediction 

• Spatial association rule mining 

• Spatial cluster analysis 

• Geo-visualization e.t.c 

 

These tasks can generally be classified into two 

categories:  

 Modelling and 

 Querying of a given spatial database 

 

In general, the major tasks a spatial data miner may face 

would include of these (as shown in table 1):  

 

Location Prediction 

Predict that is trying to identify where a phenomenon 

will occur. 

 predicting location of protein sub cellular [5] 

 

 Predicting location of a mobile cellular 

networks user [1] 

 

 

Spatial Interactions 

The researcher is trying to find out which subsets of 

spatial phenomena interact? 

   Application of spatial information to mobile 

computing [8] 

 

   Applying spatial  

interactions 

to the analysis of crime incidents [14] 

 

 

Hot spot -Finding which locations are unusual or 

share commonalities through spatial clustering 

 Detecting spatial hot spots in landscape 

ecology [19] 

 

   Spatial Organization of DNA in the Nucleus 

May Determine Positions of 

Recombination Hot Spots [25] 

 

 Applying clustering techniques to crime hot-

spot analysis  [7] 

 

 Other application areas include earthquake 

analysis, vehicle crashes, agricultural 

situations …..      

 

Spatial outliers’ detection 

Trying to identify abnormal patterns (outliers) from 

large data sets 

 

   Detecting Outliers in Gamma Distribution 

[20]  

  
 Bearing Based Selection in Mobile Spatial 

Interaction [27]                           

Table 1: Example tasks in spatial pattern mining 
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 4 Results and Discussion 

[2] Has established that the data inputs of spatial data 

mining are more complex than the inputs of classical data 

mining because they include extended objects such as 

points, lines, and polygons. The data inputs of spatial data 

mining have two distinct types of attributes: non-spatial 

attribute and spatial attribute. Non-spatial attributes are 

used to characterize non-spatial features of objects, such 

as name, population, and unemployment rate for a city. 

They are the same as the attributes used in the data inputs 

of classical Data Mining. Spatial attributes are used to 

define the spatial location and extent of spatial objects 

The spatial attributes of a spatial object most often 

include information related to spatial locations, e.g., 

longitude, latitude and elevation, as well as shape. 

One feasible way to deal with implicit spatial 

relationships is to materialize the relationships into 

traditional data input columns and then apply classical 

data mining techniques - although the materialization 

may result in loss of information. 

However, in [26], it was also established that spatial 

context such as autocorrelation is the key challenge in 

spatial data mining especially in the area of spatial 

classification.  And then we saw the most obvious 

challenge of spatial data mining (which is a general 

problem in field on data mining) in [28] as missing data. 

[28] acknowledged that since data mining process deals 

greatly with the development of association rule, patter 

recognition, classification, estimation and prediction, it 

will be very pertinent to have serious concern on the 

accuracy of the database to be modelled and on the 

sample data chosen for building a training set, in other 

words, the issue of missing data must be addressed since 

ignoring this problem can lead to a partial judgement of 

the models being evaluated and then finally lead to 

inaccurate data mining conclusions. 

 

4.1 Data selection 

• Measuring per cent occurrence of objects from 

digital images can save time and expense 

relative to conventional field measurements  [3] 

 

• Ecological assessments incorporating ground-

cover measurements (as shown in figure 2) have 

relied on point sampling using point frames [16]; 

[17]   

 

4.2 Data preparation 

In addition to the DM process, which actually extracts 

knowledge from data, KDD process includes several pre-

processing (data preparation) and post-processing 

(knowledge refinement) phases [10]. 

4.3 Points sampling 

 

Figure 2: showing locations where sample point where 

selected on our base-map 

4.3.1 Sampling methods 

 

 ―The main aim of the analysis of mapped point data is to 

detect patterns (i.e., to draw inference regarding the 

distribution of an observed set of locations)‖ [29]. We 

have adopted the sampling method of data collection, 

because we are dealing with data that change across a 

surface over a period of time e.g temperature, 

precipitation, and so on. According to [3], measuring per 

cent occurrences of objects from digital images can save 

time and expense relative to conventional field 

measurements. Also, [30] established that ecological 

assessments incorporating ground-cover (the area, usually 

expressed as a percentage, of ground covered by the 

vertical projection of vegetation, litter, and rock) 

measurements have relied transect methods.  

The measurement of ground cover from images has 

several potential advantages, including acceleration of 

field work, increased flexibility, repeatability, and 

convenience in the time and place actual measurements 

are made. 

5 Conclusion 
Spatial data mining is a branch of data mining where 

space and location of object is an important factor. In 

work, we have carried out an extensive research on the 

field of data mining and we have developed a framework 

for spatial data mining which is suitable for further 

expansion and research. We looked at the various 

branches and tools for data mining and we had a detailed 

study of spatial data mining; tools techniques, methods, 

and tasks. We also looked at the various application areas 

of spatial data mining and the nature of specific pattern 

that could exist in a given spatial dataset. 
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Abstract— In this paper we present a novel wavelet based
exchange rate forecast model integrating wavelet filters
for denoising and Improved Instance Based Learning(IIBL)
approach. The proposed model implements a novel technique
that extends the nearest neighbor algorithm to include the
concept of pattern matching so as to identify similar in-
stances thus implementing a nonparametric regression ap-
proach.The work demonstrates the feasibility of integrating
with suitable non-redundant orthogonal wavelet filters at
the preprocessing stage to achieve accurate forecasting. The
multi-scaling property of the wavelet transform enhances
the prediction with high accuracy for volatile time series.
The impact of using Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) has
been systematically illustrated in the preprocessing stage
on the accuracy of forecasting. The analysis of simulations
demonstrate that the proposed wavelet based IIBL model
results in accurate predictions and encouraging results for
exchange rate series when compared with the conventional
neural network, wavelet and wavelet denoising methods.

Keywords: Instance based learning, Wavelet transforms, Ex-
change rate forecast.

1. Introduction
Time series forecasting is a challenging task due to its

high volatility and noisy environment. Classically, the time
series data are assumed to be stationary: their characterising
quantities behave homogeneously over time. Multi-step
ahead time series forecasting has become an important
activity in various fields of science and technology due to its
usefulness in future events management. In the context of
time series, the long-term or multi-step prediction problem
is an interesting problem since it obtains predictions several
steps ahead into the future starting from information at
current instant [?], [4], [5], [7], [8]. Nearest Neighbour(NN)
method is widely known for its computational simplicity.
The Single Nearest Neighbour (SNN) method involves
computing the proximity of the current value with all the
data in the training period. It uses Euclidean distance to
compute the proximity of current value with all the data
in the estimation period. The K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)
method extends the SNN method, chooses k neighbours that
have the k highest proximity values and involves computing
the proximity of the current value with all the data in the

training period. The KNN method uses a simple averaging
technique to predict multi-steps ahead which usually does
not result in an accurate forecast. A novel wavelet based
prediction model integrating wavelet filters for denoising
and Improved Instance Based Learning approach developed
has been presented.The proposed model implements a novel
technique that extends the nearest neighbour algorithm to
include the concept of pattern matching so as to identify
similar instances thus implementing a non-parametric
regression approach. A hybrid distance measure combining
correlation and Euclidean distance to select similar instances
has been proposed. Hence modification in the standard
nearest neighbour method results in improved forecasting
accuracy without affecting the simplicity of the nearest
neighbour method. Daubechies wavelets is applied at the
preprocessing stage mainly to supress the noise in the
signals, to result in better prediction values in terms of
performance indices used [29].

2. Multi-step Prediction
In many time series applications, one-step prediction

schemes are used to predict the next sample of data x(k+1),
based on previous samples. The disadvantage of one-step
prediction is that, it may not provide enough information
especially in situations where a broader knowledge of the
time series behaviour is desirable to anticipate the behaviour
of the time series process. Hence the long-term or multi-
step prediction model is used as it obtains predictions
several steps ahead into the future i.e., x(k+1), x(k+2),
x(k+3), starting from information at current instant k as in
[4],[9],[11],[2],[19],[22].

Many techniques exist for the approximation of the under-
lying process of a time series, linear methods such as Auto
Regressive external input (ARX), Auto Regressive Moving
Average (ARMA) model etc., and nonlinear ones such as
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). In general, these methods
try to build a model of the process. The model is then
used on the last values of the series to predict the future
values. The common difficulty of all the methods is the
determination of sufficient and necessary information for an
accurate prediction as stated in [11],[18].

Accuracy of multi-step ahead forecasting using nearest
neighbour depends upon the quality of the search for the best
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matched pattern. Hence, it is very important to search for
the most similar pattern from the stored patterns. Euclidean
distance based search used in the standard nearest neighbour
method minimizes the distance between the reference pattern
and the patterns stored in the database without considering
the similarity of the shape of the patterns [11],[12]. Further,
model based multi-step ahead forecasting fails in many cases
because the model cannot learn the dynamics of the system
completely. And most of the existing methods are useful for
single-step ahead time series forecasting and their accuracy
degrades in the case of multi-step ahead forecasting.

Hence the proposed work incorporates a hybrid distance
measure combining correlation and Euclidean distance to
select similar instances from the stored patterns. It has
been motivated by the effective preprocessing capability of
wavelet filters and the predictive power of improved instance
based learning system, to represent a hybrid prediction
system [10],[23].

3. Wavelet Theory
Let L2(R) denote the space of all square integrable

functions in R. Let ψ(t) ∈ L2(R) be a fixed function. The
function ψ(t) is said to be a wavelet if and only if its Fourier
Transform (FT) ψ̂(ω) satisfies

Cψ =
∫ ∞

0

|ψ̂(w)|2
|w| dw <∞ (1)

The equation (1) is called the admissibility condition[29],
[?], which implies that the wavelet must have a zero average

∫ ∞

∞
ψ(t)dt = ψ̂(0) = 0 (2)

and therefore must be oscillatory.
Let us define the function ψa,b by

ψa,b(t) =
1√
a
ψ(
t− b

a
) (3)

where b ∈ R is a translation parameter, whereas a ∈ R+(a 6=
0) is a dilation or scale parameter. The factor a−

1
2 is a

normalization constant such that ψa,b has the same energy
for all scales a. It is observable that the scale parameter a in
equation (3) rules the dilations of the spatial variable (t−b).
In the same way, factor a−

1
2 rules the dilation in the values

taken by ψ.
With equation (3), it is able to decompose a square integrable
function f(t) in terms of dilated-translated wavelets.
We define the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of
f(t) ∈ L2(R) by

Tψ[f ](a, b) = 〈f, ψa,b〉 =
∫ +∞
−∞ f(t)ψa,b(t)dt

= 1√
a

∫ +∞
−∞ f(t)ψ( t−ba )dt,

(4)

where 〈, 〉 is the scalar product in L2(R) defined as

〈f, g〉 :=
∫
f(t)g(t)dt,

and the symbol bar denotes complex conjugation. The CWT
(4) measures the variation of f in a neighborhood of point
b, whose size is proportional to a.
Reconstructing f from its wavelet transform, the reconstruc-
tion formula given by [?]

f(t) =
1
Cψ

∫ +∞

0

∫ +∞

−∞
Tψ[f ](a, b)ψa,b(t)

dadb

a2
(5)

the above equation implies the need of equation (1).
However, some data are represented by finite number of
values hence it is important to consider a discrete version
of CWT of equation(4). In our proposed work the orthog-
onal (Discrete) wavelet bases are employed. This method
associates the wavelet with orthonormal bases of L2(R).
The expansion of a arbitrary signal x(t) on an orthonormal
wavelet basis takes the form

x(t) = ΣmΣnxmn ψm,n(t) (6)

xmn =
∫ +∞

−∞
x(t)ψm,n(t)dt (7)

where the orthonormal wavelet basis functions are related
according to

ψm,n(t) = 2
m
2 ψ(2mt− n) (8)

with both m and n as the dilation and translation indices,
respectively. The family of equation (8) can be obtained from
equation (3), setting the parameters a = 2−m and b = n

2m .
The contribution of the signal at a particular wavelet level
m is given by

xm(t) = Σnxmn ψm,n(t) (9)

Equation (9) gives us information of the time behaviour
of the signal within different scale bands, and gives their
contribution to the total signal energy.

4. Wavelet Denoising
The main advantage of modelling with wavelets lies in the

fact that is possible to represent the transitory characteristics
of the time series in more efficient way. This advantage
derives from the fact that wavelets are limited duration
functions, moreover the shape of the wavelets used for
modelling can be chosen according to the characteristics and
behaviour of the time series to be modelled. A filter based
on wavelet transform can be implemented to obtain a more
accurate signal of the process under interest as in [23][25].

Multiscale analysis varying from one to several levels of
decompositions have been performed and the improvement
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in accuracy is seen at higher level of decompositions as
described in[27],[28],[29],[10],[13],[17]. One way to model
a time series is to consider it as a deterministic function
with noise incorporated. When the noise element in a time
series is carefully minimized by a process called denoising,
a better model can be obtained for that series.

Many denoising methods have been compared in the
literatures of [30], [26], [3], [12], [14]. A good denoising
approach consists in setting the smallest coefficients to zero
and shrinking the remaining ones above a certain threshold
as in [24].

Hence, the idea behind wavelet denoising is to threshold
the wavelet coefficients at every multiresolution level so that
the amounts of noise present in the detail coefficients are
removed. Of the wide choice of wavelet filters, orthogonal
wavelets have been considered such as Haar and Daubechies
at the preprocessing stage mainly to suppress the noise in
the signals, which results in better prediction values in terms
of performance indices used [27],[21].

The denoising objective is to suppress the noise part of
the signals and to recover function f. It is reported that
soft thresholding is more effective than hard thresholding
approach, hence soft thresholding has been employed as in
[13],[24].

5. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Instance Based Learning is a frame work and methodology

that can be applied to generate time series prediction using
specific instances [4]. The data preprocessing method
adopting wavelet filters facilitates to the process of data
representation and is able to deal with the non-stationary
involved in most of the real time series [1]. The de-noising
objective is to suppress the noise part of the signals
and to recover function f . The denoising procedure is
adapted considering appropriate wavelet filters [?], [?].
The proposed approach extends the nearest neighbor
algorithm to include the concept of pattern matching to
identify similar instances. Pattern matching in the context
of time-series forecasting refers to the process of matching
current state of the time series with its past states. The
specific instances chosen by the proposed approach are
combined using non-linear regression to generate multi-step
ahead predictions. We extend IIBL with a significant test
to distinguish noisy instances by cascading with wavelet
filters. Given a time series data set the instance based
classification aims at locating similar pieces of information
independently of their location in time. While locating the
most similar neighbors the method tries to eliminate outliers
present in the time series data. In our approach the time
series data set is partitioned into training period set and
test period set. The training period is then subpartitioned
into ’N’ instances termed as ’windows’ each of specific
number of observations ’L’ and referred as sliding window
size. The number of nearest neighbors ’H’ refer to the

best instances out of ’N’ instances required for the process
of forecasting. The optimal values of ’H’ and ’L’ are
determined by conducting several trials so as to obtain
optimal results in terms of RMSE and MAPE. The instance
that lies just before the time value to be predicted is
chosen as the critical instance (reference pattern) against
which the similarity of other instances (candidate patterns)
is to be estimated. Euclidean correlation is used as the
similarity metric to choose similar instances. Once the
similar instances (patterns in this case) are chosen they
are combined using nonlinear regression method to predict
future forecast pattern. The forecasted instance is then
added to the training set, now treated as the new reference
pattern, against which the similarity of other candidate
patterns is estimated. This process is continued till the
required number of forecast value is generated.

The proposed learning algorithm is given below.
1) Opt suitable train_ period (TR) and test period (TS)

from total data set size.
2) Initialise L and H to suitable values.
3) Select Ref_ pattern = Xcur.
4) Set Candidate_ patterns = Xi where i = 1, 2, 3 . . . n−1
5) for j=1:L

if corr[t]> 0

Euclid_corr[t] =
√

Σ(xj,cur − xj,i=1,2,3,...)2

j = 1, 2, 3, . . . for t=1,2,3 . . . (size/L) where
size is the total number of observations in the training
set.

6) Choose H lowest values from Corr[i]
for j = 1, . . . (size/L)
Low[i] = min(Corr[j]); where i = 1:H

7) for i=1:L
for j=1:H
Xi,cur+1 = α+ βXi,j

8) Add Xcur+1 to train _ period and set Xcurto Xcur+1

9) Set Candidate_ patterns = Xi where i = 1, 2, 3 . . . n
10) Repeat steps 5 to 9 until all values in test_ period (TS)

are generated.

6. Experimentation and Results
The importance of real exchange rate time series is charac-

terized with high volatility while Mackey-Glass(MG) time
series changes direction slowly. And MG series volatility
curve has same regular patterns whereas the exchange rate
volatility curve does not have any regular pattern. Hence
MG time series prediction tasks cannot fully reflect the
forecasting ability and not predominantly used as benchmark
problem in the fields of economics and finance.There are a
large number of publications reported in [14],[15] dealing
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Table 1: Notations used in the proposed algorithm

Term Meaning
TR size of the training data set
TS size of the test data set
L sliding window size
H number of windows for the best instances
Corr[] vector containing correlation values
Euclid_ dist vector of Euclidean distance values
Xcur+1 Next pattern to be predicted
Xcur Current pattern to be predicted
Xi Candidate patterns
Size Number of observations in the data set
Xi,j ith observation in the jth pattern
α, β Regression coefficients
Low[] vector of ’H’ lowest Eucledian distances.

with issue of exchange rate forecasting. However, different
publications use different data sets and experimental set-
ups. To make the comparison with reported works, we have
carried out experiments on Japanese yen, Canadian and
Australian dollar exchange rate series as defined in Chong
Tan [15] to evaluate the robustness of the proposed method.

Table 2: Performance Results for Japanese Yen, Canadian
and Australian Dollar rate series

Filter Steps Train Fore MSE RMSE MAPE
L ing casted

Japanese Yen Series 252
none 6 100 100 0.4933 0.07146 0.0049
none 1 100 100 0.3891 0.6238 0.0044
db3 1 100 100 0.0443 0.2104 0.0015
db3 6 126 126 0.0194 0.1392 0.00085
db1 6 126 126 0.2760 0.5254 0.0025

Canadian Dollar Series 2000
none 1 100 100 0.000031 0.0056 0.0030
none 6 100 100 0.000044 0.0066 0.0035
db3 1 100 100 0.00000496 0.0022 0.0012
db3 6 1000 1000 0.0000038 0.0020 0.0010

Australian Dollar Series 2000
none 6 100 100 0.000021 0.0047 0.0055
db3 6 100 100 0.0000011 0.0011 0.0012
db3 6 1000 1000 0.0000033 0.0018 0.0015
db3 1 1000 1000 0.0000053 0.0023 0.0022

Figures 1 and 2 show the forecast responses for Japanese
yen rate series without filter and with db3 filter for L=1
step ahead prediction considering 100 for training and 100
points for forecasting respectively. It is evident from the
table 2 and figures 1 and 2 that prediction with db3 filter
results in good performance with MAPE of 0.0015, whereas
without filter a MAPE of 0.0044.

Figures 3 and 4 show the forecast responses with filter
db3 and L=6 and for db1 and L= 6 considering 126 points
each for training and forecasting respectively. For this
rate series, db3 wavelet filter shows better prediction with
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Figure 1: Japanese Yen Without filter L=1
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Figure 2: Japanese Yen with db3, L=1

MAPE value of 0.00085 than db1 filter with MAPE of
0.0025.

Forecasting for Japanese Yen rate series was done
considering various compositions of data points and
adopting different wavelet filters in the preprocessing
stage. We have achieved considerably good forecasting
performance for Japanese Yen rate series with and without
filters and better performance with adopting filters.

Figures 5 and 6 show the forecast responses for Canadian
dollar rate series without filter for L=1 and L=6 steps,
considering 100 points each for training and forecasting
respectively. It is observed from the table 2 and figures 5
and 6 that there is no significant improvement in prediction
performance and also with MAPE values tabulated. The
difference in MAPE for L=1 and 6 steps are negligible.

Figure 7 shows the forecast response with filter db3 and
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Figure 3: Japanese Yen with db3 ,L=6
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Figure 4: Japanese Yen with db1, L=6

L=1 considering 100 data points for training and forecasting
respectively. Figure 8 shows the forecast response with filter
db3 and L=6 considering 1000 points each for training and
forecasting. Observations based on the responses obtained
for this rate series indicate good forecasting performance for
various compositions of data points. The results obtained
on experiments are tabulated in table 2.

Figures 9 and 10 show the forecast responses for
Australian dollar rate series without and with db3 filter
for L=6 steps ahead prediction considering 100 points for
training and forecasting respectively. It is evident from the
table 2 and figures 9 and 10 that prediction with db3 filter
results in good performance with MAPE being 0.0012,
whereas without filter MAPE being 0.0055.

Figures 11 and 12 show the forecast responses with db3
filter and L=6 and L=1, considering 1000 points each for
training and forecasting respectively. For this dollar rate
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Figure 5: Canadian Dollar Without filter, L=1
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Figure 6: Canadian Dollar Without filter, L=6
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Figure 7: Canadian Dollar with db3, L=1
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Figure 8: Canadian Dollar with db3, L=6
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Figure 9: Australian Dollar Without filter, L=6

series, from results in table 2 it is observed that with db3
wavelet filter for L=6-steps shows better prediction with
MAPE of 0.0015 than for L=1 with MAPE of 0.0022.

Forecasting for Australian dollar rate series was done
considering various compositions of data points and
adopting db3 wavelet filters in the preprocessing stage and
achieved considerably good forecasting performance.

Table 3 shows the comparative prediction performance
results for Japanese Yen, Canadian and Australian dollar
rate series obtained for the proposed method with and
without filters with the approaches from [15].

From observations of results on comparative performance,
the proposed hybrid model provides far more accurate fore-
casts than the approaches reported in [15] and this method
with and without filters adaptation has also resulted in lesser
Root mean square error(RMSE).
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Figure 10: Australian Dollar with db3, L=6
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Figure 11: Australian Dollar with db3, L=6
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Figure 12: Australian Dollar with db3, L=1
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Table 3: Comparative Predicition performance
RMSE

Method Japan Canada Australian
NN+Wavelet Denoising∗ 3.3492 0.0114 0.0104

NN+Wavelet Packet Denoising ∗ 4.3423 0.0089 0.0058
New Method(DWT) ∗ 0.5182 0.0080 0.0021

without Statistical Feature∗ 1.1507 - 0.0072
New Method(SWT) ∗ 0.9967 0.0137 0.0052

Proposed IIBL 0.07146 0.0056 0.0047
Proposed WIIBL 0.1392 0.0020 0.0011

with db3
∗ values are taken from [15]

7. Conclusions
Integrated multi-step prediction systems for predicting

the exchange rate time series has been proposed.The work
demonstrates the feasibility of integrating with daubechies
wavelet filters at the preprocessing stage to achieve accurate
forecasting.The proposed work incorporates a hybrid dis-
tance measure combining correlation and Euclidean distance
to select similar instances from the stored patterns. WIIBL
has been motivated by the effective preprocessing capability
of wavelet filters and the predictive power of improved
instance based learning system, to represent a hybrid pre-
diction system. The multiscaling property of the wavelet
transform enhances the prediction with high accuracy for
volatile time series. To observe the impact of size of dataset
used and also to analyse the learning characteristics of the
proposed model, experiments were conducted considering
various partition size of data set for training and testing input
sample values. The most important conclusion of this study
is that the propososed WIIBL is a useful tool for forecasting
exchange rate series behaviour, with use of appropriate filters
during preprocessing for accurate predictions.
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Mining Mixed-drove Co-occurrence Patterns For Large
Spatio-temporal Data Sets: A Summary of Results
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Abstract - Discovering mixed-drove spatiotemporal co-
occurrence patterns (MDCOPs) is an important field with
many applications such as identifying tactics in battlefields,
crime detection, etc. In practical applications, it is difficult to
mine MDCOPs from large spatio-temporal data sets. Firstly,
mining MDCOPs is computationally very expensive because
the set of candidate co-occurrence instances is exponential in
the number of object-types. Secondly, the spatio-temporal data
sets are large and can't be managed in memory. In order to
reduce the number of candidate co-occurrence instances, we
present a novel and computationally efficient MDCOP Graph
Miner algorithm by using Time Aggregated Graph. The
LDMDCOP Graph Miner algorithm is presented, which can
deal with large data sets by means of file index. The
correctness, completeness and efficiency of the proposed
methods are analyzed. Experimental results show that the
proposed MDCOP Graph Miner is computationally more
efficient than the fast MDCOP-Miner and the LDMDCOP
Graph Miner can effectively deal with the large
spatiotemporal data sets.

Keywords: Mixed-drove Spatiotemporal Co-occurrence
pattern; Large Spatiotemporal Data Set; Time Aggregated
Graph (TAG); File Index

1 Introduction
As the volume of spatiotemporal data continues to

increase significantly due to both the growth of database
archives and the increasing number of spatiotemporal sensors,
automatic and semi-automatic pattern analysis becomes more
essential. It is meaningful and challenging for us to extract
interesting patterns from these large spatiotemporal data sets.

Given a large spatiotemporal database, a neighbor
relationship and mixed-drove interest measure thresholds, our
aim is to discover mixed-drove spatiotemporal co-occurrence
patterns (MDCOPs). To mine co-occurrence patterns, Celik et
al. proposed MDCOP-Miner and fast MDCOP-Miner [4]. The
two methods are based on the join-based collocation
algorithm proposed by Huang et al. [9]. The basic co-
occurrence pattern mining procedure involves four steps. First,
candidate co-occurrence instances are gathered from the
spatiotemporal data set. Prevalent co-occurrence pattern sets
satisfying the given prevalence thresholds are filtered. Finally,
co-occurrence patterns satisfy the given prevalence thresholds
are generated. Most of the computational time of co-

occurrence pattern mining is devoted to finding co-occurrence
instances. The approach is Apriori like, which is costly as it
enumerates all possible co-occurrence instances over all time
instances. Thus, we propose adding a step for materializing
the neighbor relationships to increase the efficiency of co-
occurrence mining.

While the volume of the spatia temporal data set is large,
we can't manage to discover the MDCOPs by existed methods.
Since the existed methods are based on memory, we can't get
enough memory space. For example, we have 300 MB vehicle
data. As movements of vehicle change over time, their co-
occurrences also move in the same way. We can know the
military strategy from the co-occurrences. So mining those
patterns is really meaningful. As another example, China's
Zhejiang province public security bureau has more than 2GB
of crime data. We can discover a lot of useful information
from the large data set, such as the co-occurrence of crime
type. For example, gamble and larceny usually occur together
and they are co-occurrence. Mining these patterns is very
useful for the police to analyze the movement of criminals.
But the volume of crime data is too large for us to discover
the patterns by using existed methods. As a result, the issue
related to mining correct and complete patterns from large
spatiotemporal data sets is a difficult problem. In order to
solve the problem, new efficient storage method for MDCOPs
must be proposed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews related work. Section 3 presents basic concepts to
provide a formal model of MDCOP Graph and the problem
statement of mining MDCOPs. In Section 4, we present our
proposed MDCOP mining algorithms. Analysis of the
algorithms is given in Section 5. Section 6 presents the
experimental evaluation, and Section 7 presents conclusions
and future work.

2 Related Work
The MDCOPs problem differs from the co-location

pattern. Previous approaches of MDCOP mining can use a
spatial co-location mining algorithm for each time slot to find
spatial prevalent co-locations, and then apply a post-
processing step to discover MDCOPs by check their time
prevalence. To mine co-locations, Huang et al. proposed a
join-based approach [I] [2]. Celik et al. [4] formalizes the
problem, propose a new monotonic mixed-drove interest
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measure to discover and mine MDCOPs, and also propose an
efficient algorithm (MDCOP-Miner).

MDCOPs represent object types co-located over space
and time forming a spatial network (edges between objects in
the network indicate existence of a neighborhood relationship)
that dynamically changes over time. A common and narve
approach to model such a network is to use time expanded
graph, as described by Kohler et al. [5] where in the network
is replicated across discrete time instants. A more efficient
method of modeling temporal spatial networks was proposed
by George et al. [6] by incorporating the properties of nodes
and edges in the graph as a time series. This paper also
proposed efficient algorithms for computing the shortest path
and connectivity in time dependent networks modeled using
time aggregated graphs. The problem of mining MDCOPs
with high spatial and time prevalence is described by Celik et
al. [4], However the approach is Apriori like and involves
candidate generation, which is costly as it enumerates all
possible cliques over all time instances.

Although experts obtained many achievements in
MDCOP mining, we still have no correct and efficient
approach dealing with large spatiotemporal datasets. In this
paper, we materialize the neighbor relationships for efficient
co-occurrence pattern mining. We solve the problem of
efficient storage of MDCOPs by using the Time Aggregated
Graph model [6] and create our own storage model MDCOP
Graph for mining MDCOPs. Finally, we provide a correct and
efficient co-occurrence pattern mining algorithm to deal with
large spatiotemporal datasets.

3 Co-occurrence Pattern Mining

In this section, we present basic concepts to provide a
formal model ofMDCOP Graph and the problem statement of
mining MDCOPs.

3.1 Basic Concepts

3.1.1 Mixed-drove Prevalence Measure

The focus of this study is to mine MDCOPs with
multiple prevalence measures from large spatiotemporal data
sets. The basic MDCOP algorithm [4] defines two interest
measures namely spatial prevalence 9 p and a time prevalence
measure 9 time. Hence, a pattern is defined as an MDCOP if it
has the property [4]

Where, Prob (.) is the probability of overall prevalence time
slots, s_prev stands for spatial prevalence. There are more
details in [6]

3.1.2 Time Aggregated Graph (TAG)

We propose a graph based data structure to capture the
information required to mine MDCOPs from the data set. This
data structure is motivated by Time Aggregated Graphs (TAG)
which models time varying road conditions as time series on
the edges of a road network. Defines the time aggregated
graph as follows.
TAG = (N,E,TF.J; .. .t..«, ...g",.w, ...w,1 J;:N ~ RTF ;gi: E -+ RTF ;w,: E ~ RTF)

0)
Where N is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges, TF is the
length of the entire time interval,fi ...fi are the mappings from
nodes to nodes, gJ ... gl1l are mapping from edges to edges, and
wJ ... wp indicate the dependent weights (eg.travel times) on the
edges.
Each edge has an attribute, called an edge time series that
represents the time instants for which the edge is present. This
enables TAG to model the topological changes of the network
with time .. There are more details in [6].

3.2 Modeling MDCOP Graph
Given a set of spatiotemporal mixed object-types E, a
neighborhood relation R, a set of time slots TF, a threshold
pair (9 p, 9 time), MDCOP Graph can be represented as a
neighbor graph in which a node is an object type and edge
between two nodes represents the neighbor relationship over
all time slots. We use MDCOP Graph to materialize neighbor
relationships. As we know that most of the computational time
of co-occurrence pattern mining is devoted to finding co-
occurrence instances. By means of MDCOP Graph, we don't
need to generate all possible candidate co-occurrence
instances. We just generate real co-occurrence instances
through visiting the MDCOP Graph. Thus, we can increase
the efficiency of co-occurrence mining.

Definition 3.1 Given a set of co-occurrence instances CI,
instance type level graph (lG) is used to captures the existence
of co-location instances between two instance types over time.
We define instance type level graph as follows.

IG=(I,a,TF,/O ...k"eo ...e,I-"lf :l---"Jtl';ej : a ---,,£1') C3)

Where 1 is the set of instances of all object-types, CI is the set
of co-location instances. TF is the length of the entire time
interval, such that TF = [To ....• Ts.i], fo .. .fi-J are the mappings
from object-types to object-types , eo ... e,,_J indicate the
existence of co-occurrence instances between two instance
types over time on the edges.

For example, we generate instance type level graph (Figure. I)
using the data set given [6]. In Figure.l , we use time-series [1
I I 0] to show that A 1 and Clare co-located at time slot 0,
time slot I, time slot 2 and disappear at time slot 3. Therefore
we can easily capture the existence of co-occurrence instances
over time by traversing instance type level graph.
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Definition 3.2 Given a set of candidate co-occurrence patterns
(CP), object type level graph (OG) is used to indicate the
participation count of particular object-types contributing to
particular co-occurrence patterns. We define object type level
graph as follows.

Where E is the set ofspatiotemporal mixed object-types, CP is
the set of co-occurrence patterns, TF is the length of the entire
time interval, ill ... fk-I are the mappings from particular
object-types to the particular co-occurrence patterns, pO... pn-
1 indicate the participation count of particular object-types
contributing to particular co-occurrence patterns over time on
the edges.

For example, we generate object type level graph (Figure.2)
using the data set given in[7]. The co-occurrence pattern AC
has co-occurrence instances sets {{AI, C I}, {A3, C2}} at
time slot 0, time slot I and time slot 2. At time slot 3, AC has
no co-location instances. In Figure.2, since Al and A3 are
different instances of A, we use time-series [2 2 2 0] to show
the participation count of object-type A contributing to co-
location pattern AC. By using object type level graph, we can
get the spatial prevalence index values and time prevalence
index values.

Definition 3.3 Given instance type level graph and object type
level graph, MDCOP Graph is composed of two parts:
instance type level graph and object type graph. The instance
type level and object type graphs are connected through links.
We define MDCOP Graph as follows.

MDCOP Gragh = (IG,OG,TF,E,l,lo ...Ik_"I/; : J ~ ETF) (5)

Where IG is instance type level graph, OG is object type level
graph. TF is the length of the entire time interval, E is the set
of spatiotemporal mixed object-types, I is the set of instances
of all object-types. lo ... lk_J are the mappings from object-types
to their own instances.

For example, we generate MDCOP graph (Figure.3) using
the data set given in[4]. In Figure.3, both the instance type
level and object type graphs are connected through links for
easy traversal.

CI

0001

Figure. I. Instance type level graph

Figure. 2. Object type level graph

OG
C D

~
CI C2 C3

IG
F

Figure. 3. Object type level graph

4 Mining MDCOPS

In this section, we discuss fastMDCOP-Miner and then
propose two novel MDCOP mining algorithms: MDCOP
Graph Miner and LDMDCOP Graph Miner to mine MDCOPs.
We also give the execution trace of these algorithms.

4.1 FastMDCOP-Miner

FastMDCOP-Miner [8] uses a spatial co-location rmmng
algorithm for each time slots to find spatial prevalent co-
locations and prune time non-prevalent patterns as early as
possible between the time slots to discover MDCOPs. To
mine co-locations, Huang et al. proposed a join-based
approach, Yoo et al. proposed a partial join-based approach
and a join-less approach [3], [9], [10], this approach is based
on the join-based collocation algorithm proposed by Huang et
aI., but it is also possible to use other approaches.
FastMDCOP-Miner [8] will first discover all size k spatial
prevalent MDCOPs and prune time non-prevalent patterns as
early as possible between the time slots to discover MDCOPs.
Then the algorithm will generate size k +1 candidate
MDCOPs using size k MDCOPs until there are no more
candidates. However, this approach is Apriori like and
involves candidate generation which is costly as it enumerates
all possible cliques over all time instants.

4.2 MDCOP Graph Miner

To eliminate the drawbacks of fastMDCOP-Miner, we
propose a MDCOP mining algorithm (MDCOP Graph Miner)
to discover MDCOPs by storing all the MDCOPs in the
MDCOP Graph. This data structure is motivated by Time
Aggregated Graphs (TAG) [7], which models time varying
road conditions as time series on the edges of a road network.
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In our case, we use two different types of series over the edges.
One of the series captures the existence of co-occurrence
patterns between two instances over time. Based on the
existence time series of co-occurrence patterns between pairs
of instances, we aggregate the information to object types. At
the object type graph, each time series contains the
participation count of a particular object contributing to a
particular co-location pattern. Both the instance type level and
object type graphs are connected through links for easy
traversal.

We give the pseudo code of the algorithm and provide an
execution trace of it using the data set in [7]. Algorithm 1 give
the pseudo code of the MDCOP Graph Miner algorithm. This
pseudo code is used to explain two algorithms: MDCOP
Graph Miner and LDMDCOP Graph Miner which will be
discussed in the next section. The choice of the algorithm is
provided by the user. In the algorithm, steps 1-14 create the
MDCOP Graph. Steps 15-21 give an iterative process to mine
MDCOPs, steps 15-21 continue until there is no candidate
MDCOP to be generated. Step 22 gives a union of the results.
The execution trace of MDCOP Graph Miner are explained
below.

Algorithm I pseudo code for the MDCOP Graph Miner
Inputs:
E: a set of spatial object types
ST: a spatiotemporal data set < object type. object_id, x, y, timeslot>
R: spatial neighborhood relationship
TF: a time slot frame {1o, ... ,1n.I}
()p:a spatial prevalence threshold
e lillie: a time prevalence threshold
Output: MDCOPs whose spatial prevalence indices, i.e., participation

indices, are no less than () p, for time prevalence indices are no less than ()
time.

Variables:
t ; time slotS(IO, ... ,In-I)
k:co-occurrences size
Ts. set of instances of size k co-occurrences
SP,: set of spatial prevalent size k co-occurrences
TP,: set oftime prevalent size k co-occurrences
Ci: set of candidate size k co-occurrences
fvfDP,: set of mixed-drove size k co-occurrences
fvfDG: graph stores all the MDCOPs
Address: address for storing time series to the file
Method:

L k=2
2. C, (0) = gen_candidate_co_occ(E)
3. for each time slot I in TF
4. T, (I) = gen_co_occ_inst(C, (I},ST. R)
5. setlimeSeries {I} =1 for Tdl)
6. SP, (I) = find_spatial.,prev_co_occ(Tdl), ()p)
7. TP, (I) = find_time_index(SP, (I})
8. fvfDPdl} = find_time.,prev_co_occ(TP, (I), () time)
9. C, (I) = MDP, (t)
10. if(alg_choice = "LDMDCOP Graph Miner")
II. Address = gen _co _ occ _address (1, (t) )
12. access the MDG file by the addresses
13. set limeSeries {I} =1 for Tdl) if required
14. if(alg_choice = "MDCOP Graph Miner")
15. fvfDG = gen _ MDCOP _ Graph(fvfDP,)
16. while (not empty MDP,)
17. Ck+/ = gen _candidate_co_occ (MDP,)
18. Tk+/= gen _instancesTree (Ck+/,MDG)
19. SPk+I = find_spatial"prev_co_occ(T,+/, ()p)

20. TPk+/ = find_time_index(SPk+/)
21. MDP,+/ = find_time_prev_co_occ(TP,+/, () time)
22. k= k+l

23, return union( MDP2 , ... , MDPk)

The execution trace of the MDCOP Graph Miner is given in
Figure.4. This data set in[7). contains four object-types A, B,
C and D and their instances in four time slots (i.e., A has four
instances). The instances of each object-type have a unique
identifier, such as AI. To discover MDCOPs, we use a
monotonic composite interest measure which is a composition
of the spatial prevalence and time prevalence measure. The
spatial prevalence measure shows the strength of the spatial
co-location when the index is greater than or equal to a given
threshold [8], [9]. The time prevalence measure shows the
frequency of the pattern over time.

In step I, by dividing each entry in Figure.4a with the
corresponding number of instances for an object, we get the
participation ratio of an object type in co-location. For
example, the participation index of collocation AB is [3/5 3/5
3/5 3/5], which is the minimum participation ratio of type A
and B in all time slots, We prune time non-prevalent patterns
whose participation indices are less than a given threshold as
early as possible. For example, there are four time slots and
the time prevalence threshold is 0.5. In this case, a size k
pattern should be present for at least two time slots to satisfy
the threshold. If the time prevalence index of a pattern is a for
the first (or any) three time slots, there is no need to generate
it and check its prevalence for the rest of the time slots even if
it is time persistent for the remaining time slots. Spatial
prevalent patterns AB, AC, and BC are selected as MDCOPs
since they are time prevalent (their time prevalence indices
satisfy the given time prevalence threshold 0.5). In contrast,
spatial prevalent patterns AD, BD and CD are pruned since
they are time non-prevalent.

In step2, three sub-graphs on the bottom of Figure 4b are
created. It also creates links from the instance types to the
object type, for example, Link between A3 and A if A3 is part
of at least one co-occurrence. The links between the object
and the instance type help in traversing the data set efficiently
to calculate the spatial prevalence index values. Connections
between the object type graph and the instance type graph are
missing in order to reduce clutter and the series in the object
graph has not been represented for the same reason. After the
algorithm has been executed, the series on edge A and AB
would be [3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4] because of co-locations AlEI,
A2Bl, A3B2 andA3B3. Note that A3 is counted only once at
each time interval though it appears in two co-locations at
every time instant.

In step3, the candidate MDCOP ABC is generated through
AB, AC and Be. Generally, the number of candidate patterns
is large, Then if we generate temporal time prevalence index
for every candidate pattern, candidate pattern whose temporal
time prevalence index is less than a given threshold can be
pruned. For example, ABC is a candidate pattern, the
temporal time series of ABC is [0 1 1 OJ equals to time series
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of AB [1 1 1 1] & AC [1 1 I 0] & BC [0 1 1 1], the time
prevalence index is 0.5 which is no less than the given
threshold. So we generate instances of candidate pattern ABC.
By building instances-trees for candidate patterns, instances of
candidate pattern ABC could be generated.

S 1 G 2

In step4, the participation indices of pattern ABC are 2/5 in
time slots I and 2 and its time prevalence index 0.5 equals to
the threshold. Since there are not enough subsets to generate
the next superset patterns, the algorithm stops at this stage and
outputs the union of all size MDCOPs, i.e., A B, AC, BC, and
ABC.

tep: enerate size co-occurrence patterns.

Object Candidate Paticipation Paticipation Paticipation Time Time Prevalence
Type MDCOP Count Ratios Index Series index
A AB 3333 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4

3/5 3/5 3/5 3/5 1111 4/4B AB 3333 3/5 3/5 3/5 3/5
A AC 2220 2/42/42/40 2/42/42/40 1 I 10 3/4C AC 2220 2/32/32/30
A AD 1002 114002/4 114 002/4 0001 1/4(prune)D AD 1002 1/4002/4
B BC 0333 03/53/53/5

03/53/53/5 o I I I 3/4C BC 0333 03/33/33/3
B BD 0021 002/5 115

002/51/5 0010 114(prune)D BD 0021 002/4 114
C CD 001- 00 1/3 - 00 114- 000 - (prune)D CD 00 1 - 00 114-

(.1)
Step2: Generate MDCOP Graph. Step3: Generate candidate co-occurrence patterns and generate instances-

tree.
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size co-occurrence patterns

Object Candidate Paticipation Paticipation Paticipation Time Time Prevalence
Type MDCOP Count Ratios Index Series index

A ABC 0220 02/42/40
B ABC 0220 02/52/50 02/52/50 o I 10 2/4
C ABC 0220 02/32/30

Step 4: Generate 3

4.3 LDMDCOP Graph Miner

Figure. 4. Execution trace of the MDCOP Graph Miner algorithm. (a) Step 1. (b) Steps 2. (c) Steps 3. (d) Steps 4

In this section, we propose a new algorithm, called
LDMDCOP Graph Miner, which can deal with large date sets
by using file index. MDCOP Graph is an efficient storage
method to capture the information required to mine MDCOPs
from the data sets. When the data set is quite large, we
possibly need plenty of space to store MDCOP Graph. Since
the capacity of memory is limited, there is no enough space to
store large data set or big MDCOP Graph. As a result, we use
file to store big MDCOP Graph. This approach brings us two

problems. One is how to store the big MDCOP Graph in the
file, the other is how to capture the information required to
mine MDCOPs from the MDCOP Graph in the file. In order
to solve these problems, we use adjacency matrix to store the
MDCOP Graph. The largest convenience of adjacency matrix
is the ability to determine the existence of a particular edge in
constant time, and access the storage media only once.
According to this method, we can calculate the address for a
particular edge to store its time series in the file and also
access the time series by the same address, there is no need to
store the address of the time-series, we calculate the address
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according to the same expression which used to calculate the
address for storing. The expression is as follows.

address(~,Cj) =((~ xN +Cj -E(~,Cj ))xS) (6)

Where R; is the row number, C, is the column number, N is
the total number of instance, E ( R; , Cj) is the number of
patterns whose instances are of the same type. S is the size of
time series.

The pseudo code of the LDMDCOP Graph Miner is given in
Algorithm 1. When the LDMDCOP Graph Miner is chosen,
the algorithm will activate steps 10, II, 12 and deactivate
steps 13 and 14. We use adjacency matrix to store the
MDCOP Graph. At the same time, the addresses for storing
time series of co-occurrence instances could be calculated
and the addresses also are used to access the file for getting
the information required to mine MDCOPs.

5 Experiment Results
We use Real Data Sets and Synthetic to evaluate the
proposed algorithm. The real data includes 15 time snapshots
and 21 distinct vehicle types and their instances. The
minimum instance number is 2, the maximum instance
number is 78, and the average number of instances is 19. To
evaluate the performance of the algorithms, spatiotemporal
data sets were generated based on the spatial data generator
proposed by Huang et al. [8]. Synthetic data sets were
generated for spatial frame size D <D, For simplicity, the data
sets were divided into regular grids whose side lengths had
neighborhood relationship R.

5.1 Experiment Results for Real Data Sets

5.1.1 Effect of Number of Time Slots
We evaluated the effect of the number of time slots on the
execution time of the MDCOP algorithms using the real data
set. The participation index, time prevalence index, and
distance were set at 0.2, 0.8, and 100 m, respectively.
Experiments were run for a minimum of 1 time slot and a
maximum of 14 time slots. Results show that the MDCOP
Graph Miner requires less execution time than the
fastMDCOP-Miner (Figure. Sa). As the number of time slots
increases, the ratio of the increase in execution time is
smaller for MDCOP Graph Miner than for the fastMDCOP-
Miner.

5.1.2 Effect of Number of Object- Types
The participation index, time prevalence index, number of

time slots, and distance were set at 0.2, 0.8,15, and 100 m,
respectively. Results show that the MDCOP Graph Miner
outperforms the fastMDCOP-Miner when the number of
object-types increases (Figure. 5b). It is observed that the
increase in execution time for the fastMDCOP-Miner is

bigger than that of the MDCOP Graph Miner as the number
of object-types increases for the real data set.
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Figure. 5. (a) Effect of number of time slots using real data set (b) Effect of
number of object types using real data set

5.2 Experiment Results for Synthetic Datasets
We evaluated the effect of the spatial prevalence threshold on
the execution times ofMDCOP mining algorithms. The fixed
parameters were participation index, distance, and number of
time slots, and their values were 0.4, 20 m, and 100,
respectively. Experimental results show that the MDCOP
Graph Miner is more computationally efficient than the
fastMDCOP-Miner (Figure. 6a). The execution time of the
MDCOP Graph Miner decreases as the time prevalence
threshold increases.

We also evaluated the effect of the time prevalence
threshold on the execution time of the LDMDCOP Graph
Miner using synthetic data sets. The participation index,
distance and number of time slots, were set at 0.5,20 m, 200,
respectively. The results showed that the execution time of
the LDMDCOP Graph Miner decreases as the time
prevalence threshold increases (Figure. 6b).
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Figure.e. (a), (b) Effect of the time prevalence threshold using synthetic data
sets
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
We presented a novel and computationally efficient algorithm
(the MDCOP Graph Miner) for mining MDCOPs. We also
presented an improved MDCOP Graph Miner algorithm (the
LDMDCOP Graph Miner) which can deal with large
spatiotemporal data sets. We compared the MDCOP Graph
Miner with fastMDCOP-Miner, which isApriori like and
involves candidate generation, which is costly as it
enumerates all possible co-occurrence instances over all time
instants. We proved that the proposed algorithms are correct,
complete and effective in finding mixed-drove prevalent (i.e.,
spatial prevalent and time prevalent) MDCOPs. Our
experimental results using real and synthetic data sets provide
further evidence of the viability of our approaches.

Further, we would like to extend the MDCOP graph and
the subsequent mining algorithm for insertions of object types
at arbitrary time interval. Also we would like to extend the
current methodology to address zonal co-location problems
where the spatial prevalence changes according to the local
patterns observed. Finally, we hope to investigate the idea of
multi-scale relationship for different pattern families.
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Abstract: The inability to recognize known individuals in the 
absence of audio or haptic cues severely limits the visually 
impaired in their social interactions and puts them at risk 
from a security perspective. In recent years, several 
prototype systems have been developed to aid this population 
with the face recognition task. This paper aims to provide an 
overview of the state of the art in this domain, highlighting 
the strengths and weaknesses of different solutions and 
discusses some of the issues that need to be addressed and 
resolved to expedite the practical deployment and 
widespread acceptance of such systems. 
 
Keywords: Visually impaired, assistive technologies, face 
recognition, computer vision, survey, review 
 
1. Introduction 

Visual impairment afflicts approximately 285 
million people worldwide according to recent estimates by 
the World Health Organization (WHO) [1] and, without 
additional interventions, these numbers are predicted to 
increase significantly [2].  One of the many challenges faced 
by this population is their inability to recognize the faces of 
known individuals when they encounter them in their daily 
lives. One consequence of this is that whenever a visually 
impaired individual arrives in a social setting (e.g., in a 
conference room or at a dinner party), the conversation has to 
be interrupted to announce which people are already present 
on the scene which may result in some social awkwardness. 
The importance of being able to view faces in social 
interactions is also confirmed by several studies which 
indicate that most of our communication takes place not 
through words but via non-verbal means, the majority of 
which consist of facial expressions [3].  Furthermore, the 
ability to determine if an approaching person is a friend or a 
stranger is essential from a security perspective and also 
contributes to a person’s general awareness of his context 
and surroundings. 

The exponential increase in computing power per 
volume coupled with the decreasing size of computing 
elements and sensors in recent years has opened up the 
possibility of running computationally demanding 
applications on wearable electronic devices. These advances, 
in conjunction with the needs specified above, have fueled 
research into developing wearable face recognition aids for 
the visually impaired in the past few years. This area of 
research is still in its infancy with only a few prototype 
systems being implemented for this purpose so far. These 

solutions are characterized by their emphasis on portability, 
convenience, intuitiveness, and cost-effectiveness. The 
objective of this paper is to provide an overview of the state 
of the art in this domain, highlighting the strengths and 
weaknesses of different solutions, to discuss some of the 
issues that need to be addressed and resolved to expedite the 
practical deployment and widespread acceptance of such 
systems, and to facilitate and inspire further research in this 
realm. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 briefly discusses previous work done on face 
recognition and describes other technologies that are 
currently being utilized to assist the visually impaired. 
Section 3 provides an overview of the various solutions that 
have been developed in recent years to aid the visually 
impaired in the face recognition task. Section 4 highlights 
several issues and challenges faced by these systems and 
identifies some directions for future research. Section 5 
concludes the paper. 
 
2. Related work 

Automated face recognition has been the focus of 
extensive research for the past four decades (see [4] for a 
detailed survey). The approaches for this task can be broadly 
divided into two categories: 1) Feature-based methods [5, 6], 
which first process the input image to extract distinctive 
facial features, such as the eyes, mouth, nose, etc., as well as 
other fiducial marks and then compute the geometric 
relationships among those facial points, thus, reducing the 
input facial image to a vector of geometric features. Standard 
statistical pattern recognition techniques are then employed 
for matching faces using these measurements. 2) 
Appearance-based (or holistic) methods [7-9], which attempt 
to identify faces using global representations, i.e., 
descriptions based on the entire image rather than on local 
features of the face. Though face recognition methods 
traditionally operate on static intensity images, in recent 
years, much effort has also been directed towards identifying 
faces from video [10] as well as from other modalities such 
as 3-D [11] and infra-red [12]. 

Several computer vision-based solutions have been 
developed lately to assist the visually impaired in their daily 
activities (see [13] for a detailed survey). Most of these 
systems focus on navigation and obstacle detection: e.g., 
vision based simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) 
has been recently proposed to support blind mobility [14-16]. 
Extensive research has also been conducted on printed 
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information and web access mainly by harnessing the power 
of OCR [17-20]. Relatively less attention has been directed 
towards application areas such as generic object recognition 
[21, 22] and face recognition but research in these domains 
has started gaining momentum in the past few years.   

It should be noted that several alternate sensing 
technologies such as RFID [23], infrared [24]and sonar [25] 
have also been used either on their own or in conjunction 
with computer vision to aid the visually impaired. However, 
these technologies suffer from some limitations, e.g., they all 
require special sensing equipment while infrared and RFID 
require specific tags; also, sonar and infrared are not very 
effective in indoors environments since such surroundings 
tend to be cluttered and the obstacles present therein may 
cause the reflected echoes to become distorted resulting in 
unreliable information being conveyed to the user. 
 
3. Overview of face recognition systems 

for the visually impaired 
We will now present an overview of some of the 

most innovative solutions that have been developed in recent 
years to assist the visually impaired in recognizing faces. A 
summary and comparison of these approaches is provided in 
Table 1 at the end of this section. 
 
3.1 iCare Interaction Assistant 

Krishna et al. [3] have developed the iCare 
Interaction Assistant, an assistive system that acquires video 
from a pinhole aperture analog CCD camera embedded in a 
pair of eyeglasses, digitizes it and then transmits it over a 
USB cable to a tablet PC. The video is analyzed to detect 
faces using adaptive boosting [26] which are passed to a face 
recognition module that utilizes the Principal Components 
Analysis (PCA) [27] and Linear Discriminant Analysis 
(LDA) [28] algorithms. If a face is recognized in 5 
consecutive frames, the name of the identified individual is 
converted from text to speech and transmitted to the user via 
head phones. One main concern expressed by Krishna et al. 
is that even though some publicly available face databases 
contain images captured under a range of poses and 
illumination angles, however, none of them use a precisely 
calibrated mechanism for acquiring these images, nor is each 
image explicitly annotated with this information. Krishna et 
al. have therefore, put together their own database called 
FacePix [29] which contains face images of 30 people with 
pose angles and illumination angles between -90 and +90 
degrees annotated in 1-degree increments (Figure 2). An 
empirical evaluation of four of the most widely used face 
recognition algorithms – PCA [27], LDA  [28], BIC 
(Bayesian Interpersonal Classifier) [30] and HMM (Hidden 
Markov Model) [31] – on this database showed the two 
subspace methods (i.e., PCA and LDA) to be the best 
performing ones with respect to both pose and illumination 
angle variance. These two methods were, therefore, selected 

for the face recognition module of the system. The system 
was tested with 10 known individuals and PCA’s 
performance was found to be better than (or similar to) LDA. 
Since PCA’s computational complexity is also lower than 
that of LDA, hence it is the preferred algorithm for future 
development work on this device. 
 

 
Figure 1. Block diagram of the wearable face recognition 

system [3] (©2005 ACM). 
 

 
Figure 2. A subset of one face set taken from the 

FacePix(30)database, with pose and illumination angles 
ranging from +90 degrees to –90 degrees, in steps of 10 

degrees [3] (©2005 ACM). 
 
3.2 Balduzzi et al.’s approach 

Balduzzi et al. [32] have developed a prototype for a 
compact PC that acquires a video stream from a small form 
video camera and analyzes it to detect human faces in the 
scene (by detecting skin-colored regions and finding faces 
among them using a cascade of Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) classifiers [33]; eye and nose detection is then 
applied to the face regions to select the faces in which these 
features are unoccluded). The face recognition module, 
which is based on Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [34], 
attempts to recognize the detected faces. To avoid audio 
spamming, this module aggregates the results over N 
consecutive frames and provides feedback only if the last N 
frames have provided some concrete results. If the person is 
identified or an unknown person is detected, in either case, 
an audio feedback is provided to the user via a speaker set. 
LBP descriptions were selected based on some initial tests 
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that demonstrated their superiority over Local Ternary 
Patterns [35] and Histogram of Gradient [36]. The system 
was found to be robust to viewpoint changes of up to 30 
degrees. Interviews conducted with prospective users of this 
prototype revealed that though most people were satisfied 
with the face detection and feedback speeds, however, the 
I/O interface and the face recognition capabilities need to be 
substantially improved to meet the users’ expectations. 
 
3.3 Kramer et al.’s approach 

Kramer et al. [37] have implemented a client 
application for a smartphone that acquires images using the 
phone’s built-in camera, wirelessly transmits them to a 
remote server for identification, receives the recognition 
results  and then transmits them to the user via the phone’s 
speech interface. The server application utilizes VeriLook 
[38], a commercially available face recognition package, 
with the ability to detect and recognize multiple faces per 
frame. To determine the robustness of the VeriLook 
technology to changes in viewpoint, images of 10 subjects 
were taken from 15 different positions with different head 
orientations. To make the test more realistic, images of 78 
additional people were also downloaded from the CalTech 
and GeorgiaTech face databases and added to the database of 
known faces. Experiments showed that VeriLook could 
tolerate up to 40o and 20o changes in viewpoint and head tilt 
angles, respectively. The system has been reported to have 
high recognition accuracy based on initial tests conducted 
with 10 known users.  
 
3.4 Blind Assistant 

Blind Assistant [39] is a software platform that 
integrates many different functionalities for the visually 
impaired, namely, face recognition, text recognition 
(restricted to labels and short sentences), place recognition, 
e-mail (reading and dictating), color recognition and barcode 
reading. We will focus our discussion on the face recognition 
module of this system. This solution utilizes the 
Nanodesktop, a freely available, open-source software aimed 
at developing computer vision applications on embedded 
systems [40]. The system consists of a handheld console 
equipped with a pair of RISC microprocessors, a video 
accelerator, a wireless connection, a USB port and a slot for 
flash memory cards. A webcam connected to the console is 
used to acquire images of the scene in front of the user. The 
images are normalized with respect to luminosity, the faces 
within them are detected using the Viola-Jones algorithm 
[41] and recognition is performed based on the PCA 
algorithm. If a person is recognized, a spoken message relays 
his identity and average position to the user. The system was 
tested with 15 visually impaired users and though the PCA 
algorithm featured an accuracy of only around 80%, but the 
face recognition part was still rated as reliable and interesting 
by most users. The most attractive aspect of their system is 
that it is an open source platform running on widely available 

hardware and is, thus, accessible to the largest community of 
users and developers. 
 
3.5 Project F.A.C.E. 

Astler et al. [42] have proposed to develop a device 
that will communicate the names of familiar conversation 
partners, as well as their expression states, differentiated as 
six universal macroexpressions (i.e. happiness, sadness, 
disgust, surprise, fear, and anger) to facilitate social 
interaction for the visually impaired. A pair of stereovision 
cameras mounted either on the forehead or embedded in 
sunglasses, to better emulate human vision, would be used to 
acquire image data which will then be transmitted to a 
Microsoft Windows capable laptop computer (which the user 
can carry in a backpack) via a USB connection. Face 
recognition based on the PCA-SIFT algorithm [43] and 
expression analysis based on a parametric flow model [44] 
will be performed and the results will be conveyed to the 
user via a voice recognition and an audio feedback system 
with text-to-speech capabilities as well as a haptic feedback 
belt. The user interface will be built upon the framework 
already developed by Caperna et al. [45]. Astler et al. plan to 
conduct interviews with visually impaired users individually 
as well as in focus groups and intend to incorporate their 
feedback into the product design. They also plan to survey a 
group of sighted subjects in order to better understand how 
society may view users of their technology. The system will 
first be tested for accuracy and efficiency with facial images 
from the Cohn-Kanade Database [46] using a method similar 
to Krishna et al. [3] before being tested with the target 
population. 

 
4. Issues and challenges 

Though all the systems described in the previous 
section are still proof-of-concept, however, preliminary 
research conducted for developing these solutions has 
provided some valuable insights into the kind of capabilities 
that users expect from such a device and the minimum set of 
requirements that such a system should fulfill. Some of the 
requisites indicated by these prototypes are discussed below:  
 The system should be portable allowing the user to carry 

it to different venues. This entails that it should be small 
both in terms of size and weight.  

 It should be wearable. This enables constant interaction 
between the user and the system and also frees the user’s 
hands allowing him to multi-task. 

 It should be able to operate in real-time so that the 
feedback given to the user would be of immediate use to 
him. For instance, if a person’s identity is revealed to the 
user 40 seconds after the person is first encountered, that 
information will not be of much use to him in either a 
social or a security scenario. 

 It should be as inconspicuous as possible, preferably 
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Table 1. Summary of face recognition solutions for the visually impaired. 
 

Approach Face 
recognition 
technology/ 
algorithm 

Input device Output device Number of 
test subjects 

Number of 
gallery 
subjects 

Recognition 
accuracy 

iCare 
Interaction 
Assistant [3] 

LDA [28] and 
PCA [27] 

Glasses fitted 
with an analog 
CCD video 
camera 

Speech output 
from tablet PC 
via headphones 

10 10 PCA: 96.3% to 
98.6% 
LDA: 96.3% to 
97.8% 
*values 
estimated from 
the bar graph 
provided in the 
paper 

Balduzzi et al. 
[32] 

LBP 
representations 
[34] (similarity 
measured by 
histogram 
intersection) 

A compact 
video camera  
(not specified if 
camera is held 
or worn) 

Speaker set 10 known 
subjects + an 
unspecified 
number of 
unknown 
subjects 

10 - 

Kramer et 
al.[37] 

Verilook [38] Smartphone 
camera 

Smartphone 
radio 

10 88 96% 

Blind Assistant 
[39] 

PCA [27] Webcam 
connected to 
handheld 
console 

Speech output 
from console 
via headphones 

15 10 (at the 
most) 

Close to 80% 

Project 
F.A.C.E. [42] 

PCA-SIFT [43] A pair of 
stereovision 
cameras 
mounted either 
on the forehead 
or embedded in 
sunglasses 

Speech output 
and haptic 
feedback belt 

- - - 

 
hidden unobtrusively in the user’s clothing since multiple 
studies have now indicated that the visually impaired are 
not eager to use devices that advertise their disability and 
that they rate the cosmetic acceptability of a device as 
more important than the actual functionality that it 
provides [47]. 

 It should be cost-effective. Since 90% of the visually 
impaired live in developing countries while 65% are aged 
50 years or older [48], most commercial assistive devices 
are beyond the financial reach of this population. Hence, 
appropriate measures must be taken to ensure that when 
the system reaches the mass production stage, it will be 
affordable for most of its intended users. Most of the 
systems described in this paper seem to have taken the 
cost factor into account by opting to use consumer 
components that are widely available. 

 It should be easy and intuitive to use and should require 
minimum technical skills and knowledge.  

 It should be able to operate under a wide variety of 
conditions including changes in illumination, pose, and  

 
scale which constantly occur especially in group social 
interactions. Some of the above systems, such as the 
iCare Interaction Assistant [3], have explicitly taken pose 
and illumination angles into account and all of them 
implicitly or explicitly plan to improve their solutions to 
be better able to handle variations in these conditions. 

 It should provide limited and meaningful output to the 
user avoiding spamming. All the above systems provide 
audio output to the user while Astler et al. [42] also plan 
to offer haptic feedback. Since visually impaired users 
heavily rely on their senses of hearing and touch to 
discern environmental cues, it is essential not to 
overwhelm these senses with continuous feedback from 
the face recognition system any time a person is spotted 
but rather, to alert the user only when a person has been 
within range for a certain number of frames and his 
identity is established with some degree of confidence. 
This also suggests that some options for customizing the 
output would be desirable, e.g., the user may or may not 
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choose to be informed every time an unknown person is 
encountered. 

Some additional considerations pointed out by the 
developers of the above systems are as follows: 
 The features utilized by these assistive devices may be 

different from those used by face recognition systems 
developed for security applications: e.g., algorithms for 
security purposes assume that the face may be disguised 
and thus, try to minimize the effect of glasses, facial hair, 
makeup, etc. when recognizing faces. However, in a 
social scenario, facial paraphernalia and features such as 
these may be a distinctive part of the person’s appearance 
and may actually aid in recognition [3]. 

 On the same note, the number of individuals that need to 
be recognized by such an assistive device is much smaller 
than that for a security application. A visually impaired 
person needs to recognize only a handful of family 
members, caregivers and acquaintances in his daily life 
and so the face recognition algorithm does not need to 
match an unknown face against a database of thousands 
of known individuals as may be the case with a general 
purpose security application in a public place. This 
consideration can significantly impact the choice of the 
face recognition algorithm utilized and its complexity. As 
can be seen from Table 1, all the prototype systems have 
been tested with only 10 to 15 known persons. 

 The development of face recognition aids in a work 
environment may be facilitated by the fact that face 
databases are already available in many organizations for 
security purposes. Moreover, an option can be provided 
in such systems allowing willing colleagues to self-enroll 
themselves by emailing their facial images with their 
names on the subject line [37]. 

 Feedback from the target population has revealed that 
users would prefer such a system to be able to identify 
individuals whom they may not have personally met but 
who may be of interest to them as a community, e.g., care 
operators at a rehabilitation facility [39]. 

 
5. Conclusion 

The inability to recognize known individuals in the 
absence of audio or haptic cues severely limits the visually 
impaired in their social interactions and puts them at risk 
from a security perspective. An overview of several systems 
being developed to aid this population in the face recognition 
task was presented in this paper. Though all these systems 
are still in the prototype stage, however, the initial research, 
development and testing of these solutions has demonstrated 
their feasibility and has provided several valuable insights 
into requirements for assistive devices for this task. 
Nevertheless, several issues and challenges (which have been 
highlighted in the previous section) still need to be addressed 
and resolved to expedite the practical deployment and 
widespread acceptance of such systems. 
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Abstract: A face recognition algorithm based on doubly 

truncated multivariate Gaussian mixture model with DCT is 

introduced. The truncation on the feature vector with a 

significant influence on improving the recognition rate of the 

system using EM algorithm with K-means or hierarchical 

clustering is implemented.  The characteristic model 

parameters are estimated.  The EM algorithm containing the 

updated equations of the model parameters derived for the 

doubly truncated multivariate Gaussian mixture model.  A 

face recognition system is developed under Bayesian frame 

using maximum likelihood conditions.  The efficiency of the 

developed face recognition system is analyzed by conducting 

experimentation with two face image databases, via, of 

Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University Kakinada 

(JNTUK) and Yale.  The performance of these algorithms are 

evaluated by computing the recognition rates, false 

acceptance rate, false rejection rate, true positive rate and 

half error rate.  From the ROC curves, it is observed the 

developed models perform better.  A comparative study of the 

present face recognition systems with that of the face 

recognition systems based on Gaussian mixture models reveal 

that the proposed algorithms perform better.    

 

Keywords: Face recognition system, EM algorithm, Doubly 

truncated multivariate Gaussian mixture model, DCT 

coefficients under logarithm domain. 

 

 

1 Introduction 

    Face recognition means identifying the person from a 

pool of N persons by using the visible physical structure of an 

individual’s face.  Face recognition is an important task and it 

is adopted in many real time systems.  It is useful in a wide 

range of applications including security, surveillance, 

criminal identification, gateway controls, Biometric 

authentication, mobile personal devices, document securities, 

etc,. Face recognition is a complex task due to the complexity 

involved in the face images. A single change in the face can 

alter total look of the face.  To have an efficient recognition 

of faces there is a need to automation of this process. ( 

Chellappa et al., (1995), Zhao w. et al., (2003), Satyanarayana 

et al., (2008)). Although the concept of recognizing someone 

from facial features is intuitive, facial recognition, as a 

biometric, makes human recognition a more automated, 

computerized process. Compared to the biometrics, the face 

recognition is efficiently used for surveillance purposes. For 

example, the wanted criminals are easily identified. 

(muhamad et al., (2008)).  

 Face recognition systems are generally divided into two 

groups, namely, verification or identification. In face 

verification, we check the similarity between two images and 

found that there is a match or mis-match.  In case of an 

identification, the similarity between a given face image is 

checked with the face images present in the database. The one 

which is giving highest score is considered as the identity of 

the subject.  

 

 Face recognition is a pre-requisite for many 

authentication systems.  It is highly difficult to model the 

facial features in detail with physio-physical  and neuro-

physiological changes in the face.  In many of the complex 

situations, the face recognition is done through automation.  

The basic difficulty in developing the face recognition 

systems arise because of change in facial expressions, aging, 

illumination conditions and the efficiency of the device used 

to capture the image. To have an efficient face recognition 

system one has to consider several factors. 

 

 Generally, the constituent processes of the face 

recognition systems are feature vector extraction and 

classification.  The feature vector extraction is done by 

different methods known as Principal Component Analysis, 

eigen-matrices, Independent Component Analysis, different 

types of Discrete Cosine Transformations, Wavelet 

transformations, histograms, Fourier transformations, vector 

normalization, etc,.  The classification can be done by two 

approaches, namely, hierarchical methods and modeling 

methods(Ziad M. Hafed et al., (2001), Kresimin et al., (2008), 
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Govinda raju et al., (1990), Ahmed et al., (1974)  and (Ziad et 

al., (2001)).   

 In hierarchical methods the classification is done based 

on different approaches like distance measures, similarity 

measures, Graph-cut theory, decision rules, association rules, 

histogram matching, etc.  In model based classification, the 

feature vector is modeled by probability distributions, Hidden 

Markov Models, neural networks, membership functions, etc.  

Among these methods, the face recognition systems based on 

probability distribution gained lot of importance due to their 

ready applicability in several practical situations (Cardinaux et 

al.,(2003), Conrad Sanderson et al., (2003), Cardinaux et al., 

(2004) and Conrad Sanderson et al., (2005)). 

.   

 Recently, much emphasis is given for developing and 

analyzing face recognition systems based on Gaussian 

Mixture Models.  However, there are some drawbacks with 

the face recognition systems based on Gaussian Mixture 

Models and their accuracy rate is around 90 ± 2.  This shows 

that the face recognition systems based on Gaussian Mixture 

Model are to be modified or generalized in order to have 

efficient and accurate recognition of the systems with less 

error rate. Hence, in this thesis an attempt is made to develop 

and analyze, some face recognition systems based on 

generalized / modified Gaussian Mixture Model with different 

types of feature vectors. 

 No serious work has been reported in literature 

regarding face recognition with doubly truncated multivariate 

GMM. So, we propose a generric model for face recognition 

based on doubly truncated multivariate GMM. This model 

also includes GMM as a limiting case when the truncation 

points tend to infinite.  The doubly truncated multivariate 

Gaussian mixture model is capable of portraying several 

probability distributions like asymmetric / symmetric / platy-

kurtic / lepto-kurtic distributions (Norman Johnson et al., 

(1994), Sailaja et al., (2010)].  

 

 In mixture models the number of components has 

significant influence on the performance of face recognition 

system.  The number of components are determined by K-

means algorithms.  The model parameters are estimated by 

E.M. algorithm.  The face recognition system is developed 

based on maximum likelihood functions of the face image.  

The efficiency of the proposed system is studied by 

conducting experimentation with the face data bases namely, 

Yale database and Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University 

Kakinada (JNTUK) database.  The performance measures like 

false acceptance rate false rejection rate and percentage of 

correct recognition rate, etc., are computed.  A comparative 

study of the developed algorithm with that of GMM is also 

carried.  The effect of the number of DCT coefficients in the 

feature vector extraction is also studied. 

 

 The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes 

feature extraction using DCT coefficients, Section 3 

summarizes doubly truncated multivariate Gaussian mixture 

face recognition model, Section 4 summarizes the estimation 

of the model parameters, Section 5 summarizes initialization 

of model parameters and Section 6 summarizes the face 

recognition algorithm, experimental results are given in 

Section 7 and finally conclusions are presented in Section 8. 

 

2 Feature vector extraction using DCT 

coefficients 

 For developing the face recognition model, the 

important consideration is deriving the features of each 

individual face image. Several techniques are adopted to 

extract the feature vector associated with each individual face 

(Conrad Sanderson et al., (2003)). Among the transformations 

used for feature vector extraction, the 2D DCT is used as it is 

simple and more efficient in characterizing the face of the 

individual. This method has been recognized as a worldwide 

standard [JPEG] technique for image compression (Annadurai 

et al., (2004)). In transform coding systems, the mean square 

reconstruction error of DCT is relatively less with respect to 

other compression methods. Even though it is a lossy 

compression technique, it has good compression ratio, 

information packing ability and reconstruction capability. 

Compared to other input independent transforms it has 

advantages of packing the most useful information into the 

fewest coefficients and minimizing the block appearance 

called blocking artifice that results when boundaries between 

sub images become visible.  

 

 The reason for preferring DCT over KLT, which is 

known to be the optimal transform in terms of compactness of 

representation, is mainly because of its data independent 

bases.  For data representation, one has to align training face 

images properly; otherwise the basis images can have noisy 

appearance.   Although alignment can be done for the entire 

face with respect to some facial landmarks such as the centers 

of the eyes, it is almost impossible to align local parts of the 

face as successful as the entire face image.  Suitable 

landmarks for each part of the face cannot be easily found.  

Hence, noisy basis images from the KLT on a training set of 

local parts are inevitable.  Moreover, since DCT closely 

approximates KLT in the sense of information packing, it is a 

very suitable alternative for compact data representation.  

DCT is a well-known signal analysis tool used in compression 

standards due to its compact representation power.  Although 

KLT is known to be the optimal transform in terms of 

information packing, its data dependent nature makes it 

unfeasible for use in some practical tasks.  Furthermore DCT 

closely approximates the compact representation ability of the 

KLT, which makes it a very useful tool for signal 

representation both in terms of information packing and in 

terms of computational complexity due to its data independent 

nature (Hazim Kemal Ekenel et al., (2005)).   

 

 These specific characteristics of DCT coefficients 

attracted the attention of researchers in proposing them as 

feature vector for face recognition system.  The DCT is an 

orthogonal transform and consist of phase shifted cosine 

functions. The DCT can be used to transform an image from 
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spatial domain to frequency domain. For obtaining the feature 

vector associated with each individual face,  it is assumed to 

be consisting of ( NP x NP ) blocks. In each block the 2D DCT 

coefficients are computed using the method given by Conrad 

Sanderson et al., (2003).   These coefficients are ordered 

according to a zig-zag pattern (consisting of 15 coefficients) 

reflecting the amount of stored information (Gonzales and 

Woods et al., (1992)). From the DCT coefficients, we get the 

feature vector of the each individual face as     
                

T 
consisting of NP x 15 coefficients. 

. 

3 Doubly truncated multivariate 

Gaussian Mixture face  recognition 

model 

  In this section, we briefly discuss the probability 

distribution (model) used for characterizing the feature vector 

of the face recognition system. After extracting the feature 

vector of each individual face, it is modeled by a suitable 

probability distribution, such that the characteristics of the 

feature vector should match the statistical characteristics of 

the distribution. Since, each face is a collection of several 

components like mouth, eyes, nose, etc, the feature vector 

characterizing the face is to follow a M-component mixture 

distribution. In each component, the feature vector is having 

finite range such that it can be assumed to follow a doubly 

truncated Gaussian distribution. This in turn, implies that the 

feature vector of each individual face can be characterized by 

a M-component doubly truncated multivariate Gaussian 

mixture model. The probability density function of the feature 

vector associated with each individual face is  

 

                
 
                                                            (1) 

    

where,        is the probability density function of the ith 

component feature vector which is of the form doubly 

truncated Gaussian distribution (sailaja et al., (2010)).  
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where,    is a D dimensional random vector (       
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where,    ,   are the lower and upper truncated points of the 

feature vectors.                are the component 

densities and                   are the mixture weights, 

with mean vector. The mixture weights satisfy the constraints 

      
      

 The DTGMM is parameterized by the mean vector, Co-

variance matrix and mixture weights from all components 

densities. The parameters are collectively represented by the 

parameter. Set                              For face 

recognition each image is represented by its model 

parameters.  This simplifies the computational complexities. 

The doubly truncated multivariate Gaussian mixture model 

includes the GMM model as a particular case when the 

truncation points tend to infinite. 

 

4 Estimation of the model parameters 

 For developing the face recognition model, it is 

needed to estimate the parameters of the face model. For 

estimating the parameters in the model, the EM algorithm 

which maximizes the likelihood function of the model for a 

sequence of i training vectors (                    is 

considered. 

 

 The likelihood function of the sample observations is  

 

                                              
 
                               (3) 

 

where,            is given in equation (1). 

 

 The likelihood function contains the number of components 

M which can be determined from the K-means algorithm or 

Hierarchical clustering algorithm. The K-means algorithm or 

Hierarchical clustering algorithm requires the initial number 

of components which can be taken by plotting the histogram 

of the face image using MATLAB code and counting the 

number of peaks. Once M-is assigned the EM algorithm can 

be applied for refining the parameters.  The updated equations 

of the parameters of the model are: 
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where,      
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5 Initialization of model parameters 

       To utilize the EM algorithm we have to initialize the 

parameters                             XM and XL are 

estimated with the maximum and the minimum values of each 

feature  respectively. The initial values of    can be taken as 
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 . The initial estimates of                of the i

th
 

component are obtained by using the method given by 

A.C.Cohen(1950). 

 

6 Face recognition system  

 Face Recognition means recognizing the person from a 

group of H persons. The Figure 1 describes the flow chart for 

the proposed face recognition algorithm. 

 

 Let us considered our face recognition system has to 

detect the correct face with our existing database.  Here, we 

are given with a face image and a claim that this face belongs 

to a particular person C to classify the face a set of feature 

vectors           
  is extracted using the computational 

methodology of feature vector extraction is discussed in 

section 2.  

 

 
 The universal background model is used to find the 

likelihood of the face belonging to an imposter.               

is the likelihood function of the claimant computed based on 

the parameter set         .  The           is computed by 

considering all faces in the dataset and obtaining the average 

values of the parameters. 

 

 The decision on the face belonging to the person C is 

found using 

 

                                       

          The final decision for the recognition of a given face is 

as follows.  Given a threshold t for O(X) the face is classified 

as belonging to person C, when      is greater than or equal 

to t. It is classified as belonging to an imposter, when      is 

less than t. 

 

  For a given set of training vector    for all faces in the 

data bases and          are computed by using the updated 

equations for the model parameters discussed in section 4 and 

using the initial estimates of the model parameters obtained by 

using either K-means algorithm or hierarchical clustering 

algorithm. 

 

7 Experimental results 

 The performance of the developed algorithm is 

evaluated using two types of databases namely Jawaharlal 

Nehru Technological University Kakinada (JNTUK) and Yale 

face databases (Satyanarrayana et al., (2009) and Qian et al., 

(2007)). The JNTUK face database consisting of 120 face 

database and Yale database consists of 120 faces.  Sample of 

20 persons images from JNTUK database is shown in 

Figure.2. 

 
   Figure.2: Sample Images from JNTUK database 

 

Using the method discussed in section 2, the feature 

vectors consisting of DCT coefficients under logarithm 

domain for each face image for both the databases are 

computed.   For each image, the sample of feature vectors are 

divided into K groups representing the different face features 

like neck, nose, ears, eyes, etc.  

 

 For initialization of the model parameters with K-

means algorithm or Hierarchical clustering algorithm, a 

sample histogram of the face image is drawn and counted the 

number of peaks.   After diving the observations into three 

categories by both the methods and assuming that the feature 

vector of the whole face image, follows a three component 

finite doubly truncated multivariate Gaussian mixture model.  

The initial estimates of the model parameters                     are 

obtained by using the method discussed in section 5 with K-

means algorithm or Hierarchical clustering algorithm.   

 

 With these initial estimates the refined estimates of the 

model parameters are obtained by using the updated equations 

of the EM algorithm and MATLAB code discussed in section 

4.  Substituting these estimates, the joint probability density 

function of each face image is obtained for all faces in the 
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database.  By considering all the feature vectors of all faces in 

the database the generic model for any face is also obtained by 

using the initial estimates and the EM algorithm discussed in 

section 4 and 5, respectively.  The parameters of the generic 

model are stored under the parametric set         .  The 

individual face image model parameters are stored with the 

parametric set     , i= 1,2,...N, where N is the number of face 

images in the database.   

 

 Using the face recognition system discussed in section 

6, the recognition rates of each database is computed for 

different threshold values of t in (0, 1).  The false rejection 

rate,  false acceptance rate and half total error rate for each 

threshold are computed using the formula’s given by (Conrad 

Sanderson et al. (2005)).  The Half Total Error Rate (HTER) 

is a special case of Decision Cost function and is often known 

as equal error rate when the system is adjusted.   

 

Figure 3: ROC curve for DTMGMM and GMM                 

for JNTUK 

 

 Plotting the FAR and FRR for different threshold values, 

the ROC curves for both the databases are obtained are shown 

in Figures 3 and 4.  From this ROC, the optimal threshold 

value ‘t’ for each database is obtained.  These threshold values 

are used for effective implementations of the face recognition 

system.  

 

 
Figure 4: ROC curve for DTMGMM and GMM                 

for Yale 

 

Table 1 shown the values of HTER and recognition rates of 

both face recognition systems. 

 

Table 1: face recognition rates 

 

  From the above discussions, it is observed that the 

face recognition system with doubly truncated multivariate 

Gaussian mixture model and hierarchical clustering algorithm 

is more efficient compared to that of the systems based on 

doubly truncated multivariate Gaussian mixture model and 

GMM and with K-means algorithm. 

 

8 Conclusions 

   A face recognition system based on doubly truncated 

multivariate Gaussian mixture model with DCT coefficients is 

developed and analyzed. The feature vector extraction is done 

by computing the DCT coefficients of the face image of each 

individual face.  The feature vector of the DCT coefficients of 

the face image data is assumed to follow a doubly truncated 

multivariate Gaussian distribution. Expectation Maximization 

algorithm (EM algorithm) is used for estimating the model 

parameters.  The initialization of the model parameters is done 

through K-means or hierarchical clustering and moment’s 

method of estimation.  A face recognition algorithm with 

maximum likelihood under Bayesian frame using threshold 

for the difference between the estimated likelihoods of 

claimants and imposters is developed and analyzed.  

 

 The efficiency of the presently developed face 

recognition system is studied by conducting experimentation 

with two face image databases, via, JNTUK and Yale.  The 

performance of the developed algorithm is studied by 

computing the recognition rates, false acceptance rate, false 

rejection rate, true positive rate and half total error rate. 

Plotting the ROC curves with different values of the 

threshold, it is observed that the developed systems have 

good recognition.  Among the developed systems, the 

systems developed with hierarchical clustering algorithm 

giving better performance compared to the systems developed 

with K-means algorithm.Page numbering 
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Abstract - In today’s medical world, there is large amount of 
information and knowledge that need professionally This 
information includes patient’s medical history, diseases, 
diagnosis and treatment methods. However, the problem  of 
making this medical knowledge and data sharable over 
applications and reusable for several purposes is a serious 
challenge. Though different computer technologies have 
emerged as leverage in the medical industries, most health 
institutions are yet to effectively utilize them to manage 
patients’ information and medical knowledge for fast 
decision making. In South Africa (SA) , there is a rapid 
development of medical institutions and services , which 
require effective exchange of patient’s medical histories and 
information. But information exchange among medical 
information systems is difficult and it can sometimes go 
against medical ethics of privacy and confidentiality. This 
poses a great challenge to health-care practitioners as they 
have to identify a common ground where relevant medical 
information can be utilized effectively at the right time. Thus, 
using uniform standards for medical information is 
indispensable. This paper, proposes a framework based on 
the possibility theory, including knowledge representation 
(KR) and the building of a medical knowledge base to be 
used by the physicians in making diagnostic decisions. 

Keywords: Framework, medical, reuse, knowledge, 
diagnosis, physicians, health-care, information  

 

1 Introduction 
  In today’s medical society, the discipline of medicine is 
known to incorporate massive amounts of existing and ever-
increasing medical knowledge and information about 
patients. This information includes patients’ medical history, 
diseases, diagnostics and treatment methods. As a result, 
medicine is directly or indirectly becoming more increasingly 
a science saturated with information and managing this 
medical knowledge and information is positing serious 
challenges for health-care practitioners. The major challenge 
health-care providers or practitioners face is finding and 

using the relevant information at the right time [1].  
Accordingly, knowledge representation (KR) is another area 
that is used to solve important problems in today’s science 
world especially where the knowledge has to be reasoned out 
effectively as part of a decision support system. KR which is 
described within the abundance of existing expert knowledge 
plays a key role in the medical domain as practically each of 
its specializations has a constantly growing and interacting 
number of relevant guidelines. Basically, the long term goal 
of KR, is the representation of this knowledge in a format 
that can be used by systems in support of medical decision 
making. An approach of this undertaking is needed to 
facilitate systematic representation of different types of 
medical knowledge that can be used for various types of 
reasoning [2]. 
 
In the medical world today, there are several healthcare 
systems, and managing a patient in a share-care context is 
referred to as a knowledge intensive activity. With the 
knowledge embedded in the systems, health-care providers 
are able to apply their medical knowledge for making various 
clinical decisions, such as prognosis, diagnosis, therapeutic 
related problem solving and prediction treatment effects [3 
,5]. The complex nature of the medical of medical field has 
resulted in medical knowledge growing continuously and 
exponentially, which in turn adds to the complexity of 
existing medical problem solving. Dilemmas are becoming 
increasingly challenging and failure-prone even for 
specialists in a highly specialized domain [4]. For instance, 
conventional medical diagnosis in clinical examinations 
relies heavily upon physicians’ experience and these 
physicians have to intuitively apply the knowledge based on 
the symptoms that were found in previous patients.  
 
In everyday practice, medical knowledge grows steadily. 
Such that, it becomes increasingly difficult for physicians to 
keep up with essential information gained from the practice. 
Thus, for physicians to be able to be quick and accurately 
diagnose a patient there is a critical need for computer 
technologies [6, 11, 12]. Computer technologies have become 
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important tools in assisting firstly inexperienced physicians 
in making medical diagnosis and secondly experienced 
physicians in supporting complex decisions, retrieving 
medical information as well as making decisions to overcome 
medical complications that are prevalent in today’s world [1, 
7]. An example of this technology is the Medical Diagnostic 
System. 
 
In South Africa, the development of medical services, scaling 
up, grouping of medical institutions, the exchange of 
patients’ medical histories and information is increasingly 
gaining momentum. In particular, the area of patients’ 
medical histories and information is facing a huge challenge 
due to the fact that, the existing medical information systems 
are heterogeneous in development, architecture and suppliers. 
Consequently, information exchange among medical 
information systems is difficult (i.e the manual method of 
exchange of patients’ information). This also goes against 
medical practices of privacy and confidentiality [8]. This 
means that managing the medical knowledge and 
information is a serious challenge for the health-care 
practitioners in SA. The underlying problem is to identify a 
common ground, where relevant medical information can be 
utilized at the right time and effectively. Hence, applying 
uniform standards for medical information in SA is crucial.  
 
In this paper, our objective is to provide a solution to the 
existing problems in SA medical services, particularly, 
effective management of patients’ medical information and 
medical knowledge for the practitioners. Our intent is to 
connect both privately and publicly held relevant information 
such as patients’ personal data, medical reference books, 
websites, research information and statistical report to a 
general medical information system in order to effectively 
assist health-care providers to make consistent and reliable 
decisions. This research, therefore intends to develop a 
generic framework and its associated system to enhance the 
modelling and reuse of medical knowledge for medical 
diagnosis in SA. The rest of the paper is organized as 
follows: section 1 gives the introduction, 2 is the literature 
survey, 3 outlines the research problem statement, and 4 
describes the proposed solution. Accordingly, sections 5 and 
6 are the research work in progress and conclusions 
respectively. 
 

2 Literature Survey 
 Various kinds of research have been done in the field of 
medical knowledge and different approaches have been used 

in order to solve the problems that the health-care 
practitioners are facing today and these are discussed as 
follows: 
 
Uzoka et. al [9] designed a framework for the development of 
low cost cell phone based application that employs an 
inference mechanism based on Fuzzy logic and analytic 
hierarchy process (AHP), in the diagnosis of common 
tropical diseases such as typhoid fever, diarrheal diseases, 
pneumonia, Tuberculosis, malaria and amebiais. The system 
offered patients the ability to just enter their symptoms on the 
cell phone and receive immediate advice on a preliminary 
diagnosis of the system. The advice that the patients would 
get from the system would be either to buy non-prescription 
drugs from the pharmacy, to visit a physician’s to undergo an 
examination or to do nothing and report the progress of the 
symptoms within a particular time frame. 
  
Shujun et. al [10] developed a Medical Diagnosis System for 
the health- care to be available at any time and any place. 
They designed a context-awareness framework and 
introduced UPPAAL as a new tool for modeling, simulating 
and verifying a real-time system in the medical diagnosis 
system. This system was using a context Aware Database that 
was responsible for storing information of doctors, nurses, 
patients and diseases, completing context information 
processing. The Database was able to store patients’ 
information; Doctors’ information; nurses’ information; 
relations between doctors and patients, and between nurses 
and patients; the trust- worthiness of patient to the doctors 
and nurses, and disease diagnosis. They stated that their 
model of Medical Diagnosis System was still simple and that 
it had to be improved and extended in future. 
 
Another researcher in this field is B. Iantovics [11, 16, 17] 
who developed a Blackboard –Based Medical Diagnosis 
System (BMDS) for solving medical diagnosis problems that 
were based on combination of illness. The system allowed 
physicians with a medical specialization plan treatment, to 
cure illnesses that were in advanced stages. However, the 
system had some limitation because the treatment to cure 
illnesses in the less advanced stages was not included in the 
system. BMDS system is composed of medical expert system 
agents and different classes of assistant agents. The system 
showed that medical expert agents can be used successfully as 
members of diagnosis multi-agent system. It also stated that 
Medical expert agents required future improvement in order 
to increase their autonomy and flexibility in problem solving. 
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In another research, he proposed a CMDS (Contract Net 
Based Medical Diagnosis System) that can solve medical 
problems randomly. The system allowed medical expert 
system agents and physicians to be capable of elaborating 
medical diagnosis. It composed of physicians, medical expert 
system agents and assistant agents. The physicians and 
artificial medical agents are limited in diagnostic knowledge. 
The advantage that CMDS has over BMDS is in its autonomy 
and flexibility in handling medical diagnosis problems. 
Therefore, based on the existing knowledge and information, 
our aim is to take advantage of the existing knowledge and 
develop a generic framework and its associated system to 
enhance the modelling and reuse of medical knowledge for 
medical diagnosis in SA. 

 

3 Problem Statement 
In the face of rapid development of medical services, 

scaling up and grouping of medical institutions in SA is 
becoming increasingly obvious. As a result, between 
hospitals, hospitals and medical insurance organizations 
frequently require to exchange patient’s medical histories and 
information. But because most medical information systems 
are developed independently by different software vendors, 
the heterogeneity in platform layer, system and data layer 
frequently leads to the challenge of information exchange 
among medical information systems even in the same 
hospitals. In a worst case scenario, a patient’s medical 
information may be spread out over a number of different 
medical institutes which do not interoperate against the 
backdrop of privacy and confidentiality. This usually leads to 
most SA medical institutes or organizations to exchange 
patient’s information through manual methods which are 
insufficient, unsafe and operate against the rule of medical 
practice of privacy and confidentiality [8]. Therefore, 
managing the medical knowledge and information becomes 
an increasing challenge for the health-care practitioners. 
Medicine as a science that incorporates an enormous amount 
of existing and ever-increasing medical knowledge and 
information about patient’s medical history, diseases, 
diagnostic, and treatment methods is necessarily becoming a 
science of information [1, 8]. Therefore, using uniform 
standardized methods for medical information in SA is 
imperative [8].  
 
The real problem faced by the patients and health care 
providers is to identify a common ground where relevant 
medical information can be accessed and utilized at the right 
time [12]. The main goal is to connect the privately held 

patient personal data, such as medical record, diagnosis, 
treatment plan and the outcome of treatment to a general 
public medical information system, medical reference books, 
websites, research information and statistics report so as to 
make consistent and reliable decisions [1, 12, 18]. This 
research therefore intends to advance this knowledge in the 
context of the South African medical environment by 
developing a generic framework and its associated system to 
enhance the modelling and the reuse of medical knowledge 
for medical diagnosis in SA. 
 

4 Proposed Solution 
Heath-care is a special commodity in developing 

economies, in both economically and socially terms. SA is 
not an exception to this claim. For many developing and 
under-developed countries, health care is a problem on a 
priority scale dominated by poverty, a growing population 
and rural to urban migration. Most of the SA population lives 
in rural areas where they receive insufficient health services, 
because  most health services are concentrated in the urban 
areas [13]. For this reason, it becomes a challenge for health 
care practitioners to share medical information among 
different hospitals, prompting exchange to be carried out 
manually. In order to discontinue the practice that goes 
against patient’s privacy and confidentiality, we propose to 
build a generic framework that will be used for the modeling 
and reusing of medical knowledge and a medical diagnosis 
system that will offer physicians or health care practitioners 
all the required information to get adequate medical 
diagnosis.  
 
The proposed medical diagnosis system will assist the 
physicians in the following ways: 

 It will consist of a central database/server for 
keeping the medical record of the patients and the 
diagnosis records. The medical record of the patients 
will consist of the patient’s information such as 
name, address, identity number, marital status and 
unique health care medical care that allows the 
physicians to have access to the patient’s 
information in the system and the diagnosis record 
will consist of the information that will allow the 
doctors/physicians to make diagnostic decisions. 

 The system will improve in poor medical record 
keeping for keeping patient’s information manually 
is very difficult to manage. As patients files can be 
misplaced or get lost. This can lead to the patients’ 
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information being exposed to any person and this 
goes against the medical practices of privacy and 
confidentiality. Therefore designing this system will 
make it easy to manage patient’s information Since 
this information will be kept in digital format which 
makes it difficult or impossible to be misplaced or 
get lost and eliminates exposure to anyone else 
except  authorized people (physicians/doctors)  who 
will have access to patient information through a 
login account to log onto the system. 

 The system will improve the existing disease 
management and imprecision of medical diagnosis. 
It will assist physicians to manage, control, and 
understand the condition of the disease, make a 
precise disease diagnosis, provide prevention, 
provide better treatment of the disease and finally 
improve the quality of health care. 

 The physicians/ doctors will be able to access and 
share information stores in the database to make a 
precise medical diagnosis decision. The information 
in the system and can be reused anytime and 
anywhere which then improves knowledge sharing 
among physicians. 

 With the designed system, it will be easy to make 
statistical reports on the prevalent common diseases 
that people suffer in a particular province of SA. It 
will also be easy to monitor the patients and to know 
how many patients are improving in terms of 
recovery. The system will also be able to give 
information on how many patients complied with 
the consecution appointments with the doctor or not. 

 

5 Work in Progress 
This part consists of the design of the system and how the 

system is going to function. This is designed as follows: 
 

5.1 Data Collection 
The collection of the data is the first phase in designing the 
system as it helps in the building of the proposed medical 
diagnosis system. This phase involves interaction with 
medical practitioners in order to obtain experimental 
knowledge on the diagnosis of the diseases. This is done 
through structured interviews and questionnaire. A major 
aspect of data collection is the process of establishing the 
significance of specific symptoms of the diseases. Usually, a 

combinatorial analysis of symptoms determines possible 
diseases and is obtained through the physicians’ experience 
in the diagnosis of diseases. At this stage, we have to 
interview many different experienced physicians from 
different hospitals to get a better understanding of the 
diseases and their symptoms, how they can be prevented and 
treated and also getting some information of the history of 
each disease. 
 
 

5.2 Framework and Medical Diagnosis System 
Design 

The medical diagnosis system is designed as a web 
application with 3 tier architecture that is shown below: 
 

    
     
Fig. 1: The 3-tier Architecture 
 
The 3 tier Architecture consists of: 
 
1) The client tier: this one consists of a web browser as user 
interface.  It receives input from the users and sends a request 
to the server tier. 
2) The Server tier: receives and processes the request, passing 
it to the database tier (MySQL server) 
3) The database Server: retrieves the data and sends the data 
back to the server tier. Finally the server tier receives the 
data, executes the MySQL –query and passes the results to 
the client tier. The design of the framework/medical 
diagnosis system is shown below: 
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    Fig. 2: The Architecture of the Framework 
 
The structure of the proposed framework consists of four 
main components: 
 
1) The Doctor’s Interface: The Desktop/laptop computer 
serves as the doctor’s interface to send and receive 
information from the central database.  In this system there 
are three different hospitals with each doctor sending and 
receiving data from the database through the internet. In 
order for each doctor to send data from their desktop/laptop 
computer into the central database, the data need to pass 
through the gateway, which in turn is sent via the network 
(internet) onto the database. By the same token, if the 
physicians/doctors need to retrieve any information from the 
central database, that information needs to pass through the 
internet via the gateway to the doctor’s interface which the 
doctor can then use for consultation purposes. 

 
2) The Gateway: The gateway is a node that allows 
physicians to gain entrance into a network on the Internet. 
The gateway serves as the bridge between the Internet and 
the doctor’s interface (computer). In order for the computer 
to receive information from the central database through the 
internet, there should be a gateway or an entrance. 
Furthermore, in order for the information to be sent to the 
database through the internet, the gateway is also there to 
link the computer to the internet. Even though the gateway 
gives the doctors access into the network, it is not every 
person who is authorized to enter into the network; only 
authorized people are authorized into the network. Therefore, 

the gateway is also being used as a firewall to prevent any 
unauthorized persons to have access into the network since 
the integrity, confidentiality, and privacy of medical records 
is highly required to protect the patient’s information. 

3) The Internet: The internet is a global network that 
connects millions of computers. This system shows that there 
are three different computers in three different hospitals that 
are connected to the internet in order to exchange data in the 
database. Here the internet plays a crucial role because no 
computer can send or receive any information from the 
database or vise versa. Therefore we can say that the internet 
connects each computer to the central database or the central 
database to the computers and vice visa. The type of internet 
browser that will be used in each hospital is the Microsoft 
Internet Explorer. It is only through this, that 
doctors/physicians will be able to send or receive information 
in the database. 

4) The Central database Server: The database server is 
located in the South African Health Ministry or any 
government agency responsible for keeping medical records. 
The Health Ministry ensures integrity, confidentiality and 
privacy of medical records. The central database will store 
both the hospitals information (patient’s information, 
doctors’ information, the administrator’s information) and 
the medical diagnosis system. The patients’ information will 
consist of patient’s personal details (name, surname, id 
number and unique heath care number) and the patient’s 
medical diagnosis details (disease diagnosed by the doctor). 
The doctors’ information will be such as full name, surname, 
identity number and field of specialisation. The administrator 
will be responsible for registering both patients and doctors 
in the hospital and also create unique health care number for 
patients that will allow the doctors to retrieve their 
information for consultation and create accounts for doctors 
that will consist of username and password for them to able 
to log into the system to retrieve both the patient’s 
information through their unique health care numbers and 
retrieve the medical diagnosis information to make a 
diagnosis decision. The medical diagnosis system will consist 
of information of particular diseases (Tuberculosis, 
HIV/AIDS, cancer, Malaria, etc...), disease symptoms 
(headache, fever, weight loss, night sweat, etc…), prevention 
of the disease (advice from doctors to the patient such as 
health alimentation, exercise, no drinking/smoking) and 
treatment/ prescription for medication. The administrator 
will only be able to view, update, modify or delete the 
patient’s personal details but he is not allowed to access/view 
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the patient’s medical diagnosis information in order to 
safeguard confidentiality and privacy such as only doctors 
will be allowed to have access to all the patients’ information. 
 

6 Conclusion 
The effective management of medical knowledge and 

information has become a serious challenge for health-care 
providers especially when it comes to finding and using the 
relevant information at the right time in which SA is not an 
exception. In this paper, we have proposed a framework for 
building a medical knowledge-based system to be used by 
physicians in order to make fast diagnostic decisions. SA is 
faced with rapid development of medical services and 
institutions which goes with effective exchange of patient’s 
medical histories and information. However, the exchange of 
information between medical information systems is always 
difficult if not impossible and sometimes goes against 
medical practices of privacy and confidentiality. The 
proposed framework is designed to solve the ugly situation 
faced by health-care practitioners and tends to introduce 
uniform standard for medical information handling. With the 
implementation of the proposed system, medical knowledge 
will be utilized for effective diagnostic decisions and patient’s 
medical information accessed and shared across medical 
institutions while preserving the privacy and confidentiality 
principles. 
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ABSTRACT

The global climate change effects being faced around the
world plus the effects of global recession and rising energy
costs is compelling organizations to save costs. One of the
effective ways which is beneficial to both organizations and
the natural environment is towards going green. In the
process of going green, it is important to be able to
effectively manage energy use within ICT organizations.
However, due to the complex nature of an organization,
managing energy efficiency can only be simplified by
categorizing energy efficiency via the adoption of an
appropriate taxonomy. This paper formulates a taxonomy
for energy efficiency management within ICT organizations,
referred to as OEEM Taxonomy, using the layered
approach, and is based on the main areas of energy
consumption within such organizations. This paper also
elaborates on the method and preliminary experimentation
conducted within one ICT organization and also discusses
on the results and feedback obtained on the proposed six-
layer energy efficiency taxonomy.

KEYWORDS

OEEM Taxonomy, Energy Efficiency, Energy Consumption
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INTRODUCTION

The rising energy expenses along with the adverse effects of
energy production and the increase in climate change
impacts have been compelling businesses and organizations
to go green (Citrix, 2008). Even though many studies have
been done during recent years towards going green, the work
concentrated more on power management, optimisation and
the formulation of energy efficiency metrics. Today, many
energy efficiency metrics and measurement techniques are

available and research in these areas are continuously being
conducted by researchers and organisations including Green
Grid. However, management of energy efficiency of an
organisation is a complex process due to the various
contributing factors which can affect the energy efficiency
within an organisation (Bekaroo, Bokhoree & Pattinson,
2013). Similarly, the management of energy efficiency
metrics is a complex process due to the existence of linked
and duplicate metrics. There is no standardized way for
representing and summarizing the metrics within
organizations (Wang & Khan, 2011). As a simplification
process for the management of the energy efficiency within
organisations, a taxonomy for energy efficiency
management is deemed important (Wang & Khan, 2011).

Taxonomies, which are basically classification systems for
the identification of content types and the relationships
between these content, are important as guide especially
when conducting and synthesizing research. They help to
facilitate the evaluation of newly proposed constructs
(Como, et a!., 2002). Also, as stated by Bailey (1994),
"Classification is arguably one of the most central and
generic of all our conceptual exercises ...without
classification, there could be no advanced
conceptualization, reasoning, language, data analysis, orfor
that matter, social science research". A taxonomy acts as a
reference point for further analysis given that an
organization is a large entity in itself and there are many
items (e.g. computers, building, staff, etc) within which
energy efficiency management is important (Como, et aI.,
2002). Individually managing the energy efficiency of each
item can greatly simplify the energy efficiency management
within organization and also better lead to energy
consumption reduction within the same organization. As
such, this paper attempts to develop an energy efficiency
taxonomy for lCT organisations based on the main areas of
energy consumption within such organisations before
describing the methods and results of the preliminary
experimentation conducted.
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REVIEW OF EXISTING ENERGY EFFICIENCY TAXONOMIES

Different studies have been conducted in the past to simplify
energy efficiency management in the form of taxonomies.
One such work is by Beloglazov et al. (2011) for classifying
power/energy within computing systems into static power
management and dynamic power management (see Fig. 1).
Static power management contains optimization methods
applied at design time to circuit, logic, architectural and
system levels where as dynamic power management include
methods and strategies for run-time system behavior
adaptation according to hardware or software resource
requirements or system states. However, the problem with
this taxonomy is that the focus is on power management and
that many other areas (including building, business
processes and employees) are missing for its adaptation with
ICT organisations.

Fig. 1. Taxonomy by Beloglazov et al (2011)

Similarly, Wang & Khan (2011) attempted to categorise
green computing performance metrics within data centres
into basic metrics and extended performance metrics. The
basic metrics included green house gas, humidity, thermal
metrics and power/energy metrics where as the extended
performance metrics included multiple data centre indicators
and total cost of ownership as shown in Fig. 2.

{

Greenhouse gas

Humidity

{

Basic metrics
Thermal metrics

rtormance metri Power/energy metricsPe ormance metncs

-C Multiple indicators
- Extendedmetrlcs

Total cost of ownership

Fig. 2. Taxonomy by Wang & Khan (2011)

Furthermore, different green maturity models adopt energy
efficiency taxonomies for energy efficiency management.
For instance, the green maturity model proposed by
Accenture manages energy efficiency in 5 different levels
namely end user working practices, office environment
equipment, office infrastructure/data centre, procurement
and corporate citizenship (Nunn, 2008). Similarly, the Green
IT maturity model proposed by Infosys manages energy
efficiency in terms of company's data centre and facilities,

end user computing, asset lifecycle, IT service management
and people practices (Desai & Bhatia, 2011).

ENERGY CONSUMPTION WITHIN ICT ORGANIZATIONS

The existing taxonomies showed limitations in terms of the
classification areas for energy efficiency management. A
novel approach towards energy efficiency management
adopted in this study, is the consideration of the main areas
of energy consumption within leT organisations. Micro-
level analysis of energy consumption within ICT
organisations showed that energy is consumed in the
following main areas (Curtis 2008; Bekaroo, Bokhoree &
Pattinson, 2013):

1. Power utilising devices
There is a close relationship between power and energy
where power is the system with which energy is harnessed.
Several electrical and electronic devices are present within
leT organisations that consume electricity. This category
can be further broken down into critical computational
systems, cooling, power conversion and hostelling (Curtis,
2008). Critical computational systems involve power
consumption from computer systems, servers, networks
and storage devices where as cooling systems involve the
removal of waste heat generated by the use of the different
electrical and electronic devices. Power conversion
involves energy consumption from uninterrupted power
supplies and power distribution units; and hostelling is
about energy consumption from everything else not
included in the above main categories - examples include
lighting and building overheads.

2. The building
Buildings provide shelter to organisations and is an
important source of energy consumption (Bekaroo,
Bokhoree & Pattinson, 2013). Different factors including
placement, design, and construction materials used can
affect its energy efficiency.

3. Business Processes
Energy is consumed in doing work during business
processes, which are referred to as the collection of tasks
designed in order to produce a specific output (Bekaroo,
Bokhoree & Pattinson, 2013). Examples of business
processes include accountability process, procurement
process and marketing process.

4. Business Products and Services
Business products and services are the basis of profit-
making for organisations and during the product creation
or maintenance process, work is done and hence energy is
consumed (Bekaroo, Bokhoree & Pattinson, 2013).

5. The employees
By doing work during working days within the leT
organization, energy is consumed by all the employees and
the amount of energy consumed depends on the amount of
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work done by individual employees (Bekaroo, Bokhoree &
Pattinson, 2013).

Having identified the different main sources of energy
consumption within lCT organisations, the next step was to
formulate the taxonomy.

A SIX LAYER TAXONOMY FOR IMPROVED ENERGY
EFFICIENCY MANAGEMENT

Taxonomy Requirements
As a starting point to create the energy efficiency taxonomy,
gathering the taxonomy requirements was of utmost
importance. These requirements help to better define the
criteria to which the proposed taxonomy should adhere to.
As such, the identified requirements for the proposed
taxonomy are:

I. Completeness
The taxonomy should not miss out important
components in the measurement process which would
cause inaccurate energy consumption values. In other
words, the metrics set should be scientifically accurate
and used precisely.

2. Easy to manage
The taxonomy should be easy to manage in the sense that
it should not be having too few or too many areas. A
taxonomy with a small number of areas means that the
energy consumption factors are not split enough and will
cause measurement to be difficult. Having too many
areas in turn will be difficult to manage. Therefore, the
number of energy efficiency areas should be reasonable.

3. Independent Layers
The areas in the taxonomy should be independent,
meaning that each area should only be responsible in the
management of related issues to that area only.
Following this taxonomy, the total energy consumed
within an ICT organization should ideally be the sum of
the energy consumed at the different levels of the
taxonomy.

4. Adaptability
The taxonomy being used should be adaptable to varying
types ofICT organizations and should be independent of
organizational factors including geographic location,
size, years of existence, and sub-field.

Layered Model Approach
To better suit the above defined requirements, a layered
model was adopted. The layered model approach uses a
hierarchy of subcategories where the top levels are normally
broad and become more specific when going down. This
type of taxonomy is also based on the 'divide and conquer'
analogy where a large or complex task is better handled
through splitting it into smaller subtasks. It has a rigid and
strict structure and each layer worries only about the layer

directly above it or the one directly below it. This type of
taxonomy is particularly useful when wanting to allow
information sources to be chosen from specific categories.
However, the main problems of its adoption is that the entire
taxonomy has to be created and this is time consuming
especially when data has to be mapped to another type of
taxonomy. The OSI 7-layer reference model is one of the
most common examples of the adoption of the layered
approach and is still used as a framework to teach
networking (Aune, 2004). In this approach, the output of one
layer provides the input to the second layer which models
interaction between the different layers and ideally, changes
in one layer should not require changes to other layers.

The Proposed Six-Layer Taxonomy
The proposed energy efficiency taxonomy, called OEEM
Taxonomy, is based on the different main areas of energy
consumption as discussed earlier. As such, using the layered
approach, each pillar of energy consumption within an
organisation is turned into an independent layer within the
taxonomy. These different layers include lCT layer, Office
Environment Layer, Product/Service Layer, Business
Process Layer, Business Process Layer and Building Layer.
A pictorial representation of the taxonomy is depicted in Fig.
3 where the different taxonomy layers are connected based
on the requirements defined earlier.

Energy Efficiency Management Taxonomy

Fig. 3. OEEM Taxonomy for Energy Efficiency Management

In Fig. 3, as per the layered approach, the lowest layer is
Layer 1 and specifically manages energy efficiency of ICT
equipments and resources. Moving up the layers makes
energy efficiency broader until the building layer. The
taxonomy layers are further described in the next sections.
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Layer 1:leT Layer
The ICT Layer is the first layer of the OEEM Taxonomy and
encompasses energy efficiency of computers and its
associated components or peripheral devices used for the
purpose of computing and data transmission. In more
specific terms, the different energy efficiency components
for which the ICT layer is responsible for is better depicted
in Fig. 4.

The components represented by the ICT layer include:
1. Computer
This component is about the energy efficiency of the
different computers present in the organisation or in its data
centres within the same building. Four types of computers
are commonly used within organisations include
microcomputers, minicomputers, mainframes and
supercomputers. Microcomputers are the most common
types of computers used in the form of desktop computers,
laptops, tablets and personal digital assistants within
organisations (O'Leary, 2009). Minicomputers are more
powerful than microcomputers and are used as servers for
email.file-sharingorweb-hosting.Mainframes are mostly
used in banks or large ICT companies and have higher
processing power and storage space as compared to micro
and mini computers. Supercomputers are the most powerful
type of computers and is used in very large organisations or
for research purposes.

2. Peripherals
In addition to computers, the energy efficiency of associated
hardware and peripheral devices is also important. Typical
peripheral devices include input and output devices, in the
form of keyboards, pointing devices, printers, scanners, web
cameras, monitors, etc, along with the energy efficiency of
the storage and memory capabilities of the computer system
via hard disks and optical disks.

3. Network
Furthermore, the ICT layer is also responsible for the energy
efficiency management for networking and data
transmission. It deals with the energy efficiency of

transmission media in the form of wired based twisted-pairs,
coaxial cables and optical fibre; and wireless based
transmission in the form of radio waves, micro waves and
infra-red. In terms of networking, the ICT Layer manages
the energy efficiency of networking devices which permit
interconnection of computers and devices for
communication and sharing. Examples of such networking
devices include hubs, bridges, switches, modems, firewalls,
and routers, among others.

4. Software
The next component of the ICT Layer is about the energy
efficiency of software and instructions being operated by the
computer system. Software is defined as a set of instructions
or procedures that are meant to perform different tasks on a
computer system and while being in front of computers,
users spend most of their time utilising software. In general,
computer software systems can be purchased off the shelf as
ready-made software or can also be designed and developed
by software development companies and free-lance software
engineers as tailor made software. Software used in
computer systems can also be classified into two main types
where the energy efficiency of both types is important.
These two types of software include system software and
application software. System software helps to abstract
hardware features of a system. It can be in the form of
operating systems (e.g. Windows Vista, Windows 7 and
Linux), device drivers, and disk formatting tools, among
others. Application software are referred to as computer
programs. This type of software is commonly used by users
in order to perform different functions or tasks including
web browsing, word processing, etc.

5. Data
This category within the lCT Layer is about energy
efficiency of data or information. Unlike software, which is
a set of instructions, data is the remaining part of software
which is not considered as program code. The energy
efficiency of data is important within the ICT layer since
much redundant data leads to increased energy consumption
and proper data management can improve the energy
efficiency of an organisation (Brocade, 2007).

Layer 2: Office Environment Layer
The second layer of the OEEM Taxonomy is about energy
efficiency of non-computing and electronic devices present
within the organisation. These devices serve for the main
purpose of lighting, cooling, heating, storage, among others.
Devices within this layer do not form part of the four types
of computer, or associated peripheral devices, as discussed
in the first layer. Main examples of office environment
electrical and electronic devices include air conditioners
lamps, heaters, etc. Among these devices, cooling or heating
devices are the largest power consumers (Nuventix, 2008).
Cooling is not only used in server rooms but also to
regularise working temperature within buildings in countries
with average temperatures higher than room temperature.
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Similarly, in cold countries, heating facilities are provided
within working environments which is again an energy
guzzling monster.

Other devices forming part in this layer include embedded
systems including microwave, televisions, kettles, alarm
systems, etc, which are now very common within
organisation and are made available to staffs for daily use.
These devices do not consume big amount of energy as air
conditioners but if regarded for a longer period of time,
energy efficiency of such devices do have a significant
importance. Also, in case an organisation has special
machinery or electronic non-computing equipment (e.g. for a
gym in the company premises), energy efficiency of all these
equipments are categorised in the Office Environment Layer
as well.

Layer 3: Product/Service Layer
The aim of most businesses is to produce and sell for a
profit, goods, products, solutions, and services in order to
fulfil the needs, wants or desires of a society. The
Product/Service Layer is the third layer of the OEEM
Taxonomy and is concerned with energy efficiency
management of the product or service offered by the
organisation. Both a business product and service lifecycle
have got their life-cycle and throughout their lifecycle,
energy efficiency management is of utmost importance.

For a product, the lifecycle goes through several phases
starting from its conception, through design and fabrication,
to service and disposal, as shown in Fig. 5. The management
of the life-cycle of a product is also known as the product
lifecycle management.

Fig. 5. ProductLife Cycle

In the case of a software development company specialised
in software solutions, the product lifecycle is in the form of
the adopted software lifecycle for the business products of
the company. A typical software lifecycle starts with the
requirements engineering phase followed by the design and
architecture phase, development and testing phase to
maintenance and support. An example of a software
lifecycle is shown in Fig. 6. Several software development
process models do exist today in order to better represent the

different stages in the lifecycle of a software and the
Product/Service Layer of the taxonomy manages the energy
efficiency of all the different stages through the lifecycle of
the product, in the form of software in this case.

Fig. 6. Exampleof SoftwareLifecycJe

Similar to business products of a company, the services
being offered also have a life cycle throughout which energy
efficiency is an important factor. A typical service lifecycle
has got the plan, deliver, operate and manage phase and is
depicted in Fig. 7. For example, an ICT company offering
disaster recovery services to another organization has to start
with the plan phase where the service is planned and
optimized in order to support the goals and objectives of the
organization. Then, the service is effectively developed,
deployed in the delivery phase before actually the operation
of the service, during which necessary support and
maintenance is also provided in order to meet the client's
business needs and expectations. Finally, the service has to
be managed in terms of operating procedures and best
practices in order to make sure that JeT investment delivers
the expected business value at an acceptable level of risk
where risk, compliance, change and configurations are
identified.

Fig. 7. ServiceLifecycle

Layer 4: Business Process Layer
The Business Process Layer is all about energy efficiency
management of the way work is done during business
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processes in an organisation. A business process, also called
a business method, is a set of interconnected, structured
activities or tasks performed in order to produce a specific
service or product. Each process normally includes one or
multiple required inputs where inputs and outputs can be
received from or sent to other business processes, other
organisational units, or internal and external stakeholders. In
general, common examples of business processes include the
ordering of goods from a supplier, processing insurance
claim or creating a marketing plan amongst others. Within
lCT organisations, the three main types of business process
include management process, operational process and
supporting process and the Business Process Layer deals
with their energy efficiency. These types of business
processes are better described as follows:

1. Management processes
These include processes that govern management of the
organisation. Examples include corporate governance,
strategic management, etc.

2. Operational processes
These include processes that constitute the core business
and create the primary value stream. Purchasing,
manufacturing, advertising and marketing, sales, among
others, form part of operational processes.

3. Supporting processes
These are processes that support the core processes of
organisations. Common examples include accounting,
procurement, recruitment, and technical support, among
others.

Layer 5: Personnel Layer
The Personnel Layer accounts for the energy efficiency of
the personnel within an organisation. People are the most
important part of an organisation and or information system
and as discussed in the second chapter, energy is consumed
while employees are working. Within organisations, two
main groups of employees are present based on computer
usage capabilities. These include:

• lCTusers
This category of users utilise computers during most part
of a normal working day. Such profiles in organisations
include staffs from the software engineering team,
support team, accounting team, management team and
administration team, among others.

• Non-lCT Users
This category of staffs do not utilise computers during
most part of a normal working day. Profiles include
drivers, messengers, cleaners, etc, who also form an
important part of an organisation.

Both the lCT and the non-lCT personnel consume energy
while working and as such, the Personnel Layer manages
energy efficiency of both the lCT users and Non-lCT Users.
Employees behaviour can make a big difference to energy
efficiency of the whole organisation since employees are the

driving force of the whole organisation and are responsible
for management of the building, business products and
services, business processes, electronic and computing
devices and even other personnel. For this reason, in case
energy efficiency of the whole organisation is to be
improved, one starting point is the energy efficiency of its
employees.

Layer 6: Building Layer
Buildings are very important to businesses as they serve a
shelter to the employees to weather conditions and also
provide a living space with privacy and comfort whereby
also providing a store for belongings. As described earlier,
buildings are an important source of energy consumption
depending on the design and construction factors taken into
consideration during the building process. Businesses can
have their own building(s) or can share the building(s) with
other companies or businesses within the same tower.

The Building Layer of the proposed six-layer taxonomy
deals with energy efficiency of the building in which the
organisation is placed or hosted. It is the top most layer in
the taxonomy, and is responsible for the energy efficiency of
the physical infrastructure, thermal flow, operation and
maintenance of the building (or part of) owned by the
organisation. Also, in case the building is shared with other
businesses or companies, then the company has to manage
the energy efficiency of the offices or floors being shared
and not the whole building. Furthermore, if an organisation
has more than one building in which it operates, then the
energy efficiency of the different buildings have to be
separately taken into consideration for the organisation to
move towards energy efficiency.

PRE-EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS & DISCUSSION

For the evaluation of the OEEM Taxonomy, preliminary
experimentation was conducted within an lCT organisation.
The experimentation method and results are discussed as
follows:

Method
The proposed taxonomy was preliminarily applied within an
lCT organisation to verify whether the taxonomy is
effective, meets its requirements and that the taxonomy
layers are adequate. The participating organisation is
specialised in providing ICT solutions in the form of
software and services to local and international clients and
the main branch of the organisation has 62 employees. The
participants of the experiment were employees of the
organisation involved at management level and who have
spent at least two years in' this same organisation. These
criteria were selected since the participants of this
experiment needed a good understanding of the organization
and its resources at different levels. The preliminary
experimentation involved6 getting feedback from 8
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participants from different departments within the
organisation during an interview session.

Preliminary Results & Discussion
The overall preliminary feedback on the OEEM Taxonomy
was positive where the participants claimed that all the
different energy efficiency areas were actually covered. The
participants were also asked to suggest other energy
efficiency areas which could be integrated within the model
in addition to the six areas, but unfortunately no suggestion
was obtained. In terms of its requirements, the participants
found that the layers were on overall well split which and
that the number of layers were adequate and manageable.
However, two participants suggested about the merging of
the ICT Layer and Office Environment Layer into a single
layer. Also, the participants found that most taxonomy layers
were quite independent except the Business Process Layer
which can involve employees from different departments in
order to manage the energy efficiency of this layer. The
adaptability of the taxonomy in turn can only be verified
after conducting repeated experiments in different ICT
organisations, similar to the completeness of the taxonomy
which involves the adoption of energy efficiency and
measurement techniques. As such, further experimentations
are required and accordingly the planned criteria are
discussed in the next section.

Future Work
The OEEM Taxonomy needs to be further evaluated in
selected organisations with varying parameters such as size,
location and business aims. In order to better test the
taxonomy, energy efficiency metrics and measurement
techniques have to be studied and adopted. For each layer
within the proposed taxonomy, appropriate energy efficiency
metrics and measurement techniques have to be applied,
following which the experimentation process can be
compared, based on data obtained, in order to deduce the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed taxonomy.
During the process, feedback can be collected from the
participants via interviews or questionnaires.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a six-layer taxonomy, called OEEM
Taxonomy, was presented for improved energy efficiency
management within ICT organisations. The taxonomy is
based on the main areas of energy consumption within ICT
organisations to include the ICT Layer, Office Environment
Layer, Product/Service Layer, Business Process Layer,
Personnel Layer and Building Layer, all interlinked using
the layered model approach. Preliminary experimentation
conducted was quite positive but more case studies

involving the use of energy efficiency metrics and
measurement techniques have to be adopted in order to
confirm whether the proposed taxonomy meets all its
requirements.
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Abstract— In the current information systems and especially 

in the case of a large amount of data, the user can be easily 

disoriented and cannot get the required information. Several 

methods are proposed to support the user along his navigation. 

All these methods are applied only on simple links by taking into 

account a set of parameters related to the user, the context, etc. 

In this paper we propose an adaptive navigation method which 

allows (i) to identify the best navigation path between semi-

structured result documents by taking into account the user’s 

history, needs and device’s characteristics, (ii) to apply on both 

simple and extended links the adaptive navigation technologies 

and (iii) to reduce the navigation space by using a new adaptive 

navigation technology “Extended XLINK technology” which is 
based on the basic idea of the XLINK extended links. 

Keywords—navigation path, user profile, adaptive navigation 

technology, XLINK extended links 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, data sources have become heterogeneous and 
distributed all over the world. As a result, the data volume 
grows and the users can lose their time in order to find the 
pertinent data or can be lost in the huge number of links. That 
is why navigation adaptation becomes a necessity because it 
helps the user to easily find the pertinent information and 
reduces the disorientation problem. Several adaptive navigation 
methods [18, 5, 4] and adaptive navigation technologies [2, 3] 
have been proposed. It adapts the navigation by (i) guiding the 
user from a document to another [4], (ii) providing the user by 
a set of links leading to the pertinent documents [10] and (iii) 
applying on simple links the suitable adaptive navigation 
technologies [15, 1]. 

So, in order to adapt the navigation we propose a method 
that allows to: (1) Provide the best navigation path between 
semi-structured result documents. This path is able to reduce 
the required number of steps to locate the pertinent 
information. (2) Apply on simple and extended links the 
suitable adaptive navigation technologies. (3) Reduce the 
number of simple links based on a new adaptive navigation 
technology called “Extended link technology”. This technology 
reduces the number of links in semi-structured documents by 
using the idea of XLINK extended links (W3C1). In our 
method we take into account several adaptive parameters. 
These latter are related not only to the user but also to the used 
device and the visited documents. 

Two algorithms are proposed. The first one allows to 

                                                        
1 http://www.w3.org/TR/xlink11/ 

identify the best navigation path. The second one applies on 
documents, before being displayed to the user, the adaptive 
navigation technologies. To evaluate our proposal, we 
implement a prototype which allows the user to lunch query 
and search documents from the INEX collection. A series of 
experiments are performed and proved the user’s satisfactions 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a 
state of the art in some works dealing with navigation 
adaptation. In section 3, we explain the proposed navigation 
adaptation method and the new technology. The efficiency and 
precision of our method and technology are illustrated by an 
exhaustive experimental evaluation in section 5. Finally, a 
conclusion and ongoing works are presented in section 6. 

II. SATE OF THE ART 

Several works studying navigation problems have been 
proposed to provide the user with an adaptive navigation 
support. We propose to classify the works that we will study in 
this state of the art into three categories. The first category 
mainly adapts the navigation by adapting the presentation of 
links according to the user’s preferences, knowledge, history, 
etc., by means of the adaptive navigation support technologies. 
The AHA! tool [12], for example, applies the link hiding 
technology [2] to irrelevant links and the link annotation 
technology [2] to the remaining links by using different colors 
depending on the user’s model. Web Watcher [1] and ELM-
ART [15] are the most popular adaptive hypermedia systems 
that use the direct guidance technology [2] to suggest a link to 
the "next best" page or document for the user to visit according 
to his goals, knowledge, etc. Hypadapter [8] is the first system 
that introduced the link ordering technology. The idea is to put 
the links in order of relevance according to the user’s model. 
WebIC [18], ELM-ART [15] are among the systems that use 
the link generation technology [2]. This technology provides 
new links to documents deemed relevant to the user's profile. 

The second category aims to provide one or more links to 
the best nodes (document, page). These latter are identified by 
means of different methods that vary from one system to 
another depending on the objectives and the application areas. 
The adaptive system proposed by Verma et al.[13] calculates 
and rank the weight of each web page in the priority of 
descending order according to click-count, hyperlink weight 
and most frequent visits to the webpage. Then, it proposes a 
direct link to the first page. Wanga et al. [16] analyze 
navigation paths of website visitors to identify the frequent 
surfing paths and provides the user with a set of links that leads 
to the next visited web pages. Seo et al. [10] propose two 
methods to navigation adaptation. The first one suggests the 
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next link to be followed by the user and the second one 
generates quick links as additional entry points into Websites. 

The third category suggests the best navigation path 
allowing the user to reach relevant information with fewer 
clicks. The identification of this path varies from one system to 
another. The system proposed by Chiou et al. [4] provides the 
best navigation path between u-learning objects according to 
the student’s personal and environmental situation. This path is 
determined by using a meta-heuristic or a heuristic based 
algorithm. These algorithms take as input a set of ubiquitous 
environment specific parameters that are related to the learner, 
the environment and the learning objects. In [5] the authors 
propose a system that analyses Web logs to identify the best 
navigation path by skipping irrelevant nodes and providing 
shortcuts to popular nodes. The system proposed in [18] 
extracts the links and the key words from the already visited 
pages in order to propose a set of links that lead to the relevant 
pages. 

We notice that all the detailed adaptation studies adapt 
homogenous and known in advance data. Moreover, the used 
navigation adaptation technologies and the proposed methods 
are applied only on simple links. 

In this paper, we propose an adaptive navigation method 
that identifies the best navigation path between semi-structured 
results (documents) not designed to be adapted. We propose as 
well a new adaptive navigation technology called “Extended 
link technology” based on the idea of the XLINK extended 
links. The adaptation process is based on several parameters 
related to the user history, the visited documents and the used 
device. So, a user profile and a meta-document [20] that 
describes the visited documents are proposed. 

III. PROPOSED ADAPTIVE NAVGATION METHOD 

In our earlier work, we proposed a distributed architecture 
[17] for adaptive access to heterogeneous semi-structured data. 
This architecture contains a component that allows adapting the 
navigation called “Navigation Adaptation Engine” (NAE). This 
component adapts the navigation based on the proposed 
method in this paper by taking into account several parameters. 

 

Fig. 1. XML proposed user profile 

These latter are related to: (i) the user’s navigation history 
which are stored in a user profile (cf figure 1), (ii) the visited 
documents which are stored in meta-documents (cf. figure 2) 
and (iii) the used device which are detected online on each 
session and limited to the operating system and the memory 
size. The use of these parameters in our proposed navigation 
method will be detailed below. 

 

Fig. 2. XML Proposed meta-document 

Generally, information systems provide the result 
documents in random order. So, to adapt the navigation we 
propose a method that identifies the best navigation path 
between the result documents and before displaying documents 
to the user, it applies the suitable adaptive navigation 
technologies and a new proposed technology called “Extended 
link technology” which is based on the XLINK extended links.  

A. Identification of the navigation path 

 The best navigation path is the path which allows to reduce 
the required number of steps to locate the pertinent 
information. It is identified by taking into account the user’s 
query and the already cited parameters. 

To identify this path we proposed in [17] an algorithm 
called “Identify the navigation path”. It takes as input the user’s 
navigation history and the list of the result documents. For each 
document, it calculates its score by using equations 1, 2 and 3.  

( ) ( ) ( )
_ ( )

di freb q di tm di
Doc Score di

Cp

enefit  
  (1) 

Benefit, freq and tm denote respectively the access benefit 
of the document, the frequency of the access to the document 
and the spent average time on the visit of the document. The 
benefit [17] it is a value ranged from 0 to 1. It is extracted 
from meta-document and generally identified by the 
document’s author based on the relevance of the document’s 
content to a theme. 

Cp is a constant that assumes 1 as a value when the user’s 
device manages to display the document, otherwise, it 
assumes any value greater than 1; in our proposal we take 10 
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as value. This value is resulted from a comparison between the 
configuration of the used device and the required device 
configuration to display the document which is specified in 
meta-document (cf figure 2).  

_ ( )
_ ( )

_ _

nb acces di
doc freq di

nb total doc
   (2) 

Nb_access represents the access number to the document, 
_ _nb total doc  is the total number of the accessed documents 

during all sessions.  

  ( )
( )

_

1

t di
tm di

nb session
tk

k







      (3) 

tm(di) corresponds to the ratio of the total time of visiting 
the document di and the total time of all sessions. 

Based on the obtained scores, the algorithm sorts the result 
documents to identify the best navigation path between them. 

B. The “Extended link technology” 

To reduce the number of links in the document and enables 
the user to have an idea about the related theme of each link, 
we propose a new technology based on the XLINK extended 
links. W3C2 “An extended link is a link that associates an 
arbitrary number of resources. The participating resources 
may be any combination of remote and local”. We will apply 
this technology with the well-known technologies [2] on 
document online without modifying the original version. 

The basic idea of “Extended link technology” is to regroup 
several simple links that belong to the same theme into a 
single extended link. The founded extended links in document 
will be generated and take the theme’s name as a title. Then, 
the resources of each extended link are subsequently reordered 
by using the “ordering link technology” [2] and annotated by 
the “annotation link technology” [2]. Figure 3 illustrates an 
example of an extended link. 

 

Fig. 3. Example of an extended link 

To apply the suitable adaptive navigation technologies (the 
well-known technologies and “extended link technology”), we 
proposed in [21] an algorithm called “Apply Navigation 
Technologies”. This algorithm is based on two functions. The 
first function, called “Calculate Link Score” which calculates 
the scores of links. These scores allow differentiating links 
(more relevant and less relevant). The second function, called 
which allows applying the “extended link technology”. 

Algorithm “Apply Navigation Technologies” precedes as 
follows: for each link related to theme other than the requested 
by the user, it applies the hiding technology. Then, for each 

                                                        
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/xlink11/ 

link in the remaining links, it determines the target documents, 
the benefit of these documents, calculates their scores by using 
equation 1, and calculates the link’s score by means of the 
function “Calculate Link Score”. This function takes as input 
the score of the target documents, the user history and the link. 
Firstly, it extracts, from the user’s history, the number of 
clicks on the link and the total number of clicks. Secondly, it 
calculates, by means of equation 5 the average frequency of 
clicking on the link. Finally, it uses equation 4 to calculate the 
link’s score. The obtained scores allow distinguishing links 
and choosing the suitable adaptive navigation technologies to 
be applied. They are provided with links to the “Extended 
Link Technology” function. This function extracts, if exist, 
extended links from the remaining simple links (after applying 
the hiding technology) in order to be generated in the 
document before being displayed to the user. The basic idea is 
to regroup all simple links that belong to the same theme into 
a single extended link. Then, the resources of each extended 
link are reordered and annotated according to their scores by 
the annotation link technology.  

 

_ ( ) _ ( )
Doc_Score(target_doc)

Link Score li link freqm li
nb_target_doc


   (4) 

Doc_Score is the score of the link target document. It is 
calculated by using equation 1. In the case of an extended link 
(having more than one target documents), we proceed to sum 
the scores of all target documents, then divide it by the total 
number of the target documents nb_target_doc. link_freqm(li) 
is the average frequency of clicking on the link during all 
sessions and it is calculated by equation 5. 

_ ( )

_ _
_ ( )

_ _

nb click li

nb total click
link freqm li

nb total session



   (5) 

nb_click(li) is the number of clicks on the link in one 
session, nb_total_click is the total number of the visited links, 

_ ( )

_ _

nb click li

nb total click

  is the sum of the average frequencies of 

clicks on the link in each single session and nb_session is the 
total number of sessions. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF 
THE PROPOSED METHOD 

In order to exploit and test our proposed navigation 
method, we implemented a prototype based on this method. 
This prototype allows the user to launch a query and navigate 
between result documents. These latter are documents of 
INEX 2007 corpus, which is part of the collection 
WIKIPEDIA XML. In this corpus documents are related to 
one or more themes and containing XLINK simple links. 

After being authenticated, the user sends his query through 
the interface shown in figure 4. This interface allows 
searching for documents based on their themes and the value 
of their benefit. 
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Fig. 4. Query interface 

After specifying the elements of the query and validating it 

by the user, the prototype identifies the user’s profile and 
searches the result documents. Then, it executes our proposed 

method and displays the adapted result documents to the user. 

We take the example of the proposed query in figure 4 

consists on “Searching for documents that belong to the 

printing theme with a benefit more than 0.75”. This query is 

proposed by two users “User1 and User2” having two 

different profiles. Knowing that, the device’s memory of the 

user1 is able to display only 4 images at the same time. 
The prototype provides 5 documents as result to this query. 

These documents are illustrated in table 1. 

TABLE 1. RESULT DOCUMENTS 

ID_doc 

(INEX)  
26498 45621 3975 22016 34458 

Title Postscript Letter writing Printing Typoraphy 

Benefit 0.77 0.77 0.8 0.82 0.82 

Content Text Text 
Text 

1image 

Text 

3 images 

Text 

5 images 

In this table, each document is identified by its identifier in 
INEX corpus and its title. The element “Content” in this table 
represents the content type in document. Based on this result, 
we carried out two series of experiments: (i) we present the 
variety of the obtained navigation paths, and (ii) we evaluate 
the use of the already existing technologies and “extended link 
technology”. 

A. The obtained navigation paths 

The navigation path identification is based on the obtained 
scores of the result documents. These scores are calculated by 
using equation1 based on: the benefit, the frequency, the 
average time and the constant Cp. All these parameters for the 
two users are illustrated in table 2. 

TABLE 2. PARAMETERS AND SCORES OF RESULT DOCUMENTS 

ID_doc Frequency Tm Cp Score  

3975 0.27273 0.2 1 1.27 

U
S

E
R

1
 

22016 0 0 1 0.82 

34458 0.36364 0.35 10 0.1532 

26498 0 0 1 0.77 

45621 0.09091 0.05 1 0.91 

3975 0 0 1 0.8 

U
S

E
R

2
 

22016 0.25 0.3333 1 1.4033 

34458 0 0 1 0.82 

26498 0 0 1 0.77 

45621 0.25 0.26667 1 1.2866 

As we can see in the obtained results in table 2, the scores 
of documents change with the user’s history (frequency and 
Tm) and Cp (constant related to the used device). In fact, the 
score of document 34458 is 0.1532 for user 1 and 0.82 for user 
2 despite it is frequently visited by the first user. We explain 
this by the limited capacities of the used device (only 4 images 
at the same time and the document contains 5 images; Cp=10). 

Thus, based on these scores we obtain two different paths 
one for each user (cf. figure 5). For example, document 3975 
is the first document to be displayed for user 1 but it is the 
fourth one for user 2. This is simply because this document is 
frequently visited by user 1 and never visited by user 2.  

 

Fig. 5. Obtained navigation paths 

The different displayed interfaces to each user are 
presented in figure 6 and figure 7. 

 

Fig. 6. Displayed interface to user 1 

For user 1, the first document “Writing” is displayed, 4 
extended links figure 6/(A) and the remaining result 
documents are sorted by their scores and presented in figure 
6/(B). 

 

Fig. 7. Displayed interface to user 2 
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As we can see in figure 7, the first document “Printing” is 
displayed to user 2, 2 extended links figure 7/(A) and the 
remaining result documents are sorted by their scores and 
presented in figure 7/(B). 

B. Evaluation of the adaptive navigation technologies 

To evaluate the use of the navigation technologies and 
especially “extended link technology” in navigation 
adaptation, we propose to compute the obtained links number 
in each document result. For this, we calculate the number of 
links: (1) without navigation adaptation and (2) with our 
proposal by combining the “hiding link technology” with the 
“extended link technology”. Figure 8 depicts the obtained 
links number.  

 

Fig. 8. Evaluation of the links number 

As we can see in figure 8, the number of pertinent links is 
reduced in each document. For example, in document 22016 
the initial number of links is 77. After the application our 
proposal this number is reduced to 2. In all result documents 
the number decreases from 289 to 11. 

To make sure about the usefulness of our proposal, we 
evaluate the users’ satisfactions. For this, we propose to each 
user two document versions: a version without adaptation and 
an adapted version with our proposal. Then each user, after 
comparing the two versions, indicates the number of the 
eliminated relevant links and the number of the persistent 
irrelevant links. The obtained result is shown in table 3. 

TABLE 3. NUMBER OF IRRELEVANT LINKS 

ID_doc 3975 22016 34458 26498 45621 

Initial number 71 77 105 15 21 

User1 9 14 20 3 3 

User2 13 10 25 3 5 

Based on the obtained result in table 3, we calculate the 
precision of links and we obtain figure 9. The obtained 
precision rates confirm the satisfaction of both users. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive navigation method 

for semi-structured documents not designed to be adapted. On 
the one hand, our method provides the user with the best 

navigation path by taking into account the user navigation 
history and the device capacities. On the other hand, our 
method uses a new adaptive navigation technology called 
“extended link technology” based on the idea of the XLINK 
extended links. This method is evaluated by a series of 
experiments and shows the users satisfactions. 

In the continuation of our work, we aim to evaluate our 
method by a group of users. Then, we plan to propose and 
implement a learning method which automatically removes 
irrelevant user profile elements after several updating 
operations. 

 

Fig. 9. Precision rates of our proposal 
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Abstract - Bayesian  Belief  Network  (BBN)  is  a 
kind of graphical model which provides a compact 
and  main  representation  of  probabilistic  data.  It 
represents  the  relationships  among  several 
variables  and  includes  conditional  probability 
distributions  that  make  probabilistic  statements 
about  the  variables.  The  probabilistic  form  of 
database’s learning and classification in Bayesian 
Network structure is complex problem and still one 
of the most exciting challenges in machine learning. 
It is widely used heuristics search for the optimal 
graphs  locally  by  defining  a  score  metric  and 
employs a search strategy to identify the network 
structure having the maximum or minimum score. 
In this paper, we focus on Bayesian classification 
and  learning  which  is  derived  from  minimum 
spanning tree based algorithm (Sollin’s algorithm) 
model alternative for network structure learning. 

Keywords: Bayesian  Network,  Structural 
Learning, Minimum Spanning Tree Algorithm, 
Score

I. INTRODUCTION

Bayesian network is important part of artificial 
intelligence  due  to  their  ability  to  support 
probabilistic  reasoning from  data  with 
uncertainty.  Also,  it  is  part  of  the  machine 
learning  for  prediction  of  unknown  situations. 
Bayesian  network  is  a  Directed  Acyclic  Graph 
(DAG),  where  the  nodes  are  random variables 
and  where  the  arcs  specify  the  independence 
assumptions between these variables. During the 
past  few  years,  several  algorithms  have  been 
developed for learning the structure of BN from 
a  database  which  is  the  score  metric  based 
methods  and  structure  based  methods  [1].  The 
score  metric-based  methods  based  on  the 
quantity  metric  measures  to  quality  of  the 
network structures or the conditional dependence 
among variables with maximization of the metric 
over  the  structure  space  in  the  database.  In 
network approach, probabilistic inference can be 
conducted to predict the values of some variables 

based on the observed values of other variables. 
For  this  reason  Bayesian  networks  are  widely 
used  in  many  areas,  such  as  decision  support 
systems [2] and [3], diagnostic and classification 
systems  [4],  [5]  and  [6],  information  retrieval 
[7],  troubleshooting,  data  mining  [8],  [9],  and 
learning algorithm [10], [11], [12]. 

Bayesian  network  learning  includes  the 
parameters  and  structure  learning  arrangement. 
Also  it  covers  incomplete  databases,  which 
contains the missing values or hidden variables 
in the records.  The evaluation and optimization 
process  covers  the  several  algorithms  such  as 
Gibbs  sampling  [13],  [14],  and  Bound-and- 
Collapse  method  [15],  [16].  Structure  learning 
can be classified into two main categories [12], 
the dependency analysis  approach  [17] and the 
score-and-search  approach  [14],  [18].   The 
results  of  dependency  tests  are  employed  to 
construct a Bayesian network conforming to the 
findings.   Scoring  metric  is  used  to  evaluate 
candidate  networks  while  a  search  method 
employed  to find  a  network  structure  with  the 
best  score.  At  the  same  time,  concerning  the 
score  evaluation  for  structure  learning,  some 
researchers  proposed  calculating  the  expected 
values of the statistics to approximate the score 
of candidate networks.

The suggested new algorithm uses score tests 
to restrict the available scope of candidate arcs, 
reduce  the  space  of  candidate  solutions,  and 
induce  network  arc  trees  to  avoid  many 
unnecessary  searches  effectively.  And then,  by 
combining the global score increase of a solution 
with  the  local  mutual  information  between 
nodes,  a  new  heuristic  function  with  better 
heuristic ability is given to induct the process of 
stochastic searches. We also apply the suggested 
method  to  alarm  data  set  and  compare  the 
performance on several other learning algorithms 
in the Bayesian networks. Our suggested model 
is  better  than  the  several  other  learning 
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algorithms by the induced the computing score 
values and processing time.  

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 
2,  we  present  the  background  of  Bayesian 
networks and the basic idea with the minimum 
spanning  tree  algorithm.  In  Section  3,  we 
describe  the  Bayesian  structure  learning  with 
minimum spanning tree algorithm and the  next 
section  represents  the  application.  Finally,  we 
conclude the paper in Section 5.

II. BAYESIAN NETWORK STRUCTURE LEARNING 
    In  this  section,  firstly,  Bayesian  networks 
literature  reviewed,  after  structure  learning and 
Bayesian  network  structure  learning  subjects 
discussed with together. 

A.  Bayesian Networks
A Bayesian network (BN) is a graphical model 

that  combines  elements  of  graph  theory  and 
probability  theory.  It  describes  a  set  of  causal 
relationships among a set of variables of interest, 
a  set  of  conditional  independence  assumptions, 
and their related joint probabilities.  BN can be 
denoted  as  a  triple  group  <X,  A,  Θ>,  where 
<X,A> defines a directed acyclic graph (DAG) 
structure  G,  X  is  the  set  of  nodes;  Xi  ∈ X 
represents a random variable in a special domain. 
A is a set of directed arcs,  aij ∈ A describes a 
direct  probabilistic dependency between Xi and 
Xj,   Xi ←  Xj;  and     Θ  =  {θi}  is  a  set  of 
parameters.  θi =  p(Xi|Π(Xi))  is  the  conditional 
probability distribution of Xi which is given the 
parent set of the variable Xi. A directed acyclic 
graph  (DAG)  describe  the  causal  relationships 
among  the  variables,  or  nodes,  and  represents 
both  dependent  (i.e.,  related)  nodes  and 
independent  (i.e.,  unrelated)  nodes  (in  Fig.1). 
Each  node  represents  a  variable  that  has  an 
associated  conditional  probability  distribution 
[19].   As  the  graph  structure,  G qualitatively 
characterizes  the  independence  relationship 
among  random  variables,  and  the  conditional 
probability distribution quantifies the strength of 
dependencies  between  a  node  and  its  parent 
nodes.  Therefore Bayesian network <X, A, Θ> 
uses a graph structure and a set of parameters to 
encode uniquely the joint probability distribution 
of the domain variables X = {X1,X2, · · · ,Xn}: 

( ) ( )( )∏ ∏=
=

n

i
nin XXpXXXp

1
21 ,...,, (1).

Fig. 1. Bayesian network example

B.  Bayesian Network Structure Learning
Bayesian  network  structure  learning 

categorized  in  two  parts,  which  are  score-and 
search  based  approach  and  constrained  based 
approach.  The  score-search  based  approach 
refers  to the greedy learning approach from an 
initial structure and move to the neighbors with 
the  best  score  on  the  structure  space  with 
determinately or stochastically until to obtain a 
local maximum of the selected criteria is reached 
[20].  The  constraint-based  approach  considers 
the  statistical  significance  of  the  pairs  of 
variables conditioning on other variables to test 
and induce conditional independence [21], [17]. 
The  pairs  of  variables  pass  some  threshold, 
which are considered as directly connected in the 
Bayesian  networks.  The  other  variables  which 
uncover the threshold value, that are eliminated 
by  the  algorithm.  The  complete  Bayesian 
network structure is constructed from the taking 
conditional  independence  and  dependence 
information.  

In  Bayesian  network  structure  learning,  the 
score and search based approach consists of the 
structure  space,  the  search  strategy  and  the 
model selection criteria.  The structure space in 
score  and  search  refers  to  the  all  the  possible 
structures of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) that 
are given the number of variables in the domain. 
Also it refers from search methods from artificial 
intelligence, such as depth-first, width-first, best 
first  or  simulated  annealing,  greedy  search. 
During the making of a graph model,  structure 
learning  is  used  to  deal  with  information  and 
inference  throughout  description  of  the 
knowledge  from  large  experimental  samples 
[22]. 

According  to  Bayesian  rules,  posterior 
probability of Bayesian network is:

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )∑

=
` ``S

hh

hh
h

GPGDP
GPDGP

DGP (2).

Where  ( )GDP h  is marginal  likelihood and it 
is:

( ) ( ) ( ) θθθ dGPGDPGDP hhh ∑= , (3)
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where  )(Dp is  a  normalization  constant 
which does not depend on the Bayesian network 
structure  G.  ( )̀GP h  is  prior  probability,  θ  is 
parameter  of  model  is  often  used  for  model 
selection [23] and D represents the  experimental 
sample set.

The comparing score is 
( ) ( ) ( )( )( )∑= vivivivi pa,D,Pa,ScoreD,SScore (4).

Scoring function calculates the how well a given 
network  G matches the data  D. The best one is 
obtained  maximizes  by the scoring function in 
Bayesian structure learning. 

Constraint-based methods in Bayesian network 
structure  train  many  dependencies  and 
(conditional)  independencies  of  the  underlying 
model.  The  algorithms  of  this  approach  try  to 
discover  the  dependencies  and  conditional 
independencies from the data, and then use these 
dependencies and conditional independencies to 
infer  the  Bayesian  network  structure.  The 
conditional  independence  tests  are  used  in 
practice are statistical tests on the data set for use 
the  results  to  reconstruct  the  structure,  several 
assumptions  have  to  be  made  with  causal 
sufficiency  assumption,  causal  Markov 
assumption, and faithfulness assumption.

Briefly,  score  and  scope  based  structural 
learning is very important for the evaluation of 
the  Bayesian  networks  for  the  next  prediction 
processes.

III. BAYESIAN NETWORK STRUCTURAL LEARNING 
ALGORITHM WITH MINIMUM SPANNING TREE 

Minimum  spanning  tree  algorithm  (MSTA), 
proposed by Boruvka in 1926, which is a kind of 
meta-heuristic algorithm [24]. It is often used to 
solve  combinatorial  optimization  problems.  In 
minimum spanning tree,  T of  G is a connected 
acyclic sub graph that spans all the nodes. Every 
spanning  tree  of  G has  n-1  arcs.  Given  an 
undirected  graph  G= (N,  A)  with  n=Nnodes 
and  m=Aarcs  and  with  a  length  or  cost  cij

associated with each arc (i,j) ∈A, we wish to find 
a spanning tree, called a minimum spanning tree. 
It  has  the smallest  total  cost  (or  length,  failure 
rate) of its constituent arcs, measured as the sum 
of costs of the arcs in the spanning tree. Also, in 
Bayesian network, between nodes i and node j, 
any  conditional  status  affects  final  decision  a 
certain probability pij. If we represent the nodes 
status in resulting G, we would like to identify a 
spanning tree T that minimizes the probability of 
failure  given  by expression ( ) ( ){ }pijTji −Π− ∈ 11 , . 

For every non-tree arc (k,l) of  G,  pp klij ≤  for 
every  arc(i,j0  contained  in  the  path  in  T* 

connecting nodes k and l.
Given  an  n th-order  probability  distribution 

P(xl, x2,. . . xn,), xi is being discrete, we want to 
find a distribution of tree dependence PT(x1, x2, ... 
,  xn)  such that  I(P,  PT)  ≤ I(P,  Pi,)  for  all  t∈T, 
where  Tn,  is  the  set  of  all  possible  first-order 
dependence  trees.  The  solution  τ is  called  the 
optimal  first-order  dependence  tree.  Also, 
Sollin’s  algorithm  repeatedly  performs  the 
nearest-neighbor process and mutual information 
as a basic operation.

Nearest-neighbor  consists  of  the  (Nk,  ik,  jk) 
variables. This operation takes as an input a tree 
spanning the nodes Nk and determines an arc (ik, 
jk)  with  the  minimum  cost  among  all  arcs 
emanating  from  Nk[i.e.,cikjk=min{cij(i,j)∈A,i∈Nk 

and  j∉Nk}].  In  Bayesian  network  maximum 
probabilty degree reflects to the minimum cost in 
suggested  study.  To perform this  operation  we 
need to scan all the arcs in the adjacency lists of 
nodes in Nk, and find a minimum cost arc among 
those arcs that have one endpoint not belonging 
to  Nk.  The  merge(ik,jk)  operation  takes  as  an 
input two nodes ik and jk, and if the two nodes 
belong to two different trees, then merges these 
two trees into a single tree [24], [25].

The mutual information I(xi, xi(i)) between two 
variables xi and xj is given by

( )
( ) ( )∑ 










=
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It is well known that  I(xi, xj) is non-negative. In 
the  graphical  representation  of  dependence 
relations, we assign a branch weight I(xi, xj(i)) to 
every  branch  of  the  dependence  tree.  Given  a 
dependence tree t, the sum of all branch weights 
is a useful quantity. Since there are nn-2 trees with 
n vertices, the number of dependence trees in Tn, 
for any moderate value of n is so enormous as to 
exclude any approach of exhaustive search.  To 
describe  our  solution  in  this  optimization 
problem, we can give the following definition.

A  maximum-weight  dependence  tree  is  a 
dependence tree t such that for all t’ in Tn

( ) ( )∑∑ ≥
==

n

i
iji

n

i
iji xxIxxI

1
)`(

1
)( ,, (6).

The first result stated as follows. A probability 
distribution  of  tree  dependence  P(x)  is  an 
optimum approximation to P(x) if and only if its 
dependence tree t has maximum weight.
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Since  )(xP i and  )( )(xP ii  are  components  of 
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Thus, (4) becomes
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Since N(x) and N(xi) for all  i are independent 
of  the  dependence  tree  and  I(P,  Pt) is  non-
negative, minimizing the closeness measure I(P,  
Pt) is equivalent to maximizing the total branch 
weight [26].
TABLE 1 MSTBSL Algorithm
Algorithm: Minimum Spanning Tree Based Bayesian 
Structural Learning (Based on Sollin’s algorithm)-MSTBSL

Input     : Distributed data and node ordering N sites
Output  : Minimum Spanning Tree based BN structure 

1. Construct  the  new  network G with  nodes  C,  X1,
…,Xn, with joint distribution of class

2. Insert the links CXi, i=1,…,n ∈ G
3. Estimate the network density for C, and conditional 

network  density  for  each  Xi,  i=1,…,n  given  its 
parents in G

begin 
      for each i∈X do Xi:={i};
          T*:=∅;
           while  T* < (x-1) do

begin
    for each tree Xk do nearest_neighbor
    for each tree Xk do 
    if nodes ik and Tk belong to different trees then
        merge(ik,jk) and update T*:= T*∪{(ik, jk)};

run the validation algorithm of the structure 
to  check  whether  it  violates  the  Bayesian 
network  standards.  If  cycles  are  not 
generated by inserting new edges into the 
G, then add the edges into the G, then add 
the edges. If  it  creates cycles,  then delete 
the edges or skip the generation.

     end;
         end;

4. Let P be the set of estimated densities.
5. Let Bayesian Network learning be a Bayesian 

network with structure G and distributions P.

In  Minimum Spanning  Tree  Based  Bayesian 
Structural  Learning  (Based  on  Sollin’s 
algorithm)-MSTBSL  algorithm  is  divided  into 
two steps. The first step is creating with global 
network analysis for structure learning, and the 
second  step  is  update  with  minimum spanning 
tree based probability estimation (Table 1).

The  suggested  algorithm  applied  to  alarm 
dataset  and  compared  with  the  other  Bayesian 
algorithms such as  Bayesian  Network,  Greedy, 
and Greedy DAG in next section. 

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

    In this section we illustrated the effectiveness 
of  the minimum spanning tree algorithm based 
Bayesian  network  structure  learning.  So  we 
compared the results of minimum spanning tree 
algorithm  based  DAG  search  algorithm  with 
Bayesian  Network,  Greedy  and  Greedy  DAG 
algorithms.  The Alarm network is used which 
related  to  the  medical  domain  for  potential 
anesthesia diagnosis in the operating room with 
37  nodes  and  46  directed  edges  (Fig.2).  The 
random  variables  in  the  alarm  network  are 
discrete in nature. The number of discrete states 
depends on the node [28].

Figure 2. Example of a Minimum Spanning Tree 
for Alarm B

The performance  of  the minimum spanning 
tree based structure learning algorithm is tested 
on alarm data set, which generated from known 
network  structures  using  probabilistic  logic 
sampling. Data sets are generated from the well-
known  benchmarks  of  Bayesian  network 
including  the  Alarm  data  set.  It  used  in 
application section and depicted in Table 1. For 
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data  set  network  with  the  size  100,  200,  500, 
1000,  5000,  10000  are  sampled.  Table  2  and 
Table 3 give a summary of the data sets used in 
our experiments.
      Bayesian  Network  has  37  nodes  and 46 
edges.  The sample set was randomly generated 
using  the  structure  and  conditional  probability 
distribution.  We  used  Kevin  Murphy’s  BN 
toolbox executed in Matlab [27] for both the data 
generation and the experiments. 
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Fig.3. Comparing of the Bayesian Structural 

TABLE 2 Score values on alarm data set 

Size
Bayesian 
Network Greedy

Greedy 
DAG MSTBSL 

100 6893 6232 6343 6152
200 9155 8543 9543 8233
500 10655 18399 9957 9563

1000 11759 11814 11837 11253
5000 56079 56296 56073 55056

10000 111091 111281 111181 110299

From the Fig 3 and Table 2, Minimum Spanning 
Tree Based Bayesian Structural Learning’s score 
value is higher than the other methods for all the 
cases. Moreover it has lowest score value, at the 
same time it has lowest processing time for all 
the cases (in Fig.2 and Table 3)
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Fig.4.  Comparing  of  the  Bayesian  Structural 
Learning Methods with MSTBSL in processing 
time values on Alarm data set 

TABLE 3 Processing time values on alarm data 
set

Size
Bayesian 
Network Greedy

Greedy 
DAG MSTBSL

100 2682 2230 1962 1918
200 3012 2982 2736 2715
500 4562 3253 3432 3150
1000 9256 8857 4321 4252
5000 26852 24727 17543 15462
10000 72651 67538 45631 43262

V.CONCLUSION

      Bayesian  network  reflects  the  potential 
relationship among  data  and important  tool for 
data  mining  and  knowledge  discovery.  We 
proposed a new approach  to  perform Bayesian 
learning and clustering. We considered a method 
for  alarm  Bayesian  networks  from  distributed 
database. It is based on minimum spanning tree 
based collective structure learning algorithm. Up 
to  now,  some  heuristic  approaches  (greedy 
algorithm, ant colony algorithm etc.) are used for 
Bayesian  network  learning  but  minimum 
spanning  tree  algorithm  is  not  suggested  until 
now.   In  application,  we  demonstrate  to  how 
create and use the suggested model in real-world 
data with decision support system.  Our heuristic 
algorithm  provides  to  improve  the  Bayesian 
network  classification  and  learning  structure 
searching for dependencies among the attributes. 
The experimental results show that the minimum 
spanning  tree  algorithm for  learning  BNs with 
forward structure search steps performed really 
well, it even reaches a better performance.  It is 
improved, and the search time greatly reduced. 
     Consequently our algorithm is able to solve 
learning  Bayesian  networks  with  large  number 
variables  from  data.  Also,  the  experimental 
results on the benchmark alarm data set  shows 
that  the  new  algorithm  is  more  effective  and 
efficient  in  large  scale  databases,  and  greatly 
enhances  convergence  speed  compared  to  the 
original algorithm.
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Abstract: The future of the world’s drinking water will 

someday depend on cheap accessible technology to 

produce it. Saudi Arabia is the world’s leading nation in 
water desalination. Without desalination, Saudi Arabia’s 

central regions may become uninhabitable within the 

foreseeable future. There are many advanced yet less 

costly seawater-desalination techniques. These methods 

can produce large amounts of desalinated water for less 

and without the costly maintenance. Assuming that the 

common problem associated with water desalination is 

the costly maintenance of the plants; the method 

suggested in this paper will reduce costs significantly. 

Harvesting solar energy through the direct heating of 

seawater is the most economically efficient and least 
technologically advanced method available to man.  

Depending on the number and size of the multi-stage 

flash (MSF) evaporator units used, up to 20 BG/yr of 

desalinated sweat water maybe produced. The cost of this 

process can be summed up as follows; 1. The initial 

installation and construction of the concrete-based 

seawater collectors and its tar-covered metal tops. 2. The 

MSF evaporator units, the concrete reservoirs accessing 

tidal waters to and from the plant’s site and of course, the 

gas-fuel powered pumps used to pump sweet water to 

customers. This paper will project the amount of water 

produced over the next ten years, and provide a simple 
economic cost and benefit analysis of the project in 

comparison to a similar (in size of output)  nuclear and 

fully-gas-powered plants.   

Index of Terms: 

Coriolis force……………… ..= force of earth rotation 

Desalination………………….= distillation of sea water 

Heat transfer coefficient = the material’s capacity to 

transmit heat 

Laminar flow = slow moving water, usually on flat 

surfaces under normal conditions and room temperatures 

Shear stress………………….= a form of pressure usually 
between two different materials with different density  

Specific heat = material capacity to absorb and 

store/contain heat 

Thermal conductivity = material capacity to conduct heat 

Tidal range…………………. = differences between tides 

at their lowest and highest levels 

Turbulent flow = violent moving water usually sloping 

surfaces and often under high temperatures 

 

Glossary of Terms: 

Acs =duct cross sectional area =Dh*Pw/4 
Asf= area of solar fields   

A=L*hw=area of the reservoir wall   

CD = the wind drag coefficient 

C = the Chezzy coefficient  

d&l =length and width of  the duct 

fcx =-q  (Coriolis) Earth rotation forces in x direction 

fcy = p  (Coriolis)Earth rotation forces in y directions 
g = gravitational acceleration, 

ha = the aluminum heat transfer coefficient  

hMx = (ht*hti*ha)/(ht*hti+ht*ha+hti*ha)) 

hSm= heat transfer coefficient of the surface material in 

series    

ht = the tar heat transfer coefficient and  

hti = the tin heat transfer coefficient and  

h= hMx =the heat transfer coefficient of the surface 
materials in series. 

h&d are height and random height of measured velocity 

respectively 

h=reservoir depth     
Kc/y= thermal conductivity and base thickness 

respectively   
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Mfr = mass flow rate 

Pr=Pressure 

P = h*u  = velocity fluxes in x direction,  

q=h*   = velocity fluxes in y direction, 
Vave = average velocity 

u = depth-averaged-flow-velocities in x direction, 

u(r)= velocity profile (laminar and turbulent cases) 

, = depth-averaged-flow-velocities in y direction, 
uw =  is the wind speeds in x and y directions 

w = is the wind speeds in x and y directions 

w = the density of the water,  
ϼ=density   
ϼw= water density 

a = the density of the air,    
ΔTs= surface temperature difference between the surface 

and the temp inside the duct in Kelvin    

Δt= time per heating cycle 

bx = w gp(p2+q2)1/2/(C2h2) and  

by = w gq(p
2
+q

2
)

1/2
/(C

2
h

2
),   

 sx = a CD uw |Uwind|,  

sy = a CD w |Uwind|.  

bx, = bed friction stresses in x direction 

by = bed friction stresses in y direction 

  = h + hy = water depth above the gradually sloping sea 

bottom, 

 

1. Introduction 
Solar energy and its water distillation applications have 

always been the subject of extensive studies and analyses 

(1), although, it has never been deployed on a large scale. 

Efforts have been limited to small-scale housing units, 

small size water purification or distillation units etc (2). 

The reasons for this are easily recognized for the 

following reasons: 1. Cost of the units are – for roof/floor 

type solar distillation units - up to $ 40/m2 of basin area 

(3), near semi populated areas, considering the amount of 

distilled water produced, thus making large-scale 
deployment economically unattractive when compared to 

other means of desalination. 2.  Difficulties in 

maintenance because of the fragility of the units’ glass 

panels, subject to breakage, flushing of the basins, 

cleaning the surface of the panels due to sand 

accumulation from sand storms, and flow of distillate to 

centralized water collection reservoirs, not to mention 

other natural causes resulting from weather patterns and 

other accidents. Now, for electric solar cells, the cost is 

astronomical, considering the electrical energy produced. 

The method, assuming it utilizes solar energy to produce 

electricity for desalinating or demineralizing river waters; 
separates unwanted minerals in saline water using electric 

current and selective permeable membranes (4). As a 

result, other methods have received the lion share of 

commercial utilization, in conjunction with other 

conventional distillation plants. However, the solar energy 

collection systems in most of these schemes are 

conventional collectors which are very costly, making the 

schemes economically (because of the high cost of 

collectors) and technically (because of breakage of plastic 

covers, corrosion problems, damage to electrical 

components, membranes (5), and other maintenance, and 

desert-related issues) (6), problematic (7). Hence most of 

the existing large scale (with capacity greater than 400-
500MG/yr ) desalination plants around the world are 

fossil fuel powered (such as coal, petroleum, and natural 

gas, nuclear power introduced lately), and the majority of 

them are multi-stage flash (high temperature) evaporation 

(MSF) systems. Fossil fuels are predicted to be depleted, 

probably, within our lifetime, not to mention that their 

prices are already spiraling almost out of control. As a 

result of increases in water demand, rising world 

population and cost of industrialization it is imperative to 

look for new methods of solar distillation. The system 

employed in this paper is robust, economical, and utilizes 

direct solar heat. With this in mind, I have devised a 
scheme (8), to be outlined in this paper for a large scale 

desalination of sea water using solar energy (9), hopefully 

to be implemented in the eastern desert of Saudi Arabia: 

The technical and economic feasibility of this scheme was 

the subject of research, by many. However, my focus, in 

this case, is to present preliminary technical and simple 

cost calculations.  

2. The Approach 
The approach takes place in four stages (Figure 1). Stage I 

stresses bringing water in large masses to continuously 

running, in succession, reservoirs near and/or around the 

location of the solar collectors’ fields, without the use of 

mechanical pumps. Two reservoirs will be utilized for the 
following reasons, 1. Keep the water running during 
changes in sea-tides, 2. Avoid accumulation of desert 
sand, during sand storms in the solar field water ducts, 
which may lead to clogging up the ducts, 3. Expedite the 
process during maintenance periods. Stage II consists of 
two solar fields, each housing two thousand water 
heating ducts. Each duct is 90 cm wide, 10 cm high and 
1000 meter long, with 10 cm separating the ducts. The 
water passes from Stage I, through the multi-stage flash 
(MSF) evaporators, in stage III, where it receives initial 
heating from the condensing vapor in the desalination 
plant’s coolant tubes (condensers). The water then flows 
to stage II,      
using gravity, where it is heated in the solar fields’ ducts 
prior to going back to stage III’s evaporators, where 
desalination takes place. Desalinated water flows to a 
special reservoir where it is pumped to customers. The 
excess sea-water flows to the outlet reservoir and on 
back to the sea through hydraulically controlled gates in 
stage IV. The water flowing into and out of the 
desalination plant will utilize sea tidal ranges in the area.     
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The approach emphasizes three main parameters: cost,  
amount of heating energy produced, and the scope of 
maintenance. A decision-making series of steps is used to 
determine the essential elements of this paper as 
follows:  
1. Size and depth of the reservoirs are set as follows: 

a. For incoming water during high tide periods the 
two reservoirs must have the capacity to hold 
enough water for the daily amount required for 
desalination. The outlet reservoir has the 
capacity to hold the average amount processed 
in an entire daily cycle. 

i. For incoming water during high tide periods the 
two reservoirs must have the capacity to hold 
enough water for the daily amount required for 
desalination. The outlet reservoir has the capacity 
to hold the average amount processed in an entire 
daily cycle. The two solar fields are made up of 2000 
rectangular ducts, each.  (0.90) meter wide,  (0.10) 
meter in height and 1000 meter in length. 

ii. The amount of water passing through the two 
solar fields per cycle (its duration to be determined 
later) is (.1*.9*1000*4000 = 360000 M3 (cubic 
meter)/cycle ~ 95.101200 MG/cycle 

b. The depth, for the inlet reservoirs, must be at 
least one meter below the lowest low tide in the 
region, however, for the outlet reservoir it 
should be at the same height as the lowest tide.   
i. Simulation of the tidal ranges in the 
gulf  

(10, page 799), indicates certain aspects of 
the tides that can be used in favor of the plant’s 
location 

(11), and ways to augment the tidal 
heights.  

c. The height of the inlet reservoir’s walls must be 
at least one meter above the highest high tide, 
and as high as the desalination excess water 
level for the outlet reservoir. 

i. The referenced endnotes related to the low 
tides can be employed in enhancing the 
high tides 

2. The water pressure-based four hydraulic gates must 

be designed to do the following (12):   
a. Control the flow of water 

i. From the sea to the feeding reservoirs,  
ii. From the feeding reservoirs to the solar 

fields through the evaporators 
iii. From the evaporators to the outlet-

reservoirs and finally 
iv. From outlet-reservoirs to the sea.  

b. Be capable of holding the water mass of the 
reservoir at a base height equal to that of the 
low tide and as high as the reservoir’s wall 

c. Must open and close at a pace that allows for 
the water flow-rate needed for the desalination 
process 

d. Must use mechanism that utilizes the water 
flow  

i. The fluctuation of water level and water 
weight 

3. The material used to build the solar fields collectors, 
its surface-cover, and the solar-radiation heat-
absorbing layer coating the surface should be 
selected with emphasis on: 
a. Cost effectiveness 
b. Availability and ease of manufacturing and 

fabrication 
c. Ease of maintenance and durability  
d. Resistance to corrosion and ruggedness to 

endure the extremes of the desert weather 
i. The floor of the collectors must consist 

of material that is resistant to corrosion and 
has a high heat capacity to endure the 
desert’s temperature extremes 
1) A list of materials/elements are 
assessed in terms of the above 
characteristics  
a) Hard concrete was selected as it does 
meet, to a certain extent, all of the above 
attributes with the exception of the heat 
transfer rate/coefficient, where it is not a 
necessary requirement; since the floor and 
walls of the collectors will not be exposed to, 
or in contact with the source of the energy, 
the sun 
b) The cost effectiveness will be assessed, 

in more  
c) details, along with the materials 
selected for the surface layers  
d) The slope of the solar fields’ ducts is 
determined through an analysis of the water 
velocity in a rectangular concrete duct: 
 The analysis takes into account the 
assumption that the movement of water in a 
heated concrete-duct resembles the 
movement of water in a river  
 The upward change in the duct’s water 
temperature causes the water to move 
upward and as the water flows it 
reciprocates creating turbulence – added to 
the coarse concrete walls and surface-similar 
to that of a river’s turbulent water flow 
because of the river’s uneven and rough bed 
acting as resistance and creating turbulence 
 The amount of time required for the 
water to reach its maximum seasonal 
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temperature is also a factor in both the 
water velocity and the solar ducts’ sloping 
gradient   
 The mathematical formulation 
employed takes into account the above 
factors 

ii. The  ceiling of the collectors must be 
made up of material that is resistant to 
corrosion with high specific-heat and heat 
transfer coefficient 
1) The ceiling will be made up of three 
materials emphasizing absorptivity, 
conductivity, emissivity, radiation, 
convection, and transmission of heat 
2) The material will be layered in 
accordance to the predisposed reactivity of 
the materials 
a) The bottom of the surface layer is 
made up of a very thin layer of Tin laminate 
for its resistance to corrosion and its 
reasonably high thermal conductivity 
b) The middle layer of the surface is 
Aluminum for its high heat capacity, and 
thermal conductivity 
c) The upper layer is made up of thin Tar 
rolls for its high absorptivity and low 
emissivity  

iii. The related theories of heat mass 
transfer, conductance, radiation, convection, 
absorbency, and admittance will be 
derived/formulated and employed with the 
above . 

iv. The amount of heat energy transmitted 
to the water in the duct is calculated 

4. The multi-stage flash (MSF) evaporators used for the 
desalination.  

a. The plant will be fitted with a set of 
multi stage flash evaporators capable of 
processing the volume of water heated by 
the solar fields 

5. A simple cost analysis of the entire scheme is 
performed to evaluate the system as a future project    

 
 
 

3.         The Technical Analysis 

3.1. Tidal Analysis: 

The analysis of the tidal waves’-ranges in the eastern 
region of Saudi Arabia, west of the Persian Gulf can 
benefit from the relationship between tidal waves and 
shallow waters in the gulf. The tidal waves rotations are 
situated within pathways around amphidromic points 

where in shallower straits the tide elevate, kind of, 
as in the phenomenon called tsunami. Since the 
land in certain areas near the gulf is almost at sea 

level
 (13), the flow of water into the land during high 

tides requires the removal of no more than a few 
feet in depth of easily removable sand, for the 
plant’s required area. The technical aspects can 
utilize the methodology applied By “Chwang, Lee, 

Leung” (14).  These tides fluctuate throughout the year 
between 2 – 3 meters and may reach 5 meters, with 
human interference, as it approaches the straits between 
the islands on the seaside borders of Saudi Arabia 
between Bahrain and the location of the northern 
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amphidromic point. Human interference can be used to 
influence both the tidal range and frequency through the 
establishment of man-made islands creating straits and 

shallow water channels (15).  The main factors affecting 
the tidal ranges, in this case, have a lot to do with the 
movement of water around the amphidromic points. The 
water in the Persian Gulf circulates counter-clockwise, 
with Northward current along the Iranian shores and the 
southward current run along the Saudi shores, with the 
shoreline at the Iranian side shows a steep and narrow 
shoreline, while the Saudi side display a gradual slope 

with a wide intertidal zone (16). The water depth; its 
vector flux velocity, in x and y directions; Coriolis force, 
the force caused by the rotation of the earth and the 
moon’s gravitational pull; the slope of the bottom of the 
sea, density of the water; and resistance to water 
movement so called the bed friction stresses of the 
water at sea bottom are the main factors impacting the 
tidal ranges. However, our objective is to increase the 
flux velocity and displacement in the x and y directions1.  
We know that the flux flow in the direction vertical to 
both earth rotation and the lunar gravitation force (in 
this case the z component) is negligible so our emphasis 
is to augment the water flow in a direction around the 
amphidromic point’s semi-circular motion. The lunar 
gravitational force field creates a tidal flux flow that can 
be measured by incorporating simplified fluid dynamics 
schemes. the employment of the moon’s gravitational 
pull along with the earth’s rotation was, in my opinion, 
more successful with less mathematical complexity in 
describing the actual tidal fluctuations. Their analysis put 
more emphasis on the oceanic tidal fluctuation, and its 
effects on the occurrence and frequency of the major 
high tides in high and low seas(23).  

3.2.   Reservoirs Walls and Gates: 
The reservoirs walls’ structure should be within certain 
parameters and criteria to retain large amounts of water. 
It is expected to endure the weather extremes and salty 
waters for the lifetime of the project. The water weight 
and it’s tidal pressure, the salty waters and the harsh 
environment are too intrusively abrasive; overtime, 
these combination will put a lot of stress on the walls and 
could cause major damage to the walls and the 

foundations,
 (17).   

The water in the reservoirs and intake canals are almost 
always static, so the forces on the walls and foundations 
can be investigated in terms of the pressure applied 
(Figure 2); the  
force formula is as follows:  

                                                
1 Discussion of the tidal technical aspects and further analysis is 
in appendix A 

Fr(h)= w *g*L* hw *dh       (1)                             

Pr() (h)= w *g*dh                (2)                           

h=reservoir depth     Pr=Pressure      w= water density 
A=L*hw=area of the reservoir wall  Pressure increases as 

we go down the reservoir’s wall (Figure 2)2 
 
 

 
3.3. Water Velocity in Solar Fields Ducts (18): 

The velocity calculation utilizes the law of conservation 
of mass where: 

M
fr

3= ϼ*Vave* Acs = ʃ
dl

 ϼ u(r)dAcs         (3) 

Leads to 

  û(r)= (Mfr)(ϼ*Acs)
-1

                                  (4) 

The volume flow rate can be employed to facilitate the 

calculation of the average velocity 

ὺ = Vave* Acs = M
fr/ϼ 

Where the laminar and turbulent velocities are analyzed in 

terms of the roughness, friction factor, shear stress and 

Reynolds number where. The velocity of the water, 

although assumed to be laminar, may fluctuate during the 

hot summer days, however, it is approximated to be 

0.065. It is possible for the water to flow at a faster pace 

during the summer as the temperature picks up and air 

density becomes lower.  
Mfr = mass flow rate,  ϼ=density,  Vave = average velocity,  

Acs =duct cross sectional area =Dh*Pw/4, 

u(r)= velocity profile (laminar and turbulent cases),  d&l 

=length and width of  the duct h&d are height and random 

height of measured velocity respectively,  Dh= hydraulic 

diameter   Pw=wetted parameter. Figure 3 presents a 

simplified image of the heat collectors. 

(Figure 3): The solar fields collectors’ cross section 
 

                                                
2 Derivation and further analysis in appendix B 
3 Derivation and further analysis in terms of Reynolds and 
Prandt numbers in appendix C 
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figure 2. water pressure on a wall 1 
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3.4. Heat Transfer Analysis: 
The heat transferred to the water within the duct can be 
calculated in terms of the heat transmitted through the 
combination of materials used to cover the surface of the 
solar fields, namely the tar, the tin foil-rolls and the 
aluminum sheets in between4. The heat received from 
the concrete bottom of the solar fields is calculated using 
the temperature of the surface since the solar fields are 
laid flat on the desert floor5.  The total heat transferred 
into the water is as follows: Heat from the surface of the 
ducts + heat from the bottom of the collectors (19) 
Where the time per heating cycle is approximated to be 
4 hours, appropriate for the daily tidal rate of recurrence 
(diurnal phases) 

Q
i
= hSm*(ΔTs)*Asf *(Δt)+(Kc/y)*(ΔTb)*Asf *(Δt)  (5) 

hSm =((1)/((1/h)+(Mx/Kx)))                                     (6) 
(20), 

hSm= heat transfer coefficient of the surface 
material in series   --  (ΔTs)= surface temperature 
difference between the surface and the temp inside 
the duct in Kelvin,   Asf is the area of solar fields  
(Δt)is time per heating cycle, (Kc/y)are thermal 
conductivity and base thickness respectively;  hMx = 
(ht*hti*ha)/(ht*hti+ht*ha+hti*ha)) where ht is the tar 
heat transfer coefficient, and hti is the tin heat 
transfer coefficient and ha is the aluminum heat 
transfer coefficient,   h= hMx =the heat transfer 
coefficient of the surface materials in series.  

                                                
4 Analysis and derivation of the surface heat energy produced is 
in appendix C 
5 Analysis and derivation of the concrete ducts’ bottom is done 
in appendix C 

The surface’s temperature of the desert west of the 
Persian gulf fluctuates during the summer period from 
one year to another. A 500+  C  temperature was 
recorded for sixty days in a row in at least one summer 
during the first decade of this century in the Saudi desert, 
and that was in the shade, although it was not 
documented. However, I have measured the 
temperature of water in an aluminum pipe, one that is 
exposed to the sun throughout most of the day, during 
the last week of July, of 2010; the temperature was a 
whopping 83 C0. The amount of energy transferred to the 
water for a 4 hr cycle is calculated to be 
Qi = 2.961688 MJ/ m2 

Figure 4 presents a simple graph of the collector’s shape 
for the water velocity and heat analysis 
(Figure 4)coordinates and forces within the heat 
collectors 

 

 The sweet-water output of the distillation can be 
measured in many ways (21). In this case it is 
approximated using the following simple equation: 

W
6
  =E * Qi ( (MJ)* Asf )/ 2.3 *(hrs/cycle)(22)     

(7) 

W= 3.47676 104m3/hr   ~  9.1845679 MG/hr   

The method used for calculating the desalination output 
emphasizes that the brine temperature out of the solar 
fields be >32 C0 . The temperature of the sea water 
during the summer time is in that range, the solar fields 

                                                
6 Analysis of the system is in appendix D 
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collectors’ temperature during the peak hours are 
estimated to exceed 700 C . The new generation of multi 
stage flash evaporators are said to be 15-20 % more 
efficient than the old ones. The brine water pipes are 
smaller and sturdier with a higher heat transfer rate. The 
plant could maintain a productive cycle throughout the 
year (with the exception of January-February, where the 
water is more abundant, for maintenance and clean up 
of mostly sand and residuals in the MSF and solar fields’ 
ducts respectively). In general, accurate estimates of the 
water produced will facilitate the manufacturing of 
better systems to evaporate and condense saline water. 
The complexity of such analysis maybe rewarded with 
better output, and eventually outcome for countries 
located in hydro-dynamically deficient territories(27). 
  sea-water deposits.  

3.5. Water and Cost:   

Assuming a successful intake and output of water for the 
entire 3 summer months, the hottest months of the year, 
the plant utilizes over 64.8 X 107 M3/year to produce 
over 6.26 X 107 M3/year, the equivalent of approximately 
16532.2 MG/year. The cost of the project is much lower 
when implemented on a large scale, the cost of the 
material is much higher when procured on retail basis. 
The method employs low technology in every aspect of 
the project and the material is easily accessible directly 
from the manufacturers within Saudi Arabia. The MSF 
units, the concrete material along with the elements 
used for the solar-field’s surface are the most expensive 
elements in the entire project.  A square meter, 2mm 
thick Aluminum sheet is $1; a square meter, 1 mm thick 
Tar roll is $0.4; a square meter, 0.1 mm thick roll of 
Tin/Aluminum foil is $0.25. These are manufacturers’ 
approximated prices, on large-stocks wholesale based-
rates. Cement-based 1 square meter concrete slabs, 10.0 
cm thick, cost on average $3. Labor, in Saudi Arabia and 
specifically for a low-tech manual-labor effort is ~ $ 
4.0/m

2
. Digging and tunneling of the plant’s basin costs ~ 

$ 4.0 /m2, for each single cubic meter. On average, the 
project requires the basin to be 1-3 meters under 
ground-level, and above the low-tide level. The total area 
required is 6.0 X 106 m2.  The plant is divided to four 
sections, reservoirs area,  two parallel solar fields, each 
two kilometers long and one kilometer wide, and 
centrally located MSF evaporators-condensers units.  The 
average cost of these units without the energy producing 
heaters/steamers and their electronic controls and 
pumps fluctuate. Companies, manufacturers and 
distributers provide limited data if the major elements 
are not included in the purchase. However, for the 
number and size of the units required to accommodate 

this large project $600.0 is a close estimate (23). In 
addition to the cost of overhead; such as delivery, 
transportation and labor accommodations, and taking 
into account the fluctuating market prices, not to 
mention loan interests, the cost per square meter is 
estimated to reach $150.0 /m2. This stretches the 
project’s total cost to $900.0 million. This is 30-40 % 
cheaper than most MSF or reverse osmosis (RO) projects, 
largest of which produces over 50% less water, and 
requires continuous maintenance. One of the most 
important advantages of this project is its low cost and 
almost negligible maintenance-requirements. The two 
coldest months of the year are recommended for the 
plant’s maintenance, for cleaning and removing 
precipitants and other sea-water deposits. 

4.  Conclusion: 

The calculation above provides us with ample data 
indicating that seawater desalination using direct sun 

light is a very productive and profitable enterprise. The 
future world may be leaning towards modern and 

advanced methods of industry, however, the cost of such 
technology is also rising at an astronomical rate. 

Consequently, poor and technologically disadvantaged 
nations can employ such system to produce more water 
for less. Saudi Arabia is known for its vast and desolate 
desert. A project of this magnitude, and hopefully many 

more 
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Abstract – It is obligatory that organizations by law 

safeguard the privacy of individuals when handling datasets 

containing personal identifiable information (PII). 

Nevertheless, during the process of data privatization, the 

utility or usefulness of the privatized data diminishes. Yet 

achieving the optimal balance between data privacy and 

utility needs has been documented as an NP-hard challenge. 

In this study, we investigate data privacy and utility 

preservation using KNN machine learning classification as a 

gauge. 
 

Keywords: Data Privacy Preservation, Data Utility, Machine 

Learning, KNN Classification. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

URING the process of data privatization, the utility or 

usefulness of the privatized data diminishes. Yet 

achieving the optimal balance between data privacy and 

utility needs has been documented as an NP-hard challenge 

[1] [2]. In this study, we investigate data privacy and utility 

preservation using KNN machine learning classification as a 

gauge. As Cynthia Dwork succinctly and aptly stated [6]:  

 

“Perfect privacy can be achieved by publishing nothing at 

all, but this has no utility; perfect utility can be obtained 

by publishing the data exactly as received, but this offers 

no privacy”.  

 

In this study, we investigate data privacy and utility 

preservation using KNN machine learning classification as a 

gauge [4].  

Noise addition: is a data privacy perturbative method that 

adds a random value, usually selected from a normal 

distribution with zero mean and a very small standard 

deviation, to sensitive numerical attribute values to ensure 

privacy [3] [8]. The general expression of noise addition as 

defined:  

                               (1) 
Where X is the original numerical dataset and ɛ is the set of 

random values (noise) with a distribution  
that is added to X, and finally Z is the privatized dataset. 
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K Nearest Neighbors (KNN): is a classification method 

that matches items in the test data to those in the training 

data by measuring the distance between the two items. Any k 

items that are closer to each other are then placed in the 

same class. The Euclidean distance is the normally used 

distance measure for KNN expressed as follows [5]: 

 

               (2) 

II. METHODOLOGY 

In the first stage of our approach, we apply a data privacy 

procedure, in this case, noise addition, on the Iris dataset for 

privacy [7]. The privatized Iris dataset is then sent to the 

KNN machine learning classifier for training and testing 

using 10 fold cross validation; the classification error is 

quantified. If the classification error is lower or equal to a 

threshold, then better utility might be achieved, otherwise, 

we adjust the data privacy parameters and re-classify the 

results.  

 

III. EXPERIMENT 

In our experiment, we used the Iris dataset from the UCI 

machine learning repository as our original dataset [9]. We 

then privatized the dataset by using the noise addition data 

privacy technique. We then used KNN classification and 

quantified the classification error. We adjusted the noise 

levels and run the privatized dataset through the KNN 
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classifier after which we published the results. We used 

MATLAB for both noise addition and KNN classification.  

IV. RESULTS 

As shown in our initial results, only 4 percent of records 

from the original Iris dataset were misclassified. When noise 

addition was chosen between the mean and standard 

deviation for the privatized dataset, 32 per cent of records 

got misclassified. However, when noise addition was 

reduced to mean = 0 and standard deviation = 0.1 for the 

privatized dataset, 26 percent of records got misclassified, a 

6 point reduction in classification error.    

 

 
Fig 1: KNN classification of the original Iris dataset with 

classification error at 0.0400 (4 percent misclassified data)  

 

 
Fig 2: KNN classification of the privatized Iris dataset 

with noise addition between the mean and standard 

deviation. 

 

 
Fig 3: KNN classification of the privatized Iris dataset 

with reduced noise addtion between mean = 0 and 

standard deviation = 0.1 

 

 
Fig 4: A second run of the kNN classification of the 

privatized Iris dataset with reduced noise addition 

between mean = 0 and standard deviation = 0.1. 

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

The initial results from our investigation show that a 

reduction in noise levels does affect the classification error 

rate. However, this reduction in noise levels could lead to 

low risky privacy levels. Finding the optimal balance 

between data privacy and utility needs is still problematic.  
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Abstract - Ontology is very useful to represent knowledge as 
a set of concepts within a domain. A number of ontologies 
have been proposed and developed in many kinds of domain. 
Ontology can provide a method to model a specific domain 
and support reasoning capability. It can also provide context-
awareness easily. Therefore, we propose the building energy 
ontology to save the building energy based on the context-
aware reasoning. The proposed ontology is composed of six 
sub ontologies. We describe the building energy ontology 
model and explain its mechanism. The energy-wasting context 
information is reasoned based on the abstracted event data 
translated from the sensor data. The operation information is 
drawn based on the reasoned context information. The 
operation information is applied to the corresponding object 
to get rid of the energy-wasting context. The proposed 
ontology can contribute to the building domain energy saving 
through event-driven context-aware reasoning1. 

Keywords: Ontology; Reasoning; Domain Knowledge; 
Energy Saving; Building Energy 

 

1 Introduction 
  Ontology is a useful structural framework for organizing 
information and knowledge that represent the real world. In 
computer science and information science, ontology formally 
represents knowledge as a set of concepts within a domain, 
and the relationships between pairs of concepts [1]. These 
representational entities are able to be comprehended by 
human beings and come with machine-readable formats that 
are composed of the classes, the properties, and the 
relationships between classes [2]. Ontology can be used to 
model a domain and support reasoning about entities. It is 
widely used in artificial intelligence, the Semantic Web, 
systems engineering, software engineering, biomedical 
informatics, library science, enterprise bookmarking, and 
information architecture as a form of knowledge 
representation about the real world [1]. A number of 
ontologies have been developed in many kinds of domains: 
geographic information system (GIS) [3], cloud computing 
[4], project management system (PMS) [5], military 

                                                           
1 This work was supported by the MKE[20122010100060], Development of 
ICT-based Building Energy Consumption Diagnosis and Commissioning 
Technology. 

intelligence [6], and health system [2]. Because ontology 
provides a method to model a domain and supports reasoning 
capability about entities, it can also be used to model a 
building energy domain as a new ontology domain and 
support the energy-saving reasoning based on the cumulative 
knowledge-base. Moreover, ontology is basically appropriate 
for context-awareness applications to describe the energy-
wasting context. 

 In this paper, we propose the building energy ontology 
for energy saving based on context-aware reasoning to 
provide energy-saving measures drawn from the building 
conditions. We describes the building domain ontology 
architecture appropriate for building energy saving. The 
proposed ontology model and its mechanism are described.  

2 Building energy ontology architecture 
2.1 Building energy ontology Model 
 The building energy ontology is designed to describe a 
building energy condition and use a context-awareness from a 
lot of building information. It is composed of six sub 
ontologies: context, operation, event, time, object, and 
building description. Fig. 1 shows the structure of the 
proposed ontology model. 

Fig. 1. Building energy ontology model structure 

 The object ontology contains object descriptions and 
objects’ real-time status value. The building description 
ontology extends and draws abstract concepts about objects’ 
location from the objects’ status value and adopts the 
concepts of gbXML (green building XML). The time 
ontology extends and draws abstract concepts from the 
objects’ sensing time and adopts the concepts of OWL time 
ontology. The event ontology describes the event instance 

Context Operation 

Event 

Object 

Building 
Description 

Time 

OWL-Time

gbXML
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information, and creates and stores abstract event information 
from building energy wasting events. The context ontology 
describes building energy-wasting context from the event 
information. The operation ontology describes objects’ 
operations according to the energy-wasting contexts. 

 Fig. 2 shows the process flow of the event ontology. 
The event ontology creates event data semantically extended 
from quantitative sensor data. It creates the resource ontology 
instance by translating the sensor description and real-time 
sensor data. The created instance is connected to the event 
ontology through ‘triggeredEvent’ property. The time 
information of the real-time sensor data is connected to the 
time ontology through ‘hasTime’ property. The location of 
the sensor is connected to the spatial ontology through 
‘hasPosition’ property. The weather data is connected to the 
spatial ontology through ‘hasSpace’ property and is 
connected to the time ontology through ‘hasTime’ property. 
The created basic data are connected to the event ontology 
through ‘hasEventSpace’, ‘hasEventTemporal’, 
hasEventWeather’, and ‘hasEventResource’ properties. Each 
domain service is provided with one of these event ontology 
instances. Domain ontology is composed of context and 
service. 

 Fig. 2. Basic architecture of the event ontology 

2.2 Mechanism of building energy ontology 

Fig. 3. Data flow of the building energy ontology model 

 The proposed ontology operates as shown in Fig. 3. The 
sensed status values of various devices are translated into 
resource description framework (RDF) data of the object 
ontology. The translated RDF data and the instance value of 
the object ontology are used as inputs. The proposed 
ontology extracts the abstracted event data from the status 
data of the objects by linking general knowledge independent 
of the specific service domain. The context information is 
reasoned based on the event data. It draws the energy-wasting 
context and the operation of the objects from the abstracted 
event data. The reasoned context information is used for 
services through operation ontology. The abstracted building 
energy context information and the objects’ operation 
information are outputs of the ontology system. 

3 Conclusions 
 We propose the building energy ontology to realize 
energy saving in buildings based on context-aware reasoning. 
We design building ontology model structure that contains 
six sub ontologies. Each ontology has its relationship with 
other ontologies. The process that the event data is obtained 
from the sensor description and real-time sensor value is 
described. The mechanism of the proposed ontology is 
illustrated from the device sensor data to the reasoned energy-
wasting context and the final operation information. The 
proposed building energy ontology can be used to build the 
building energy saving knowledge-base system based on the 
context-awareness and reasoning. It can also contribute to the 
building domain energy saving through real-time event-
driven context-aware reasoning. 
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Abstract - Matrix Factorization (MF) is known as an effective 

technique in collaborative filtering for recommendation. The 

MF approaches have often been applied for movie 

recommender systems which have user rating data. However, 

they cannot effectively be applicable for TV program 

recommender systems because (i) explicit rating values are 

not available; (ii) many TV programs are broadcast under 

single TV program titles such as News, Shows, Dramas etc.; 

and (iii)  the preferences of TV viewers on TV programs are 

subject to change in time. Therefore, in this paper, we propose 

an MF technique that considers such problems, thus making 

the MF technique suitably applicable for TV domain. We also 

present experimental results to show the effectiveness of our 

proposed extended MF technique. 

Keywords: Matrix Factorization, Collaborative Filtering, TV 

Personalization 

 

1 Introduction 

  As massive amounts of information for contents are 

available at users’ sides, recommender systems have become 

popular to enhance user experience. The MF is known as an 

effective collaborative filtering which analyzes relationships 

between users and items. The MF models map both users and 

items to a joint latent factor vector in a multi-dimensional 

space as inner products of user-item interactions [1]. The MF 

models are based on the rating values which are not usually 

available in TV domain. Instead, the user watching history of 

TV programs can be used for TV recommender systems [2]. 

In TV domain, TV programs are often provided as TV 

program series such as News, Shows, Dramas, Sports etc. In 

this case, such individual TV programs cannot be dealt as 

different items such as movie items. Instead, the TV programs 

in the same series must be treated as single TV program titles 

in MF. The time-varying trend of user preference on TV 

programs must also be taken into account in MF [3]. In this 

paper, we consider these three facts in MF for TV program 

recommender systems.  

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 

2, we introduce a rating computation model for TV program 

recommender systems; Then, in Section 3, we proposed a 

hybrid MF model with both offline and online updates; We 

show the performance of the proposed MF model in Section 

4; Finally, we conclude our works in Section 5. 

2 A Rating Computation Model 

 To apply MF for TV program recommender systems, the 

most important data is the rating values of TV programs by 

users. Unlike the movies, the frequency of watching a TV 

program series is important to compute its rating value from 

the user’s watching history. TV viewers are often likely to 

watch the TV programs in the same TV series which they 

watched before. Fig. 1 shows the probability of watching the 

TV programs in the same TV series versus the number 

watching weeks for four months. 
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Fig. 1 Probability of watching the same program again 

 

As shown in Fig 1, the probability of watching TV programs 

at least once in a test period is moderately related with the 

average number of weeks for watched TV programs. 

Therefore, we propose a method of computing the implicit 

rating values of TV programs as 
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where  and  juiw ,,  is the 

watching time of user u who watched the episode j of item 

(TV program) i. uit , is the number of episodes of item i. The 

implicit rate computation in (1) by itself neither considers user 

preference nor reflects the changed user preference in time. 

The following section will address how to incorporate user 

preference changes into the proposed extended MF. 
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3 Hybrid Update Model 

 We propose an online update method that directly 

addresses the nature of user preference changes over time to 

improve a conventional MF model which is updated offline. 

For the proposed hybrid update method, the total training 

period is of four-month length where the periods of off-line 

and on-line training periods are of three-month and one-month 

lengths, respectively. The off-line MF training is performed 

with user’s TV watching history of three months, and is 

followed by the on-line MF training of one month where the 

feature vectors of users and items from the off-line training 

are used as the initial feature vectors for the on-line MF 

training. Fig. 2 shows the proposed hybrid MF update model 

of off-line and on-line training. As shown in Fig. 2, after the 

first on-line update, the on-line update is further made three 

time in a row based on the feature vectors as the initial user 

and item feature vectors obtained from the previous on-line 

training period of one month. After the four-week on-line MF 

training, the prediction is perform for the following week 

which then becomes the testing period. 

 

Fig. 2 An example of hybrid update system framework 

The on-line MF updates for item feature vector  1tqon
i  and 

user feature vector  1tpon
u  at time  1t  are given by 
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learning parameters. The off-line MF update are  
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where uie ,  is the difference between true and estimated rating 

values. 
off
uiq ,  and 

off
uip ,  are the feature vectors of item i and 

user u, respectively, in the off-line MF training. off
q  and 

off
p are learning parameters. 

4 Experimental Results 

 For the experiments to test the performance of the 

proposed recommendation scheme based on the extended MF, 

the TNmS Korea’s TV usage history dataset of 1,742 people 

and 4,313 items is used which has been collected for 7 months 

from Jan. 1, 2011 to July. 31, 2011. We use the first 4 months 

for training and the remaining dataset for testing. The 

conventional MF is trained with 4 month data one time and 

the hybrid MF is trained with the first 3 months for off-line 

MF update and the remaining one month for the on-line MF 

update in a weekly basis. Table I shows the performance of 

the conventional MF and hybrid MF to the broadcast TV 

program contents. 

Table I. Precision Comparison between the conventional MF 

and the hybrid MF. 

 Top-5 Top-10 Top-20 Top-30 

conventional MF 0.742 0.659 0.561 0.500 

hybrid MF 0.807 0.726 0.623 0.548 

The precision is defined as the ratio of how many watched 

items are in the Top-k list during the test period. The hybrid 

MF has higher precision than basic MF. For Top-5 

recommendation, hybrid MF achieves 0.807 precision. 

5 Conclusions 

 We studied an MF approach for TV program 

recommendation. We introduced an implicit rating model 

based on user watching time and incorporated it into a hybrid 

MF update model, making the MF applicable for TV program 

recommendation. The proposed method showed promising 

results, producing more accurate predicted performance than 

the conventional MF method. 
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Abstract— We propose a novel query expansion technique
that employs association matrix to solve the problem of false
positives: retrieving irrelevant documents, while missing
actually required documents in a typical search engine envi-
ronment. We present underlying infrastructure of our design,
together with comparisons with existing query expansion
algorithms and University of North Texas (UNT) Google
search engine. Our results yield 14.3% improved Information
Retrieval (IR) performance with more effective and precise
retrievals than a conventional (non-expanded) search engine.

Keywords: Query expansion, association matrix, information
retrieval, relevance, mismatch, precision

1. Introduction
With the rapid growth of Internet technology, the number

of online users is constantly on the rise, and so are their
operations. Information Retrieval (IR), being one of the most
common operations that is used frequently by Internet users,
may cause two problems: The search engine may retrieve
irrelevant documents, and/or more importantly it may miss
the relevant documents. These are the fundamental reasons
why we get IR failures frequently. This paper proposes query
expansion technique that employs association matrix to solve
these two problems.

In recent years, the information content on the World Wide
Web has been increasing in an amazing rate. This content
overload introduces new challenges to the process of IR,
such as delayed retrieval time, poor precision and recall
rates, obscurity in word sense disambiguation, and difficulty
in relevance feedback for the search engine [8, 13].

The essential problem with information retrieval is word
mismatch, which typically occurs when users submit short
and ambiguous queries. These queries most of the time
result in retrieval of irrelevant documents, while missing the
actually required (relevant) documents [8, 12, 13, 16]. To
overcome this problem, a technique called query expansion
(QE) has been proposed and is being widely used. The
idea behind query expansion is to first add terms with close
meaning to the original query to expand it, then reformulate
the ranked documents to improve the relevant performance
of the overall retrieval [6, 8, 11].

In this work, we improve the query expansion technique
by integrating the association matrix concept. With this
simple and fast expansion, we obtain better retrieval rates.
We compare the relevance feedback results of the non-
expanded (original) query implementation with that of the
query expansion technique we propose by running two
schemes separately. Moreover, we compare these two results
with that of UNT Google search enginel.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the background and motivation. Section
3 introduces the scheme we propose by explaining the
search engine infrastructure that uses Vector Space Model
(VSM) and query expansion with association matrix. We
also describe the experimental setup in Section 3. Section 4
presents the results. The paper is concluded with a summary
and an outlook on future work in Section 5.

2. Background and Motivation
Query formulation is one of the most important tasks,

which has a direct impact on the relevance feedback rate
in Information Retrieval (IR) systems [6, 8]. Many query
expansion techniques have been proposed to improve the
search performance, which are measured with relevance
feedback and pseudo-relevance feedback values.

To obtain better retrieval rates, one can try expanding
the original query. The majority of earlier work on query
expansion concentrate on exploiting the term co-occurrences
within documents. Unfortunately, most of the time queries
are short, rendering this method inadequate. To improve
this naive idea of query expansion, Gao et al. [9] propose
expanding queries by mining user logs, namely by utilizing
user interactions that are recorded in user logs. By analyzing
the user logs, authors extract correlations between query
terms and document terms. These correlations are then
used to select high-quality expansion terms for new queries.
Their method yields outperforming results over the current
conventional search methods.

In [12], Li et al. propose a new approach to query
expansion by combining thesauri and automatic relevance
feedback methods. Using thesauri for query expansion is a
very straightforward implementation: given a user query, the
system performs a simple table look up for related terms
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from thesaurus and performs expansion accordingly. This
technique comes with its obvious drawbacks: Most of the
time, thesauri are built manually and hence they suffer from
being too broad or on the contrary too concise. Moreover,
building a thesaurus involves a thorough knowledge base
analysis, which may get impractically slow, especially when
dynamic updates are required frequently. And finally, human
interaction in the preparation of the thesaurus makes it
far from objective at most times. User feedback, as the
name implies, is a cyclic feedback [2] that is obtained
from actual users of the system, in the hope that they
will help improve future retrieval efforts. Most of the time,
user feedback may not perform well, due to the high rate
of subjectivity involved in it. For this reason, a better
approach called automatic relevance feedback is adopted.
This technique eliminates the human factor by assuming
that the top n retrievals are the most relevant ones. Then,
by using statistics, additional terms are selected from these
n documents. It is this statistical processing that makes
automatic relevance feedback approach too complex and
too slow to implement. By bringing together thesauri and
automatic relevance feedback techniques, Li et al. shows
better performance over traditional methods. Nonetheless,
their implementation requires complex initial setup, and may
involve significant latency in retrieval time.

Mining user logs for query expansion purposes is another
common technique that is referred to by many scholar work.
In [13], Peng and Ma expands this idea: They propose
a theme-based query expansion scheme that extracts user
intent through click-through data that is available on Web
sites. This technique takes advantage of the classical search
methods, e.g. Vector Space Model (VSM), and adds more
features to them, such as close meaning terms and synony-
mous words.

Yue et al. propose using text classification as a means
to obtain better query expansion in [17]. They first use
text classification to classify the obtained document collec-
tion, then extract key phrases from each document head
to eventually build a key phrase set. Their work yields
promising precision against recall values with high retrieval
rates. In our work, by introducing association matrix to
the conventional Vector Space Model, we are able to get
comparable rates by obtaining improved performance and
reduced non-relevance feedback results.

In literature, there have been a number of works on query
expansion that is applied to different source languages. For
example, [10] designs and develops the query expansion
scheme for answering document retrieval in the Chinese
answering system. Their method extracts related words and
expanded the query for a specific question. The study used
the Vector Space Model and cosine similarity techniques.
Their results show promising relevance feedback. There is,
however, no performance comparisons with other existing
techniques. In another work, Gao et al. [9] suggest tech-

niques for cross-lingual query: retrieving results in languages
other than the submitted query.

In another linguistic implementation of query expansion,
Kannan et al. [11] use a different source language. They
present a comparison between interactive and automatic
query expansion techniques applied on Arabic language.
According to their results, the automatic query expansion
method gives much better relevance feedback than non-
query expansion. In our work, we use English as the source
language to evaluate our framework. This provides us the
flexibility and generality in performance comparisons with
similar work. Still, our work is a generic model that can be
adopted by any source language.

Applying the standard technique of query expansion to
data other than text retrieval is a straightforward and effective
idea. As an example, Rahman et al. implement query expan-
sion to improve image retrieval recall and precision values.
In their work [14], they use Support Vector Machines (SVM)
to generate a classification of images, which is similar to
vocabulary classification of text.

3. Design
In this section, we describe our novel approach to query

expansion, which provides a simple and fast means to
achieve better information retrieval rates with higher pre-
cision. With our design, we also aim at alleviating, if
not totally eliminating, the drawbacks of existing query
expansion algorithms.

3.1 Search Engine Based On Vector Space
Model

Vector Space Model is commonly used for finding the
relevant documents as a result of a search engine query [5].
With this model, queries and documents are assumed as a
vector in an n-dimensional space, where each dimension
corresponds to separate terms or queries. The values of
the vector represent the relevant documents. Basically, we
compare the deviation of angles between each document
and query vector. In practice, the Vector Space Model
is considered as the cosine similarity between document
vectors. The cosine similarity [11, 17] can be expressed as
follows:

sim(di, dk) =

∑n
i=1 wi,j wi,k√∑n

i=1 wi,2j
√∑n

i=1 wi,2k

(1)

where

wij = tfijidfi (2)

tfi =
fij

max{fij}
(3)
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Fig. 1: Association Matrix

idfi = log(
N

dfi
) (4)

and sim(di, dk) is the cosine similarity between document
di and query dk, where wij is tf-idf weighting of term i in
document j, tfij is term frequency of term i in document j,
fij is frequency of term i in document j, idfi is the inverse
document frequency of term I, N is the total number of
documents, and dfi is document frequency of term i.

3.2 Query Expansion Based On Association
Matrix

In our proposal for the query expansion scheme, we com-
bine two approaches to achieve better information retrieval
performance: query expansion and association matrix. Query
expansion is a technique that is used to expand a short query
in order to obtain more relevant and more precise documents
as a result of querying the search engine [8, 15, 17]. The
expansion is achieved by adding other terms that are related
to the original queries [6]. After query expansion, instead of
the original query, the new expanded query is used in the
Vector Space Model.

Association matrix is a 2-dimensional matrix, where each
cell cij represents the correlation factor between all terms in
a query and the terms in documents (Fig. 1). This matrix is
used to reformulate an original query to improve its retrieval
performance [3].

Each correlation factor, denoted as cij in Fig. 1, is
calculated as follows:

cij =
∑
dk∈D

fik × fjk, (5)

where cij is the correlation factor between term i and
term j, and fik is the frequency of term i in document k.
Additionally, these correlation values are used to calculate
the normalized association matrix [9] as follows:

sij =
cij

cii + cjj − cij
, (6)

where sij denotes normalized association score, and cij
represents the correlation factor between term i and term j.

Fig. 2: The Association Matrix Query Expansion and Re-
trieval Framework

Higher normalized association score implies higher degree
in correspondence with the original query. Thus, we choose
several words, which have the highest association score,
to add into the original query, then use this new query to
calculate the cosine similarity instead of the original query.

3.3 Document Ranking
Fig. 2 illustrates the framework for our implementation:

it brings together two main components for our design – the
Vector Space Model and the association matrix. The Vector
Space Model is used to re-represent a text document by
applying the sequence of procedures as follows: Document
indexing that is achieved by filtering out function words, etc.,
term weighting, and ranking the document with respect to
the query according to a similarity measure. The association
matrix is the 2-dimensional matrix that was explained in
Section 3.2.

In the following subsections, implementation details for
each component in Fig. 2 are described in more depth.

3.3.1 The Term-Weight Document
The term-weight document was used to calculate the

cosine similarity value. It was generated by the following
steps:

i. Crawling Web pages module: The crawling module
of our program crawls 3000 Web pages of the University
of North Texas (UNT) using Breadth-First Search (BFS)
approach. This many number of web pages are good enough
to be considered as part of a corpus system.

ii. Preprocessing module: This module is a combination
of several tasks which includes removing SGML tags, to-
kenizing each word, eliminating stop words, and stemming
each word using Porter Stemmer [7] to make it a root word.

iii. Indexing module: The indexing module calculates
the term-weight of each word using Eq. (2). The results are
stored as the term-weight document (text file), which was
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Table 1: Example of Precision Values Obtained Query Expansion of the term “career” in different top pages and different
top words

a combination of the Web pages (URLs), words, and tf-idf
value.

3.3.2 The Web Interface Search Engine

The Web interface search engine module uses the Com-
mon Gateway Interface (CGI) protocol to achieve the fol-
lowing tasks:

1) Preprocess the query.
2) Calculate the cosine similarity between the query and

the documents using the term-weight values in the
term-weight document file that was built in Section
3.3.1.

3) Rank documents in descending order, based on the
higher cosine similarity value from the previous step,
and display the results on the Web browser.

3.3.3 The Query Expansion

This step is the intelligent part of the search engine that
applies an association matrix algorithm to the search engine.
To accomplish the desired query expansion, several tasks are
executed as follows:

1) Choose the words from top two pages described by
step 3 in Section. 3.3.2. to calculate the correlation
factor between these words and the original query; this
step uses Eq. (5).

2) Use the result from previous step to calculate the
normalized association score with Eq. (6).

3) Rank these terms in descending order, based on the
normalized association score.

4) Select the top two words from previous step as an ex-
panding query and adding these words to the original
query.

5) Use the new combination of these terms to calculate
the cosine similarity as described in step 2 of Section
3.3.2.

6) Rank the documents as described in step 3 of Section
3.3.2 and display the results on the Web browser.

As an example, Table 1 shows precision values of the term
“career” in different top pages and different top words.

4. Results
We first present the results of query expansion task from

subsection 3.3.3 above as in Fig. 3, which shows that the
pairs (top 2 words, top 2 pages) yield the highest average
precision of ten sample queries. Note that while constructing
the query expansion, choosing the number of pages (step 1
above) and selecting the number of words (step 4 above)
directly affect the overall performance of our scheme due to
the larger number of pages and the larger number of words
will result in more irrelevant documents. Therefore, only the
top two expansion terms from the top two pages are used
to combine with the original query. We then compare the
performance of our method (new query after expansion) to
other two search engines: the original (without expansion)
and UNT Google search engines. Figure 4 and Table 3 show
the results from using ten sample queries in Table 2.

According to Fig. 4, the query expansion technique either
improves or maintains the current retrieval performance, with

Table 2: Query terms of the ten user’s queries

User’s queries Query terms
Q1 faculty
Q2 career
Q3 engineering
Q4 gerontology
Q5 computer lab
Q6 mikler
Q7 ieli
Q8 admission
Q9 orientation
Q10 discovery
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Fig. 3: Average Precision of 10 Sample Queries with the
Number of Top Pages and Words Varying From 2 to 10.

Fig. 4: The Comparison of Precision between Original
Query, Query Expansion, and UNT Google Search Engine

the exception of query no. 1, 4, 6, and 8, but the precision
values of these queries are very close the each corresponding
query (between the original query and expansion query).
This exception reminds us the fact that query expansion does
not always guarantee better retrieval rates. Sometimes, it may
even be the case that the unexpanded query is a better fit
than its expanded counterpart.

In addition, the precision values of both the original and
proposed search engines are less than the precision value
of UNT Google search engine except the values of queries
numbered 6, 7 ,8, and 10; this implies that sometimes the
UNT Google search engine not always a better fit than the
other two methods.

Overall, our proposed method (query expansion) improves
the search engine’s performance, particularly, it has better
relevant feedback than the original search engine (without

Table 3: A Comparison of the Average Precision Rate of the
Proposed Method with the Original and UNT Google Search
Engines

Methods Average Precision Rate
Original Search Engine 0.748
UNT Google Search Engine 0.855
Proposed Search Engine with Query Expansion 0.794

query expansion). Table 3 shows the average precision rate
of 0.794 with query expansion and 0.748 without expansion.
This indicates a 14.3% improvement on average. The UNT
Google search however appears to outperform our proposed
method with an average precision rate of 0.855.

To better explain the discrepancies in Fig. 4, we analyze
each query in more detail. According to this analysis, we
observe that query no.5 ("computer lab"), has a relatively
low score. This may suggest that both of our search engines
are not suitable for the queries that have more than one word;
in fact, the search engines search the query that contains
more than one word separately (as computer and lab), and
there are many relevant feedbacks for both of them. This
presumably causes the undesired low precision rate. Never-
theless, some other queries, such as queries numbered 6, 7,
and 8, of both search engines (original search engine and
search engine with query expansion) have higher precision
values than the UNT Google search engine. This implies
that both search engines work well for a person’s first name
(or last name) and abbreviation (ieli stands for Intensive
English Language Institute). Especially for expanded query
like query no. 6 (mikler) – it returns a new query contained
both the first name and last name of a faculty member of
UNT.

Furthermore, between the original queries and expanded
queries, we notice that the expanded queries mostly return
higher precision than unexpanded queries, and return rel-
evant document differently. In fact, the ranked documents
listed after applying query expansion are more relevant
documents and are ranked higher towards the top of the
ranking list as shown in Fig.5.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
The rapid growth of World Wild Web makes it more and

more challenging for information retrieval to achieve desired
performances, especially in obtaining relevant feedback for
short queries. This work implements a query expansion by
using association matrix to improve the retrieval perfor-
mance. Our experimental results show a 14.3% performance
improvement on average. Therefore, the results of these
experiments indicate that query expansion using association
matrix is provably efficient in improving the ranked rele-
vant feedback of documents. Although our proposed search
engine’s performance is still slightly lower than the UNT
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Fig. 5: The Results of Ranked Documents with query 6:
"engineer"

Google search engine, it is not significant. This probably
has to do with the different corpus that we use, i.e., for
our search engines, we crawl only 3,000 webpages, and the
UNT Google search engine use another corpus and another
algorithm.

As our future work, we will continue to investigate the
use of association matrix, as well as other techniques such as
employing pseudo relevance feedback (PRF) [2, 4], or using
genetic algorithm [1, 15] to improve the query expansion.
An extensive comparison of these techniques will also be
explored and studied in the future.

Moreover, we are planning to implement our scheme
on different source languages to investigate how linguistic
characteristics influence the performance of our scheme.
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Abstract— Scaling up data mining algorithms to handle
huge data sets is an important issue in machine learning
and knowledge discovery. Random sampling is often used to
achieve better scalability in learning from massive amount of
data. Adaptive samplingoffers advantages over traditional
batch sampling methods in that adaptive sampling often uses
much lower number of samples and thus better efficiency
while assuring guaranteed level of estimation accuracy
and confidence. In this paper, we present a new adaptive
sampling method for estimating the mean of a Bernoulli
variable, along with preliminary theoretical studies of the
method. We present empirical simulation results indicating
that our method often use significantly lower sample size
(i.e., the number of sampled instances) while maintaining
competitive accuracy and confidence when compared with
batch sampling method. We also briefly outline how to make
use of this new sampling method to build a scalable ensemble
learning algorithm by Boosting.

Keywords: Adaptive Sampling, Sample Size, Chernoff-Hoeffding
Bound, Scalable Learning, Boosting

1. Introduction
Random sampling is an important technique that is widely

used in statistical analysis, computer science, machine
learning and knowledge discovery. In machine learning,
researchers use sampling to estimate the accuracy of learned
classifiers or to estimate features from vast amount of data.
In scalable data mining, in order to efficiently perform
knowledge discovery from huge data sets, sampling could
be used to draw a random subset from the entire data set
and apply data mining algorithms to the more manageable
random sample. Designing a suitable sampling method and
applying it to derive an efficient learning and knowledge dis-
covery algorithm is an important research issue in machine
learning and data mining.

A key issue in designing a sampling scheme is to deter-
minesample size, the number of sampled instances sufficient
to assure the estimation accuracy and confidence. Conven-
tional (batch) sampling methods arestatic in the sense
that sufficient sample size is determinedprior to the start
of sampling, typically using well-known theoretical bounds

such as the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound [1], [10]. Adaptive
sampling, in contrast, draws samples in an online fashion
and decides whether it has seen enough samples dependent
on some measures related to the samples seen so far. This
adaptive nature of sequential sampling method is attractive
from both computational and practical perspectives. Clearly,
it is desirable to keep the sample size small subject to
the constraint of estimation accuracy and confidence. This
would save not only computation time, but also the cost of
generating the extra random samples when such costs are
significant.

Efficient adaptive sampling has great potential applica-
tions to machine learning and data mining, especially when
the underlying dataset is huge. For example, instead of using
the entire huge data set for learning a target function, one
can use sampling to get a subset of the data to construct
a classifier. In Boosting, an ensemble learning method, the
learning algorithm needs to select a "good" classifier with
classification accuracy above12 at each boosting round. This
would require estimating the accuracy of each classifier
either exhaustively or by sampling. Watanabe and his col-
leagues recently showed [7], [8], [14] successful application
of their adaptive sampling methods to Boosting.

Researchers in statistics and computer science have re-
cently developedadaptive samplingschemes [7], [8], [14]
that are ofnon-asymptoticnature for parametric estimation.
Earlier works in Computer Science on adaptive sampling
include the methods in [11], [12], [13] for estimating the
size of a database query.

In [4], [5], an adaptive, multi-stage sampling framework
has been proposed. The key idea in these works consists in
formulating the coverage probability (and thus the stopping
criterion for sampling) as a function of the "coverage tuning
parameter"ζ, and using computation to calculate the optimal
value forζ before sampling starts.

Inspired by the works in [4], [5], in our recent works, a
new adaptive sampling method was proposed [3] and then
applied to scalable data mining using Boosting [2]. The
adaptive sampling method presented in [3] uses a stopping
criterion function similar to theChernoff stopping rulein
[4], with an important difference that the parameterζ is not
needed. In contrast to [4], [5], the method in [3] does not
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require any computational efforts before sampling starts, and
the criterion function is very simple to implement. Moreover,
empirical studies in [3] showed that the method often uses
much smaller samples compared with existing sampling
methods. The work reported in [2] adapted the sampling
scheme in [3] and applied it to build an efficient Boosting
algorithm, in a fashion similar to theMadaboostwork
proposed in [7], [8]. Preliminary experimental results [2]
showed that our Boosting via adaptive sampling method uses
a much lower sample size while maintaining competitive
prediction accuracy.

In this paper, we develop a new adaptive sampling method
in the same spirit of the work in [3]. Here in the new
sampling scheme, the stopping criterion function can be seen
as an adaptation of theMassart Stopping Rulein [4] without
using the parameterζ. The benefit of this approach is the
simplicity of the implementation and the potential reduction
in sample size as compared with other existing sampling
methods such as that in [14]. We present a preliminary
theoretical analysis of the new sampling technique, along
with some results of simulation studies. Moreover we briefly
outline how to apply this new sampling method to build an
efficient Boosting learner, in the same spirit as in [2].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we present preliminary information about this research
topic and related works. In Section 3, we present the new
adaptive sampling method for controlling absolute error.
Section 4 contains the method for relative error. The outline
on applying the sampling method for scalable Boosting
learning is presented in Section 5, followed by conclusions
in Section 6.

2. Background
The basic problem tackled in this paper is to estimate

the probability p = Pr(A) of a random eventA from
observational data. This is the same as estimating the mean
E[X ] = p of a Bernoulli random variableX in parametric
estimation. We have access to i.i.d. samplesX1, X2, · · ·
of the Bernoulli variableX such thatPr{X = 1} =
1−Pr{X = 0} = p. An estimator forp can be taken as the
relative frequencŷp =

P

n

i=1 Xi

n
, wheren is the sample num-

ber at the termination of experiment. In the context of fixed-
size sampling, the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound [1] asserts that,
for ε, δ ∈ (0, 1), the coverage probabilityPr{|p̂−p| < ε} is
greater than1− δ for anyp ∈ (0, 1) provided thatn >

ln 2
δ

2ε2 .
Here ε is called themargin of absolute errorand 1 − δ is
called theconfidence level. Recently, an exact computational
method has been established in [4], [6] to substantially
reduce this bound. To estimatep with a relative precision,
it is a well-known result derived from the Chernoff bound
thatPr {|bp − p| < εp} > 1− δ provided that the pre-specified
sample sizen is greater than 3

ε2p ln 2
δ . Here ε ∈ (0, 1) is

called themargin of relative error. Since this sample size

formula involves the valuep which is exactly the one we
wanted to estimate, its direct use is not convenient.

Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds have been used extensively
in statistical sampling and Machine Learning. And in many
cases, they are already quite tight bounds. However we are
interested in doing even better than just using these bounds
in the static way. We seek adaptive sampling schemes that
allow us to achieve the goal of low sample size requirements
without compromising accuracy and confidence. In adaptive
sampling, we draw some number of i.i.d. samples and test
certain stopping criterion after seeing each new sample.
The criterion for stopping sampling (and thus the bound
on sufficient sample size) is determined with a formula
dependent on the prescribed accuracy and confidence level,
as well as the samples seen so far. In this paper, we consider
the problems of controlling absolute error and relative error
in adaptive sampling:

Problem 1: Control of Absolute Error: Construct an
adaptive sampling scheme such that, fora priori margin of
absolute errorε ∈ (0, 1) and confidence parameterδ ∈
(0, 1), the relative frequencŷp at the termination of the
sampling process guaranteesPr{|p̂ − p| < ε} > 1 − δ for
any p ∈ (0, 1).

Problem 2 – Control of Relative Error: Construct an
adaptive sampling scheme such that, fora priori margin of
relative errorε ∈ (0, 1) and confidence parameterδ ∈ (0, 1),
the relative frequencŷp at the termination of the sampling
process guaranteesPr {|bp − p| < εp} > 1 − δ for any p ∈
(0, 1).

The common practice for controlling absolute error in ran-
dom sampling isbatchsampling and the stopping criterion
is computedin advanceusing the Chernoff bound:

If n >
ln 2

δ

2ε2
Then Pr{|p̂− p| < ε} > 1− δ (1)

In our recent work [3], a new adaptive sampling method
for controlling absolute error was introduced. The new
method is empirically shown to be much more sample-
efficient while maintaining competitive estimation accuracy
compared with batch sampling.

For estimatingp with margin of relative errorε ∈ (0, 1)
and confidence parameterδ ∈ (0, 1), Watanabe proposed in
[14] to continue i.i.d. Bernoulli trials untilA successes occur
and then take the final relative frequencyp̂ as an estimator
for p, where

A >
3(1 + ε)

ε2
ln

2

δ
. (2)

We will show (empirically) in this paper that our proposed
method for controlling relative error uses much smaller
number of samples while maintaining competitive accuracy
and confidence as compared to the adaptive sampling scheme
of [14].
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3. The New Sampling Method: Control-
ling Absolute Error

In this section we present our sampling method. Let
us define the functionUM (z, θ) which will be useful for
studying our sampling scheme.

UM (z, θ) =

(
9
2

(z−θ)2

(z+2θ)(z+2θ−3)
z ∈ [0, 1], θ ∈ (0, 1)

−∞ z ∈ [0, 1], θ /∈ (0, 1)

Let 0 < ε < 1, 0 < δ < 1. The sampling algorithm
ABSM for controlling absolute error using the Massart’s
rule is shown as follows.

Algorithm ABSM .
Let n← 0
X ← 0 and p̂← 0.

While n <
2 ln 2

δ

ε2 [1/4 − (|p̂− 1/2| − 2
3ε)2]

Do
begin
Draw a random sample Y with parameterp.
Let X ← X + Y ,
n← n + 1 and p̂← X

n
.

end
Output p̂ andn.

Algorithm ABSM was inspired by the multistage sam-
pling scheme proposed in [4,Section 4.1.1, Version 20], which
can be described as “continue sampling until(|p̂ℓ − 1/2| −
2
3ε)2 ≥ 1/4 + ε2nℓ

2 ln(ζδ) at some sampling stage with indexℓ,
and then take the final relative frequency as the estimator
for p”, where nℓ and p̂ℓ are respectively the sample size
and the relative frequency at theℓ-th stage. However there
are several key differences between our method and the one
in [4]. The one in [4] needs to use computation to find the
optimal value for the parameterζ, which is not needed in
our method. Moreover, the number of sampling stagesτ and
the sample sizesnℓ need to be fixed in advance in [4] but
we do not have such a restriction.

Preliminary Theoretical Analysis of the Algorithm
ABSM . We have conducted a preliminary theoretical anal-
ysis on the properties of our sampling method.

First we note theMassert’s Inequalitywhich forms the
basis of the stopping criterion function.

Lemma 1:Let pn be the estimation of the Bernoulli
parameterp ∈ (0, 1) after seeingn samples. For any
0 ≤ z < p, we havePr{pn ≤ z|p} < enUM (z,p). For
any p < z ≤ 1, we havePr{pn ≥ z|p} < enUM (z,p).

Theorem 1. Let

nu = max{⌈
ln δ

2

UM (p + ε, p + 2ε)
⌉, ⌈

ln δ
2

UM (p− ε, p− 2ε)
⌉}.

Assume the true probabilityp to be estimated satisfies
p ≤ 1

2 − 2ε. Then with a probability of no less than1 −
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Fig. 1: Algorithm ABSM , Histogram for the estimated̂p
values. The horizontal axis indicates the estimatedp̂ values
(p = 0.2, ε = δ = 0.1).
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Fig. 2: Algorithm ABSM , Histogram for the random vari-
ablen, the number of samples needed in each trial. (p= 0.2,
ε = δ = 0.1).

δ
2 , Algorithm ABSM will stop with n ≤ nu samples and
producêp which satisfieŝp ≤ p+ε. Similarly, if p ≥ 1

2 +2ε,
with a probability no less than1− δ

2 , the sampling algorithm
will stop with n ≤ nu samples and producêp which satisfies
p̂ ≥ p− ε.

Here one can viewnu as an upper-bound on the number
of samples that the AlgorithmABSM would use in most
cases.

The above theorem indicates that AlgorithmABSM

would not use too many samples and is guaranteed to
produce estimations that will not exceed the error boundε on
one side. Showing the other half of the error bound turns out
to be quite hard. However we present here some simulation
results empirically showing that the new method indeed
produce estimates with high accuracy and high confidence.
Matlab is used for the experiment. In each experiment,
random samples are drawn according to the pre-determined
probabilityp and theABSM algorithm is applied to estimate
the p̂ and decide when to stop sampling. Each simulation
performs 1000 experiments for each target probabilityp
value. Then we measure the max, min, and average of thep̂

and n for the simulation. The results are averaged over 10
simulations. See Table 1 (next page) for details. Figures 1
and 2 show histograms indicating the frequency of estimated
values and the number of random samples used in one
simulation which consists of 1000 experiments.
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Table 1: Performance of AlgorithmABSM with ε = δ = 0.1

p 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

P̂r{|p̂− p| ≥ ε} 0.001 0.012 0.012 0.014 0.015 0.012 0.010 0.010 0.000
p̂ mean 0.097 0.197 0.299 0.400 0.500 0.601 0.703 0.804 0.906
p̂ max 0.191 0.322 0.422 0.526 0.630 0.740 0.845 0.949 0.985
p̂ min 0.015 0.048 0.167 0.264 0.364 0.474 0.573 0.691 0.802
n mean 81 116 138 148 149 148 138 116 81
n max 115 142 150 150 150 150 150 141 117
n min 48 61 108 133 147 132 104 63 48
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Fig. 3: Average sample size comparisons for controlling rel-
ative error. The top curve: Watanabe stopping rule; the lower
curve: AlgorithmRELM . The horizontal axis indicates the
target probabilityp values, and the vertical axis indicates the
average sample size.

4. The New Sampling Method: Control-
ling Relative Error

In this section, we present our sampling method for
controlling relative error.

Given 0 < ε < 1, 0 < δ < 1, the sampling method for
controlling relative error proceeds as follows.

Algorithm RELM .
Let n← 0, X ← 0 and p̂← 0.

While bp = 0 or n <
ln δ

2

UM (bp,
bp

1+ε
)

Do
begin
Draw a random sample Y with parameterp.
Let X ← X + Y,
n← n + 1 and p̂← X

n
.

end
Output p̂ andn.

Preliminary Analysis of Algorithm RELM .
We can readily establish the following lemmas.

Lemma 2:Consider the functionsf1(x) = UM (x, x
1−ε)

and f2(x) = UM (x, x
1+ε). We havef1(x) ≤ f2(x) for

x ∈ (0, 1).
Lemma 3:The function f(x) = UM (x, x

1+ε ) is
monotonically decreasing forx ∈ (0, 1). The function

g(x) = UM (x, x
1−ε) is monotonically decreasing for

x ∈ (0, 1− ε).
Lemma 4:Let p̂ ∈ (0, 1) be an estimate produced by

Algorithm RELM , and letp be the true probability to be
estimated. Thenp ∈ [ p̂

1+ε , p̂

1−ε ] if and only if p̂ ∈ [p(1 −
ε), p(1 + ε)].

Let N1 = max{⌈
ln δ

2
UM (p(1−ε), p)

⌉, ⌈
ln δ

2
UM (p(1+ε), p)

⌉} and

N2 = ⌈
ln δ

2

UM (p(1−ε),
p(1−ε)
1+ε

)
⌉.

Lemma 5: Let p be the true probability to be estimated.
Let the number of Bernoulli trialsn satisfiesn ≥ N1, then
Pr{|

bpn−p
p | ≥ ε} ≤ δ.

Lemma 6:With probability of at lease1−δ/2, Algorithm
RELM will stop with n ≤ N2.

Proof. First we noticeN2 ≥ N1. This is because
UM (p(1− ε), p(1−ε)

1+ε ) > UM (p, p
1+ε) > UM (p(1 + ε), p)

by the monotonic decreasing property ofUM (x, x
1+ε )

shown in Lemma 3, andUM (p(1−ε), p(1−ε)
1+ε ) > UM (p(1−

ε), p(1−ε)
1−ε ) = UM (p(1−ε), p). Therefore when Algorithm

RELM stops withn ≥ N2, we know thatn ≥ N1, and thus
by Lemma 5, the probability of̂pn < p(1 − ε) is at least
1− δ

2 .
On the other hand, assume that the sampling by Algorithm

RELM did not stop atn = N2. This means, according
to the algorithm, we have⌈ ln 2

δ

|UM (p(1−ε), p(1−ε)
1+ε

)|
⌉ = N2 <

⌈
ln 2

δ

|UM( ˆpN2 ,
ˆpN2

1+ε)
)|
⌉. This showsUM ( dpN2

,
dpN2

1+ε
) > UM (p(1−

ε), p(1−ε)
1+ε

), and so by the monotonic decreasing property
of UM (x, x

1+ε ), we have p̂N2
< p(1 − ε). From the

argument in the previous paragraph, seeingN2 samples and
still producingp̂N2

< p(1−ε) is an event with probability at
most δ

2 . Thus, the opposite (sampling will stop withn ≤ N2)
is true with probability of at least1− δ

2 .
Based on the lemmas in this section, we have the follow-

ing result:
Theorem 2.With probability of at least1− δ

2 , Algorithm
RELM will stop with n ≤ N2 and producêp ≥ p(1− ε).

We would desire to show that the Algorithm will stop
betweenN1 and N2 steps with high probability. What
remains to be proven is that with high probability, the
algorithm will NOT stop too early and produce an estimate
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p̂ which is bigger thanp(1+ε). Similar to the absolute-error
case, this is not so easy to prove. However, we will show
empirical results to support the conjecture that the algorithm
indeed will stop afterN1 steps (most of the time). Moreover
we will show simulation results comparing our method and
the adaptive sampling method in [14].

In the following Table 2 (next page) we show the sim-
ulation results usingp = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.7 with ε = 0.2 and
δ = 0.1 in these simulations. The columns labeled as "new"
are results of using AlgorithmRELM , whereas the columns
labeled as "Wata" are results of the method (Equation (2))
of Watanabe in [14]. As in the absolute error case, each
simulation is a result of 1000 repeated experiments, and the
numbers in the table are average results over 10 simulations.

The mean sample size comparison is also shown in the
Fig. 3, which clearly shows the reduction in sample size of
our method.

From the data in Table 2 (next page), it can be seen clearly
that AlgorithmRELM achieves competitive estimation ac-
curacy as indicated by the mean of thep̂ while using much
fewer samples as shown by the mean ofn, when compared
with the stopping rule (Equation (2)) in [14]. Of course, the
Watanabe method has smaller variances which is obtained
at the cost of using more samples.

5. A Scalable Boosting Learner by Sam-
pling

In this section we briefly outline how to use the proposed
new sampling method to construct an efficient ensemble
learning method based on Boosting.

Boosting proceeds by constructing a sequence of hy-
pothesesh1, h2, ..., hT in an iterative fashion such that
the combination of these hypotheses will produce a strong
classifier with high classification accuracy. The Adaboost
[9] is perhaps the best-known boosting algorithm. Watanabe
[7] proposed an adptive-sampling based boosting method
Madaboostwhich uses sampling to obtain a subsetSt of
all samples, and select a best hypothesisht from St instead.
This method is useful when the training dataset is huge.
In [7], a stopping condition that adaptively determines the
sample size forSt was proposed. Moreover theoretical anal-
ysis and experimental results were presented in [7] showing
that Madaboost can generate classifiers with comparable
accuracies and better efficiency.

We note that our adaptive sampling method could be
readily applied to construct a new boosting algorithm. The
idea is to adapt the criterion function in AlgorithmABSM

for estimating the mean of a Bernoulli variable to estimate
the prediction accuracy of a hypothesis in each boosting
round. Given a fixed distributionD over a training dataset
D, each hypothesish in the hypothesis space is associated
with a Bernoulli random variableVh such thatPr{Vh =
1} = Σx∈S ∧ h(x)=c(x)D(x), wherec(x) denotes the correct

classification of instancex. Namely, Vh = 1 if and only
if hypothesish correctly classifies an instancex drawn
according toD . Put Ph = Pr{Vh = 1}. So Ph is the
prediction accuracy ofh according to distributionD . Here
we try to estimatePh from a sampleS of all training data
D via adaptive sampling.

When sampling is used to estimate the accuracy (Ph) of
each hypothesish, how do we determine, a "reasonable"
sample size sufficient to guarantee with high confidence
that the estimated accuracyPh,S based on sampleS is
"close" enough toPh, for each hypothesish? Once that is
decided, we can choose the hypothesish with the highest
Ph,S as a result for a boosting round, becauseh should be
close to the actual best hypothesish∗ with high probability.
There are various ways to define "closeness" between two
hypotheses. The most important issue in Boosting is that at
least the "weak" hypothesis selected at each round should
have accuracy above1/2. So one very modest requirement
of "closeness" between the selected hypothesish and the
best oneh∗ is that if Ph∗ > 1/2, then Ph > 1/2. So we
want our estimated probabilityPh,S and the truePh to fall
on the same side of1/2.

This could be formulated as the problem to select a
stopping rule on sample size|S| such that

Pr {|Ph,S − Ph| ≥ ε|Ph − 1/2|} ≤ δ.

The AlgorithmABSM for controlling absolute error can
be adapted for the above problem. We will replace thep̂

in Algorithm ABSM by Ph,S and thefixedε in Algorithm
ABSM by ε|Ph,S−1/2|

1+ε .
We are currently conducting experimental studies on this

new adaptive sampling based boosting learner and the results
will be reported in a separate paper.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we present a new adaptive sampling method

for estimating the mean of a random Bernoulli variable
based on Massart’s rule inspired by the works in [4], [3].
A preliminary theoretical analysis is presented, along with
empirical studies. The experimental results show that the
new method often uses a much smaller sample size while
maintaining competitive estimation accuracy. We also briefly
outline how to utilize the new sampling method to build an
efficient ensemble learning algorithm by Boosting.

The theoretical studies presented here are only preliminary
and there is room for further analyzing the sampling schemes
and proving its exact consistency. We would also like
to conduct experimental studies on the ensemble boosting
learner proposed here and compare the results with that of
[2].
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Table 2: Performance Comparison, AlgorithmRELM and Watanabe method [14],ε = 0.2, δ = 0.1, {err} = {|p̂−p| ≥ εp}
p 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

new Wata new Wata new Wata new Wata new Wata new Wata new Wata
cPr{err} 0.010 0.002 0.008 0.001 0.009 0.001 0.009 0 0.009 0 0.009 0 0.010 0
bp mean 0.100 0.100 0.201 0.201 0.302 0.301 0.403 0.401 0.503 0.501 0.605 0.601 0.708 0.701
bp max 0.127 0.122 0.253 0.240 0.385 0.356 0.515 0.466 0.649 0.572 0.801 0.682 0.936 0.779
bp min 0.083 0.083 0.162 0.169 0.243 0.256 0.325 0.346 0.407 0.436 0.498 0.531 0.585 0.611
n mean 1752 2707 788 1349 469 899 309 675 213 540 148 449 102 385
n max 2221 3247 1020 1601 619 1053 421 781 301 619 215 508 158 433
n min 1331 2232 588 1123 326 759 203 580 126 471 70 396 36 346
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Abstract— Today’s number of weblogs is higher than ever
before and still growing. These blogs are interconnected by
numerous links and other diverse connections, generating
a series of notable patterns. Weblogs are not isolated and
highly connected with other social networks like Facebook
and Twitter. Thus, we analyze the references and investigate
methods to gather data from the social platforms that are in-
terconnected with weblogs. By analyzing the communication
flow between weblogs, Facebook and Twitter, we observe
that Facebook is mostly used for referencing real people
instead of posts. In contrast, tweets are primarily used for
information propagation and citation.

Keywords:
Data Mining, Social Networks, Weblogs, Twitter, Facebook

1. Platforms in the Social Web Have to
Be Connected

Weblogs, called blogs, are one of the most popular “social
media tools” of the World Wide Web (WWW) [1]. They are
specialized, but easy-to-use content management systems.
Blogs focus on frequently updated content, social interac-
tions, and interoperability with other Web-authoring systems.

The actual power of blogs evolves through their common
superstructure, i.e. a blog integrates itself into a huge think
tank of millions of interconnected weblogs, called blogo-
sphere that creates an enormous and ever-changing archive
of open source intelligence [2].

The structure of the whole social web has undergone a
huge shift within the last years. Instead of using a single
social platform users tend to use multiple platforms in
parallel.

Today’s social web consists of a collection of these
platforms like Facebook1, news portals, weblogs and diverse
other intercommunication websites like Twitter2, Pinterest3,
and Foursquare4. Research around social networks focuses

1http://facebook.com
2http://twitter.com
3http://pinterest.com
4http://foursquare.com

Fig. 1: How are weblogs and other social networks con-
nected?

on one specific platform and investigates the communities,
information flow, and social structure within this platform.
One example is the BlogIntelligence5,6 project. Within the
scope of this project there have been several research efforts
on structure, growth, and emergence of weblogs. Although
blogs account for a major segment of the social web,
different analyses show that weblogs extensively link to
other social networks, especially Twitter and Facebook.

We observe that besides linking social profiles, bloggers
use external platforms to announce posts, redirect discus-
sions (instead of using comments), pickup controversial
opinions or reference people. These observations in mind,
we identify the need for a deeper analysis. Therefore, we
need to collect data from these “external” sources, first, and
secondarily put them into a semantic relation to the already
gathered data from weblogs.

This leads to various new insights and at the very least
offers a new perspective on how connections between the

5http://blog-intelligence.com
6http://hpi.uni-potsdam.de/meinel/knowledge_tech/

blog_intelligence
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different kinds of social web platforms are created and main-
tained (see Figure 1). Interesting research questions on this
topic are for instance the differences in user activity between
the platforms or how trends spread among them. The results
of this research include analyses on how topics (especially
high interest, popular trending topics) spread among the
platforms or whether or not the platforms concentrate on
different fields of topics. Are users of two or more of the
platforms also talking about the same things on all of them?
This and many more questions could be answered by these
results. More details on what could also be of interest will
be given in Section 5.

Within the scope of this paper we investigate methods
and realize harvesting applications for Facebook and Twitter.
Since BlogIntelligence is only focused on weblogs, we need
to extract the connections to other social platforms from
the existing data set to find links pointing to Facebook and
Twitter.

The next section gives an overview of related work.
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 focus on the crawling processes for
Facebook and Twitter. The data retrieved by these processes
is then analyzed in Section 4. This paper closes with
recommendations for further research in Section 5 and a
conclusion in Section 6.

2. Related Work
We distinguish two areas of related work. First, related

approaches for harvesting the social networks in scope, e.g.
Facebook and Twitter. Second, approaches towards mining
of the interaction between social networks.

Under the name TwitterEcho, a research group has already
developed an open source Twitter crawler [3]. Their work
is using the REST API, as Twitter still allowed whitelisting
during the time of their research, in order to increase the
allowed number of requests per hour. As whitelisting is no
longer possible, we had to focus on finding an algorithm,
which intelligently uses the Streaming API to achieve our
goals.

Another group from INRIA Sophia Antipolis has focused
on acquiring a full overview of the user base of Twitter and
drawing a graph of the way the users are connected [4].
For their work, they used a distributed platform, called
PlanetLab. Their findings include information regarding user
activity and the influence of Twitter policies and social
conventions on the structure of that graph. In contrast to
our work, their gathered data does explicitly not contain the
content of the tweets.

The topic of the topological characteristics of the Twitter
network has also been picked up by H. Kwak et al. from
the Department of Computer Science, KAIST, Korea. They
compared the way social networks work to characteristics of
traditional human social networks. This research group also
introduced a PageRank ranking algorithm for Twitter users.
As a result of their research they presented that over 85% of

Twitter posts are news-related content [5]. For us this means,
that linking the information from Twitter to the information
already gathered about the Blogosphere is an important step.

Apart from Twitter, also Facebook crawling has been
conducted by other researchers at the University of Messina,
Italy [6]. Again, they looked into the details of the connec-
tions and interactions between the participants of Facebook.
They have used Breadth-first-search sampling, which means
seed nodes have been employed at the beginning of the
crawling phase. Instead of using the faster Graph API pro-
vided by Facebook, they used the deprecated Ajax interface.

Another important topic which needs to be considered is,
how spam users can be detected and filtered from the data to
be analyzed. Research in this field has been conducted by F.
Benevenutu et al. from the Computer Science Department of
the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais Belo Horizonte,
Brazil [7]. They presented an algorithm, which allows a
precision of 70% while classifying spammers, which is based
on detecting specific characteristics using machine learning
techniques.

To the best of our knowledge the research concerning
cross-platform social media mining experiences only little
investigation in the community. Quandt et al. [8] relate
social networks and traditional channels like newspapers
and discuss the opinion towards the quality and usefulness
of weblogs for journalism. Likewise, Hermida et al., [9]
investigate the interaction between television and Twitter.
From an architectural point of view, Pallis et al. [10] dive into
the similarities of social networks with the goal to develop
cross-platform services.

In contrast to related work, we explore the relations
across online social networks and try to identify unknown
connections, diffusion mechanisms, et cetera.

3. Social Network Harvesting
To mine different social networks and their boundaries we

need to harvest the publicly available information and make
them available offline. This enables us to run offline cross-
network analyses. As mentioned above, the BlogIntelligence
project already stores blog data that a tailor-made crawler
downloads. Thus, we focus on finding referenced social
networks in this data set and on developing adapted crawlers
for Facebook and Twitter.

3.1 Facebook Crawling
Within the last years Facebook has grown to be the world’s

largest social network according to their active user groups.
It has been of no surprise that the BlogIntelligence data
contains a high number of references to Facebook pages,
posts and user pages. Due to the structure of the filtered
links and the structure of the social network itself, it needs to
be considered that there are different instances of Facebook
entities. Whereas the individual user pages are well-known,
there are also pages of businesses, celebrities, groups and
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diverse other information sources. Due to the API, which
will be explained in more detail in the next part of this
section, the data preprocessing needs to identify these types
of pages and decide how to crawl the source.

Further, the somewhat unclear terms of use of this API
have led to uncertainty on what exactly an automated web
crawler is allowed to do with Facebook. Since this uncertain-
ties could not be cleared so far we have decided to continue
gathering data in a smaller and cautious way by only running
the application occasionally with lighter sets of data.

3.1.1 API and Restrictions

Although there is an old legacy REST API and the
FQL (Facebook Query Language) API the only reasonable
interface to use is the Facebook Graph API which allows
for the execution of RESTful requests with JSON formatted
data against their website. The structure of such a query is
held quite simple and makes exact requests even for a single
post possible.

With that in mind the filtered links pointing to Facebook
had to be investigated on what exactly they are pointing to
- a page, a user, etc. - and the according request had to be
made. Unfortunately the terms and conditions7 applying to
the usage of the Facebook Graph API do only consider using
this API for building a so-called Facebook app. This term
describes an application that is either a stand-alone product
connecting and authenticating a Face book user or a web
application that can be accessed via the Facebook website.
The automated data collection has only the requirement that
the collector has to make the collected data searchable,
collect data for purposes of search respectively. Since we
will be able to visually represent the gathered data in
our webportal we thus comply to this requirement by our
integrated search functionality.

3.1.2 The Data Collection Process

Fig. 2: Conceptual view on the Facebook crawling process

The data collection process consists of four steps:
1) filter and normalize links from BlogIntelligence data
2) select most active users
3) connect to Facebook
4) download and store information

7http://www.facebook.com/apps/site_scraping_tos_
terms.php

a) Step 1: This step is the most challenging caused by the
limited amount of requests and the relatively noisy data set.
Hereby, we need to filter, prepare and understand the links
within the BlogIntelligence data set.

As stated before, Facebook as a social network introduces
different types of entities like users, groups, posts, and
events. Since the focus of BlogIntelligence is mainly on
tracking discussions of blog authors on the internet, the
focus of this project was placed in the same manner. For
that reason Facebook events and groups are excluded from
the collection process. These URLs were filtered out as
well as all the corporate Facebook pages like help pages,
information pages and obviously the home page itself.

By analyzing the given set of links we empirically detect
link patterns to distinguish between user pages and unusable
links. Further, we normalize those links by removing all
but the user identification alias. This excludes unwanted
subpages and allows us to easily match links of different
posts to the same user. The user alias is used to request all
the posts of one user for a given time frame. Since there
are no restrictions to the number of requests, this process
can run in parallel for each user every day or even every
couple of hours. Nevertheless, bandwidth and server time
restrictions can dictate us to concentrate on a subset of all
Facebook users.

b) Step 2: During our test period we ran this process
two times within 30 days. Moreover, these two executions
provided the chance to research user activity. This leads us
to the prioritization of users depending on their activity on
Facebook.

Therefore, we distinguish between "very active" and "less
active" users by incorporating the posting frequency of users.
We rank users according to their activity and only queue the
top-k users for regularly updating.

To react to changes in user behavior only the last 30
days are taken into account. The evaluation of user activity
is executed before every harvesting stage. With a growing
dataset the ranking of users gets more and more accurate.
Especially during the initial crawling the number of posts
crawled for each user is quite low and there are also many
users without any crawled posts. To deal with this issue the
harvesting is restarted after quite short time frames to enable
the collection of data for all users.

This distinction method works more satisfactory if a
bigger number of posts is crawled and if for most of the
users posts have been found.

c) Step 3: The connection to Facebook is mainly handled by
an external library called restfb8. It encapsulates Facebook’s
Graph API into an easy-to-use Java interface. This library
especially simplifies the authentication with Facebook.

8http://restfb.com/
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d) Step 4: This step consists of downloading and storing
the received data. Thus, we use restfb to request the wanted
data. We translate the data into our own structures and store
it using JDBC drivers into our relational database called SAP
HANA9.

3.2 Twitter Crawling
Regarding the number of active users, Twitter is Face-

book’s largest competitor. The BlogIntelligence data set
reflects this by including also a high number of links to
Twitter. Based on our observations, we like to crawl Twitter
users because we assume that most of the Bloggers also
maintain a Twitter account for publishing their posts and
additional ideas. Nevertheless, the crawling of tweets of
these users and of additional linked content is the logical
next step.

The opportunities offered by Twitter’s APIs are described
in the next part of this section. Following this, we reflect on
the implementation of the crawling process.

3.2.1 APIs and Restrictions
Twitter offers two different APIs with specialized capa-

bilities. The REST API enables the access to all Twitter
resources like tweets, user information, followship graphs
and many more. The Streaming API provides the ability to
retrieve a continuous stream of tweets for selected users.

During the year 2012 Twitter launched a new version
of both APIs changing restrictions and methods. The old
REST API version 1 allowed 350 requests to the REST
API per hour and authenticated user. The new version 1.1
distinguishes between different REST API methods and
restricts the number of requests depending on and per called
method for each authenticated user. For some methods the
restriction is set to 15 requests every 15-minute window.
Nevertheless, the methods used by our Twitter crawler only
have a restriction of 180 requests per 15 minutes. This
allows 720 requests per hour with the API methods of
version 1.1, which is more than twice the amount available
with version 1.

Caused by this restriction we develop a method to com-
bine both APIs to enable the best crawling performance by
sticking to the restriction.

After identifying the Twitter user accounts within the
BlogIntelligence data set, we use the REST API to gather
all past tweets for this users. So, the REST API helps us to
fill our tweet archive and collect the initial seed of tweets.
Furthermore, this API is of high interest for time-discrete
crawling of less active users. Thereby, we avoid to idle while
waiting for new tweets of these users.

The coverage of highly active users tweeting many times a
day or even per hour is very expensive in terms of requests to
the REST API. This is exactly where the Streaming API is of

9http://www.sap.com/hana/

crucial value. We use the full capacity of this API to observe
our most active users. This enables us to continuously collect
each new post of these users. The distinction into "less
active" and "highly active" let us use each API to its limits
and the crawler can gather tweets of identified users in the
least possible time.

3.2.2 The Data Collection Process

The collection process of Twitter is similar to the Face-
book crawling and consists of the same 4 steps (see Sec-
tion 3.1.2):

1) filter and normalize links from BlogIntelligence data
2) select most active users
3) connect to Twitter
4) download and store information

a) Step 1: We empirically identify patterns for the Twitter
link recognition. Hereby, we have to distinguish between
links containing the screen name and links containing the
user IDs. The screen names are human readable and neces-
sary for user interfaces like a webportal. The user IDs are
required for accessing the above mentioned APIs to crawl
tweets, which are not directly linked.

b) Step 2: Within the process of crawling tweets from
Twitter users, the same approach for distinguishing active
and less active users for Facebook crawling is applied. This
process was described in Section 3.1.2.

In contrast to Facebook, Twitter offers the Streaming API
that enables us to get more frequent updates for a user group
with a limited size of 5 000. Thus, for the most active users
we use the Streaming API to retrieve continuous up-to-date
tweets. The REST API allows for crawling tweets of the
less active users. We conclude from the less frequent posting
activity in the past that these users will continue to post in
an infrequent manner. Thus, the REST API is sufficient to
retrieve all tweets, even with the described limitations.

c) Step 3: To access the Twitter API we use twitter4j10.

d) Step 4: Besides differences in the data structure, the
storing process is the same as for Facebook.

4. Data Analyses
In this section, we show our first analysis results that

directly result from a real life crawled data set obtained by
BlogIntelligence. First, we present the key indicator of the
base data. Following, the insights into the data collected from
Facebook and Twitter.

10http://twitter4j.org/
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Fig. 3: Conceptual view on the Twitter crawling process

4.1 BlogIntelligence Data
The used data set of BlogIntelligence for this evaluation

consists of 15 327 blogs with 818 865 posts. These posts
consist of 200 000 000 links. This data set is the result of a
3-week-run from August 2012. Since we have integrated our
crawling components into the BlogIntelligence Framework,
we use this data as a basis.

4.2 Facebook and Twitter Data
We identify 554 962 links to Facebook users or posts of

Facebook users. There are 31 825 distinct links. This implies
that most users are linked multiple times. On average each
user is referred to 17.4 times where 28 292 unique users can
be extracted from the links.

The usage of Twitter is quite different because the 325 659
distinct links to Twitter users or tweets occur 1 425 244
times. Each link is used less often than Facebook link
posts on weblogs (on average 4.4 times). Furthermore, only
13 589 unique Twitter users can be parsed from the links.
A deeper analysis of the links shows that many times
tweets are linked which are related to the topic of weblog
posts. These numbers support the logical inference that links
pointing into Facebook’s social network are supposed to link
to a Facebook user’s profile and mainly inform about the
existence of such a profile. Whereas, the linkage of tweets
seems to link to a third-party source of information or to
refer to a citation. This is also an indicator for the transient
nature of tweets.

Posts and tweets crawled from Facebook and Twitter can
also be analyzed to learn more about the structure of the
data. Due to the afore-mentioned legal problems regarding
the crawling of Facebook the main focus of this analysis is
based on Twitter data.

From Facebook 96 317 posts were crawled during the
short crawling periods. 64 353 of these posts contain a link
to an external resource. Thus, over 60% of Facebook posts
connect to other webpage that bring up new questions like
"Do these links point to other weblogs?". Nevertheless, for
more detailed insights this data set is too limited. Thus, we
need to continue crawling to run deeper analyses.

Twitter was crawled for two weeks in February 2013.
During this time 3 760 577 tweets were retrieved.

Fig. 4: Ratio of tweets being retweets to own tweets

One main feature of Twitter is the ability to retweet
someone’s tweet. This enables users to spread information
and likewise show their appreciation for a tweet. As shown
in Figure 4, 62.43% of all tweets are retweets of other
tweets. This means that 2.3 million tweets are created just
by the retweeting of an original tweet. The set of retweets
references 216 911 tweets. The maximum retweet count of
a single tweet in the data set is 30 888. This indicates the
popularity of Twitter as a publishing channel that can rapidly
spread information through its whole user base.

Fig. 5: Number of links occurring in one tweet, please mind
the logarithmic scale

Many tweets are used to refer to other external websites
by links. The analysis of the tweets, depicted in Figure 5,
points out that most tweets, about three million, contain no
links. About 740 000 tweets contain one link. The number
of tweets with more than one link is quite small. This is
also characteristic for the short messages of Twitter, but
also indicates that the information flow does not stop in the
referenced social network. It may also be doubtful whether
tweets containing up to six different links have any relevant
content.

Hashtags allow the Twitter users to give a short summary
of the content of a tweet. This feature is widely used when
posting about an event or discussing ongoing topics. This
allows many different analyses to be performed on the data
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Fig. 6: Number of hashtags used in one tweet, please mind
the logarithmic scale

like trend detection or clustering. The evaluation of the Twit-
ter data regarding hashtags is quite similar to the analysis
of links in the tweets, about three million tweets contain no
hashtags, 550 000 tweets have one hashtag and two hashtags
are assigned to 130 000 tweets. A higher number of hashtags
is used less frequently and again it is questionable whether
up to 18 hashtags contain any relevant information. The
distribution of hashtags is shown in Figure 6.

5. Recommendations for Further Re-
search

As described in Section 1 this project’s goal was to
implement the first step of a larger whole. Thus, only a
limited result set is presented. The next step will be a
more dedicated set of analyses on how weblogs and weblog
networks interact with Facebook and Twitter by representing
other types of social networks.

These analyses should aim to answer different questions of
interest. In the scope of the present research activity within
this project a next step will consider the relations between
blogs, blog posts and the gathered tweets and Facebook
posts respectively needs to be determined, which will then
provide possibilities for investigating connections between
the networks.

At this point there will be different fields to be regarded.
A first interesting point will be how topics spread among
the blogosphere and social networks when considering time
and intensity. Upcoming interesting questions are:

• What time-gap lies between the first appearance of a
topic and its encroaching to platforms of other types?

• Is there a platform (blogosphere / Facebook / Twitter)
where new topics mostly appear the first time?

• Are main topics of one platform also main topics of all
/ one other platform?

• Which users are actively posting on all of the platforms?
• Which platforms are best synchronized concerning their

main topics?
• Is a user who is active on two or more distinct platforms

talking about the same things on all of them?

Answering these questions will give first indications on
correlations between the blogosphere and Facebook and
Twitter based on discussed topics and possible common or
distinct user groups. Regarding the activities of users next
steps will include some kind of an activity index calculated
on possibly how often a user makes a post on one of the
platforms or an activity index calculating how often new
posts are made all over on one platform. These indexes in
turn can give a metric to compare the platforms based on
the activity of their members.

Furthermore, the gathered data from the social networks
contains further links pointing to network internal and exter-
nal resources. At this point the unanswered question is how
much sense it would make to follow these references and
include what they are pointing to into the data collection
process. Whereas it was not considered for this project
so far it might lead to new and more specific insights.
When taking the second level links into account it will
be necessary to distinguish them from the first level links
originating in the blogosphere, especially their relevance to
topic determination, trend detection or user activity. They
have to be put into relation by weighing their importance
against the large whole.

As a last point it should be mentioned that there are several
other social networks out there. Since the follow-up step of
this research project will also take them into consideration.
The more data sources there are the more interesting and
significant this project’s results will be in the future.

6. Conclusion
We introduced the area of cross-platform social network

analysis. Our work is based on the BlogIntelligence project
and thus our starting social network is the blogosphere. By
investigating the link structure of blogs we found numerous
connections to other social networks especially Facebook
and Twitter.

To investigate these connections we implement a harvest-
ing application for both networks that makes the relations
available for analyses. We conclude that even though gath-
ering the data itself is easy, as comprehensible APIs are
available from the providers, a lot of legal aspects need to be
considered. Amongst others, this concerns the collection of
personal data of users which even though publicly available,
undermines certain rules. Additionally, the providers restrict
the amount of data which can be retrieved within a specified
amount of time. This makes it necessary to create intelligent
algorithms which specify which data will be fetched at which
point of time.

As a preliminary result of our research, we deduct that
weblogs are strongly interconnected with the social networks
Twitter and Facebook. These connections are bi-directional,
as on the one hand blog posts are linked in Twitter and
Facebook and on the other hand, weblog authors write about
the content of tweets and Facebook pages. This advanced
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level of relationship analysis can lead to the creation of
a whole new meta network, interconnecting parts of the
traditional blogosphere and social networks.

We analyzed the characteristic of the connected Facebook
links and observed that those are mostly used for referencing
people instead of posts. In contrast, the Twitter links mostly
refer to tweets and we observe that these tweets are primarily
used for information propagation.
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Abstract—Closed frequent itemset mining plays an
essential role in data stream mining. It could be used in
business decisions, basket analysis, etc. Most methods for
mining closed frequent itemsets store the streamlined
information in compact data structure when data is generated.
Whenever a query is submitted, it outputs all closed frequent
itemsets. However, the online processing of existing
approaches is so slow that those methods cannot deal with
data streams generated at a high speed. In this paper, a novel
method DELAY-CFIM for mining closed frequent itemsets is
proposed to solve the problem of slow online processing. It
divides the closed frequent itemset mining process over data
streams into two steps. Firstly, when transactions are
generated, it stores the frequency information of itemsets in a
summary data structure. Then it mines closed frequent
itemsets until a query is submitted. The method can improve
the speed of online processing.

Keywords- closed frequent itemset, data stream, sliding window.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, data stream mining has been a hot topic in data

mining. With the development of information technology, large
amount of data streams are generated every day[1]. Different
from the traditional static dataset, a data stream is a massive
open-ended sequence of data elements continuously generated
at a rapid rate. In order to play its role, the data streams need to
be converted into useful information so that they could be
applied in different applications. Frequent itemset mining is
one of the most important types in data stream mining. It could
be applied in many different domains, including network
monitoring, market basket analysis, catalog design and cross-
marketing, and customer shopping behavior analysis, etc[2].

The approaches for mining closed frequent itemsets over
data streams are mostly based on the methods for mining
traditional static dataset. To solve the problems caused by fast
data streams and massive data, most of the algorithms maintain
a summary data structure in memory. Due to time and memory
constraints, it is impossible to monitor all the information of
data streams in the summary data structure. Hence, window
mechanisms are involved to deal with the data streams.
According to the stream processing model[3], algorithms of
frequent itemset mining over data streams could be divided into
three categories: sliding window, landmark window and
damped window. The algorithms based on sliding window try
to mine the most recent frequent itemsets over data streams. A

users’ specified threshold windowSize is involved to limit the
number of transactions in the sliding window. Algorithms
based on landmark window not only concern about the
information in current window, but also consider the history
data. Because of the large amounts of data, it is impossible to
store all the history data in the summary data structure. Hence
these algorithms usually provide each itemset with an estimated
frequency and ignore the itemsets whose estimated frequency
is lower than the specified threshold. The algorithms based on
damped window do not ignore the history data totally. Data is
stored from the landmark time point. However, damped
window algorithms give a weight to the obsolete data for
decreasing the importance of them[4]. Therefore, damped
window mechanism combines ideas of sliding window and
landmark window and considers the contribution of recent
windows is more than that of older ones.

Most methods for mining closed frequent itemsets are
based on sliding window. In [5], Chi et al proposed the first
one-pass algorithm-MOMENT Algorithm for mining closed
frequent itemsets over data streams. MOMENT Algorithm
maintains all closed frequent itemsets and several boundary
itemsets in main memory based on a user specified threshold.
But it wastes a mass of memory to maintain the boundary
nodes and only outputs closed frequent itemsets whose
supports are higher than the user specified threshold. In [6],
Jiang et al presented an improved MOMENT Algorithm, CFI-
Stream, which maintains all closed itemsets in a summary data
structure and output closed itemsets with arbitrary value of
support. However, due to the nature of the algorithm, it
performs well when minimum support is low but much worse
when minimum support turns higher. In [7], Ren et al proposed
HCFI Algorithm. Different from MOMENT and CFI-Stream, it
uses a vertical representation of itemsets and involves hash
table to reduce the time overhead of closure detection. But it is
only suitable for the data streams with a few items and
applications with small window size. In [8], Yen et al shown
CloStream Algorithm with list data structure to maintain closed
itemsets. It performs well when the total number of items is not
large.

However, these algorithms make closure detection for each
frequent subset of a transaction, which leads to an exponential
complexity of online processing. This paper focuses on the
problem of mining closed frequent itemsets over data streams
and proposes a method with a linear complexity of online
processing. In the paper, a summary data structure (OTT) is
designed to store the compact information of data streams. And
a novel algorithm DELAY-CFIM is proposed to discover the
closed frequent itemsets from OTT. DELAY-CFIM scans OTT
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once and generates the frequent itemsets by reinserting the
suffix itemsets into OTT. Then it checks the closure feature for
each frequent itemset on the closed frequent itemset tree
(CFIT). Several efficient pruning strategies are proposed to
reduce the time and space overhead of DELAY_CFIM. The
algorithm is proposed based on sliding window for capturing
changes of data streams in time. Different from the previous
approaches for closed frequent itemset mining, DELAY_CFIM
delays the mining procedure until a query is submitted. Hence,
the online processing of DELAY_CFIM is much faster than the
previous methods.

II. PRELIMINARY
Closed frequent itemsets record complete and condensed

information of frequent itemsets. And sliding window records
the most recent complete information of data streams. Hence
mining closed frequent itemsets over sliding window adapts
rapidly to the change in data streams.

A. Closed Frequent Itemsets
Define a threshold s called minimum support (min_sup),

0 1s  . Frequent itemset (FI) is an itemset whose support is
not less than s.

An itemset A is called closed itemset only if there does not
exist any superset B of A with the same support of A.

According to the definitions above, if an itemset is both
frequent and closed in D, Which is defined as a database of
transactions, it is closed frequent itemset which is abbreviated
as CFI in this paper.

B. Sliding Window
In Fig.1, a sliding window model is shown with

windowSize = 4. Firstly, four transactions 1T , 2T , 3T and 4T are
included in current window 1w . As transaction 5T arrives, 1T
leaves the sliding window, window w2 becomes the current
window with transactions 2T , 3T , 4T and 5T . According to the
sliding window mechanism, when a query is submitted, only
the transactions in current window need to be mined. Such as it
is shown in the Fig.1, if there is a query submitted after 4T ’s
arrival, only the transactions in w1 are mined, the mining result
of CFIS is: { , }b c , { }b . However, if the query is submitted
after 5T ’s coming, the current window changes to be w2, the
mining result is: { }b ,{ }c ,{ }d .

T 1 a, b, c

T 2 b, c, d

T 3 b, c

T 4 b, d

T 5 a, c, d

T 6 c, d

w1 {b, c} {b }
w2 {b } {c } {d }
w3 {c } {d }

Fig.1. Sliding Window

III. ORDERLY TRANSACTION TREE
AND CLOSED FREQUENT ITEMSET
TREE
A. The Summary Data Structure-OTT
Definition1. An Orderly Transaction Tree (OTT) is a
transaction-ordered and tree based data structure defined as
follows:

1) OTT is composed of the transactions in the current
sliding window. It maintains almost all the information in the
current sliding window except the generated order of
transactions. Each node N on OTT represents an itemset I
including the items on the path from root to the node, and each
child node of N represents an itemset which is obtained by
adding a new item to I.

2) Each node on OTT consists of four data fields: item_id,
item_count, temp_count and fromTree_id.

a) item_id identifies a unique id in I.
b) item_count registers the number of the transactions,

which have their items sorted in ascending order, with
the same prefix item sequence as the itemset represented
by current node.

c) temp_count records the number of the temporary
inserted itemsets in mining process. During construction
and maintenance process of OTT, the value of
temp_count assigned to a new node is 0.

d) fromTree_id records where the reinserted sub-tree
comes from during mining process.

Fields item_id and item_count are maintained in the whole
process including construction and maintenance of OTT and
the mining process. Fields temp_count and fromTree_id only
take effect in the mining operation.

3) Child nodes for each node on OTT are linked up in
ascending order according to the field item_id. For example, if
a node N includes four child nodes whose item_id are
separately d, b, c and a, according to the definition, these nodes
must be linked up in the order a, b, c, d. The ordered structure
plays a key role in mining process.

B. Construction and maintenance of OTT
1) Construction of OTT

OTT is constructed from an empty tree. The construction
scenario of OTT is described as follows:

a) When a transaction T arrives, sort the items of T in an
ascending order. The ordered transaction is called OT in
this thesis.

b) Insert OT into OTT. If the path covering OT exists,
update the field item_count of each node on the path.
Otherwise, construct a new path for OT and keep the
ordered structure for OTT at the meantime.

2) Maintenance of OTT

As the transaction are generated, the total number of
transactions will exceeds windowSize. Hence the outdated
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transactions must be removed from OTT. The maintaining
process is described as follows:

Whenever a new transaction is generated, insert it into OTT
as described in OTT construction process. Then delete the
outdated transaction from OTT which have left the sliding
window. During the process, if there are nodes whose
item_count fields have been reduced to zero, delete the nodes.

Fig. 2 shows an example for maintenance of OTT. Fig. 2 a)
outlines a transaction sequence in data stream and defines
windowSize as 4. Fig. 2 b) ~ d) presents the changes of OTT
with the sliding window moving on. In Fig. 2 c), transaction 5T
is generated and transaction 2T becomes outdated. Hence, path
{ , , }a c d is constructed for 5T , and nodes b and c are deleted
from path { , , }a b c as their item_count have decreased to zero.

:D T 1 b, c, a

T 2 b, d, c

T 3 b, c

T 4 d, b

T 5 d, c, a

T 6 c, d

Fig.2. Maintain of OTT

C. Closed Frequent Itemset Tree-CFIT
Definition2. A Closed Frequent Itemset Tree (CFIT) is an
ordered structure for maintaining closed frequent itemsets, it is
defined as follows:

1) A Closed Frequent Itemset Tree (CFIT) is composed
of an Itemset Tree and an Item List. Itemset Tree maintains the
closed itemsets generated so far. And Item List records the
items appearing in Itemset Tree. Several Special Link-List
structures (SLL) which begin with an Item List node followed
by several Itemset Tree nodes are constructed among Itemset
Tree and Item List nodes.

2) Each node on Itemset Tree consists of four fields:
item_id, treeItem_count, node_height and
treeNextNode_pointer.

a) item_id identifies a unique id in I.
b) treeItem_count records frequency of the itemset

represented by the node. Each node, whose value of
treeItem_count is unequal to its child nodes, represents a
closed frequent itemset including the items from tree
root to current node.

c) node_height registers height of the node on OTT.
d) treeNextNode_pointer links up the nodes with same

item_id on Itemset Tree. The nodes which are linked up

by treeNextNode_pointer compose the tail part of
Special Link-List structure (SLL). All the nodes linked
up together in the same SLL have an equal value of
item_id and are sorted in descending order by the field
treeItem_count.

3) Each node in Item List consists of three fields: item_id,
listItem_count and listNextNode_pointer.

a) item_id identifies a unique id in I .
b) listItem_count records the largest value of

treeItem_count of OTT nodes which are with the same
item_id as current Item List node.

c) listNextNode_pointer links up the nodes with the same
item_id on OTT and makes the node be head of a SLL.

4) The child nodes of each node on Itemset Tree are
sorted in ascending order according by item_id.

5) The nodes in Item List are linked up in ascending
order by item_id.

D. Construction of CFIT
According to the definition of CFIT, the construction

process of CFIT is described as follows:
1) When a new closed itemset CI is generated, firstly

update the Item List.
a) If all items of CI are in the Item List and frequency of CI

is larger than listItem_count of the corresponding nodes,
update listItem_count with the frequency of CI.

b) Otherwise, if any item in CI does not exist in the Item
List, create a new node for it and keep the correct order
of the nodes in Item List in the meantime.

2) Then update the Itemset Tree.
a) If the path on Itemset Tree covering CI exists and the

treeItem_count value of the corresponding node is
smaller than the frequency of CI, update the field

  treeItem _count with the frequency of CI.
b) Otherwise, if the path does not exist, construct the path

and assigned CI frequency to the field treeItem_count of
each new node. In the insertion operation, the special
structure of Itemset Tree and Special Link-List must be
maintained.

IV. ALGORITHM DELAY-CFIM
DELAY-Closed Frequent Itemset Mining (DELAY-CFIM),

is introduced in this section. It is composed of two steps:
frequent itemset generation and closure detection. Whenever a
query is submitted, the algorithm generates all the frequent
itemsets in the current window from OTT. Then closure
detection is done on CFIT for each frequent itemset generated.
The correctness of DELAY-CFIM is proved in this section and
several effective pruning strategies are introduced at last.

A. Frequent Itemset Generation
Based on the definition of OTT, all condensed frequency

information of itemsets is maintained on it. Since the
information has been aggregated and compressed, if it is made
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full use of, much time and memory space would be reduced.
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo code for generating the
frequent itemsets from OTT.
Algorithm1. Frequent itemset generation
Input: Root of OTT in current window (T)

Current record path (p) // initialized by 
Minimum support s

Output: A set of frequent itemsets
FIGeneration (T, p, s)
1. if ( T children NULL   ) then

2. for each child node CT of T do

3. Reinsert( CT , T )

4. if ( _ _C CT item count T temp count s windowSize     ) then

5. 'p = Cp T

6. FIGeneration ( CT , 'p , s )

7. restore CT
8. end if
9. end for
10. end if
11. if ( p   )
12. output p
13. end if

Algorithm2. Reinsert
Input: Root of source tree ST

Root of destination tree DT
Output: The result tree
Reinsert ( ST , DT )

1. if ( ST children NULL   ) then

2. for each child SCT of ST do

3. if( _SCT item id = _item id of one child DCT of DT ) then

4. _ _ _DC SC SCT temp count T item count T temp count     
5. else

6. create DCT with item _ =0DCT count and

7. _ _ _DC SC SCT temp count T item count T temp count     
8. end if

9. Reinsert ( SCT , DCT )
10. end for
11. end if

Algorithm 1 is a depth-first procedure visiting OTT in post
order. Before visiting a subtree

CT on OTT, it first reinserts the
subtrees of

CT into 'CT s parent node T (line 3). Then it
compares 'CT s support with min_sup s. If 'CT s support is
larger than s, it adds

CT to the current path and recursively
visits

CT . At last it restores whole structure of
CT after visiting

it (lines 4-7).
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code of reinsertion operation.

If the destiny child node
DCT to be inserted exists, it would

update the temp_count field of
DCT (lines 3-4). Otherwise, a

new tree node would be created with  item _count set to be zero
(lines 5-7).

B. Correctness Proof for Frequent Itemset
Generation

Lemma1. Algorithm 1 generates all frequent itemsets for a
given OTT.
Proof. We prove Lemma 1 in two steps:

1) Firstly we prove that Algorithm 1 generates all
itemsets for OTT if without support condition (Line 4 in
Algorithm 1).

2) Then we prove the infrequent itemsets have been
pruned in the check of support condition.

For a given set of items 1 2{ , ,..., }nI i i i , we sort the
items in each subsets of I in ascending order. Hence the
subsets of I are divided into n parts: subsets beginning with 1i ,
subsets beginning with 2i , … , subsets beginning with

ni . The
generated sequence of frequent itemsets in Algorithm 1 is just
following it, which means frequent itemsets beginning with 1i
are generated at first and frequent itemsets beginning with

ni
are generated at last. It is because OTT is an orderly tree, and
algorithm 1 travels it in post order. According to the definition
of OTT, the subtrees on OTT with root height equal to 2 are
rooted at 1 2, ,..., ni i i . Now, we will prove before mining
frequent itemsets on a subtree of OTT which is rooted at

mi ,
all of the itemsets beginning with

mi in current sliding
window have been inserted into the subtree. An inductive
method is used in the proof.

Firstly, considering of the case of m = 1, we check the
feature of the subtree rooted at 1i . Since the items in each
transaction have been sorted before inserting it into OTT, and
all the itemsets including 1i are beginning with 1i . Hence all
the itemsets beginning with 1i have been inserted into the
subtree rooted at 1i during OTT construction.

Then suppose the feature is matched when m k .
Consider the case: m = k. We divide the itemsets beginning
with

ki into two parts and check them separately.
1) Itemsets included by ordered transactions beginning

with
ki . It is easy to prove that these itemsets have been

inserted into the subtree rooted at
ki during OTT construction.

2) Itemsets included by ordered transactions not
beginning with

ki . Since items in each transaction have been
sorted in ascending order, these transactions must begin with
one of items 1i , 2i , … , 1ki 

. And according to the assumption,
before mining subtree rooted at

ki , the algorithm has traveled
and reinserted those subtrees rooted at 1i , 2i , … , 1ki 

. Hence,
all subsets beginning with

ki in these transactions have been

reinserted into subtree rooted at
ki .
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At last, according to the inductive method, all itemsets
beginning with

mi have been inserted into the subtree rooted at

mi before it is visited.

Since Algorithm 1 is a recursive method, the feature
introduced above is satisfied by any depth of the recursive
process. Hence, when a path is outputted, all the frequency
information of the itemsets in the path has been aggregated on
it.

So far, proof of the first step has been finished. Then we
prove that each itemset which Algorithm 1 outputs is frequent.
In Algorithm 1, the condition shown in the Equation 2 is used
to prune the subtrees whose supports are lower than s.
According to the definition of OTT, the itemset represented by

CT is a subset of that represented by
CT ’s child nodes. Hence

the supports of nodes on the subtree rooted at
CT must be not

higher than support of
CT , which means all the itemsets pruned

in Algorithm 1 are infrequent. And it is obvious that itemsets
output by Algorithm 1 are frequent.

_ _C CT item count T temp count s windowSize     (2)
In conclusion, Algorithm1 generates all the frequent

itemsets for a given OTT.

C. Closure Detection
According to the definition of CFIT, closed frequent

itemsets could be maintained on it. Whenever a new frequent
itemset FI is generated, one scan on CFIT is processed to
check whether there exists a superset of FI with support
equal to FI ’s support. If it is, FI is not closed. Otherwise, it
would be inserted into CFIT. Algorithm 3 presents the pseudo
code for closure detection on CFIT.
Algorithm3. Closure Detection
Input: A frequent itemset (FI)

The frequency of FI (fFI)
The Itemset Tree in CFIT (IT)
The Itemset List in CFIT (IL)

Output: A Boolean value (isClosed)
// TRUE means FI is closed, FALSE means unclosed

bool closureDetection (FI, fFI, IT , IL )
1. for each item (i) in FI do
2. if ( i IL || fFI >(listItem_count of node with the same item_id as i))

then
3. insert FI into CFIT
4. return TRUE
5. else
6. insert FI into Item List
7. Record lastN as the IL node with the same item_id as the last item of

FI
8. break
9. for each IT node ( odeITN ) in the SSI beginning with lastN do

10. if (fFI = _ITNode treeItem count ) then
11. if the path from root node of IT to odeITN covers nFI then
12. return FALSE
13. insert FI into CFIT
14. return TRUE

Algorithm 3 does closure detection in two steps:
Step1. Check the items of FI in the Item List (lines 1-8), if any
item of FI is not included in Item List , FI is closed, Algorithm
3 inserts it into CFIT and terminates itself.

Step2. Then check the path on Itemset Tree which might cover
FI (lines 9-14). If all of the possible paths do not cover it, FI is
closed, Algorithm 3 inserts it into CFIT and terminates itself.

D. Correctness Proof for Closure Detection
According to the description above, Algorithm 3 only

checks supersets for a given frequent itemset on CFIT. That
means Algorithm 3 is based on the hypothesis that the frequent
itemsets generated after the current itemset (FI) cannot be the
superset of FI. In this section, proof of the hypothesis is
presented.
Lemma2. The frequent itemsets generated after FI in
Algorithm 1 cannot be the superset of FI.
Proof. We divide the supersets of FI into two parts. Suppose:
 1 2 1 2{ , ,... } ( ... )f f fk f f fkFI i i i i i i    
Supersets in the first part begin with prefix-set FI:


1 2 1

1 2 1

{ , ,... , ,... }

( ... ... )
super1 f f fk s sm

f f fk s sm

FI i i i i i

i i i i i



      

The other supersets compose the second part. Take one of
them for example:


1 2 ( 1) 1 2

( 1) 1

{ , ,... , , ,... , ,... }

( )
super2 f f f j s fj fk s sm

f j s fj

FI i i i i i i i i

i i i







 


As OTT has a special structure that the child nodes of each
node have been sorted in ascending order, we can conclude:

1) The first part of the supersets must be generated
when Algorithm 1 travels subtree with the pre-path FI. Since
Algorithm 1 travels OTT in post order, all of the supersets in
the first part are generated before FI.

2) According to the special structure of OTT, the second
part of the supersets must be generated before visiting subtree
with the pre-path FI. We take

super2FI for example, the subtree
with the pre-path 1 2 ( 1) 1, ,... ,f f f j si i i i

must be visited before the
subtree with the pre-path 1 2 ( 1), ,... ,f f f j fji i i i

as 1s fji i . Hence,

super2FI must be generated before FI.

Hence, all the supersets of FI are generated before itself.
In Step2 of Algorithm 3, the SSL begins with the Item List

node lastN has been scanned. And Algorithm 3 only checks the
closed itemsets matching the conditions as follows:

1) Including the last item of FI.
2) With a frequency equal to FI.
According to the definition of the closed itemsets, it is easy

to prove that the itemsets not including the last item of FI
cannot be the superset of FI. Lemma 3 proves the correctness
of the second condition.
Lemma3. The frequency of FI’s supersets on CFIT must equal
to FI’s frequency.
Proof. Suppose there is a closed itemset FI which is the
superset of FI and has a frequency f_ FI which is larger than
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frequency of FI (f_FI). Since FI is the superset of FI, the
transactions in D including FI must include FI. According to
the definition of frequency, there are f_ FI transactions in D
including FI and they must include FI at the meantime. Hence
frequency of FI is not less than f_ FI which is in contradiction
with the assumption. Hence only the closed itemsets with
frequency not larger than that of FI could be the superset of
FI.

According to the definition of closed itemsets, closed
itemset with a lower frequency than FI does not need to be
checked. Hence, Algorithm 3 checks the closed itemsets with
the same frequency as FI only.

In conclusion, Algorithm 3 checks the closure feature
correctly for each frequent itemset generated in Algorithm 1.

E. Pruning
All the frequent itemsets in the current sliding window are

generated in Algorithm 1. But some of these itemsets can be
determined to be not closed without closure detection.

The rules for maintaining fromTree_id are introduced as
below:

1) In the process of OTT construction and maintenance,
each node on OTT is created with _fromTree id  -1 .

2) In the reinserting operation, four cases are considered:
a) The field fromTree_id of destiny subtree equals to -1. It

remains -1 after reinsertion.
b) If the source subtree and the destiny subtree are with the

same value of fromTree_id, it would not be changed
after reinsertion.

c) If the source subtree and the destiny subtree are with the
different values of fromTree_id, after reinsertion,
fromTree_id of destiny subtree would be assigned to -1.

d) If the destiny subtree does not exist, a new subtree
should be created with the field fromTree_id being the
parent node of the source node.

According to the analysis above, a pruning rule is proposed:
In the process of Frequent Itemset Generation, only the
subtrees with fromTree_id value equal to -1 are mined.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this Section, DELAY-CFIM is compared with CFI-

Stream, a classic algorithm on closed frequent itemset mining
over data streams.

A. Datasets Used in Experiments

1) IBM quest market-basket synthetic data
The synthetic data sets used in this thesis are generated by

IBM synthetic data generator[5]. It simulates the transactions in
the retailing environment. Each item in the dataset represents a
commodity in the retail stores maybe a super market. Each
transaction in the dataset represents a sale record of customers.
Then a frequent itemset represents the commodities which
customers usually buy together.

The parameters of the data set are described as below:
a) T : Average transaction size.
b) I :Average size of maximal potentially frequent

itemsets.
c) N : Number of items.
d) D : Number of transactions.

According to the definitions above, a dataset named
T10.I5.N10k.D100k includes 100k transactions, the average
number of items in each transaction is 10, the average size of
maximal potentially frequent itemsets is 5, and the total number
of items is 10k.

2) Real dataset BMS-WebView-2
BMS-WebView-2 is a real dataset containing several

months’ click stream data from an e-commerce web site. Each
transaction in the dataset is a set of product detail pages which
are clicked in a web session. This dataset has been used in
KDDCUP 2000[9]. There are totally 77,512 transactions and
3,340 distinct items in BMS-WebView-2. Average transaction
size of it is 5.

B. Experiments on Sliding Window
1) Experiments on different windowSize

Fig. 3 a) shows the average online running time for each
transaction in CFI-Stream and DELAY-CFIM for the dataset
T5.I4.N1k.D100k. In the experiments, threshold min_sup has
been set to 0.1%. In the figure, DELAY-CFIM consumes much
less online processing time than CFI-Stream, because CFI-
Stream needs to do closure detection for all subsets of each
transaction, in this process it must scan the summary data
structure for many times. However, DELAY-CFIM only inserts
the transaction to the summary data structure OTT, which only
scans OTT once. In the figure, the online running time of CFI-
Stream is more sensitive for windowSize than that of DELAY-
CFIM, as it needs to scan the current window during CFI
maintaining, larger windowSize leads to a longer scanning time.

a) b)
Fig.3. Performance with different windowSizes (T5.I4.N1k.D100k)

Fig. 3 b) shows the average processing time of a query for
the dataset T5.I4.N1k.D100k. Threshold min_sup s is set to
0.1%. In the figure, as the windowSize increases, online
processing time of both algorithms increase. However,
DELAY-CFIM consumes much more offline processing time
than CFI-Stream. That is the price of the less online processing
time.

Fig.4 shows the number of nodes generated during the
algorithms running. In the figure, more OTT nodes are created
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than CFI nodes, however, considering the node structure of
them, each CFI node stores a whole itemset but each OTT node
only records an item. At fact, they almost consume same
amount of memory space.

Fig.4 Memory usage performance with different windowSizes
(T5.I4.N1k.D100k)

According to the analysis above, both DELAY-CFIM and
CFI-Stream takes more time and space overhead as window
size increases. But the online processing time of CFI-Stream is
sensitive than DELAY-CFIM. As DELAY-CFIM delays the
mining process until a query is submitted, it consumes less
online running time but more offline processing time.

2) Experiments on different query frequencies
Fig.5 shows the average running time over 10k sliding

windows with different query frequencies for real dataset
BMS-WebView-2. Thresholds min_sup and windowSize are
separately set to be 0.1% and 50k.

Fig.5. Running time performance with different query frequencies over
10k sliding windows (BMS-WebView-2)

In the figure, DELAY-CFIM performs much better than
CFI-Stream when query frequency is low. And DELAY-CFIM
is much more sensitive of query frequency than CFI-Stream.
This is because CFI-Stream keeps all closed frequent itemsets
in memory all the time, the offline processing time complexity
of CFI-Stream is linear. Hence the offline processing time of
DELAY-CFIM is larger than that of CFI-Stream. Therefore
frequent queries lead to amount of total running time.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper a novel algorithm, DELAY-CFIM, is proposed

to maintain the compact information in the current data stream
sliding window and output the closed frequent itemsets

whenever a query is submitted. The algorithm offers a method
to reduce the online processing time and delay mining closed
frequent itemsets until a query is submitted. Experimental
results show that DELAY-CFIM outperforms the
representation algorithm CFI-Stream in time overhead,
especially when query frequency is low.

In addition, the method proposed in this thesis is based on
sliding window, which limits its applied fields. If the summary
data structure OTT is modified to maintain information in
landmark window or damped window, the algorithm could be
applied in more occasions. Alhough this paper use the delay
strategy to reduce the online processing time overhead, it
consumes more time when queries are proposed, especially
when the minimum support is low. Hence, more researches are
required to speed up the mining procedure.
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Abstract—“Time interval sequential sequence mining” mines 

sequential sequence from database with efficient support 

counting. It is used to find frequent subsequences occur with 

minimum support value. The sequential sequence mining 

focuses on sequence of events occurred frequently in given 

dataset unlike simple association rule mining. The sequence of 

the items plays major role. We use the order dataset where all 

events stored in some particular order. The traditional 

sequential sequence mining doesn’t care for the timing between 

the purchasing of items.   

 

The goal of our research work is to develop and evaluate new 

Time interval sequential sequence mining algorithms of 

MySSM which efficiently produce sequential sequences in large 

database having significant improvement in execution Time and 

Memory.  

 

KeyWords--MySSM,  GAS, CMEM and OUTR, Time Interval 

Sequential Sequence  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

RADITIONAL  Association Rule Mining [10] works on 

transactional data. It considers various items to be 

purchased in single transaction of a particular customer. 

It doesn’t care for the same customer purchases items in 

different transactions. The concept of sequential sequence 

mining arrived and it considers various items to be purchased 

in different transactions. It covers the idea regarding same 

customer purchases items in more than one transaction and 

in more than one time. However the current state-of-the-art 

techniques have limitations with the performance of Memory 

and Time which are focused by us. 

  

In investment, a certain stock rises or falls is one of the 

important tasks that the stock investors wanted to know. 

Further, the owners are worried about the stock trend of their 

own businesses. Stockholders or Industry analysts also like 

to know the rise/fall of certain stocks, which is actually one 

of the useful information extractions from the time interval 

sequences of stock prices. The stock prices are recorded in 

every transaction which acts as a historical data. We may 

find the time interval stock sequences from the stock interval 

event database.  

 

We have proposed time interval sequential sequence 

mining algorithms SYNTIM, MySSM, GCON, FS, GSGT, 

GAS, CMEM and OUTR.  

 

The fundamental aim of our research is to study and 

develop a new sequential sequence mining technique that 

produces sequential sequences from the large database. It 

considers the time gap between successive items to be 

purchased by the customers. It produces the sequential 

sequences with reasonable amount of Time and Memory. 

  

II.  SEQUENTIAL SEQUENCE MINING TECHNIQUES  

Sequential sequence [7] is defined as: The data set is a set 

of sequences, named as data-sequences. Each data-sequence 

is a group of transactions.  Each transaction is a set of 

literals, called items or events. Typically there is a 

transaction time associated with each transaction. The 

sequential sequence mining finds all sequential sequences 

with a user defined minimum support. Various sequential 

sequence mining techniques are discussed here. 

 

A. Apriori-based Techniques  

The first and simplest family of sequential sequence 

mining algorithms is Apriori-based algorithms and their main 

characteristic is that they use Apriori principle [10]. The 

problem of sequential sequence mining was introduced along 

with other three Apriori-based algorithms (AprioriAll, 

AprioriSome and DynamicSome) [7]. At each step k, a set of 

candidate frequent sequences Ck of size k is generated by 

performing a self-join on Lk−1; Lk consists of all those 

sequences in Ck that satisfy a minimum support threshold. 

The efficiency of support counting was improved by using a 

hash-tree structure. 

 

A similar approach, GSP (Generalized Sequential 

Patterns) was developed [6] that uses time constraints as well 

as the window constraints. This was proved to be more 

efficient than its predecessors.  

 

The inefficient description of temporal information 

decreases the mining efficiency and the interpretability of the 

sequences[11]. They provided an efficient representation of 

spatio-temporal movements and proposed a new approach to 

discover spatio-temporal sequences in trajectory data. Their 

proposed method first finds spatio-temporal regions by using 

prefix-projection methods and extracts frequent spatio-

temporal sequences. 

 

Discovering all frequent sequential sequences in large 

databases was a very challenging task since the search space 

was large.  

 

D. FricTer [20] proposed a sequential sequence mining 

Time Interval Sequential Sequence Mining in Large Database 

Kiran R. Amin, Member, IEEE and  J. S. Shah 

T 
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method to analyze multimodal data streams using a 

quantitative temporal approach. They presented a new 

temporal data mining method focusing on extracting exact 

timings and durations of sequential patterns extracted from 

multiple temporal event streams.  

 

B. Tree-based Techniques 

A faster and more efficient candidate production can be 

attained by using a tree-like structure [12]. The traversal is 

made in a depth-first search manner. It is applied such that 

all the candidate sequences applying both subset infrequency 

and superset frequency pruning.  Initially, the above idea was 

introduced for mining frequent itemsets, but then it was 

extended for sequential sequences. Ayres employed an 

efficient approach in SPAM [3].  

 

C. Lattice-based Techniques 

Lattice structure was another class of sequential sequence 

mining algorithms was proposed a lattice based method to 

enumerate the candidate sequences efficiently. In fact, a 

lattice seems to be a “tree-like” structure where each node 

may have more than one parent node. A node on the lattice 

represents a sequence s, is connected to all the pairs of nodes 

on the previous level that can be joined to form s. This is 

shown in the example: let s = {d, (bc), a}, then all the 

following nodes should be connected to s on the lattice: 

{(bc), a}, {d, b, a}, {d, (bc)}, {d, c, a}, since all pairs of these 

subsequences can be joined to form s. 

 

SPADE [4] used  above structure to efficiently specify the 

candidate sequences. The basic characteristics of SPADE 

were  

(1) Vertical representation of the database using id-lists, 

where each sequence is associated with a list of database 

sequences in which it occurs.  

(2) Used lattice-based approach to decompose the original 

search space into smaller subspaces. 

 (3) Each sub-lattice, two different search strategies 

(breadth-first and depth-first search) were used for getting 

frequent sequences. 

 

cSPADE was the extension of SPADE was proposed in 

[4], which allows a set of constraints to be placed on the 

mined sequences. These constraints are:  

(1) Length and width constraints  

(2) Gap and window constraints  

(3) Item constraints 

(4) Class constraints  

 

GO-SPADE [13] was the similar algorithm proposed later 

on, where the idea of generalized occurrences was 

introduced. The aim behind GO-SPADE was that in a 

sequence database certain items may appear in a consecutive 

way. For reducing the cost of the mining process, GO-

SPADE  tried to compact all these consecutive occurrences 

by defining a generalized occurrence of a sequence p as a 

tuple (sid, [min, max]), where sid is the sequence id, and 

[min, max] used for  the interval of the consecutive 

occurrences of the last event of p. 

 

D. Regular Expression based Techniques 

Huge majority of the former algorithms focused the 

discovery of frequent sequential sequences based on only a 

support threshold, which limits the results to the most 

common. Thus, a lack of user controlled focus in the 

sequence mining process can be detected that may 

sometimes lead to great volume of useless sequences. A 

solution to this problem was proposed in [14], where the 

mining process was restricted by a support threshold and 

user-specified constraints modeled by regular expressions. 

Later on the series of SPIRIT [14] algorithms were 

introduced, where a set of constraints C was pushed into the 

mining process along with a sequence database. Therefore, 

the minimum support requirement and a set of additional 

user specified constraints were applied simultaneously which 

restrict the set of candidate sequences produced during the 

mining process. To fulfill this, two different types [14] of 

pruning techniques were used.  

 

Fabian Moerchen[14] represented Temporal pattern 

mining for time point based and time intervals based 

methods. They distinguished time point-based methods and 

interval-based methods as well as univariate and multivariate 

methods.  

 

They presented symbolic temporal data models and 

temporal operators that were used for pattern discovery in 

data mining research. They divided temporal data models 

such as time point v/s. time interval data, univariate v/s. 

multivariate data and numeric v/s. symbolic data. 

 

E. Prefix-based Techniques 

Other techniques of sequential sequence mining 

algorithms include the prefix-based [15]. In this method, the 

database is projected with respect to a frequent prefix 

sequence and based on the outcome of the projection, new 

frequent prefixes are identified and used for further 

projections until the support threshold constraint is satisfied. 

 

Chen [8] proposed a method for discovering time-interval 

sequential sequences in sequence databases. Dhany, Saputra 

[1] proposed improved version of prefixspan named as i-

prefixspan.   

 

W. Li [16] proposed novel concept of a frequent time 

interval association sequences. They used multiple gene 

sequences. Their algorithm has several advantages over 

traditional methods. A set of genes simultaneously show 
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complex time item interval expression sequences recurrently 

across multiple microarray datasets. Such time interval 

signals are hard to recognize in individual microarray 

datasets, but become significant by their frequent 

occurrences across multiple datasets. They designed an 

efficient two-stage algorithm to identify FTAPs [16]. 

  

 

GSP & DynamicSome generate too many candidate items 

for low values of minimum support. Execution time of all the 

algorithms increases as the support  decreases because of a 

large increase in the number of large sequences in the result. 

GSP & DynamicSome perform worse. DynamicSome 

generates and counts a much larger number of candidates in 

the forward phase & intermediate stages. 

 

The efficiency [12] of all frequent sequence mining 

algorithms is provided by following way. With the minimum 

support threshold is    with n = |C| different items in the 

item collection, C. For | I | different possible existent 

itemsets, where I is the powerset of C, and its value is given 

by equation 2.1. 
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Let the database has sequences with at most m itemsets 

and each itemset has at most one item. In this condition, 

there would be nm possible different sequences with m 

itemsets and different arbitrary length sequences. It is given 

in equation 2.2 
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Similarly, if each itemset has an arbitrary number of items, 

there exists Sm  with possible frequent sequences with m 

itemsets, with the value of Sm is given by equation 2.3. 
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The S sequences in general, as in equation 2.4.  
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F. Prefixspan [9] 

This algorithm uses a pattern growth approach. It never 

generates the candidates which do not appear in the database. 

It uses optimization methods. For closed sequence, it is easy 

to extend it with other constraints for the closed sequences.  

It uses a divide and conquer technique. First it generates the 

projected database and then finds the frequent sequences. 

 

To overcome this bottleneck of the FreeSpan, Jiaweihan 

and Jianpei developed new algorithms called PrefixSpan [2]. 

It outperforms both the Apriori and FreeSpan algorithms in 

almost all the fields like huge no of sequences, support. 

Different projection methods are used for PrefixSpan [2]: 

level-by-level projection, bi-level projection etc. The 

comparison is shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

When the support threshold is high, it has a limited 

number of sequential sequences and the length of sequences 

is short, these methods are very near in terms of runtime. 

However, as the support threshold decreases, the time to 

generate the sequences become more. It clearly seems that 

FreeSpan and PrefixSpan overcome GSP. And also 

PrefixSpan methods are more efficient than FreeSpan. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1: Comparison – Freespan, SPADE, PrefixSpan 

 

III. TIME INTERVAL SEQUENTIAL SEQUENCE MINING 

ALGORITHMS 

Our time interval sequential sequence algorithms improve 

the performance and efficiency compared to various 

algorithms developed for sequential sequences like 

DynamicSome, GSP, AprioriSome, AprioriAll, SPAM, 

Prefixspan [2],   I-prefixspan [8][1] etc. It generates various 

time interval sequences by using sequence generator table. 

Here we have analyzed various sequential mining techniques 

and compared them. Our algorithm outperforms other 

sequential sequence mining algorithms. More ever our 

algorithms have excellent scale-up properties.   
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Typical prefixspan [2] fails to provide sequences with time 

interval gap [8] between sequences, our algorithm gives the 

sequences by taking care of time interval between sequences. 

 

We have proposed the series of MySSM algorithms. The 

first algorithm is proposed as a SYNTIM for synthetic data 

generation. It generates the synthetic data with different time 

intervals, different transactions and different items. This 

algorithm is given in Figure 3.1. Algorithm 2 reads the 

“config.dat” file. This proposed algorithm is called as a 

GCON. Algorithm 3 is proposed as a FS & GSGT which 

finds the 0-sequence and also generates the sequence 

generator Table. Algorithm 4 is proposed to generate all 

frequent sequences. It is proposed as a GAS. Algorithm 5 is 

proposed as a CMEM which checks the memory. The 6
th

  

proposed algorithm is named as a OUTR, which generates 

the sequences in “output.dat” and also generates the 

“analysis.dat”  file. The 7
th

 proposed algorithm is a MYSSM. 

It is a Sequential Sequence Generation Algorithm. This 

algorithm is main algorithm which includes all algorithms. 

These algorithms are shown in Figure 3.1 to Figure 3.7.  

 

3.1 Algorithm  1 : SYNTIM 

Algorithm SYNTIM 

Input Number of Customers, Number of Items  

Output Dataset.dat,Datasetdetail.dat 

Begin 

Open dataset.dat file for writing 

for i    0 to Last customer do 

     for j   0 to No of Transaction 

         do  time     random value  

                item   random value  

     end for     

 end for 

Close dataset.dat file 

Open  datasetdetail.dat file for writing 

      Average items per transaction    

      Total no of items/No. of transactions 

Average number of transactions per customer Total 

number of transactions / Total no of customers 

Close dataset detail file. 

End 

Figure 3.1 : SYNTIM 

The SYNTIM algorithm generates the customers’ 

transactions with various time intervals and items to be 

purchased. It generates the items based on number of 

transactions and number of items available.  This detail is 

stored in “dataset.dat” file. Later on, it is used by MsSSM 

algorithm for the finding sequential sequence. It also 

generates the average items per transaction and average 

transactions per customer, which is stored in 

“datasetdetail.dat” file.  

 

3.2 Algorithm 2: GCON 

Algorithm GCON 

Input Config.dat  

Output Time interval, range, items, support 

Begin 

Initialize line, data 

Initialize interval, range, item, customer, minsup 

Open config.dat file for reading 

   for line    1 to end of data do 

     if(line==1)then interval   data  

     else if(line==2) then range   data 

     else if(line==3)then item   data 

     else if(linenum==4)then customerdata 

     else if(line==5)then minsup data 

     end if             

    end for        

Close file 

End 
Figure 3.2 :  GCON 

GCON algorithm reads the “config.dat” file. It reads all 

the data from the file. It first reads the interval of time unit, 

range of time interval, items to be purchased, Number of 

customers & minimum support. These values are used by 

MySSM algorithm.  

 

3.3 Algorithm  3: FS & GSGT 

Algorithm FS & GSGT 

Input dataset.dat 

Output sequence generator table 

Begin 

Initialize datanum,indexno,i,item,time,count 

Open dataset.dat  

Repeat until end of file encountered  

  read time index and item index 

  Initialize counter, indexno 

  Repeat until length of customer sequence 

  Store the item index and time where the sequence occurs 

  Generate sequence generator table  

  Store using array index and time interval for each SID 

  Read item occurred in all SIDs 

  Increment the counter for the particular item occurred 

  If the counter value is more than minimum support then   

add this item in large item list 

  else ignore it 

end repeat 

Close file 

End 
Figure 3.3 :  FS & GSGT 
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The FS & GSGT algorithm reads the “dataset.dat” file and 

generates the sequence generator table. The sequence 

generator table stores the values of item index and time. By 

using sequence generator table, it finds sequential sequences 

which occur frequently.   

3.4 Algorithm 4: GAS  

Algorithm GAS 

Input sequence generator table 

Output frequent sequential sequence 

Begin 

Declare the variables 

Scan the sequence generator table  

Repeat until end of file encountered 

Scan the sequence generator table by Sequence ID 

Scan the sequence generator table by item ID 

Measure the repeated sequences with Time ID 

If occurrence >= minimum support then 

 Keep it  

     Else ignore it 

Check other combinations 

If found then keep it  

Else ignore it 

End  

Figure 3.4 : GAS 

The GAS algorithm scans the sequence generator table by 

using sequence Id, Item Id and Time ID. It generates all the 

frequent sequences occurred in the database whose support 

count is more than minimum support.   

3.5 Algorithm  5: CMEM 

Algorithm CMEM 

Input dataset.dat, config.dat 

Output sequential 

Initialize maxMemory   0 

Begin 

Get total Memory during runtime 

Get total Free Memory during runtime 

current Memory = Total Memory - Free Memory 

If current Memory >= maxMemory 

then maxMemory = Current Memory 

Return  maxMemory in MB 

End 
Figure 3.5 : CMEM 

The CMEM algorithm finds the maximum memory used 

during run time. First it finds the total memory during 

execution. The memory used during execution is found by 

making a difference between max memory and free memory. 

3.6 Algorithm  6: OUTR 

Algorithm OUTR 

Input Sequence generated by GAS 

Output output.dat, analysis.dat 

Begin 

Open the output.dat file for writing 

Write minimum support 

Do while sequences exist 

Write 0-sequences 

Write all desired sequences generated by GAS algorithm 

 End do 

Close file 

Open analysis.dat file for writing 

Write Number of Time Intervals, Gap between 

Time interval, Minimum support 

Write summary of all sequences generated by GAS  

Write Total number of sequence generated  

Write Execution time in MilliSeconds & MaxMemory in 

MB 

Close file 

End 
Figure 3.6 : OUTR 

The algorithm OUTR uses the sequences generated by 

GAS algorithm. It generates the “output.dat” file. It writes 

the minimum support along with 0-sequences and all 

frequent sequences generated by GAS algorithm in 

“output.dat” file. The OUTR algorithm generates the status 

of the execution process. It creates “analysis.dat” file in 

which, it writes the summary of the execution of the 

programs like, Number of Time Intervals, Gap between 

Time intervals, Minimum support, Total number of sequence 

generated, Execution time in MilliSeconds & MaxMemory 

in MB.  

3.7 Algorithm  7: MySSM  

Algorithm MySSM 

Input dataset.dat, config.dat 

Output sequential sequences, Execution time, Memory used 

 

Begin 

 Initialize time, range, item, support 

     Initialize t1, t2, maxMemory 

Open Dataset.dat and config.dat files 

Initialize customer’s sequence, counter  

Initialize arraylist for finding index and time 

     Call Procedure GCON() 

          Read the parameters from config.sys  

          t1   System.currentTimeMillis();           

          Call procedure FS&GSGT() 

                 Generate all sequences onwards sequence-0 

                 Generate sequence generator table 

      Return large sequence  

 

     Call procedure CMEM()   

     Return Memory used 
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   Call procedure OUTR() 

     Return Time Interval, Gap, Min support, sequences 

t2   System.currentTimeMillis() - t1; 

   Return sequential sequence  

 Close files 

End 
Figure 3.7  :  MySSM 

The algorithm MySSM reads the data from config.dat, 

dataset.dat files. It generates the large sequential sequences 

whose support count is greater than minimum support. It 

finds time and memory used during execution.  

IV. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

The scale-up properties with respect to these parameters 

are shown in Figure 4.1 and 4.2. Figure 4.1 shows the 

analysis graph of Number of customers v/s Memory in MB 

with number of time intervals  are 3 and gap of time interval 

is 8,  support in value is 0.3, Number of different items are 

10, Number of transactions per customer are 11, Number of 

items per transaction are 3 for 500 to 1,20,000 customers. 

The graph linearly increase when Number of customers 

increase. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1: Number of Customers v/s Memory(MB)  

 

Figure 4.2 shows the analysis graph of Number of 

customers v/s Time in Milliseconds with number of time 

intervals  are 3 and gap of time interval is 8,  support in 

value is 0.3, Number of different items are 10, Number of 

transactions per customer are 11, Number of items per 

transaction are 3 for 500 to 1,20,000 customers. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.2 : Number of Customers v/s Time(Milliseconds 

V. CONCLUSION 

We generated the synthetic dataset. We tested the 

scalability of MySSM in both  runtime and memory usage 

using different parameters of matrix of evaluation such as 

different support, items per transaction and transactions per 

customer. MySSM  shows a linear scalability in both the 

runtime and memory usage. We compared our results with i-

prefixspan[1][8]. The empirically analysis shows that the 

performance of our algorithm MySSM is better than the i-

prefixspan. 

 

In typical I-prefixspan [1], the projection table is created 

every time while creation of every sequence, so it requires 

more Memory and Time while generating sequences. The 

database is kept in the Memory after use so this algorithm is 

less effective because of consumption of Memory. Our 

algorithms create sequence generator table from original 

database. The frequent sequences are created based on 

sequence generator table. Hence therefore, it requires less 

Memory, Time and very efficient compare to latest 

algorithms developed now a day. 
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Abstract  

Public opinion management system plays an 

important role on information management 

nowadays. Developing characteristics and rules of 

online public opinion are discussed by means of 

optimized model analyzing method in present 

paper. The public opinion was regarded as a 

‘resource’ from which the conception of 

‘configuration’ was proposed and its control model 

was developed as well. Based on that, correlation 

degree variables between ‘social network’ cluster 

nodes were dynamically introduced and general 

rules of public opinion between associated network 

cluster management were studied at the time. The 

‘public opinion resource’ correlation optimized 

model which can regulate the relationship between 

VR management and verified by means of 

empirical research of sociology, journalism and 

psychology. At last, artificial intelligence and 

decision support can be supplied to relevant 

industries by instructing system design and 

management system by means of the study of 

public opinion. 

 

Keywords: Public opinion management; Public 

opinion VR control model; VR resource 

configuration; Bayers theory. 

1 Background 

With the development of emerging online media, 

social networking cluster also accelerate the 

exchange. The discovery and management of the 

public opinion of a focus event is challenging in 

information management. If some of the public 

opinion, the improper development of the 

information, it is easy to cause serious public 

safety and social harm. Therefore, the public 

opinion management is an extremely important 

part of information management. 

 

Currently, many scholars and institutions from 

different disciplinary perspectives and entry point 

for the mechanisms and laws of the events on the 

online public opinion research. Public opinion 

information has freedom, interactivity, immediacy, 

occult mass characteristics, and there is a certain 

evolution mechanism. Conduct the allocation of 

resources in the network environment, there is 

great difference, compared to the traditional 

approach. Network resource allocation to the 

appropriate method based Employment Computer 

Information talent it is valid, based on the optimize 

model validation. Therefore, by means of the use 

of computer and information technology, on the 

basis of the original proposed an optimization 

model for a reasonable configuration of the 

network resource of public opinion, is the focus of 

this study. 
[1]

 

 

2. IMPORTANCE OF VR 

RESOURCE CONFIGURATION ON 

PUBLIC OPINION MANAGEMENT 

The VR resource configuration on public opinion 

management plays an extremely positive 

significance role on network. From the perspective 

of resource, only when reasonable configuration 

could make the values for management; only when 

reasonable configuration could improve efficiency; 

only when reasonable configuration method and 

model have improve harmony and progress. From 

the perspective of management, only when 

reasonable configuration could develop their 

potential and strengthen their positivity; only when 

reasonable configuration could make maximum 

effectiveness.
 [2]

 

 

3. MODEL OF VR RESOURCE 

CONFIGURATION ON PUBLIC 

OPINION MANAGEMENT 

There are two methods about VR resource 

configuration on public opinion management. One 

is paying attention to measurement of ability on 

human capital. We make the standard for judging 

human capital values and setup measurement of 

ability model on human capital values according 

from human capital’s marginal output effect theory. 

Another is designing two-way selection model and 
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optimization model of VR resource configuration 

based on ability through researching the 

configuration about resource and methods to how 

to improve efficiency. They can’t make the best 

model of VR resource configuration on public 

opinion management though the two models have 

their advantages and disadvantages. The research 

will judge configuration can be fit for position of 

demand from based on configuration status of job 

position, interesting and ability on public opinion 

management. The configuration of resource will be 

reasonable optimized and combined about its 

future on the basis of its status. So the writer tried 

to resolve the VR resource configuration problem 

based on information and Bayes theory. 
[3]

 

 

Based on the objective circumstances of rapid 

development of public opinion management and 

shortage of professional configuration, the writer 

researched some popular methods of VR resource 

configuration and tried to setup VR resource 

configuration model based on Bayes theory. Bayes 

theory is parametric probability density estimation. 

It is regarded parameter as a random variable. It 

estimates parameter according to the observation 

data and prior probability parameters. Based on 

application of Bayes theory, When observing an 

event x, it estimate and give its internal parameters 

θ, it shows the degree of happens about event x. 

When you need to select an optimal value to do 

prediction, we select the distribution P(θ| x) and 

get the value of θ to make P(θ| x) maximum as the 

parameters form P(θ| x), we get the degree of 

parameters. The optimization model of VR 

resource configuration indicated probability 

function can be qualified job position from 

configuration status (i.e. the configuration can be 

qualified on the most suitable for the job).The 

verification about model can be selected P(θ) as 

conjugate prior distribution of P(x |θ).If there can 

have the same form the normalized results of P(x |θ) 

multiply P(θ) and P(θ) meet  P(θ) Conjugate to P(x 

|θ)(‘likelihood function’),that is to say the same 

form of posterior probability distribution and prior 

probability distribution can meet conjugate 

distribution verification. 

 
3.1 Optimal estimation to VR resource 

configuration based on Bayes estimation 

The essence of Bayes estimation is to get 

optimal estimation of parameter θ based on Bayes 

decision. It makes risk to minimization of total 

expectation. If selection of samples is qualified 

their job position, we will assume and estimate this 

following: Set ( )p   to priori probability density 

of estimated parameter θ and get values of θ 

relation with samples as shown in equation (1). Set 

the values of samples to parameters θ ， set 
ˆ( , )    to ̂  as loss function of estimated 

value , we will get equation (2) and get equation 

(3) as minimization of total expectation: 

1{ , , }nx x  dE     （1） 
2ˆ ˆ( , ) ( )         （2） 

ˆ( , ) ( ) ( ) ,
dE

R p x p x d dx    


  

（3） 

Define conditions of risk based on sample x 

to equation (4) and get as shown in equation (5) 

using by simplification: 
ˆ ˆ( ) ( , ) ( ) ,R x p x d     



 

（4） 
ˆ( ) ( ) ,

dE

R R x p x dx 

（5） 

Get the minimization values of R as 
ˆ( )R x with nonnegative value of 

ˆ( )R x  

and get equation (6): 

ˆargmin ( ),R x  
 

(6) 

Get equation (7) with optimal estimation: 

( ) .p x d   



 
(7) 

 

3.2 Estimation of the samples probability 

density function as configuration be qualified 

for their job 

We estimated parameters with the assumption 

that the sample probability density interval (the 

values of probabilities is 0 to 1) and directly get 

estimation of sample probability density function 

based on Bayes estimation with as shown in 

equation(8). 

( ) ( ) ( ) .p x X p x p X d  


 
（8） 

From equation (8), we got ( )p x X as 

posterior probability with weights of  in case 

where all parameters got to weighted average 

values of sample probability density. 

 
3.3 Analyze optimization model of VR resource 

configuration with calculation model  

We got parameter θ to the status of 

configuration competence for their job with 

α(0.5<α ≤1 with a random variable) and got p

（ θ ） to prior distribution with configuration 

competence . So we got the actual probability 

value: θ is the status of configuration, Dj is the 

numbers of job configuration, Dk is the 

observation results of status of configuration with 

the K-th. We got β(0<β≤1)  to prior distribution of 

values of configuration competence for their job, 

the following : p （ θ ） ≥β ； P （ θ ） = p

（θ1 .θ2 .θ3）,p (θ1) ≥0.5，p (θ2) ≥0.5， p (θ3) 

≥0.5； 

We got modified survey equation (9) 
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(9) 

p (θ1), p (θ2) and p (θ3) are respectively as 

prior probability with configuration‘s competence 

for their job of the achievements of configuration 

at past or present, the interesting of configuration 

and ability of configuration. We defined p (θ1) 

≥0.5,p (θ2) ≥0.5,p (θ3) ≥0.5 to reduce the times 

and costs of optimize resource  configuration. That 

is to say the degree of supporting configuration 

competence for their job with the status of them at 

present is not less than 50 percent. p (θ1),p (θ2) 

and p (θ3) have different degree of influence to 

configuration‘s competence their job on 

w1+w2+w3=1 and gave them to different weights 

as w1,w2 and w3,w1+w2+w3=1.We use the 

method to check and correct prior probability. 

 Fortunately, we got the optimization model 

of VR resource configuration just like equation: 

(10)
 

 
3.4 Method of analyzing data sample and 

building model 

Got the Prior distribution ( )p  from ; 

Got samples combined distribution from 

density distribution ( )p x  of unknown x to 

equation (11): 

1

( ) ( );
N

n

n

p p x 


 
(11) 

Got posterior distribution of  from Bayes as 

shown in equation (12) : 

( ) ( )
( ) ;

( ) ( )

p X p
p X

p X p d

 


  





(12) 

Got the optimization estimate of equation (13): 

( ) .p x d   



 
                (13) 

In the optimization model of VR resource 

configuration, we can optimize the degree of 

configuration competence for their job from 

calculating the prior probability, posterior 

probability of configuration based on Bayes theory 

and experimental samples which are determined to 

finish new job with new demand. (Figure 1) 

 
Figure 1. The optimization model of VR resource 

configuration based on Bayes theory 

 

4. PUBLIC OPINION VR 

CONTROL MODEL OF RESOURCE 

CONFIGURATION 

If an department could get estimation of 

sampling to configuration competence for their job 

using the conjugate prior distribution and data 

validation. They will get this following that the 

parameters of the probability is unlikeness; 

competent and incompetent results presents non-

uniform distribution. We transferred parameter θ 

with Bernoulli model and got Distribution form of 

results (P(x |θ ) =θ x (1−θ )
1−x

,their conjugate prior 

distribution conforms to beta. We made two 

parameters α and β to meet equation (14): 

 

（14） 

θ is the probability of configuration competence 

for their job(0<θ<1).We observed the degree of 

belief of parameter θ after updating x as this 

equation to be normalized. We calculated P (θ | x) 

over passing the denominator of equation of 

normalized constant and normalized after 

calculating. We use α as times of configuration 

competence for their job and β as not configuration 

incompetence for their job, and to them as 

distribution parameter of beta. We got two 

conclusions: One is 6 times of configuration 

competence for their job, 14 times of not 

configuration incompetence for their job, when we 

tested 20 times. Another is 9000 times of 

configuration competence for their job, 21000 

times of not configuration incompetence for their 

job, when we tested 30000 times. This conclusion 

clearly tested the degree of belief about this model. 
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It accorded with the maximum entropy principle of 

informational theory that the model tested 

distribution prior probability of configuration 

competence for their job based on their 

competence using with setting distribution prior 

probability as even distribution with information 

and Bayes theory. 

 

5 Conclusions 

By means of the modeling analysis, at the Public 

Sentiment normal distribution and network cluster 

associated premise, discuss the general regularity 

of public opinion information between the 

associated cluster organizations. Secondly, it is 

proposed that the association between the 

management and control of VR management. In 

turn can regulate the resource configuration of 

public opinion forming control or affect the 

extreme instance in the cluster, to reduce or 

enhance the relationship by the optimized model. 

 

Targeted a specific event or phenomenon, factors 

affecting the formation of public opinion is often 

complex and changeable. There are many 

uncertainties in which, from the chaos of 

individual opinion to have a marked tendency in 

the emergence of public opinion, the information 

generated evolution exists for the study of the 

common models. Journalism, "the rule of the 

majority" in the theory and psychology 

"psychological resistance" phenomenon, with the 

study of the evolution of public opinion 

information to learn from each other, mutual 

authentication, and thus confirmed the model made 

with the establishment of reasonable. 
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Abstract: The merger of computer science, 

mathematics, and life sciences has brought about 

the discipline known as bioinformatics. 

However, the transmission (e.g. training, 

learning, and teaching) of this knowledge 

becomes an important issue. Many tools have 

been developed to help the bioinformatics 

community with that transmission challenge. 

When selecting the best of these tools, called here 

BKTMS (Bioinformatics Knowledge 

Transmission Management Systems), there may 

be confusion. What makes a good BKTMS? How 

can we make this choice efficiently? These 

questions remain unanswered for many users 

(e.g. learner, teacher and student, trainer and 

trainee, administrator). This paper provides a 

critical review of 32 existing BKTMS and a 

flexible comparison. This review and evaluation 

will be used to gain insight into the tools, 

systems, and capabilities that will be added to or 

excluded from a new proposed model for the 

next generation of BKTMS, involving 

multidisciplinary, web semantic tools (e.g. web 

services, workflow) and standards like LOM, or 

SCORM. 
 

Keywords: bioinformatics, learning object, 

knowledge transmission, education, 

multidisciplinary. 

 

Introduction 

Bioinformatics allowed creation of vast 

knowledge amounts based on data, tools, processes, 

and technology. Bioinformatics aims to use and 

create technologies for identification, manipulation, 

modification, and creation of life science data.  

Currently, the transmission of bioinformatics 

knowledge and skills is a difficult task to 

accomplish [1].  The growing mass of 

bioinformatics knowledge, data, and tools has led to 

a growing need for adequate knowledge 

transmission and collaborative tools.  

The diversity of academic domains, student 

profiles, and skills requires the specialization and 

the personalization of bioinformatics training 

programs.  Over the past ten years, higher education 

institutions have begun to offer courses in 

bioinformatics and computational biology [2].  A 

survey conducted by Messersmith et al. shows that 

about 30% of United States universities offered 

bioinformatics educational workshops as of 2011 

[3].  Some high schools in the world have begun 

education in bioinformatics as well [4].  In addition, 

we are witnessing a growing development of tools 

for managing the transmission of knowledge using 

computer engineering, called computer-based 

training (CBT).  Users are faced with the 

difficulties of choice and the good definition quality 

of the results.  In the bioinformatics field, the 

complexities of the subjects (i.e. multidisciplinarity) 

and the diversity of training needs make a choice 

even more difficult.  Indeed, most of the 

management tools for bioinformatics knowledge 

transmission that have been developed in recent 

years are related to proprietary needs or specific 

bioinformatics software (e.g. ExPASy, EBI, NCBI, 

...).  Other management tools try to adapt existing 

educational frameworks to facilitate standardization 

of their content (e.g. E-Biomics, EMBR, 

OpenHelix, etc.).  Others tried to build new 

transmission strategies based on Bioinformatics 

knowledge networking (e.g. BTN, Biostar).  

However, it is difficult to select the appropriate 
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BKTMS from this panoply of BKTMS.  An 

evaluation of these tools proves necessary. 

For example, possessing statistics skills can 

qualify a person for several career profiles such as 

systems biology modeling, data analysis, or data 

modeling (data learning). This concept of 

knowledge transmission requires modularity of 

transmitted knowledge. In fact, to transmit the 

knowledge necessary for understanding complex 

concepts in bioinformatics and computational 

biology such as modeling of systems biology [5], 

[6], a BKTMS needs modularity to facilitate both 

transmitting and receiving. Standardization, 

modularity, reusability and flexibility prove to be 

important in the design criteria of BKTMS (Yusof, 

Mansur, & Othman, 2011; [8].  This paper presents 

a critique of 32 existing BKTMS and a flexible 

score-based comparison of these BKTMS with 8 

generic Learning Management System (LMS). 
 

1. Bioinformatics Knowledge Transmission 

Management System (BKTMS) overview 

A BKTMS is a web portal that provides 

resources for learning, teaching, training, or helping 

with executing bioinformatics work/problems.  It 

can be a learning object repository (LOR), learning 

management system (LMS), courses management 

system (CMS), virtual learning environment (VLE), 

computer based training (CBT) portal or a simple 

website.  These portals intend to offer a service to 

different groups of users in order to facilitate an 

understanding of specific tools, databases, 

functions, exercises, bioinformatics processes, 

programs, skills, and career profile requirements.  

In many cases, this service is made available for 

educational purposes in order to advance 

knowledge and understanding in bioinformatics. 

There are some existing portals.  What are 

their flaws and benefits? Table 1 indicates a number 

of portals reviewed with a standard set of 

theoretical parameters.  Some descriptive  

parameters and information can be found in the 

educational tools evaluation system literature 

(Landon, Henderson, & Poulin, 2006, [2].  Our 

selected features to describe tools are: tool 

identification (Portal name, Base Institution, 

contact/author, main Statement/Goals, 

URL/location, comments) and technical 

information (approach, login, freely downloadable 

accessible materials, updates clearly indicated, 

reviewing/ranking material option, searchable 

materials, trainer/contact information, information 

about training facilities, links to courses and 

events). 

Using these features, Table 1 describes 32 

BKTMS. With some BKTMS there was no clear 

approach in the design or learning strategy, but 

instead a presentation collection of training 

resources. Through the accessibility evaluation 

criteria, BKTMS are categorized as free, partially 

free (free for academic use for example), and paid 

systems. Free tools are preponderant. To the nature 

and organization of content, there is a low diversity 

of formats (usually slides, videos or text). The 

organization is usually related to owner activities. 

BKTMS are usually organized by topics, by 

subdomain, by tool (software, database), on 

application or case study (DNA sequence analysis). 

This organization diversity attests to the complexity 

of the bioinformatics domain, but reveals that 

standardization of the learning context should be 

evaluated for efficient bioinformatics knowledge 

transfer.  

Many of the tools and portal aspects 

mentioned previously are required for a competent 

bioinformatics training portal; however, a few new 

integrations would be useful as well.  Many portals 

include profiles and sign-in capabilities, but it 

seems that none use that function as effectively as 

they could.  A portal that allows users to sign-in to 

a profile, and customize that profile, could be a 

useful resource.  A function should be implemented 

that allows users to build and edit workflows or 

training lists and save them for future use.  This 

would drastically increase the teaching utility of the 

bioinformatics portal.  Users need to be able to 

communicate with one another, form groups, and 

share training lists with those groups.  An educator 

could compose a list of training materials and share 

that list with a group of students.  This would also 

be a useful resource when presenting bioinformatics 

workshops.  An application that can assess a user’s 

intention, skill level, and needs would be a 

beneficial application as well.  A user could sign-in, 

take an assessment, and have a generated list of 

training materials available to complete their 

desired intentions.  For example, consider a user 

who wants to learn to perform a sequence 

alignment.  Their assessment would indicate this 

need and generate a list of resources including 
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“Introduction to BioExtract Server,” “ClustalW 

Usage,” and “Phylogenic Tree Creation Tutorial” 

for example.  Since the content is aimed at the user, 

a rating system for content based on user 

background would be advisable.  Suggested 

categories of rating could be: high school student, 

post-secondary student, educator, and researcher.   

Table 1 allows us to understand the BKTMS 

tools diversity. The diversity is based on 

Bioinformatics sub-domains and Bioinformatics 

applications. This shows that evaluation criteria for 

managing knowledge transmission are not yet a 

priority in BKTMS tools. Indeed, these BKTMS  

lack the factors necessary for the establishment of a 

complete pedagogical method. We can cite the 

factors as course level, monitoring and evaluation 

of the receiver (e.g. trainee, student), and many 

others. We propose a more formal study of these 

critical tools to contribute to the improvement of 

the next generations of BKTMS tools. 
 

2. BKTMS Tools comparison 

a) Comparison principle  

We use criteria provide in  [10] because of 

its pluridisciplinarity and flexibility (Figure1). We 

provide a comparison of our review BKTMS (Table 

1).  That comparison involves 8 other LMS from 

EduTools and is described in [11]. 

Based on this information and our 

exploration of these tools, a grade table was 

proposed with KTMS in the rows and criteria in the 

columns (Table 2).  Each criterion was weighted 

based on its importance related to the BKTMS.  

Based on the calculated scores, the user can select 

appropriate tools or use radar or histogram chart 

visualization for more details.  The graphic 

visualization provides a snapshot of each KTMS 

position for each criterion (Figure 1 and Figure 2). 

  For simplification and compliance needs, 

grades for all criteria are brought to a discrete 

evaluation scale [1...8]. The numeric value of the 

evaluation may be changed, but with greatly 

improved ability to compare tools.  The comparison 

is based on our context and our need.  Each user 

can specify the priorities and degrees of importance 

to each criterion function in its own context.  That 

is to say each criterion may have a score of 1 to 8, 

and a weight to express its importance in the given 

context. 

 

b) Score calculation and comparison result 

visualization 

Scores were calculated using the simple 

expert’s (decision maker’s) additive utility function 

[12] (Eq.5) 
 

       (Eq.5) 

                                           

where   is the rating 

grade of the criterion  for each examined 

alternative BKTMS ,    is the number of 

criteria, and   is the weighted weight of a given 

criterion  (weight i on the total weight).   
 

c) Grades, score calculation and score 

visualization. 

Table 2 shows our BKTMS evaluation 

grades and scores. The first line contains the 

BKTMS name; lines 2 to 39 contain the KTMS 

grades for each criterion. The last line contains the 

score of each BKTMS weighting with the equation 

(Eq.5) formula. This table includes: grade for global 

criteria (white background) and detailed criteria 

(grey background), calculated score (black 

background) using equation (Eq.5), for global 

criteria (penultimate line) and detail criteria (last 

line). The first and second column contains the 

criterion name and its code, the third column 

contains the weight of the related criterion in our 

context. The remains columns contain the data 

related to each BKTMS. A high weight is put on 

pluridisciplinarity, collaboration, and networking 

criteria, given their predominance in bioinformatics. 

 Figure 2 shows radar chart visualization of 

KTMS global criteria scores (G) and detail criteria 

for each global criterion for more information: 

technical (T), pedagogy (P), interdisciplinary (I), 

communication (C), others (O) (related to Table 2). 

 

Conclusion 

How can one choose an appropriate 

BKTMS? What BKTMS should be used for what 

goals? What training? What learning? What level? 

What is a bioinformatics program? We can continue 

the list indefinitely.  Depending on one’s 

involvement in the pluridisciplinary education 

world like bioinformatics, researcher can be looking 

for answers to some of these questions.  This paper 

proposes some elements that can help in finding 

answers.   
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 This study has primarily focused on 

providing a standardized critique of the existing 

BKTMS critics review.  Even if the tools list was 

not exhaustive, it allowed us to present evidence of 

the strengths and failures of existing tools for 

bioinformatics knowledge transmission.    

Evaluation criteria were finally applied on the 

described BKTMS selected list. 

Figure analysis has shown that the existing 

BKTMS has a relatively low score compared to the 

8 selected LMS.  And yet these BKTMS have high 

grades in multidisciplinary criteria.  Through 

careful observation we noted that the grades for 

collaborativity, networking, and sharing criteria 

were low.  Even strong weighting of the 

interdisciplinarity criteria could not compensate for 

this weakness. 

This review and evaluation will be used to 

gain insight into the tools, systems, and capabilities 

that will be added to or excluded from a new 

proposed model for the next generation of BKTMS, 

involving web services and standards like SCORM, 

LOM, or IMS.  
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LOs: Learning Objects 

LORs: Learning Object Repository 

CBT: Computer Based Training 

LMS: Learning Management System 

KTMS: Knowledge Transmission Management System 

BKTMS: Bioinformatics Knowledge Transmission 

Management System 

SCORM: Sharable Content Object Reference Model 

VLEs: Virtual learning environments 

CBTE: competence-based teaching education,  

HBTE: humanistic-based teacher education,  
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List of figures 

 

 
Figure 1: Score visualization histogram for BKTMS based on global evaluation criteria T,P,I,C,O (black), and 

detailed criteria  (grey).  

 
  

Figure 2:  Score radar visualization of BKTMS based on global criteria (G). Zoom on detail criteria for 

each global criterion for more detail, technical (T), pedagogy (P), interdisciplinary (I), communication 

(C), others (O) (Table 4). 
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Bioinformatics 

Organization 

Bioinformatics 

Organization, 

Incorporated 

J.W. Bizzaro 

The Bioinformatics Organization develop computational resources to facilitate world-wide communications and collaborations 

between people of all educational and professional levels. It provide and promote open access to the materials and methods 

required for, and derived from, research, development and education. 

http://www.bioinformatics

.org/ 

Basic usage is free, Professionals has a 

cost.  

Uses Wikipedia as a base site or 

reference location. 

Unclear 
Yes, not 

required. 
Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes 

Compbiology 
 

Jennifer 

Steinbachs 
A computer biology related news site. http://compbiology.org/  Seems abandoned. Unclear 

Yes, not 

required. 
NA Yes No No No No No 

BioPlanet ISCB - Collection of bioinformatics training programm in the world and job search http://www.bioplanet.com/ 
 

Unclear No NA No No No No No Yes 

ColorBasePair - - 
Provide bioinformatics resources such as bioinformatics news, bioinformatics jobs, bioinformatics books, bioinformatics 

tutorials, bioinformatics training 

http://www.colorbasepair.

com/  
Unclear No Yes Yes NA No No No Yes 

MyBio Wikia 
 

BIO international event planing tool (see and be seen, networking, explore sessions event) 

http://mybio.wikia.com/wi

ki/Tutorials_in_bioinform

atics 
 

collection list Yes Yes Unclear NA Yes No No No 

e-proxemis SIB 
 

Bioinformatics learning portal for proteomics 
http://e-

proxemis.expasy.org  

Display tools and offsite tools based on 

type of research [ex. sequence 

classification = PROSITE, Pfam, 

PRINTS, etc..). Has practice lab for 

tools such as BLAST 

Try to fulfill resource requirements search by 

category of work being done. Similar for teaching 

tools 

Yes NA Unclear No No No No No 

Swiss Institute of 

Bioinformatics  
Peter Malama collection of bioinformatics resources (slides, video) organize in programms, workshops, practices labs 

 

Connexion between events and training 

courses. 
Foccus based organisation of resources No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SEQanswers 
USA and Chinese 

Universities 

 

 

SEQanswers provides a real-time knowledge-sharing resource to address this need, covering experimental and computational 

aspects of sequencing and sequence analysis 
http://seqanswers.com/ - integration, collaborativity, question based, wiki Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes NA NA No 

Galaxy 

The Huck Institutes of the Life 

Sciences, The Institute for 

CyberScience at Penn State, and Emory 

University 

Galaxy is an open, web-based platform for accessible, reproducible, and transparent computational biomedical research. 
http://wiki.galaxyproject.o

rg/ 

Workflow based tools and related 

learning resources 
topic based videos,  wiki Yes Yes No No Yes Yes NA NA 

eBiomics 

NBIC / 

Wageningen / 

ULB / SDC 

many persons 

Devoted to workbench basedn training in bioinformatics. It is composed of several interconnected sections that can be accessed 

through different interactive activities. The purpose of eBiomics is to familiarise users with bioinformatics analysis flows in 

diverse -omics applications. 

http://ebiomics.sdcinfo.co

m/ 

For each database or tool, they have 

"how to use this" sections, and a link to 

the tool. 

Try to fulfill resource requirements search by 

category of work being done. Similar for teaching 

tools. 

Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Bioinformatics 

Resource Portal   
providing resources 

http://bioinformaticstools.

webs.com/index.htm 
Many tools and databases are provided. 

 
No Yes No No No No No Yes 

European 

Bioinformatics 

Institute 

European 

Molecular Biology 

Laboratory 

Janet Thornton Provide advanced bioinformatics training to scientists at all levels, from PhD students to independent investigators. http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ 
 

Primary database. Find resources and training 

tools by research category. 
No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

GATK forum 
  

GATK is an industrial-strength infrastructure and engine that handle data access, conversion and traversal, as well as high-

performance computing features 

http://gatkforums.broadins

titute.org/  

Primary database. Find resources and training 

tools by research category. 
Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

National Center for 

Biotechnology 

Information 

NCBI 
board of 

members 
collection of learning resources for tools and  databases use in NCBI portal 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.g

ov/guide/training-tutorials/  

Primary database. Find resources and training 

tools by research category. 
No Yes Unclear No No No No No 

BioinformaticsOnline 

Bioinformatics 

Skill Development 

Programme 

Jitendra Narayan 

BioinformaticsOnline(BOL) is a bioinformatics education portal for the students of Bioinformatics and Biotechnology and 

specifically designed to help research scientist, working on various project. The aims at bringing together research scientists 

interested in Bioinformatics and allied fields and to support develop and spread Bioinformatics in a scientific, academic, 

technologic and industrial environment in India and abroad. 

http://www.bioinformatics

online.com/  

Separate by tools, databases, career, training, 

companies, etc... 

(not based off of discipline or anything) 

Yes Yes No NA Yes Yes No Yes 

Bioinformatics 

Training Network 

EMBL-EBI based 

maintainers 
EMBL-EBI 

The BTN is a community-based project aiming to provide a centralised facility to share materials, to list training events 

(including course contents and trainers), and to share and discuss training experiences. You are welcome to browse the site, and 

we encourage you to join us to share (license) information and materials – please register. 

http://www.biotnet.org/ 
Devoted to the 

teachers/professors/trainers 

Provide teaching resources based off of research 

category (proteomics, nutrigenomics, etc.), also 

list available workshops, and list training 

facilities. 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Online 

Bioinformatics 

Integrated Services 

(iBIS) 

University of 

Miami and 

OpenHelix 

University of 

Miami 

iBIS is UM’s online Bioinformatics Integrated Services portal. iBIS was developed particularly for biologists and medical 

researchers- it is a user-friendly, (fairly) comprehensive, customizable portal which includes education materials to guide you 

through your bioinformatics experience. The idea is that your saved workspace in iBIS contains links to all your frequently used 

bioinformatics databases, tools, or UM services. 

http://bio.ccs.miami.edu/ib

is/UMIBIS.jsp 

Student resources available through 

OpenHelix. 

Use of widgets to allow easy access of tools, 

databases, etc. Allows users to "save workspace" 

or list of tools present for certain research or 

training resources 

Yes No) No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Bioportal RENCI 
 

Stan Ahalt 

We bring the latest cyber tools and technologies to bear on pressing problems. We work with scientists who study critical issues 

from climate change to the causes of cancer. We form research teams that involve faculty members at universities across North 

Carolina and the U.S. and that are positioned to bring major research projects to North Carolina.  We partner with North 

Carolina government agencies so they are able to better serve the state’s citizens. 

http://www.renci.org/ 
 

More private group advancing computational 

technology. 
No NA Yes NA NA Yes Yes Yes 

Bioinformatics 

Institute of India (BII) 
- - Teaching for money http://www.bii.in/ 

 
Pay to train or learn bioinformatics Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Oslo Bioportal University of Oslo - 

The Bioportal at University of Oslo is a web-based portal for phylogenomic analysis, population genetics and high-throughput 

sequence analysis. The main advantage of Bioportal lies in an access to a parallel computational resource that enables 

demanding computations. Therefore, this resource is designed for large, time consuming computations rather than for an 

interactive use. 

http://www.bioportal.uio.n

o/  

Have some tools and instructions for use for 

phylogenomic analysis. Based off of tool name. 
No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

OpenHelix own company Mary E. Mangan 

OpenHelix empowers researchers by    providing a search portal to find the most relevant genomics resource and training on 

those resources;  distributing extensive and effective tutorials and training materials on the most powerful and popular genomics 

resourcs; contracting with resource providers to provide comprehensive, long-term training and outreach programs. 

http://www.openhelix.com

/ 
Must pay for training resources. 

Based off of ABC order of tool or database 

names. Have some free resources. 
No 

Partiall

y 
Yes No Yes No No No 

Canadian 

Bioinformatics 

Workshops 

bioinformatics.ca 

and supporters 
Michelle Brazas Provide workshops 

http://www.bioinformatics

.ca/ 

Have won many education awards, 

Might have to pay to attend workshops 

Host workshops around Canada and British 

Columbia on different bioinformatics topics. 

Such as: cancer genomics, metabolomics, 

thorough sequencing, microarray data analysis. 

No NA Yes NA No Yes No Yes 

eusol 
European 

Commission 

Dr. R.M. Klein 

Lankhorst 

The distributed bioinformatics platform aims at making state-of-the-art bioinformatics data and analyses available to all EU-

SOL partners, which will be offered training in utilizing this resource for their research. 

http://www.eu-

sol.net/science/bioinforma

tics/portal-overview 

Tomatoes information based. 
Provide tools, training of those tools, and 

databases related to bioinformatics on tomatoes. 
Yes Yes No NA Yes Yes Yes Yes 

BioStar Unclear 
Parnell 

Lindenbaum 

is site's focus is bioinformatics, computational genomics and biological data analysis. We welcome posts that are detailed and 

specific, written clearly and simply, of interest to at least one other person somewhere 

http://www.biostars.org/sh

ow/questions/ 
Question answers rating forum More of a question forum for bioinformatics. Yes NA No NA Yes Yes NA NA 

ExPASy SIB SIB 

ExPASy is the SIB Bioinformatics Resource Portal which provides access to scientific databases and software tools (i.e., 

resources) in different areas of life sciences including proteomics, genomics, phylogeny, systems biology, population genetics, 

transcriptomics etc. On this portal you find training resources from many different SIB groups as well as external institutions. 

http://expasy.org/ 
  

No Yes Yes NA Yes No Yes Yes 

EMBER Consortium EMBER 
 

online practical training resources designed to introduce a range of bioinformatics services, databases and software available on 

the Web 

http://www.ember.man.ac.

uk   
Course, Question, QUIZZ Yes Yes NA NA Yes Yes Yes NA 

The Bioinformatics 

Training Resource 
BTR 

 

BTR is an organized collection of links to online tutorials, online courses, essays, book chapters, course syllabi, glossaries, 

bibiliographies of key papers, etc. In short everything that interested scientists need in order to train themselved in the emerging 

discipline of bioinformatics. 

http://www.med.nyu.edu/r

cr/rcr/btr/    
No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Bioinformatics 
  

professional development courses for continuing scientific education. 
http://www.bioinformatics

.org/edu/  

use Moodle LMS tools use Moodle site based tools Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Virtual Academy of 

Bioinformatics 
BioInfoBank 

 
Bioinformatics master degree programs collection of courses (and lectures inside courses) built around a subject. 

http://lib.bioinfo.pl/progra

ms/view/1  
Formal academic course approach Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Babraham 

Bioinformatics 
Babraham Institute 

 
Collection of courses related to 30 bioinformatics research teams collaboration 

http://www.bioinformatics

.babraham.ac.uk/training.h

tml  

 
Research topic focus tutorial No yes No No Yes Yes Yes No 

OpenWetWare 
Collaborative 

effort  

OpenWetWare is an effort to promote the sharing of information, know-how, and wisdom among researchers and groups who 

are working in biology & biological engineering 

http://openwetware.org/wi

ki/ Wikiomics  
Wiki and collaborative Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 

DNA Learning Center 
  

The DNA Learning Center (DNALC) is the world's first science center devoted entirely to genetics education and is an 

operating unit of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, an important center for molecular genetics research. 

http://www.dnalc.org/abou

t/  
cognitive teaching, 3D course Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes NA 
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Table 2: BKTMS table for evaluation grades and scores calculation. 
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Overall architecture and implementation To 1 7 6 7 7 7 7 5 7 6 6 3 2 4 5 7 3 7 5 4 4 6 4 5 4 6 6 3 7 5 3 5 

Interoperability Ti 1 5 5 6 4 5 5 4 5 5 5 0 1 1 4 6 4 4 3 3 2 5 5 3 5 4 4 2 5 4 2 4 

Internationalization and localization Tl 1 6 5 5 6 6 6 5 5 6 2 0 0 0 3 3 3 4 4 2 2 4 3 3 3 5 4 2 6 4 3 3 

Accessibility Ta 1 3 4 4 3 8 3 3 4 6 7 4 5 4 5 3 2 5 5 3 4 5 4 2 6 7 6 5 3 6 5 6 

Adaptability Tc 1 6 4 6 6 7 5 5 6 5 2 0 1 1 3 4 3 3 3 1 2 4 4 2 3 2 3 3 5 3 2 4 

Flexibility Tf 1 5 5 5 6 7 6 4 6 6 8 0 0 1 7 3 3 3 2 1 2 4 5 1 4 3 3 3 6 4 3 6 

Extensibility Te 1 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 5 5 0 0 4 7 4 4 4 3 4 2 4 3 2 3 3 6 4 4 3 3 6 

Availability Tv 1 3 4 3 3 7 4 4 4 4 2 4 0 4 5 4 4 4 2 2 6 6 5 2 6 3 8 6 4 4 2 6 

Adaptivity Tp 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 4 2 2 4 6 3 2 4 5 1 3 4 3 4 4 7 4 3 5 4 3 6 

Collaborativity Tw 5 6 5 6 5 6 6 6 5 5 3 1 1 2 7 2 2 5 2 0 2 6 3 0 3 5 3 3 5 5 2 6 

LO interoperability Li 1 5 5 5 6 6 5 4 5 4 2 0 0 2 3 3 2 5 3 1 1 3 2 3 5 6 3 2 6 3 3 6 

LO contextualization Lc 1 6 6 6 5 7 4 4 6 4 1 2 2 1 6 8 5 4 2 4 3 5 3 4 4 3 5 2 4 4 3 6 

LO Diversity Ll 1 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 4 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 1 2 4 5 3 3 6 6 1 6 

LO Accessibility La 1 3 4 4 4 6 4 3 4 4 5 3 3 3 5 3 1 5 5 4 4 5 3 2 6 6 5 5 3 4 2 6 

LO architecture Lp 1 6 5 5 5 6 6 4 5 5 5 1 1 1 3 6 3 4 4 2 2 4 2 5 5 4 6 3 5 4 3 4 

LO Design and usability Lu 1 6 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 4 1 2 4 3 7 3 4 6 3 2 4 2 4 4 4 5 4 7 5 2 4 

LO Interactivity Ls 1 4 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 6 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 4 6 4 3 4 1 3 3 7 4 3 6 5 3 3 

LO Verification ability Lv 1 6 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 4 3 1 1 0 2 5 3 6 6 5 3 6 4 5 4 5 5 4 5 6 4 6 

LO tagging ability Lt 1 6 5 6 6 5 5 5 6 5 4 0 0 0 1 5 1 5 4 2 1 6 3 2 2 6 3 2 6 4 1 4 

LO Retrievability Lr 1 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 5 2 4 4 4 3 6 3 4 3 3 3 4 1 4 4 4 3 2 4 5 1 4 

LO Discipline dependence Ld 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 7 6 3 3 3 4 5 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 3 2 4 3 3 5 6 1 4 

Technical Criteria T 1 6 5 5 5 6 5 4 5 6 4 3 3 3 5 6 4 6 4 3 3 5 3 4 5 6 5 3 6 5 3 5 

Quality of pedagogy approach Pa 1 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 6 4 3 3 3 3 4 2 6 4 3 2 5 3 4 3 2 4 3 5 4 3 3 

Flexibility in pedagogy approach Pf 6 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 6 3 1 1 2 3 3 2 5 2 1 1 4 2 3 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 

Pedagogy criteria P 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 4 3 4 3 3 4 2 5 4 2 2 5 2 4 3 4 4 3 6 4 3 3 

Pluridisciplinarity cognitive map creation Ic 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 5 7 5 4 4 4 4 5 4 7 5 4 3 6 5 4 4 5 5 4 5 4 4 4 

Pluridisciplinarity learning language Il 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 5 7 1 1 3 4 3 3 6 6 3 4 4 2 4 5 4 5 5 6 4 4 5 

Dominant idea definition Id 5 4 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 6 4 4 4 5 3 4 1 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 3 5 

Pluridisciplinarity criteria I 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 5 6 3 4 4 4 5 4 6 5 4 3 5 4 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 4 5 

Diffusion canal quality Cd 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 7 4 3 2 2 5 4 4 3 5 3 1 5 4 5 4 4 3 3 6 5 3 4 

Information sources quality Ci 1 7 6 6 6 6 6 7 6 5 5 6 6 5 6 6 5 4 4 2 2 6 4 6 5 5 5 5 5 6 2 5 

Canal capacity Cc 1 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 5 3 1 2 2 3 4 3 4 6 3 2 7 3 6 3 3 3 3 6 4 3 4 

Communication criteria C 1 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 6 4 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 3 2 6 3 5 4 4 4 4 6 5 3 4 

Online Gradebook  O1 1 8 0 4 7 5 3 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 0 0 

Student Tracking  O2 1 2 1 3 5 6 5 6 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 4 1 5 3 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 2 0 2 4 0 0 

Real-time Chat  O3 1 6 1 4 6 4 6 4 2 0 4 0 0 0 3 3 1 6 2 0 0 4 0 2 0 6 0 0 5 4 0 0 

Automated Testing Management  O4 1 8 0 3 5 5 4 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 0 

Self-assessment  O5 1 6 1 3 4 3 5 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 

Other Criteria O 1 7 1 4 4 5 4 5 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 4 3 0 0 2 1 2 0 2 1 0 4 4 0 0 

SCORE GLOBAL CRITERIA 

 

10 4.9 4.2 4.5 4.5 5.2 4.5 4.5 4.5 5 4.5 2.8 3.5 3.2 3.6 4.6 3.1 5.3 4.4 2.8 2.3 4.8 2.9 3.9 3.8 4 4.2 3.2 5.4 4.2 3.1 3.8 

SCORE DETALS CRITERIA   57 4.9 4.2 4.6 4.6 5.4 4.6 4.5 4.6 4.9 3.9 1.8 1.8 2.4 3.8 4.2 2.7 4.8 3.7 2.4 2.3 4.4 2.5 3.1 3.5 4.1 3.7 3.2 4.9 4.5 2.5 4.2 
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Abstract— The ICT industry has been growing at a fast rate 
down the previous years in different countries around the world. 
As a matter of fact, the energy consumption of this industry 
accounts for 2% of the world's carbon emission. Consequently, 
this has led to an adverse impact on the global environment, 
mainly in the form of climate change. As such, it is becoming 
increasingly important to properly manage our energy 
consumption. To be able to optimize energy consumption within 
the ICT industry, it is of utmost importance to understand where 
and how energy is consumed within organizations in the sector. 
Accordingly, this paper holistically focuses on the key areas of 
energy consumption within ICT organizations. It also addresses 
key features towards green practices, for example, in the business 
process and green technology applications. 

Keywords— Micro-Level Analysis, Green ICT Organisations, 
Sustainable Energy Consumption  

I.  INTRODUCTION  
In recent years, the Information and Communications 

Technology (ICT) industry has been one of the fastest growing 
industries in several countries around the world [1]. Businesses 
today are dependent on the use of ICT resources in the main 
forms of computing and networking technologies in routine 
business operations due to the various advantages provided by 
their adoption [2]. However, it has been estimated that during a 
normal working day within companies, computers are in use 
for around 4 hours and idle for another 5.5 hours on average 
[3]. Similarly, energy consumed in un-optimized business 
processes can also contribute to energy consumption within the 
same organization [4]. A typical example involves an employee 
having to travel in order to meet a supplier to get a quotation, 
where a simple phone conversation could have been more 
energy efficient.  

As such, energy inefficiency due to the unsustainable use of 
resources within such organizations directly impacts the 
environment negatively, mainly in the form of climate change 
which is currently being experienced in several countries 
around the world. Studies have estimated that ICT accounts for 
2% of worldwide carbon emissions which is the same level of 
CO2 emissions as the airline industry [5]. In order to determine 
the key steps towards improvement of energy efficiency within 
ICT organizations, it is of utmost importance to gain a holistic 
understanding of a typical ICT organization's energy 

consumption. This paper presents a study made on the different 
key areas of energy consumption within ICT organizations 
identified in a previous work [34]. The study focuses on ICT 
organizations which refer to companies whose profit making 
revolves around ICT, even though such organizations may vary 
in terms of different parameters including size, location, type of 
organization and internal processes [34]. Examples of ICT 
organizations include software development companies, 
business process outsourcing companies, call centers, 
telecommunications companies and computer shops.  

II. ANALYSIS OF KEY ENERGY CONSUMPTION AREAS 
Within ICT organizations, the different key areas of energy 

consumption include equipments consuming power, business 
processes, the building, business products and employee 
operation [34]. An analysis on how energy is consumed within 
each identified key area is made as follows:  

A. Equipments Consuming Power 
In Physics, the terms energy and power are closely related, 

where energy is defined as the total amount of work done 
during a time period and power is defined the rate at which a 
system carries out the work [6]. Both power and energy are 
measured in watts. Within ICT organizations, several electrical 
and electronic devices are present which consume energy. 
Among ICT resources within data centers in general, most 
power is consumed in four main categories namely ICT load, 
cooling system, power conversion (e.g. from power distribution 
sources) and hostelling (including lighting and other 
overheads) as depicted in Fig. 1 [7,8]. 

 
Fig. 1. Power Consumption from ICT resources 
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These different categories are better described as follows: 

1. Critical computational systems 

A big percentage of the energy consumed in this category is 
from ICT load, which accounts for around 40% of overall 
consumption involving use of servers, computers, networks 
and storage devices. In this category, most of the energy, 
representing 62% of this category's total energy, is spent on 
computers, servers and monitors [7]. Servers, which need to be 
in constant waiting mode in order to service requests from 
clients, consume a lot of power via their memory and 
processors. Even though server processors are controlling and 
restricting their power usage, the amount of memory used 
within a server is continuously growing and this growth 
adversely increases power consumption by computer memory 
[9,10]. The approximate percentage of power consumption by 
the different sub categories in critical computational systems 
are better depicted in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Power Consumption from ICT equipments 

Likewise, networking is a big source of power consumption 
representing 31% of the total power consumed from ICT 
equipments, as shown in Fig. 2. Most ICT organizations have 
got their Local Area Network (LAN), interconnected by 
different networking devices including hubs, routers, switches, 
and bridges; and interlinked by different transmission media 
where the most common one being the copper-based twisted 
pairs cabling [11]. Among the networking devices within a 
LAN, the network switch is considered as most power hungry 
device [12]. This is because network switches conduct different 
network infrastructure tasks and in the process, a considerable 
amount of power is used. Finally, among ICT equipments, a 
significant 6% of total power consumption is by printers. 
Different types of printers are used in organizations including 
laser printers, inkjets and thermal printers [12]. These devices 
consume power during the production of hard copies of output.  

Now, in terms of the power breakdown across different 
components of a computer, studies based on a laptop computer 
connected wirelessly to the Internet and sharing data [13], 
showed that the central processing unit (CPU) and network 
adapters consume most of the power (34%). The CPU 
consumes power during processing while the wireless network 
card is responsible for providing the networking capabilities of 
the computer. Other important sources of power consumption 
on the same chart is from the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 
backlight for display, 3D or graphics card for enhanced display, 
power supply for power provision and conversion, the hard 
disk for secondary storage, and memory in the form of random 
access memory (RAM) and read only memory (ROM). The 
complete power breakdown is shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Laptop Power Consumption Breakdown 

Besides power consumption from devices, a computer 
system involves continuous processing of instructions fed to 
the machine, which contributes to power and energy 
consumption. The set of instructions to perform a specific task 
is known as a software and different software having the same 
aim (for example, web browser and movie player) utilize 
different amount of energy especially in two ways, namely 
when running a workload and while being idle [14]. Workload 
energy is when active computation is being performed and idle 
energy is when no useful work is being done by the software. 
This is similar to energy consumption by devices where both 
during processing and when being idle, power is consumed. 
The difference in software energy consumption is due to 
several reasons where some of the most common ones being 
the platform used for software development, middleware used 
as the operating system, coding style of the software engineer 
and complexity of the features within the program [15]. 

2. Cooling systems 

Virtually every watt expended in computer processing, 
power supplies, lighting, among others, is eventually turned 
into heat and an organization must make arrangements to 
remove that heat. Cooling, which is the removal of waste heat 
generated by these electronic equipments usually consumes 
around 35% of the overall power consumed in data centers [8]. 
Determination of the power consumed from cooling within 
energy intensive environment is difficult because of external 
factors, including the outside air temperature. For instance if 
the outside air temperature is higher than that within the 
organization's building, then a considerable amount of energy 
is needed to dump large quantities of heat outside. Other 
factors affecting energy consumption from cooling systems 
include [8]: 

• method of cooling used  
• effectiveness of the design and installation 
• level of maintenance applied to installation 
• solar gain of the organization's building 
• use of air or water economizers that take advantage of 

cooler conditions 
 
3. Power conversion 

This category includes UPS and power distribution units 
and accounts for around 20% of power consumption within 
organizations [8]. Electric current is conveyed to a computer 
system in two stages. In the first stage, power is supplied to the 
computer case from electrical wall socket via the power cord to 
the computer. Today, due to high competition in the market, 
suppliers are selling different types of power conversion units 
with different price ranges and energy efficiency [16]. 
However, several companies tend to go for cheaper and 
inefficient power supplies, which inefficiently convert 
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alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC) thereby 
increasing power consumption.  

The UPS consumes a big amount of electricity during 
power conversion [17]. The most popular power conversion 
type used by such devices is the online double conversion 
method, which takes in the mains voltage and converts it to 
direct DC in order to charge standby mode batteries within the 
UPS. This DC current is then fed into an inverter, which 
presents clean mains voltage to the IT load. The reason why 
this method is popular is because it fully segregates the load 
from the incoming supply and the direct connection of the 
inverter to the batteries, meaning that the supply is never 
interrupted at all. However, the negative consequence is that 
the AC to DC conversion, followed by a DC to AC conversion 
and the output transformer is very inefficient leading to 12 to 
15% of the power is lost as heat in the UPS [8]. This heat 
dispersed to the air is also to be handled by cooling techniques. 
For smaller systems, transformer-less version of UPS is 
recommended, which run more efficiently with only 3% of 
losses. 

4. Hostelling  

This includes everything else that do not form part of the 
above categories. This category accounts for the remaining 5% 
of power consumption and cater for lighting and all the 
different building overheads in the organization, such as 
consumption by smoke detectors and alarms, among others [7, 
8]. Good lighting is extremely important within organizations 
since it provides a comfortable visual working environment to 
employees. This becomes even more important if the building 
hosting the company has not been sustainably designed to use 
sunlight for lighting purposes. 

B. The Building 
In the world, buildings are considered as one of the biggest 

consumers of energy, accounting for 25% to 33% of all energy 
use and a comparable amount of GHG emissions [18]. Also, 
buildings account for approximately 16.7% of the world's fresh 
water withdrawals, 25% of its wood harvest, and 40% of its 
material [19]. In addition to power consumed within buildings 
as described in the previous section, building hosting an 
organization in itself is a source of energy consumption. 
Previous studies showed that buildings account for 33% of total 
energy use in Canada, 17% of total energy use in Mexico and 
40% of total energy use in the U.S [20,21].  

The placement, design, and construction materials used can 
affect the energy efficiency of buildings . For instance, during a 
sunny working day, the amount of heat absorbed by the 
building is high, which raises the internal temperature and 
energy consumed of the building and as such, more powerful 
cooling techniques have to be adopted to reduce the heat within 
the building. Similarly, the positioning of the building has an 
effect on its energy flow and is important to consider during 
building design in order to make most out of the sunlight and 
wind energy [22,23]. In the past, much emphasis was not put 
on sustainability factors during building construction. The 
energy consumption of unsustainable buildings is higher and 
poses the following major negative consequences to 
organizations: 

1. higher expenses from utility bills (water, electricity, gas, 
etc) thus affecting the profit after tax of organizations 

2. does not raise awareness on “going green” 

3. reduced productivity of employees 
 

Not adhering to sustainable building construction 
techniques can lead to energy loss from different resources 
including water, sunlight, air, etc. For example, instead of 
using lights within buildings, glass panes can be used to allow 
natural lighting of office areas. Likewise, instead of cooling via 
fans or air conditioners within a building, natural airflow can 
be used similar to rainwater or recycled water, which can be re-
used for irrigation or cleaning [23]. 

C. Business Processes 
The collection of tasks designed in order to produce a 

specific output is referred to as a business process, which is 
another source of energy consumption within organizations [4]. 
Example of business processes include logistics process, 
accountability process or procurement process. Business 
Process Management (BPM) refers to the theories, methods, 
and techniques which support the design, composition, 
enactment, assessment, and supervision of business processes 
[24,25]. During a business process, work is done in order to 
accomplish goals and in the process, energy is consumed. 
However, the amount of energy consumed relies on the amount 
of work done. For example, consider the supplier payment 
process where an accountant within an organization has to get 
money transferred to another organization. If this process is 
done traditionally as depicted in Fig. 4, there is the 
involvement of a messenger who has to physically move (drive 
or via some other transport means) to the bank and then after 
performing the transfer, move back to the office.  

 
Fig. 4. Un-optimized business process for bank transfer 

In this traditional process, there is much energy 
consumption at the different stages. First of all, the accountant 
expends energy by giving instructions to the messenger. Then, 
the messenger has to do work by moving from the accountant’s 
office to the car and when reaching the car, the messenger has 
to drive to the bank where again he has to move to the bank 
teller to get the money transferred. Finally, the messenger gets 
back to the car drives back to the office and walks in to give 
the accountant back the receipt. Different forms of energy are 
expended in the process (e.g. petrol/oil used while commuting) 
where the business process could have been optimized as 
shown in Fig. 5. This is one among the various examples of un-
optimized business processes which are present within ICT 
organizations. 
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Fig. 5. Optimized business process for bank transfer 

In general, ICT is deemed to have positive effects on the 
environment, where through the use of ICT resources, energy 
efficiency can be increased via automation, monitoring and 
management, dematerialization, and travel substitution [26]. In 
this money transfer scenario, if the organization has access to 
internet banking facilities, the accountant can himself login to 
the bank's website via the internet and then transfer the money 
within a few minutes. Much energy is saved in the process 
which is quicker and environmental friendly at the same time. 
Furthermore, even today, very few organizations have defined 
business processes that contain definitions for energy 
management. For instance, if the business practices of an 
organization are depleting a finite resource over a short period 
of time, then the organization is not expected to be around for 
long [27]. In this context, resources refer to supplies used over 
time to operate a business and these include energy, cash, 
water, lighting, staffs, among others. Unsustainable business 
processes can be in the form of bad or improper production 
planning and organization, incorrectly using equipments, 
excessively consuming paper, inappropriate document 
shipping, un-optimized travelling and logistics, insufficient 
automation, among others. These inefficiencies contribute to 
increasing energy costs while at the same time affecting the 
environment [28]. However, there is a lack of experimental 
validation on how much energy is consumed or wasted from 
these different business processes. 

D. Business Products and Services 
The product(s) of an organization is result of an act or a 

process established by the organization which it 
commercializes in order to make money. In organizations, 
products are in the form of goods, software solutions, hardware 
and services provided to clients. In the design and 
manufacturing phase of a product, it is essential to consider its 
life cycle. A product’s lifecycle consists of all the different 
activities that go into the fabrication, transportation, usage and 
disposal of the product. In other words, the life cycle of a 
product consists of a different phases starting from raw 
materials extraction, through design and creation, processing, 
fabrication, packaging, use, re-use, recycling to finally end 
with disposal as waste [29]. During each of the above phases of 
the life cycle of a product, from its cradle to grave, work is 
done and also energy is consumed. The energy consumed 
during the different phases of the product life cycle for 
different types of products can be in different forms, ranging 
from thermal energy involved during the manufacturing 
process, to mechanical energy involved during the usage of the 
product until its disposal. The energy hidden through the life 
cycle of products is also referred to as grey energy. As an 
example, consider the manufacturing stages of a Laptop within 
a company specialized in the manufacturing of laptops as 
shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Life cycle of a laptop [28] 

 
A considerable amount of energy and resources is needed 

for the building up of a laptop [30,31]. In the manufacturing 
process of a laptop, energy is consumed at all the different 
stages starting from the raw material extraction, to the 
production of the basic materials, packaging, assembly, 
distribution, use and reuse, before finally being disposed. A 
study found that the manufacturing process of an average 
desktop computer with a monitor needs approximately 1.8 tons 
of total raw materials and other natural resources [32]. 
Furthermore, the production process of the same needs 22 kg of 
chemical products, 240 kg of fossil fuels and 1,500 kg of water. 
Upon the end of the lifecycle of the product, many parts which 
needed a big amount of energy in the fabrication process (e.g. 
semiconductors) are destroyed during the end of product life, in 
the recycling process. These destroyed parts are never 
recovered back again. As such, it is very important to 
efficiently use such products and if possible, re-use existing 
products of same type via product upgrade or recycling. 

Likewise, energy is consumed during work done while 
providing services by a particular business [33]. Providing 
services to clients contributes to profit making by businesses, 
similar to the selling of business products. During the complete 
lifecycle of a particular service, energy is consumed when 
work is done at the different stages of the service life-cycle 
including planning, delivery, operation and management. Even 
at the end of the life-cycle, materials used (e.g. paper, CDs, etc) 
in the early stages  have to be disposed or reused and again this 
contributes to the overall energy consumption by the 
organization. 

E. Employee Operation 
By doing work within organizations, energy is consumed 

by all the employees [38]. For example, a software engineer 
writing codes on a computer system during a particular 
working day has to use his hands and brains for writing and 
thinking respectively. Similarly, a cleaner moves from one 
place to another in the office in order to clean the floor and the 
office facilitator commuting in order to purchase office 
supplies. The amount of energy consumed to do a piece of 
work varies according to the amount of work done as well as 
some internal and external factors to the employee. Internal 
factors relate to the personal characteristics of the employee 
and these include working experience, skill set, motivation 
level, and age, among others [34]. External factors originate 
from the external or working environment and these include 
building room temperature, amount of light available, and 
noise level of the environment. Similarly, different employees 
within the same organization can take different amount of time 
to do the same allocated task or piece of work, affected by the 
above discussed internal and external factors. By putting in 
different amount of effort or by consuming different amount of 
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time to do an allocated task, this implies different employee 
also consume different amount of energy to do the same piece 
of work.  

Furthermore, employees are critical in cutting down energy 
waste within organizations. Recent studies have shown that 
employees could save UK organizations £500 million and 2 
million tonnes of CO2 where each individual employee’s 
efforts can help to reduce 220 kg of CO2 emissions [35]. 
Similarly, the European Environment Agency showed that 
between 2005 and 2009, the electricity consumption per 
employee showed an annual growth at a rate of 1.3% during 
the same period due to the increased use of air conditioning and 
of ICT and electronic equipments [36]. Also, in a survey 
conducted on 300 respondents [37], ICT managers were asked 
to deduce the awareness level for the other employees of their 
organizations towards energy efficiency. Results showed that 
less than one fifth of organizations monitor how employees 
reduce their energy consumptions.  

III. TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
As a potential solution to reduce energy consumption in 

each key energy consumption area within ICT organizations, 
green technologies and green ICT best practices can be adopted 
[39, 40]. Typical examples of green ICT best practices include 
switching off devices after use, adoption of computer power 
management techniques, using energy efficient devices and 
printing minimization [41]. Furthermore, green building 
techniques, green business process design practices and green 
manufacturing techniques can be adopted to improve the 
energy efficiency of buildings, business processes and products 
respectively. Some common green building design practices 
include optimized building orientation in order to minimize 
solar heat gains, rainwater drainage systems to collect rain 
water for reuse in toilets and for irrigation and use of solar 
panels to supplement power consumption within the building. 
As discussed earlier, employees are critical in cutting down 
energy waste within organizations. To improve employee 
awareness in ‘going green’, green education, in the form of 
training on environmental or sustainability topics can help 
employees see why being environmentally conscious is 
important and how it helps both themselves and the company.  

IV. FUTURE WORKS 
As described in the paper, there is still lack of experimental 

validation on the different key areas of energy consumption 
within ICT organizations. The micro-level analysis conducted 
in this study helped to further break down these identified key 
areas in order to facilitate experimentation. The energy 
consumed within each key area can now be experimentally 
verified in order to answer the following main questions on: 

1. the energy consumption breakdown of the key areas 
(in terms of percentage), 

2. energy consumption optimization for each key area,  
3. the identification of which energy consumption area 

has more negative consequences on the environment, 
4. compatibility of the identified key energy 

consumption areas with varying types of ICT 
organizations. 

However, before the experimentation process, the energy 
consumption metrics and measurement techniques to be used 
within each key area have to be identified. With the resources 
available (e.g. metrics, devices and tools), experimentation can 

then be conducted in varying types of ICT organizations in 
order to confirm the above questions. Furthermore, a holistic 
dynamic framework can be created with the aim to optimize 
energy consumption within ICT organizations based on the 
previous work [34], complemented with the micro-level 
analysis in this paper. The framework will also help towards 
energy efficiency improvement and cost reduction within ICT 
organizations. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In order to reduce energy consumption within ICT 

organizations, it is of utmost importance to understand the key 
sources of energy consumption within such organizations. This 
paper holistically breaks down and discusses the key areas of 
energy consumption within ICT organizations in terms of its 
electrical and electronic devices, business processes, building, 
business products and employee operation. It also identifies 
avenues for different works to be conducted in the area of 
green technologies. 
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Abstract— Maintainability denotes the ease of a defect 

correction or software changes that is extremely dependent on 

how simple the software can be understood and tested. The 

flexibility of a system is strongly linked to the maintainability of a 

system. High maintainability is essential for systems that are to 

go through periodical revisions and for products that are 

developed quickly. Most of the researchers do not have the 

adequate knowledge to define how maintainability quality factor 

should be assessed. This paper aims to claim the entities to be 

used in placing maintainability requirements and describe them 

into metrics. Then the main contribution of the proposed 

manuscript is the interpretation of the vague external 

maintainability quality attribute or in other words the imprecise 

non-functional requirements into specific structured functional 

requirements for implementation in the software system project. 

Keywords— Maintainability Attribute; Software Maintenance; 

Maintainability Metrics; Maintainability Requirements. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

With the upraising trend in products’ complexity and size, 
software maintenance tasks have turned to be more and more 
problematic. Developing high quality software should be one 
of the main targets of any software engineering process 
independent of the development paradigm in use [1]. In 
software engineering, quality characteristics are typically 
categorized as internal or external. That is, the design of any 
software product is said to possess a number of measurable 
internal characteristics having a causal effect on external 
quality characteristics, such as maintainability.  

Maintainability is a critical quality attribute that requires 
providing significant resources (human, technical, financial) 
during software lifetime. Software maintenance ought not to 
be a design second thought. Maintainable software products 
and fielded software should be updated hence enhanced much 
more rapidly and at a lesser cost and also should be reused 
thus alleviating costly update time. As well, faults diagnosis 

and correction reduces system downtime, ensures system 
availability and helps in meeting delivery schedules.  

Studies conducted by the Standish Group Report of period, 
between 2002 and 2004, indicate that more than 70% of 
software projects were totally collapsed, exceeding the 
estimated delivery due and did not meet user requirements or 
even cancelled before issuing the software [2]. Since hundreds 
of software applications alternatives exist, more focus, effort 
and resource on software maintenance is needed for that. The 
effort needed for maintaining software after its issue might 
exceed 70% of overall effort spent in development [3]. In 
terms of financial resources needed, more than 80% of 
estimated funds might be directed to maintenance. 
Accordingly, early prediction of maintainability is desirable 
given that software maintenance has long been regarded as 
one of the most resource-consuming development phases. For 
example, reference [4] and [5] previously suggested that over 
60 percent of the total lifetime cost of a system is spent on 
maintenance. 

Various development artefacts, such as requirements, 
design and code documents have disclosed the majority of 
software faults prior to testing and enhanced the ability to 
make meaningful assessments and predictions of software 
product quality. Quality assessment is indeed problematic and 
the puzzling problem is to identify what is meant by users’ 
demand of a robust, reliable, efficient and maintainable system 
[6]. Reference [7], for instance, provides a definition for 
software quality but does not give clues for assessment; the 
machine learning approach outlines an assessment 
nevertheless not so clear to quality definition. The software 
quality assessment became a vital aspect in software 
development. Continuous computer application could not be 
broadly employed without controlling efficient maintainable 
software. The software quality assurance for both developers 
and users is essential. Nevertheless, it is not easy to assess 
software quality in software engineering field. 
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Previous quality models provide more like characteristics 
of an art rather than an engineering discipline. There occur no 
common acceptable guidelines for quality assessment. Several 
quality frameworks have been suggested in the literature, 
though no one has been broadly practised in software industry 
or even appeared as a potential standard. Quality criteria are 
expressed in terms of abstractions with no detailed 
specification. It is difficult to operationalize in practice. 
Further, reference [8] ensured that standardisation of concepts 
and terminology is missing in the software quality research, 
conveying the disjointed nature of the research area. Also, there 
exist very few references concerning software quality or 
quality management literature in addition to inconsistency with 
relevant international standards in software quality such as 
reference [7]. 

Current approaches for software quality assessment depend 
on the measurement of time and effort to accomplish tasks 
associated with the software quality attribute. These 
approaches generate objective measures but do not provide 
the representation condition of assessment for the quality 
attribute. Most of the existing models adopted for software 
development process use the result of design, implementation 
and test phases; whereas the assessment of the software 
desired characteristics in the early phase of software 
development process would better support risk management 
and effort estimation associated with software projects. 

Robert Charette states that "satisfying the non-functional 
requirements is often more vital than satisfying the functional 
requirements in terms of the system’s perceived success or 
failure in real world environment" [6]. Therefore, it is crucial 
to fulfill not only the functional requirements or services that 
the system should serve, but also the characteristics 
representing the non-functional requirements that influence the 
quality of the global system architecture [9]. The selection of 
an appropriate architecture for a software system is an open 
research problem that has been extensively tackled in the 
literature [10]. Accordingly, dealing with quality attributes in 
the shape of non-functional requirements does not provide 
developers with enough information about what kind of 
artefacts to use to satisfy such requirements. The features 
represent particular functionalities that can be built into a 
software system. Since functional requirements describe the 
functions that the software is to execute, these functional 
requirements need to be explicitly specified, just like any other 
functionality. Consequently, the proper description of these 
functionalities in the requirements specification leads to the 
expected built-in into the system. 

II. OVERVIEW ON MAINTAINABILITY PRACTICE 

Software maintenance is the doings of faults correction in 
the software system, to adapt it to environment changes. 
Maintenance takes from 40 up to 80 percent of software costs 
hence it is possibly the most vital phase of the software life 
cycle [11], [12], [13]. Reference [14] emphasized that systems 
built with modern development methods, such as analysis, 
prototyping and computer-aided software engineering are 
more reliable than others. Reference [12] views maintenance 
as the way for constructing something slightly different from 
what has been constructed before. The software quality 

attribute which is referring to maintenance is maintainability 
that is the ease of software system maintenance performance. 
It is crucial to discuss the maintainability quality in software 
system development and how common requirements on 
maintainability are expressed. The maintainability practice 
corresponds with theories in literature that are categorizing the 
maintainability requirements into requirements' specifications 
as briefly presented in the following. 

Maintainability is a key attribute in the dependability 
matrix bounded by [15]. In some cases, the maintenance 
activities could be handled by software users while commonly 
the vendor may take such responsibilities. In rare cases, both 
may contribute side by side to diagnose and undertake 
appropriate actions. Built-in features could automate a request 
delivery of maintenance needed. Enhancing the 
maintainability of software would affect the software quality 
positively. McCall (1977) proposed a matrix for quality 
attributes and investigated the different software phases of 
application development, adaptation and maintenance as cited 
in reference [3]. McCall highlights the importance of simple 
software, modular applications, well-documented software and 
tools usage as key enablement of smooth maintenance. A 
number of limitations were pointed out for such matrix such as 
neglecting the complexity of some applications and how to 
trace system function in structured programs.  

Maintainability is the cost of allocating and fixing errors 
[16]. Reference [17] updated McCall's definition and 
expressed maintenance as the non-operational costs associated 
with a product after a successful user acceptance test. Without 
a proper system product documentation the cost rises and the 
maintainability drops [17]. According to reference [18] 
maintainability is an attributes’ set carrying the effort required 
to perform specified modifications. The ISO 9126-1 Quality 
Model defined maintainability as the ability of the software 
product to be modified including corrections, improvements or 
adaptations of the software to environment’s changes as cited 
in [19]. Maintainability or modifiability or extensibility deals 
with the ability to add unspecified future functionality. Then 
maintainability is the extent to which updating the software is 
facilitated to satisfy new requirements without affecting the 
operability of the software system, i.e. activities such as 
changing functions, correcting functions, adding and deleting 
functions must be easy to accomplish. This requires the 
following questions to be answered when measuring this 
attribute: Has a reserved memory capacity kept for future 
extension? Does the software allow for a change in its 
modular tasks? So as the maintainable software product 
should be well-documented. 

The term maintainability could be categorized into 
"corrective, adaptive and perfective maintenance" [20]. 
Corrective maintainability can be outlined as the ability to 
undertake certain type of maintenance activities for corrective 
or evolving purpose. The adaptive maintenance might take 
place in order to align the application with operational setting 
of environment that can be referred to change in hardware or 
database management system. Other cases of adaptive 
maintenance might be related to applying change in the 
software itself such as limited functionalities. Sometimes, 
maintenance may intend to optimize the software 
performance, update to newer version or enhance its interface 
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and system acceptance. And perfective is concerned with 
improvements performed for users’ fulfillment. 

Reference [21] defined maintainability from two different 
perspectives: reparability and evolvability. Reparability is 
more related to repairing software by dealing with errors 
raised and consequences resulting from such errors. The 
evolvability perspective deals with managing the ultimate 
change of user requirements and needs for more features and 
function to be embedded in the existing software. More 
involvement of human factors within different phases of 
software development would save evolving effort that might 
be needed in further stages. Evolvability is related to systems 
modularity that should rely on clear system specification so 
system maintenance could address the targeted modules with 
accurate and precise amendments. 

Additionally, reference [22] classified maintainability as 
general and specific. General denotes the adoption of software 
engineering principles which are supposed to provide high 
maintainability. Specific denotes the ease of changes that 
could be done. The standard IEEE 830-1998, IEEE 
Recommended Practice for Software Requirements 
Specifications [23] outlines a proposal for software 
requirements specifications which endorses that 
maintainability has to specify software attributes related to the 
ease of software maintenance itself such as requirements for 
modularity, interface, complexity, etc. Reference [24] 
describes software quality requirements like maintainability as 
generally specified instead of poorly specified in industrial 
requirement specifications. 

From ISO/IEC 9126-1:2001 perspective, the quality 
characteristic of maintainability is defined as the level of effort 
required for modifying the software product and can be sub-
divided into four measurable sub-characteristics: analysability, 
changeability, stability and testability. These sub-
characteristics are defined in [18] as: 

 Analysability: is the software product ability to 
diagnose failures’ causes for the parts to be amended; 

 Changeability: is the software product ability to specify 
modifications to be applied; 

 Stability: is the software product ability to avoid 
unanticipated impacts from modification; 

 Testability: is the software product ability to validate 
the modified software. 

III. MAINTAINABILITY METRICS 

The ISO 9126-1: 2001 [18] suite of maintainability metrics 
included:  

 Analysability Metric: Failure Analysis Efficiency 
(FAE) that is equal to Sum (T)/N, where T is the time 
taken to analyse each cause of failure (or time taken to 
locate a software fault) and N is the number of failures;  

 Changeability Metric: Modification Complexity (MC) 
that is equal to Sum (T) =N, where T is the work time 
spent on each change and N is the number of changes; 

 And Stability Metric: Modification Impact Localization 
(MIL) that is equal to A/B; where A is the number of 
emergent adverse impacts (failures) in the system after 

modifications and B is the number of modifications 
made.  

The ISO/IEC 14764:2006 maintenance standard states that 
a modification request can be classified as either a correction 
(corrective and preventive activities) or enhancement 
(adaptive and perfective activities). This is because software 
products typically include a large number of business rules 
and associated business processes, which have been shown to 
be the most unstable part of software applications [25]. This 
suggests a potential increase in the rate and number of 
corrective and perfective tasks required to keep up with 
rapidly changing business requirements [26]. Corrective 
maintenance refers to modifications necessitated by errors 
(that is defects) in a software product [27]. Perfective 
maintenance refers to modifications performed to provide new 
functionality or improvements for users [27]. 

On the whole, maintainability requirements are typically 
expressed in terms of a time metric, such as mean repair time, 
mean maintenance time, or administrative and logistics delay 
time; and a physical aspect, such as the replaceable items that 
must be available and modular [28]. Maintainability involves 
all restoring actions, not just hardware but as well consistent 
with the software maintenance. Reference [29] claimed that 
this concept includes two levels: the first level entails 
immediate problem resolution and the second entails software 
modifications for corrective or perfective maintenance. Mean 
time to repair (MTTR) applies to first level maintenance and is 
categorized as a quantitative requirement that is concerned 
with the restoration of the system back to its action, whereas 
modularity does cover the second level of software 
maintainability and could be considered as a qualitative 
requirement that tackles design and coding practices. 
Moreover, reference [29] addressed the software 
maintainability requirements at the first level as follows: 

 system monitoring capabilities; 

 problem cause diagnosis; 

 ease of installation; 

 operator control capabilities for corrective actions; 

 success detection possibility and service restoration; 

 restoration time display to convey affected software 
components. 

And at the second level, requirements should be addressing 
[27]: 

 code readability and conformance to coding standards 
and conventions; 

 documenting design; 

 abstraction and modularity; 

 analysis and ability of support systems detection such 
as simulators and drivers. 

IV. ADOPTED METHODOLOGY 

The authors’ main objective is to identify the 
maintainability quality attributes affecting the software project 
in an organization; this necessitates the need to use a mixture of 
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methods to collect data: from IT professionals and project 
managers through the conduction of semi-structured 
interviews, from official documents and through direct 
observation, to obtain a complete picture about a real 
maintainable software project and its essential role in the 
organization. The design of the conducted interviews was 
based mainly on the extensive literature review and guidance 
from the authors and their content was pre-tested with 
practitioners and academic experts. Minor alterations were 
made as a result of this pre-test. Interviews were conducted 
with a relatively small sample size of around 40 project 
managers (including requirements' engineers, system designers, 
software developers, system operational support, software 
maintenance specialists, testers, etc.) whom currently and 
previously were engaged in managing software development 
projects from the Information and Documentation Centre and 
also staff members of the Computing & Technology Faculty, 
due to their expertise in programming and analysis, within the 
collaborating institution.  

Any ambiguity on part of the interviewees during the pilot 
test was subsequently transcribed into the final questionnaire 
version. The study dealt with a concrete construct of particular 
importance to the surveyed individuals. Participants were asked 
simple questions; both questionnaires and interviews used 
similar schedules, leading to good alignment between research 
methods. The interviews were semi-structured, with the 
interviewer designing uptake questions based on interviewees’ 
responses. The core interview schedule included questions like 
the following: 

1. Please give example(s) of an assessment activity you 
used recently in your development in accordance to the 
concerned attribute. 

2. Describe the purpose of the assessment activity you have 
just mentioned. 

3. Illustrate other development practices that could be 
considered for usage? 

4. What do you think is the best way to assess the attribute 
of interest? 

Also, in order to ensure that all participants directly 
addressed the above four conceptions, at the end of the semi-
structured interview about assessment and its purposes, 
participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they 
agreed or disagreed with the suggested prompts taken directly 
from the questionnaire, relating to each conception. Potential 
responses to each interview question were recorded to ensure 
that each question sought sufficient and appropriate data. The 
resultant list of questions was reviewed and modified to 
respond to comments. In most cases, the participant’s answer 
to the questionnaire prompt matched the researcher’s holistic 
judgment of the interview data. Then for next stage, project 
managers would be asked to rate each question according to its 
relevant importance to the attribute under investigation. The 
type of system being developed impacts the project 
management methods i.e. commercial systems development 
differ from medical systems and would differ again from an 
internet based accounting application. Maintainability is a 
crucial factor in web-based applications. 

The highly structured questionnaire method and the semi-
structured interview provided evidence of consensus between 
methods. The questionnaire generally took participants 
approximately 20 minutes to complete, the interviews usually 
lasted for about an hour, giving more time to expose the 
variabilities and inconsistencies within human thinking as 
advised by reference [30] in (2005), and [31] in (1992). The 
questionnaire means scores for these related factors averaged 
out multiple constructs. The authors tried to fulfill the 
following in the conduction of this mixed method; structured 
questionnaire and data interview obtained from practitioners to 
examine their conceptions of assessment and ascertain the 
degree to which methodological artefacts impact on the 
attribute of concern which is maintainability, 

1. Structured and similar interview prompts and 
questionnaire items. 

2. Separate data collection through a short time period. 

3. Concrete presentation of the object of interest. 

4. Anchoring participants’ responses to a common context. 

5. Focusing on simple internal structure and avoiding 
hierarchical & complex structures. 

6. Using consensus and consistent procedures. 

The main advantage of using mixed method research is 
that data gained through different methods complement each 
other, overcoming weaknesses in individual methods. Pairing 
structured interviews with structured questionnaires would 
create methodological richness [32]. The mixed method 
demonstrate that triangulation through distinctly different 
methods can lead to confirmation and explanation of the 
circumstances of occurrence.  

Produced questionnaire, shown below in Table I, was 
employed after the modification of the questions according to 
the conducted interviews and was put into its final form until 
the authors felt confident that the questionnaire could be used 
for the intended survey which is to explore the maintainability 
requirements that have not yet been fully discovered. 

TABLE I.  PRODUCED QUESTIONNAIRE FROM THE CONDUCTED INTERVIEWS 

Importance 
Degree 

Question Element 

5 4 3 2 1 NA 
First: Questions relating to Corrective 
Maintainability  

      
1. Verifies the program output and sequential 

order of instructions for debugging 
purpose. 

      
2. Enables operator control capabilities for 

corrective actions like add, delete and 
modify. 

      3. Records the time taken to repair a defect. 

      
4. Provides time limit for debugging and 

error correction. 

           
5. Able to define time period between 

maintenance operations. 

      
6. Capable of reporting problem diagnosis 

with its affected software components. 

      7. Offers system monitoring capabilities.  

      
Second: Questions relating to Perfective 
Maintainability 
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5 4 3 2 1 NA 
Questions relating to Architecture and 
Design 

      

8.  Provides independent modules and 
separate specified program functions to be 
performed individually to ease plug in and 
reduces redundant coding. 

      

9.  Indicates the sequence, dependency and 
functionalities of software modules as 
well as the data structure and its control 
flow. 

      

10.  Identifies the number of (modules, 
comment lines, total lines of code, 
decision points, variables and processors 
used to indicate the degree of complexity).  

      
11. Provides factory abstraction pattern and 

template throughout the system.  

      
12. Indexing the software documents and its 

functions to facilitate the tracing task.  

      
13. Offers a suite of regression test cases to 

accompany the system can be a way to 
reduce the risk of introducing faults. 

5 4 3 2 1 NA Questions relating to Documentation  

      
14. Indicates ownership agreement to make it 

legal for the user to use and modify. 

      

15. Provides complete software 
documentations with precise description 
of software module, system 
functionalities, design, used programming 
language and software operational setting.  

      
16. States critical success factors of software 

implementation. 

      
17. Mentions the type of amendments that had 

been applied previously. 

      

18. Utilizes one set of coding standards: 
flowchart construction, input/output 
processing, error processing, module 
interfacing and naming of modules and 
variables. 

      
19. Delivers documentation in English 

language and in paper based form as well 
as in a unified mark-up language.  

      

20. Delivers documentation on the database 
schema in form of entity-relationship 
diagrams and the diagrams containing 
attributes and operations of the classes as 
well as the relations between them. 

      

21. Follow naming standardization encompass 
the systematic assignment of mnemonic 
terms chosen to suggest their own 
interpretation and one-to-one 
correspondence between variable names 
throughout the program.  

      
22. Defines global variables in a common 

glossary with their names the same in all 
routines to provide consistency.  

      

23. Follow presentation style standardization 
such as: (1) Indentation and spacing; (2) 
Use of capitalization; (3) Use of headers; 
(4) Source code listings; (5) Conditions 
under which comments are provided and 
format to be used; (6) And size of code 
aggregated. 

5 4 3 2 1 NA 
Third: Questions relating to Adaptive 
Maintainability  

      
24. Entails automated request delivery for 

maintenance.  

      
25.  Specifies a time limit indicating how long 

a version change may take. 

      
26. Enables update that can be made without 

interruption. 

      
27.  Requires specific process steps being 

performed.  

V. CONCLUSION 

A large number of researchers admitted that quality 
attributes such as maintainability can hardly be defined 
precisely or measured quantitatively despite the existence of 
several publications proposing systems for assessing and 
estimating the effort needed for software maintenance. Most 
of these studies focus on the determinants that enable 
maintenance such as software documentation, capabilities of 
technical and development team and so on. 

For instance, published papers produce predictive systems 
for maintenance effort (i.e. maintainability) such as that of 
reference [33]. Any maintenance effort measurement is 
affected by the time needed to perform a maintenance activity 
using a specific set of factors like the documentation available, 
the maintenance engineers, the testing extent made after 
maintenance and the expertise of the maintenance team. Yet, 
maintainability remains an unspecified measure of the 
maintenance ease and maintenance effort should be measured 
through a specific set of activities that should be performed on 
any given system. The assessment of the maintainability 
requirements in a software project system can be obtained 
from the research field questionnaire conducted to date. 
Software developers are capable of getting tangible 
specification for the maintainability software quality attribute 
that is simple to be achieved through the proposed procedures 
presented in the questionnaire. The maintainability 
improvements should leverage the initial expenditure and 
decrease the total lifetime cost of the system. Moreover, it is 
expected that improvements in maintainability will be more 
pronounced in industrial scale systems containing large 
services and requiring more complex maintenance tasks. 

This paper demonstrates a scientific relation between an 
abstracted software artefacts (maintainability features) and the 
external quality attribute (maintainability). Despite the fact 
that such demonstration needs the experts’ opinion for the 
assessment of the quality attribute yet it is different than the 
expert assessments employed to acquire quantified criteria for 
validation like that existed in references [34] and [35]. The 
content validity of the structured questionnaire has been 
assessed through reviewing pertinent literature related to 
maintainability quality attribute and the conduction of semi-
structured interviews with projects managers’ experts. As 
well, criterion based validity has been assessed by relating 
associated quality attribute features. Then the developed 
questionnaire could be useful for both researchers and 
practitioners in grasping the critical related features of 
software maintainability attribute in order to obtain the needed 
software system quality, the business is looking for. Hence, it 
provides a road-map for improving software quality as well. 
Specifically, a manager could inspect the software project 
periodically, assess changes and consequently take appropriate 
action to ensure continuous improvement in software quality 

Furthermore, this questionnaire can be so helpful to define if 
a set of questions assumed to be associated with a specific 
subjective attribute, actually do relate to this attribute. This 
could be done next through measuring the difference in 
variance between the responses to the questions; using an 
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ordinal scale value. Then statistics could be used to express 
the relevance assessment of questions to the attribute of 
interest and denote the attribute with respect to a measurement 
theory. Cronbuch alpha is to be used in the statistical analysis 
to provide score values for the entity’s subjective attribute. 
The results that would be obtained from the true classes of the 
entities can be employed to develop an independent and 
unbiased assessment of a predictive system for a quality 
attribute to give definitive values for the quality attribute of 
software entities. Moreover, it should be taken into account to 
continue the evaluation of software quality attributes through 
other assessment methods and iterated refinement cycles. In 
any case, the selected quality attribute and its associated 
features provide a starting point in cases where argumentation 
is needed for further improvement. 
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Abstract— Steganography literally means secret writing. 
The technique has been used in various forms for 2500 
years or long. It  has found its application in various fields 
including military, diplomatic, personal and intellectual 
property applications. Briefly stated, Steganography is the 
term applied to any number of processes that will hide a 
message within an object, where the hidden message will 
not be apparent to an observer. The paper describes the 
concept of finding natural relationship between a digital 
cover and a message. The relationship can be used to hide 
the information in cover without actually replacing or 
distorting any useful bits of the cover. It introduces a 
concept called sustainable embedding of message in a cover 
using natural relationship and representing it using graph 
theoretic approach. 

Keywords- Extra bytes, graph theoretic approach, pure 
steganography, secret key steganography, sustainable, 
natural embedding, spatial resource, bipartite graph, 
maximum bipartite matching, steganalysis. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Steganography is the art of invisible communication. Its 
purpose is to hide the very presence of communication by 
embedding messages into innocuous-looking cover objects. 
Each steganographic communication system consists of an 
embedding algorithm and an  extract ion algorithm. To  
accommodate a secret message in a dig ital cover, the 
original cover is slightly modified by the embedding 
algorithm. The result is modified cover object that contains 
the secret message and it is called  stego object. The 
important requirement for a steganographic system is its 
detectability by an attacker with probability not better than 
random guessing, given the full knowledge of the 
embedding algorithm, including the statistical properties of 
the source of cover object. Of course the stego key is not 
revealed. The most commonly used steganographic method 
is the Least Significant Bit (LSB) replacement. It works by 
embedding message bits as the LSBs of randomly selected 
pixels. A secret stego key shared by the communicating 
parties usually determines pixel selection. 

The popularity of LSB embedding is due to its simplicity as 
well as the false belief that modifications of LSBs in  
randomly  selected pixels are undetectable because of the 
noise commonly present in digital images of natural scenes. 
However, flipping the bits of the LSB p lane does not occur 
naturally. The even pixel values are either unmodified or 
increased by one, while odd values are either decreased by 
one or left unchanged. This imbalance in the embedding 
distortion is utilized to mount successful attacks. The image 
in figure 1(a) is modified to embed " Graph Theoretic 
Approach" to get stego in figure 1(b). Through the naked 
eye, it is nearly impossible to detect any difference but any 
steganalysis tool can very easily  find the presence of some 
message in the cover, given the cover 1(a). 

 

(a)                               (b) 
Figure 1 

The image is of size 100x100 pixels and 24 b it color, so 
there are total of 

100x100x3 + 54 bytes = 30,054 bytes in the 

file. Even using LSB replacement technique, roughly 

 
 

are availab le to hide a message of 3756 characters. There 
are a few extra bytes also available in any image. Can it be 
utilized for the purpose? Can a message be hidden in a 
cover without replacing any useful bits? These are few 
questions that we try  to answer through this paper by 
introducing a graph theoretic approach to steganography. 
Before exp lain ing the concept let us have a brief description 
of types of  Steganography in use today. 
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II. TYPES OF STEGANOGRAPHIC METHODS 

The Steganography technique used today can be broadly 
classified into three categories: Pure Steganography, Secret 
Key Steganography and Public Key Steganography. 

PURE S TEGANO GRAPHY 
It is defined as a Steganographic system that does not 
require the exchange of a cipher such as a stego-key. This 
method of secret communication is treated as least secure 
means of communicat ion. The sender and receiver rely upon 
the presumption that no other parties are aware of this secret 
mes s age. But the amateur hackers who are working 24x7, 
can scan the cover (stego) using various tools available 

today to guess the presence of a possible secret message and 
can either alter or destroy it on the way. 

SECRET KEY STEGANOGRAPHY 
It is a method that involves exchange of stego-key pre or 
post communication of secret message steganographically. 
Secret Key Steganography takes a cover message and 
embeds the secret message inside of it by randomized 
technique. The random key that forms the secret key is also 
called stego-key. Only the communicating partners know 
the stego key and can reverse the process and read the secret 
message. Secret key steganography is more secure than pure 
steganography because only those parties who know the 
secret key can ext ract the secret message. 

PUBLIC KEY STEGANOGRAPHY 
It uses the concepts of public key cryptography [13]. Pub lic 
key steganography is defined as a steganographic method 
that uses a public key and a private key to secure the 
communicat ion between the parties wanting to 
communicate secretly. The sender will use the public key 
during the encoding process and the private key, which has 
a direct mathematical relationship with the public key, can 
decipher the secret message. Public key Steganography 
provides a more robust way of implementing a 

steganographic system because it can utilize a much more 
robust and researched technology in Public Key 
Cryptography. Before any unwanted parties could intercept 
the secret message they have to first suspect the use of s 
teganography and then they have to find a way to crack the 
algorithm used by the public key system. In this way it  
provides multip le layers of security. 

The schematic d iagram shown in the figure 2 exp lains the 
secret key steganography. Despite the security provided to 
steganographic method by stego key, bits replacement 
incorporated in cover file provides enough statistics to the 
hacker to guess the presence of message and classifying the 
med ia as stego. 

To overcome this limitat ion of Steganography, a graph 
theoretic approach is suggested where message is treated as 
naturally embedded without either replacing or exchanging 
the useful color b its of a cover file . 

III. GRAPH THEORETIC APPROACH 

A graph theoretic approach can be described combin ing 
mean ings of three different words: graph, theoretic and 
approach. 'Graph' is a branch of mathematics dealing with 
the properties of diagrams to study the arrangements of 
objects and relationships between objects. 'Theoretic' is 
concerned primarily with theories or hypothesis rather than 
practical considerations; called "Theoretical science". 
Setting aside this classical definit ion of theoretic, this term 
may be taken in this context as "concept of data structures 
used to store a graph in Computer science". An 'approach' 
is described as a method used or steps taken in setting 
about a task, problem, etc. When the three words are 
combined, we may interpret "graph theoretic approach" as 
"a method that uses graph data structure in principle to 
solve a problem." When it is used to solve a steganographic 
problem, it is called " Graph theoretic approach to 
Steganography". There are two ways of using graph 
theoretic concept in digital steganography. 

(i) Find relat ionship (if required) between smallest data 
unit of message and a group of such smallest unit of 
cover object and represent the relationship using a 
graph. If required, h ide the relationships in the zero  
bytes of cover. 

(ii) Use a graph as cover object and find redundancy in its 
feature like node or segment o r its attributes and embed 
secret message in it.[9] 

In the case of (ii) a  data structure for storing graph has to be 
used so that features like node, segment and points 
constituting a segment should be stored [9]. In case of (i) it  
is exp lored to find  association between bits string in cover 
and bit string in secret message. In case such association is 
found then following issues need to be addressed to 
implement the graph theoretic approach to digital 
steganography. 

attacker 

Figure 2 
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(i) What data structure should be used to represent such 
association? 

(ii) And how this data can be embedded or assumed to be 
embedded in the cover? 

(iii) What stegokey can be used between the communicating  
partners? 

In the following sections of the paper, possible approach is 
described. Authors of the paper are working in this area. 

IV. FINDING RELATIONSHIP 

In digital world, every cover media like image, v ideo, audio, 
speech etc can be treated as collection of data units. Each 
data unit is nothing but string of bits. Say the size of data 
units be k bits. Thus a cover can be treated as an array of 
such data units. Similarly a secret message to be embedded 
in the cover, may be treated as an array o f data units each of 
size k bits. Let  size o f message array is n. The size k can be 
adjusted in a way to avoid  any padding. An embedding 
factor can be defined as ratio 

size o f cover array 
m =  ------------------------------------- 

size of message array 

It means that potentially m data units are available in cover 
for one data unit of secret message. Thus cover data units 
may be arranged in two-dimensional array of size n x m. A 
maximum bipart ite matching can be found using the natural 
presence of secret message in cover. Detail is given in the 
next  section while find ing a way to embed the relat ionship 
in cover. 

For example, if m = 4 and k = 2, then one of the data unit 
"01" of message is said to be naturally p resent in the 
corresponding m data units of cover "10 00 01 10" at 3rd 
place. Also, if we take additional modulo 4 o f " 10 00 01 
10" then it is also equal to 01 and hence it  can be concluded 
that the part of secret message is naturally present in  the 
corresponding part of the cover. There can be many other 
ways to find such relationship. If such correspondence is 
achieved for every data unit of the secret message then the 
message is embedded without any replacement of bits in  the 
cover. But such ideal situation is rarely available. 

In case some mismatch is found then it may be exp lored that 
ith data unit may corresponds to some combinations of jth 
block of m data units of cover file . If it is found, then the 
association can be represented as an arc (i, j). There may be 
one to many associations because one data unit may 
correspond to multip le m data units of cover file. At the end 
there may be some data units in  message that are not 
associated to any of the block in cover. Thus, there are three 
possibilit ies: 

(i) Direct relationship is found between ith data unit of 
message and ith block of cover. 

(ii) Cross relationship is found between ith data unit of 

message and  jth block of cover. 

(iii) Some mismatched data unit of message say (some 
kth) data units. 

After formulating the concept of finding relationships 
between bit patterns in message and that in cover, it is time 
to formulate a way to use the relat ionship to hide message 
in cover in such a way that no or very little modification of 
color bits of cover is required. 

V. EMBEDDING THE RELATIONS HIP 

The method is computation intensive. We first define a 
bipartite graph G = (V, E) taking every data unit of message 
as a node in the set L (left). Similarly every  block of m data 
units from cover is taken as node in  the set R (right). A  
bipartite graph is a graph G whose vertex set V can be 
partitioned into two  non empty disjoint sets L and R in such 
a way  that every edge of G joins a vertex in L to a vertex in  
R. Using the d irect relat ionship and cross relationship, as 
described in the previous section, we find a maximum 
bipartite matching. 
A matching of G is a subset M of the set E of edges of G, 
with the property that no two edges in M have a common 
vertex. Thus no left  vertex is incident to more than one edge 
of the matching, and no right vertex is incident to more than 
one edge of the matching. The matching associates, or 
matches, some of the left vertices to some of the right 
vertices in a one-to-one way.  Matchings are an important 
area of study in graph theory because many pract ical 
problems can be seen as requiring the discovery of an 

optimal matching in a bipart ite graph. 
A matching is a collection of edges. Each edge in the 
matching is a confirmation that data unit of secret message 
is naturally  embedded in the b lock o f data units of cover 
image and there is no need to flip any bits of the cover to 
hide that part of message. Clearly the best matching we can 
obtain would have three edges. M = {(1, 7), (2, 8), (4, 5) }is 
one such matching. There are a few others in the graph. A 
matching having a maximal number of edges is called a 
max-matching. How to use this concept to embed secret 
message in cover? 

Figure 3 
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Let us take an example to illustrate it. Suppose four data 
units, denoted as node 1, 2, 3, and 4 in the bipart ite graph of 
figure 3, of secret message are to be embedded in the four 
blocks of data units of cover image, denoted as node 5, 6, 7, 
and 8 in the graph. Node 1 cross matches with only one 
node 7. Node 2 d irectly match to node 6 and cross matches 
to node 8. Similarly node 4 d irectly matches to node 8 and 
cross matches to node 5. After scanning it found that data 
units 2 and 4 have direct relationship with corresponding 
blocks in cover and that part of secret message is naturally 
embedded. Nothing needs to be done to hide these parts of 
secret message. Node 1 cross matches with 7 so hid ing (1,7) 
in the cover in the extra byte s hall achieve the following: 

(i) No color b its of cover is flipped to accommodate 
the message, and 

(ii) In stead of writ ing message part, its indexes and 

cover block index is stored only. 

Next the unmatched part i.e . node 3 is embedded as (M, 3, 
<message part>) in ext ra byte. Ext ra bytes are those parts in 
a image that are padded and kept to  maintain a fixed  
predefined file format of the image. It needs to be explored 
in a cover before applying this approach. We have explored 
a few file formats including BMP to get presence of extra 
bytes. 

At the end, a secret key is generated that contains < Size of 
the message, Data unit size> . The size of the message and 
data unit size together determines array size of message. 
The size of the image received at the recipient side and this 
informat ion is used to find embedding factor. Once the 
informat ion from the ext ra bytes, if any, is retrieved, it  
conveys how many are naturally embedded in the image 
and then the secret message can be reconstructed from 
image data itself. 

VI.  STEGANALYS IS  

Discussion of steganography necessarily leads to discussion 
of steganalysis. Steganalysis is the art of discovering the 
presence or transmission of stego content in the 
communicat ion channel. Fro m informat ion security point of 
view it is crucial to thwart any attempt of stego 
communicat ion. It is a probabilistic science. A steganalysis 
algorithm generally  output a number within a g iven range to 
indicate the likelihood that stego was actually used on the 
input file. Steganalysis is a rapidly advancing science, and 
will continue to develop as long as steganographic 
algorithms are being created and used. 

There are two approaches to the problem of steganalysis, 
one is specific to a particu lar steganographic algorithm. The 
other is developing techniques completely independent of 
the s teganographic algorithm to be analyzed. Each of the 
two approaches has it's own advantages and disadvantages. 
A steganalysis technique specific to an embedding method 
would give very good results when tested only on that 
embedding method and in all possibility it fails on other 
steganographic algorithm. However an independent 

steganalysis method may  perform less accurately but it is 
capable to provide acceptable result on any new embedding 
algorithm. When the embedding algorithm is based on a 
graph theoretic approach that either does not change/replace 
any color b its of cover or changes very few colors bit, a  
general steganalysis algorithm can not work. In fact 
associations in the maximum b ipartite matching takes care 
of the embedding process. 

In general, the number of unmatched vertices is an upper 
bound on the number of changes to first-order statistics. An 
experimental result has shown that sufficiently good 
matching (<  3% unmatched) can be reached for natural 
cover data. This makes a graph theoretic approach 
practically undetectable by tests that look only at first-order 
statistics. It would be interesting to run a blind steganalysis 
scheme against this implementation to compare its 
detectability to the other tested algorithms. Adding a 
restriction to the set of edges could easily extend this graph 
theoretic approach and make it more secure against any 
general steganalysis algorithm. However in the approach 
presented the steganography totally depends on the key 
pairs consisting of size of message and data unit size. To the 
third party none of the informat ion is known and hence 
given the arbitrariness of message size and data unit size for 
any message, it is simply Herculean  for any body to guess 
and extract the message. 
Today, a fairly large numbers of downloadable 
steganographic programs are available on the Internet that is 
based on the Least Significant Bit  (LSB) embedding 
technique. A few examples are: Steganos II, S-Tools 4.0, 
Steghide 0. 3, Contraband Hell Edit ion, Web Stego 3.5, 
EncryptPic 1.3, StegoDos, Winstorm, Invisible Secrets Pro, 
and many others. 

CONCLUSION 

A graph theoretic approach to steganography in an image as 
cover object helps in retaining all bits that participate in the 
color palette of image. The method is based on exp loring 
maximum natural embedding and then finding relationship 
that conveys the presence of message in cover without 
either rep lacing or exchanging any bits of cover. Th is way  
the technique achieves sustainability. Sustainable 
steganography can be described as a method of hid ing in  
such a way that no color bit  is altered. Today various digital 
data formats are used in steganography. Most popular 
among them are bmp, doc, g if, jpeg, mp3, txt  and wav  
because of the relative ease by which redundant or noisy 
data can be removed from them and replaced with a hidden 
message. BMP image is found to be more suitable because 
of presence of some redundant bytes at the quad word 
boundary. Since every dig ital cover file is simp ly  stream of 
bits, an algorithm that treats cover as stream of bits, can be 
applied to any image/audio fo rmat with a little  modificat ion 
in find ing zero bytes and header information. The concept 
presented in this paper for natural embedding can be further 
improved by using variable embedding factor k for 
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adjusting its value whenever maximum natural embedding 
is achieved. 

FUTURE SCOPE 

Steganographic research is primarily driven by the lack of 
strength in the cryptographic systems on its own and the 
desire to have complete secrecy in an open-systems 
environment. Redundancy is not always useless. A lot of 
research is required to evolve techniques to naturally  embed 
message in digital cover media. It can be used for the 
benefit of the society as well as for better administrative 
management by keeping any secret information secret and 
beyond the reach of spoiler by maintaining its utmost 
privacy. The rich resources of spatial data availab le under 
national spatial database project by many governments 
around the world may also be used for the purpose of 
steganography using graph-theoretic approach to 
steganography. "A successful steganography is one that 
neither disturbs nor replaces any useful bits of cover. A 
successful steganalysis is one that retrieves message from 
stego without any clue about it."  
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Abstract: Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the task of 

identifying and classifying all proper nouns in a document as 

person names, organization names, location names, date & 

time expressions and miscellaneous. There has been a growing 

interest in this field since early 1990s. Earlier, work has been 

done on NER taking English language as the medium. Apart 

from that some researchers have also tried their hands on 

Hindi and regional languages such as Telugu. The objective of 

our project is to identify names of Indian origin in English 

documents. The idea is to cover cross-linguistic aspects of text 

while performing NER on Indian names. The proposed project 

mainly distinguishes persons, organizations, locations and 

contact numbers in a document. The approach adopted is 

mainly unsupervised learning based on the feature space. 

Gazetteers are also used to improve the results of the 

experiment. The application is developed in C#.NET using the 

IDE of Visual Studio 2008. 

Keywords: NER, Indian names, Text mining, Hindi names in 

English documents. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of NER is to classify all tokens in a text 

document into predefined classes such as person, organization, 

location, miscellaneous. In evaluations at the Message 

Understanding Conferences of the 1990s, it became clear that 

in order to reasonably extract information from documents, it 

is useful to first identify certain classes of information referred 

to in the text. They therefore established the Named Entity 

Task, where systems attempted to identify dates, times, 

numerical information and names
 [1]

. At the time, MUC was 

focusing on IE tasks wherein structured information on 

company and defense-related activities are extracted from 

unstructured text, such as newspaper articles. In defining IE 

tasks, people noticed that it is essential to recognize 

information units such as names including person, 

organization, and location names, and numeric expressions 

including time, date, money, and percentages. Identifying 

references to these entities in text was acknowledged as one of 

IE’s important sub-tasks and was called “Named Entity 

Recognition (NER).” Before the NER field was recognized in 

1996, significant research was conducted by extracting proper 

names from texts. A paper published in 1991 by Lisa F. Rau
 [2]

 

is often cited as the root of the field. Named Entity 

Recognition has remained an essential component of 

Information Extraction (IE) and related NLP tasks. NER also 

finds application in question answering systems and machine 

translation. NER is an essential subtask in organizing and 

retrieving biomedical information
 [3]

. NER can be treated as a 

two step process 

• identification of proper nouns. 

• classification of these identified proper nouns. 

A large number of techniques have been developed to 

recognize named entities for different languages. Some of 

them are Rule based and others are Statistical techniques. The 

rule based approach uses the morphological and contextual 

evidence of a natural language and consequently determines 

the named entities. This eventually leads to formation of some 

language specific rules for identifying named entities. The 

statistical techniques use large annotated data to train a model 

(like Hidden Markov Model) and subsequently examine it 

with the test data.  

In its canonical form, the input of an NER system is a text and 

the output is information on boundaries and types of NEs 

found in the text. This work is about the creation of an 

autonomous NER system, which based on some rules and 

feature space will be able to recognize Indian origin names in 

English documents. 

We may list some tasks related to NER. These tasks revolve 

around the notion of rigid designation, whereby the direct goal 

is not to recognize the named things from documents. We also 

thoroughly survey fifteen years of research—from 1991 to 

2006—in a systematic review published in a special issue of 
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Linguisticae Investigationes
[4]

. 

Personal name disambiguation
 [5]

 is the task of identifying 

the correct referent of a given designator. For example, it may 

consist of identifying whether Sachin Bansal is the race driver, 

the film editor, or the Flipkart founder in a given context. 

Corpus-wide disambiguation of personal names has 

applications in document clustering for information retrieval. 

In the work of Mann and Yarowski 
[5]

, it is used to create 

biographical summaries from corpora.  

Named entity translation 
[7][8]

 is the task of translating NEs 

from one language to another.  

Analysis of name structure 
[9]

 is the identification of the parts 

in a person name. For example, the name “Doctor Saurav R. 

Sharma” is composed of a person title, a first name, a middle 

name, and a surname. It is presented as a preprocessing step 

for NER and for the resolution of co-references to help 

determine, for instance, that “APJ Abdul Kalam” and 

“President Kalam” are the same person, while “APJ Abdul 

Kalam” and “Shahid Kalam” are two distinct persons. 

Acronym identification 
[10]

 is described as the identification 

of an acronym’s definition (e.g., “ACM” stands for 

“Association for Computing Machinery”) in a given 

document. The problem is related to NER because many 

organization names are acronyms (GE, NRC, etc.). Resolving 

acronyms is useful, again, to build co-reference networks 

aimed at solving NER. On its own, it can improve the recall of 

information retrieval by expanding queries containing an 

acronym with the corresponding definition. 

Record linkage 
[11]

 is the task of matching named entities 

across databases. It involves the use of clustering and string 

matching techniques
 [28]

 in order to map database entries 

having slight variations (e.g., Sachin Tendulkar and S. 

Tendulkar). It is used in database cleaning and in data mining 

on multiple databases. 

Case restoration 
[12]

 consists of restoring expected word 

casing in a sentence. Given a lower case sentence, the goal is 

to restore the capital letters usually appearing on the first word 

of the sentence and on NEs. This task is useful in machine 

translation, where a sentence is usually translated without 

capitalization information. 

1.3 Earlier Research: Computational research aiming at 

automatically identifying NEs in texts forms a vast and 

heterogeneous pool of strategies, methods, and 

representations. One of the first research papers in the field 

was presented by Lisa F. Rau
 [2]

 at the 7
th

 IEEE Conference on 

Artificial Intelligence Applications. Rau’s paper describes a 

system to “extract and recognize [company] names.” It relies 

on heuristics and handcrafted rules. From 1991 to 1995, the 

publication rate remained relatively low. It accelerated in 

1996, with the first major event dedicated to the task: MUC-

6
[19]

. It has not decreased since, with steady research and 

numerous scientific events: HUB-4
[20]

; MUC-7 and MET-2
[1]

; 

IREX
 [22]

; CONLL
 [21]

; and HAREM
 [23]

. 

A good proportion of work in NER research is devoted to the 

study of English, but a possibly larger proportion addresses 

language independence and multilingualism problems. 

German is well studied in CONLL-2003 and in earlier works. 

Similarly, Spanish and Dutch are strongly represented, and 

were boosted as the focus of a major conference: CONLL-

2002. Japanese has been studied in the MUC-6 conference, the 

IREX conference, and other works. Chinese is studied in 

abundant literature 
[24]

, and so are French 
[25]

, Greek 
[14]

, and 

Italian 
[6]

.  

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

As discussed in earlier section, a lot of work has been done on 

English and other languages such as German as well. Hindi in 

its pure form witness a lot of challenges as Hindi is a kind of 

unstructured language where subject can come early or later to 

predicate.  

People have considered phoneme-based approach for finding 

named entities in Hindi language in past. However, the case 

we consider in this thesis is when a document covers Hindi 

names and places in an English document, i.e., addressing 

cross-linguistic issues while extracting information from a 

document. 

English is the third most spoken language in the world and 

most of the countries have adopted it and created their own 

form of spoken English. In India also, most of the print media 

have adopted Hinglish (Hindi+English) as a common notion 

of information sharing. 

Since most of the text and information on internet and print 

media is available in English language, it is important to come 

up with an approach that can effectively extract information 

available in Hindi language from those documents. 

Our main focus would be to extract names, locations, 

organizations and contact numbers from the documents. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

While early studies were mostly based on handcrafted rules, 

most recent ones use supervised machine learning (SL), as a 

way to automatically induce rule-based systems or sequence 

labeling algorithms, starting from a collection of training 

examples. 

3.1 Supervised Learning: The current dominant technique for 

addressing the NER problem is supervised learning. SL 

techniques include Hidden Markov Models (HMM), Decision 

Trees, Maximum Entropy Models (ME), Support Vector 

Machines (SVM), and Conditional Random Fields (CRF). 

These are all variants of the SL approach, which typically 

feature a system that reads a large annotated corpus, 

memorizes lists of entities, and creates disambiguation rules 

based on discriminative features. 

 

3.2 Semi Supervised Learning: The term “semi-supervised” 

(or “weakly supervised”) is relatively recent. The main 

technique for SSL is called “bootstrapping” and involves a 

small degree of supervision, such as a set of seeds, for starting 

the learning process. For example, a system aimed at “disease 

names” might ask the user to provide a small number of 

example names. Then, the system searches for sentences that 

contain these names and tries to identify some contextual clues 

common to the five examples. Then, the system tries to find 

other instances of disease names appearing in similar contexts. 

The learning process is then reapplied to the newly found 

examples, so as to discover new relevant contexts. By 

repeating this process, a large number of disease names and a 

large number of contexts will eventually be gathered. 

 

3.3 Unsupervised Learning: The typical approach in 

unsupervised learning is clustering. For example, one can try 

to gather NEs from clustered groups based on context 

similarity. Basically, the techniques rely on lexical resources, 

on lexical patterns, and on statistics computed on a large 

corpus. 

The approach we would be adopting is a blend of Semi-

supervised and Unsupervised learning with the help of a 

feature space. Firstly, machine analyses the document based 

on patterns or features present. If features clearly indicate 

word to be name or place, then it is categorized as such, else 

gazetteer would be looked into and based on list look-up for a 

particular word, rules would be derived. 

 

3.4 Feature Space: Features are describers or characteristic 

attributes of words designed for algorithmic consumption. The 

system has two types of rules: 

• a recognition rule ( for example, capitalized words 

are entity candidates) 

• a classification rule ( for example, the type of entity 

candidates of length greater than or equal to 3 words 

is organization) 

 

The features that we will be using in identifying names, 

location, organizations are listed as follows: 

 

TABLE 1: Feature space for identifying names (PER) 

Case Name begins with Capital letter 

Length More than or equal to 3 characters 

Titles Dr., Mr., Mrs.  

Part of Speech Use of ‘he’, ‘she’, ‘I’ relates to a 

person 

Morphology Common ending. Examples: ‘esh’ in 

Rakesh and Suresh. 

Punctuations Presence of apostrophe s (‘s) 

Grammar Next character such as ‘is’ denotes an 

entity. 

Frequency of 

occurrence 

A Person’s name does not occur too 

frequently in a document. 

  

TABLE 2: Feature space for identifying locations (LOC) 

Case Name begins with Capital letter 

Length More than or equal to 3 characters 

Morphology Common ending. Examples: ‘ore’ in 

Bangalore and Mangalore. 

Punctuations Presence of apostrophe s (‘s) 

Grammar Use of ‘in’ or ‘at’ before the entity 

refers to a location 

Frequency of 

occurrence 

A Place’s name does not occur too 

frequently in a document. 

 

TABLE 3: Feature space for identifying organizations (ORG) 

Case Name begins with Capital letter, All 

letters capital or mixed case 

Length More than or equal to 3 characters 

Frequency of 

occurrence 

An organization’s name does not 

occur too frequently in a document. 

Punctuations Use of ‘-‘or ‘.’ In between or at the 

end of the entity or special characters 

such as ‘&’. 

 

There are many challenges that might come across in this 

model. For example, after encountering an entity with initial 

capital letter, we mark it as PER, what if other entity starts 

from the second word again with a capital letter. It actually 
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denotes that the first entity didn’t end and second entity is a 

part of the first entity like a last name of a person. 

So we use B-PER for first entity encountered and E-PER to 

denote that it is a part of previously found B-PER entity. 

Similarly, we can resolve the same issue for organizations by 

using B-ORG and I-ORG. 

Based on the above feature-space discussed, we will 

differentiate if an entity is a person, organization or a location. 

 

3.5 Proposed algorithm 

 

1. Application fulfills the purpose of Named Entity 

Recognition in two ways: by simply entering the text on 

home screen or by uploading a word document. 

2. The text is read from the textbox or from the document and 

read word by word. 

3. Let’s say we pick up a word, X at a time. 

4. We check if X starts from a number or ‘+’? If yes, then 

jump to next step else go to step 6. 

5. Call a routine to check if X fulfills the criteria to be called 

a contact number. 

6. Check if X has first letter capital? If no, then pick up next 

word and go back to step 4, else go to next step. 

7. Check if X is not an article or interrogative forms (The, 

These, They, Are, Is, Was, When, Why etc.)? If yes, go to 

next step else pick up next word and go back to step 4. 

8. Check if X is a title (Mr., Mrs., Dr. etc.)? If yes, then mark 

X as ‘PER’ and look for B-PER in next word and I-PER 

next to that, else go to next step.  

9. Check for X in all possible feature space, i.e. for Name, 

Place and Organization. 

10. For whichever feature space, X satisfies the highest ratio of 

features classifies into that feature-set. 

 

3.6 Flowchart 

 

The flowchart shows various modules of the application and 

the flow of the application. The entities once recognized are 

checked for features against different feature-space of name, 

place or organization/miscellaneous. Contact numbers are 

identified separately in the beginning only depending on the 

occurrence of the digits in a word. 
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4. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS 

The two basic parameters to judge the output are: Precision 

and Recall. 

 

 
We will test the application on some random excerpts of data 

and calculate the recall and precision for them. 

Some screenshots have been pasted for example: 

 

 
Recall = 80%, Precision = 75%, f-score = 77.42% 

 

 

Recall = 75%, Precision = 83%, f-score = 78.797% 

 

On an average, including many other test cases performed on 

this application, the Recall came to be more than 83% and 

Precision is around 90%. 

Gazetteer is being improvised to enhance the results of the 

application. 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The limitation with this model is that it never gives 100% 

accurate result but the results can be improved. Most of the 

previous works have achieved a precision of about 80%. To 

improve the result, A Gazetteer might also be used but will be 

an over-head on the complexity of the system and processing 

time. 

Till now, based on the results obtained while testing the 

application, it can be said that application is able to give a 

satisfactory performance but efforts are being made to 

improve the result and reach a Recall and Precision of almost 

100% if not exactly 100%. 

Also, once named entities have been recognized from a given 

text, relations can be derived based on the context. This can be 

the further step in the project once best results from this 

application have been achieved in extracting named entities. 
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